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"3i datt 9* low".
Somebody said that it couldn't be done,

But he, with a chuckle, replied

That maybe it couldn't but he would be one

Who wouldn't say so till he'd tried.

So he buckled right in, with the trace of a grin

On his face; if he worried, he hid it.

He started to sing as he tackled the thing

That couldn't be done—and he did it.

Somebody scoffed :

'

' Oh, you '11 never do that

—

At least no one has ever done it."

But he took off his coat, and he took off his hat,

And the first thing we knew he'd begun it;

With the lift of his chin and a bit of a grin,

Without any doubting or quiddit

;

He started to sing as he tackled the thing

That couldn't be done—and he did it.

There are thousands to tell you it cannot be done
;

There are thousands to prophesy failure

;

There are thousands to point out to you, one by one.

The dangers that wait to assail you.

But just buckle in with a bit of a grin,

Then take off your coat and go to it.

Just start in to sing as you tackle the thing

That "cannot be done"—and you'll do it.

(Author not known to us.)
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Definitions of "Socialism"

By Socialists.

T will be remembered by our readers

that an invitation was given to the

friends of Socialism to send us their

own definitions of the term "Social-

ism."

The purposes of that invitation

were

:

1. To illustrate the wide diversity of understand-

ing as to the real meaning of the term, among those who

call themselves, and truly believe themselves to be,

Socialists.

2. To prove the truth of our suggestion that there

are many differing ideas on the subject, even among

those who assume to know exactly what the term means,

what the system involves, and what constitutes a

"Socialist."

3. To make clear the truth of our suggestion that

one of the important things to be accomplished by

Socialists, before they can hope to educate the world to

[ Page 1 ]
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any definite understanding of the subject and enlist

their sympathetic interest and help, is for those who call

themselves Socialists to get together and come to some

definite understanding as to what they mean by

"Socialism," what the movement stands for, what they

hope to accomplish, and exactly HOW they hope to

accomplish it.

4. To illustrate the importance of sending before

the public only such teachers and lecturers and educa-

tors as can prove that they really understand the sub-

ject and are able to teach it in strict conformity with

the agreed meaning given it by those who are its recog-

nized authorities.

5. To suggest the importance of Socialists coming

to an agreement at once on all the vital essentials of

Constructive Socialism on a basis of "Peaceful Meth-

ods/' and then publicly repudiating all so-called

"Socialists" who advocate violence, or manifest intol-

erance, hatred, fanaticism and bigotry in their methods.

6. To pave the way for representative Socialists to

see the vital importance of immediate action, and then

get together before their self-assumed representatives

have spread the seeds of dissension, disagreement, uncer-

tainty, violence and destruction any further, and have

thus fatally injured the cause so dear to all loyal, peace-

loving, law-abiding, patriotic citizens of our beloved

country.

7. To suggest to all who care to know, that the

Sociology of the Great School, and the "Socialism" for

which it stands, are Constructive, Peaceful, Liberty-

Loving, Law-Abiding, Patriotic, and founded upon the

MORALITY of Natural Science ; and that it stands ever

[ Page 2 ]
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ready and willing and anxious to help in the education

of mankind to an understanding and willing acceptance

of these fundamental principles and to an exemplifica-

tion of them in their daily life and action.

The following are a few of the many definitions of

"Socialism" received by the Editor-in-chief of Life and

Action, in response to his invitation in the May-June

issue of the magazine, at the bottom of page 237 and the

first paragraph of page 238:

"I. Socialism is fundamentally a new economic

theory having to do with the production of food, cloth-

ing, shelter, education and amusement. To realize this

economic theory it has formed a political party for the

purpose of capturing the powers of government, through

the ballot box, and establishing its new economic sys-

tem, based on PRODUCTION FOR USE, instead of

production for profit.

It stands for:

(a) The collective ownership of the means of pro-

duction and distribution.

(b) The democratic management of these collect-

ively owned means of production and distribution.

(c) The guaranteed right of every individual to

use the collectively owned and democratically managed

means, or tools, of production and distribution.

(d) The guaranteed right that every individual

using these collectively owned and democratically man-

aged tools of production and distribution, will receive

the full social product of his individual toil. G. H. L.

II. The Science of Social and Economic Justice;

aiming at the reconstruction of society in alignment with

the principles of Justice and Harmony

:

[ Page 3 ]
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(a) By abolishing class-rule and legislation and

establishing a real democratic and popular form of gov-

ernment.

(b) By establishing co-operation in all lines of in-

dustry, by extending popular control and management

of such to include all means of production and distribu-

tion. F. E. C.

III. A state of social being representing the altru-

istic ideals and activities of individuals working in unity

for the common good. G. H. H.

IV. That form of economics that would establish,

secure and guarantee to each individual comprising a

nation, state or government, regardless of restriction as

to race, sex or any other condition, an equality of chance

or opportunity. E. G. P.

V. A political panacea offered for the cure of all

the ailments from which society suffers under existing

governments. G. D.

VI. An economic, sociologic and ethical system based

upon the fundamental principle of scientific Morality,

where charity and mercy abound and selfishness does not

exist; where all are honest, sincere and loyal to each

other and willing, complying with their personal respon-

sibility, to do, if possible, their full share of the hard

work necessary, so as to solve the material problems of

life by co-operation and the exemplification of the prin-

ciple of true Socialism and the Brotherhood of Man, by
living the life in accordance with the Ethical Formulary

of the Great School—to their ultimate amazement and

joy. T. "W. B.

VII. A School of Thought which, because of the

alleged injustice of the Ability-to-Get as a measure of

[ Page 4 ]
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the Right-to-Hold, advocates the establishment of an
artificial social organism, invented by man, to replace

the natural social organism, created by nature. F. P.

VIII. True Friendship, moral accountability, per-

sonal responsibility, honesty, justice, equity, equal

rights, sympathy, charity, courtesy, liberty. Not to tres-

pass on the rights of others. Rendering to society the

highest measure of healthful service of which we are

capable. Value for value, dollar for dollar, or its equiv-

alent in some form. Selfless universal brotherly and sis-

terly Love. Living a life of exchange by rendering

service, one to another, in sharing Nature's gifts, mate-

rial and spiritual. To regulate all government and all

man-made laws, trusts, money, monopoly, graft, etc., so

that labor and capital shall share alike in enjoying the

daily necessities of life. E. J. P. McN.

IX. Altruism and Brotherly Love applied to all the

activities of life, individually and collectively.

"W. S. H.

X. The destruction of Capitalism through the tax-

ing of land alone as the source of all values, and the

distribution of all the wealth of the nation equally

among the people. C. J. W.
XI. Social ownership of natural resources such as

land, mines, timber, water-power and electricity ; and of

the machinery of production and distribution, such as

mills, factories, power-plants, railroads, steamships, tele-

graphs and telephones.

Democratic management of the same by the workers

;

the workers to receive, as nearly as can be determined,

the "full social value" of their labor—allowing for tax-

[ PageS ]
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ation of industry for its maintenance and for govern-

ment charges, and maintenance of public works.

Establishment of free schools, libraries, lecture bu-

reaus, museums and amusements.

Free speech and religious liberty. Equality of op-

portunity, justice, fraternity. G. R. S.

XII. The establishment of the Co-operative Com-

monwealth through public ownership, single tax, the

distribution of wealth, and the abolition of law and

labor. M. McF.

XIII. A system of government whereby the means

of production and distribution of the means of life shall

be collectively owned and democratically managed with

equal opportunity for each and every able-bodied person

to employ himself or herself in the collectively owned

and democratically managed industries, and receive the

full product of his or her labor ; involving the abolition

of profit, rent and interest. C. V. F.

XIV. Such a system for the regulation, government

and control of the economic activities, social relation and

conduct of the organic body of humanity as will best

conserve the happiness of each of its members.

A. W. L.

XV. A theory of government by truly representa-

tive men, commissioned to make possible a reign of Jus-

tice and of real Freedom for all men and all women, by

making them all joint owners of the means of produc-

tion, and also to use none but legal methods to acquire

the ownership of all lands and of all actual capital, and

to be further commissioned to settle any possible dis-

agreement in the organization of the producing or dis-

tributing forces, or in the passing of laws, by reference

[ Page 6 ]
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to the will of the people, who alone have sovereign

power. Gr. P. B."
I have before me 72 additional efforts to define the

term "Socialism." Most of them are so ambiguous, in-

complete, meaningless or indefinite as to convey little

idea as to what the writers are trying to say. They
would add nothing of value to the foregoing—unless it

might be to show the spirit and attitude of mind of the

various individuals who formulated them.

For instance, one defines Socialism as "Something

which no fool like TK can ever understand. '

'

Another says it is "Hevun on Urth."

I have selected from the definitions given such as

seem to express some definite concept, and showing that

the authors of them had honestly endeavored to formu-

late some clear expression of what the term means to

them.

Among these it will be observed that a number have

covered the same general elements, or part of them ; thus

showing a certain degree of uniformity of concept. But

in the letters accompanying their definitions they show

beyond question that no two have the same understand-

ing of what the term means, nor the same ideas as to its

scope.

Even those who have studied the same authors do

not agree as to the very fundamentals.

The first definition given above contains the clearest

and most comprehensive statement, perhaps, of any ;
and

shows that its author has given the subject careful con-

sideration and chosen his words with great precision.

But, from my own viewpoint, I have to confess that

the experiment has been somewhat disappointing ;
never-
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theless, I hope it may result in some real good to the

Cause of Truth.

Had the author of definition No. I included two other

counts he might have made it much more nearly in align-

ment with the kind of "Socialism" for which the Great

School stands.

For instance: (e) The recognized obligation and
sacred pledge of every individual to use the collectively

owned and democratically managed means, etc.

(f) The recognized obligation and sacred pledge of

every individual to make only a Constructive use of

them, and in such manner as to comply with the de-

mands of the Law of Compensation, invoking only peace-

ful methods.

To those who limit economics solely to material things

and material considerations these additions will have no

meaning ; but to the Students and Friends of the School

of Natural Science and the Harmonic Philosophy of

Life, they embody the most vital considerations and lift

the entire problem to the level of spiritual life and ethi-

cal principles.

I regret that Life and Action is so small and so lim-

ited in space. It would be a sincere pleasure to pursue

this subject much further. I believe also that a rather

large percentage of our readers would find it an inter-

esting and helpful study.

But there are other matters of more immediate vital

importance to the Work which this School has under-

taken, and for this reason alone I am compelled to dis-

continue further consideration of this subject for the

present in this magazine.

I verily believe, however, that the time is coming

[ Pages ]
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before I am called from this field of labor, when I shall

be permitted to unfold to the Students and Friends of

the School and Work, an exposition of the subject which

shall constitute a practical foundation upon which they

may safely proceed to the exemplification of principles

and reduce them to practice in conformity with the real

Spirit of the Work.

Until that time I trust those who have been inclined

to pass judgment upon but a fragment of the evidence

will await with patience, under suspended judgment.

With abiding Love to all who seek the Truth and

love Humanity, I am always,

Your Elder Brother,

TK.

Love came with the dawn of creation,

Love is creation made new.

Love is the purest expression of the soul in which it

grew.

Love is the life of living;

Love is the living of life.

Love is the "highest activity of the soul" wherein it's

rife.

Love is the law fulfilling;

Love is fulfilling the law.

Love swings in such perfect rhythm it dispels all doubts

and awe.

Love is—yes, it's everything, God, and the simple tasks

well done.

Love led me to find this wisdom, for wisdom and love

are one.

Mary 0. Smith.

[ Page 9 ]
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Music and Morals.

By J. D. Buck, M. D.

USIC as an Art, complete in itself, cul-

tivated for its own sake, and justified

of all its worshipers and cultiva-

tors, is something comparatively new

in the world of today.

None of the other fine arts, so-

called, can rank with music today in

its evolution and diffusion among men and society in

general ; or plays so important a role in the daily life of

so many people.

While it is undoubtedly true that the larger part of

this interest is along the lines of amusement and recre-

ation, and confined to the passing hour, there is a larger

realm in which music reigns supreme, and is worshiped

as a goddess of old by her devotees.

As the evolution of music has advanced, the Motive

has not only changed and become more and more re-

fined, idealized and complete in itself, but the Motive

has often retired like a living soul within the composi-

tion, like an idealized spirit within the physical body.

This fact is made apparent if we ask a score of indi-

viduals who have just listened to a Mass, or a great

[ Page 10 ]
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symphony, "What does the music mean to you?" Those

who have really enjoyed it most will find no words to

express its meaning or their own appreciation. It has

thrilled every fibre of their beings and exercised every

faculty of their souls by the law of rhythmic conso-

nance. And the music has expressed what words can

never tell. This is the "Language of Impulse" and

altogether a spiritual faculty. The degree in which it

exists, or the extent to which it may be cultivated in

any individual, differs very widely, as do all the other

faculties, capacities and powers of man.

But the fact remains, and hence the true realm of

music passes beyond all definitions or limitations. We
can, at best, only illustrate it.

It is thus that every great musical composition has a

soul, an individuality of its own, complete in itself, and

we catch glimpses of its radiant beauty ; of pain, sorrow

and despair ; or of faith, hope and triumph, as the score

unfolds.

Such a revelation in music is of comparatively recent

date. Other arts, like poetry and sculpture, for exam-

ple, have made no such progress, for the simple reason

that none of them involves—or appeals so directly to the

soul of man.

There is but one element in the nature of man that

has undergone any such evolution with the progress of

civilization, and that is the moral instinct, or the Ethical

principle, and these two have been closely related from

the beginning of man's development on earth. We can

scarcely imagine what life would be today if music in

every form were eliminated.

Mythology, folklore and religion, with the earlier

[ Page 11 ]
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races of mankind, had almost everything to do with the

use and development of music.

The organ was introduced in France in the year 757

A. D., resulting in a knowledge of harmony; but the

Oratorio did not come in till 1540, and in 1597 the first

introduction of the modern opera made its appearance;

with the Lyric Drama in 1645, and then came Gluck,

Haydn, Mozart, Cherubini, and so on, down to the pres-

ent day.

Prof. Myers has shown in his late work, "History as

Past Ethics," how little morals and conscience have had

to do in the earlier development and character of rude

or barbarous peoples.

Dwelling, as they did, in constant fear of the unseen

and the unknown, and peopling space with genii, gods,

angels and demigods, and attributing to these invisibles

both good and evil fortune and every incident and vicis-

situde in life, prayers, incantations and sacrifice in every

conceivable form were resorted to in order to gain the

favor of the good, or appease the anger of the evil

spirits.

Conscience, moral rectitude and personal responsi-

bility were practically unknown ; while penance and sac-

rifice were instigated by ignorance, superstition and

fear.

The idea and the aim were to appease these evil

powers or to gain their favor, and so to escape punish-

ment no matter how, not by avoiding sin or transgres-

sion, but as a favor, bought with a price.

The priest or the necromancer claimed to have a

special "pull" with these powers and the sole preroga-
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tive in dealing with them, as His Holiness at Rome does

today.

Consciousness of wrong-doing, discrimination as to

morals, conduct and character were practically ignored

or unknown.

Music in some form entered into all these ceremonies

and incantations of the past of which the Mass is the

most enduring monument.

There were immense processions, with lights, songs

and dances, with rude instruments, burnt offerings and

often human sacrifice to appease the anger of the de-

mons, or to gain favor of the gods. Just as we still

have prayers and offerings to the so-called saints,

charms, amulets, etc. Every day had its "angel" and

all the hours their "genii."

Throughout Egypt, Persia, Babylonia and finally

down to Greece, these orgies and ceremonies prevailed,

though the Greek mythology assumed a more romantic

and less barbarous form, derived from Ancient Egypt.

So far as any authentic history goes no ancient

people possessed such resources or could compare so

favorably with the present range, development and use

of music as could the Ancient Egyptians.

True, there is no evidence of the development of Har-

mony, and of great musical compositions such as are

known to us today. But music was in the air and en-

tered into the daily life of the people, perhaps as inti-

mately as with us today. The harp, the guitar, the horn,

the flute, were in constant evidence for the amusement
of Royalty, at public gatherings and processions and in

the privacy of the homes. This is revealed in thousands

of papyri scrolls and monuments.

[ Page 13 ]
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And here comes a very important fact wherein the

Mythologoy of Egypt differs from that of all other peo-

ple. It seemed to have descended full grown out of a

measureless past, like Minerva from the brain of Jupi-

ter; and Morals, Ethics, Conduct and Character lay at

its very foundation.

The soul, living or dead, was weighed in the balance,

and exact compensation determined its reward and pun-

ishment.

Recognizing both the good and the evil powers in

nature, Individual Choice and Personal Responsibility

held every soul to strict account for the deeds "done in

the body"; and this measure of exact Justice was

changeless and inexorable ; there could be no escape.

"While I have found no evidence of the existence of

great masters in music, of great musical compositions

such as we have today, yet the range and variety of

musical instruments rivaled our own today, and were in

constant use in their ceremonies and entertainments of

daily life, as a mere glance at the "Book of the Dead"—
or as a recent writer terms it

" The Book of the Master,"

and Wilkinson's "Ancient Egyptians" will show.

In later dynasties all this was changed and over-

thrown, with a retroversion to paganism, through a

dominant priesthood greedy for power and prestige, and

the institution of pagan rites and spectacular shows to

amuse or overawe the multitude.

But the point of greatest interest and importance is

the fact that for thousands of years in Ancient Egypt

morals and music ran side by side and were ingrained in

individual life.

This does not presuppose that every musician was a

[ Page 14 ]
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moral man, nor that every moral man or woman was

necessarily a musician.

It does, however, determine that the evolution of the

moral sense and that of the musical faculty belong to

the same realm of man's spiritual consciousness, whether

he utilizes them or not.

In other words, both the power to appreciate music

and the power of moral discrimination deal with the

same realm in the higher evolution of the soul.

In modern times we use the word "Genius" to ex-

plain or excuse the discrepancy at this point where

music and morals meet or part company. A far more

illuminating term would be "lack of self-control"—and

the criterion applies equally to the real artist in every

other department of art.

Put right conduct with the incentive of high aims,

concepts and ideals in art and we have a Master in

place of a short-lived and erratic genius.

It was for these reasons that music was included as

an element in the Greater Mysteries and ranked as one

of the Sacred Sciences in the School of Pythagoras, to

purify, refine and elevate the soul of man.

Not only is this true in the strictest scientific sense,

but this kind of a "musical education" is a prelude to

the real Symphony of Life.

It has rebuilt the old mythology of barbarism and

rehabilitated space.

In place of the genii and devils, the gods and demi-

gods of superstition and fear, man creates his own

ideals, fills them with harmony and crowns them with

light, love and joy.

Nor is this mere sentiment or emotion. Suppose a
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real Musician found himself in a strange city on a fair

evening and that on one corner he heard noisy "rag-

time" with clinking glasses and the yells of drunken

revelers; and on the other side, at a little distance, he

heard the sweetest symphony he ever heard or could

imagine, how long would it take him to decide which

way to go?

If he were indeed a musician more than a reveler the

symphony would draw him with invisible hands, like the

lodestone, and absorb him, for the time, as in a vortex of

harmony.

The Bible says of one departed—"and he went to

his own place"—and the old papyri of Egypt illustrate

it a thousand times, as the "Judgment Hall of Osiris/'

with the naked soul being weighed in the Balance of

exact justice, with his good and evil genius on either

side.

And so it is that Music and Ethics, in the broadest

and best sense, concern the spiritual evolution of man.

And so we have music as an art; music as a pastime,

or a profession, and music as an educator and a revealer

of the great world beyond the noisy and the common-

place.

There are gems in music that no words can define

or portray, and dear old songs that we listened to in

childhood and that bring back the spring-time and the

flowers of youth.

No "feast of reason" nor "flow of soul" elsewhere

can compare with the unadulterated joy and satisfaction

of a great musical composition, perfectly rendered in

every part; and in place of a moral reaction so with

many other forms of intense enjoyment, the uplift often
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lasts for days ; or memory may enshrine it for a lifetime,

and we long to hear it again.

Is it any stretch of the imagination to hold that in

the best music we have the nearest realization of what

the harmony of heaven and the joy of the blest may be,

and that a well-rounded and harmonious life must be

"in tune with the Infinite" far beyond the noise of

earthly life?

Music and morals are intrinsically in perfect har-

mony, and if there be any discord or reaction, it is in

us, and not in the Law of Ethics or the Principles of

Harmony. These "lie at the foundation" and are

changeless and eternal.

Writing only as a student of Psychology, and in no

sense as a Musician, I have not touched upon mechan-

ical instruments, nor the wonderful advances in Kinet-

ics, and a knowledge of acoustics of today, which seem

the nearest to the miraculous to be imagined.

That every quality of the human voice, the tone and

timbre of every known instrument, church bells, and

complete orchestration, could be imprisoned on a little

disk and with a spring as motor, repeated—apparently

—

ad infinitum, falls little short of the miraculous, and

makes us inquire—What is sound, anyhow ? One thing

is certain ; it has brought the best music into our homes,

and nearer to the masses. What the next step may be

—

who can tell?

Let us hope that the Ethical element in the life of

man may come out of the seething-pot of today with

equal honor and triumph.
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Happiness VS. Suffering

By Bruce Calvert.

question No. 62, July-August Life

and Action, an inquirer quotes from

Harmonics of Evolution, 'Happiness

is the most irresistible teacher of

goodness on earth or in heaven,' and

raises the point whether happiness or

suffering is the greater teacher.

This, I thought, would give the answerer an oppor-

tunity to speak of the effect of suffering upon human
development, and I had hoped to find that in his reply.

But he contents himself, doubtless for some good reason

of his own, with discussing the relative potency of love

on the one hand and of fear and hate (which he declares

to be the natural result of suffering) on the other, as

an influence in our lives.

The questioner, no doubt, as do I, still remains un-

satisfied. There is a very serious question at stake here,

and I wish that TK would find it possible to take it up
for some further inquiry.

All our lives we have heard it preached that only

through suffering is the spirit freed; that only in the

fires of pain does the soul purge itself from the dross of
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selfishness and flame forth in the pure white light of

beauty.

We say to the musician, 'Ah, yes, your technique is

perfect, you have splendid musical feeling, but you are

not yet a great artist—you haven't suffered.' To the

painter, 'Your command of color is truly wonderful;

your talent for drawing is unequalled—but, wait until

you have suffered, and then, then, you'll be a great

artist.

'

What does it mean? Has suffering a real spiritual

value in the unfoldment of beautiful character ? Is there

something to be gained through suffering of an enno-

bling nature that can be secured in no other way ? Are

there certain spiritual areas aroused by pain and mis-

ery that love cannot reach? And if there are spiritual

awakenings that can come only through suffering, as

they say, then must we not commend pain and unhappi-

ness as educational influences; and is it not irrational

to combat or seek to avoid or evade them? And grant-

ing all that, is the general trend of civilization toward

eradicating pain, suffering, misery, and the like, ethi-

cally wrong?

That suffering does result in fear and hate as as-

serted is not questioned; but is this always so? Is it

not also true that suffering may open the heart to the

cry of pain? May it not sometimes arouse in us, not

fear nor hate, but a great sympathy for those who suf-

fer, because we ourselves have felt the barbs of pain?

On the other side, there is the principle of pedagogy as

old as teaching—that love opens the doors of the under-

standing.

Where, then, is the truth? Are happiness and suf-

fering both great teachers? Do these universal preach-
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merits as to the value of pain mean that we must learn

through sorrow ? Or, is the old saw a horrible mistake

;

and should we rather say, 'You ought to learn from

love, as you might, but if you cannot or will not, then

if you would attain you must be made to suffer for your

soul's good?' And could we also say to the singer and

the painter, 'Wait until you have loved!'
"

BY THE TK.

I appreciate this good letter from my esteemed

Friend and the spirit of courtesy and generous consid-

eration in which it is couched. Although I have never

had the honor and pleasure of meeting Mr. Calvert per-

sonally, nevertheless he has honored me with quite a

number of his most charming and gracious letters, and

in each of these I feel the friendly touch of a kindred

spirit and recognize the outstretched hand of fellowship

as distinctly as if he were with me in person.

I want to thank him for giving me this opportunity

to say a word by way of explanation, and then, perhaps,

add a word more in response to the interesting sugges-

tions contained in his letter above quoted.

His letter is not the only one I have received on the

subject of "Happiness and Suffering." In truth, it

would appear that quite a number of my readers have

been interested in the subject from their various angles

and points of view; and there seems to be a very wide

range of differing opinions and beliefs growing out of

the varying experiences of life to which humanity is

heir.

One dear Friend whose sensitive soul has been sur-

feited with the agony that follows from years of pain
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and suffering, physically, spiritually and psychically,

looks upon Nature as only a cruel and heartless monster

whose delight is in gloating over the suffering of help-

less humanity.

Another sees in pain and suffering only a carefully

colored background on which to bring out in vivid pro-

portions the joys and the happiness of human nature.

Between these two opposite and extreme views lies

a vast field for philosophical speculation, consideratior

.

discussion, disputation, argumentation and debate. So

vast, indeed, is it that I could not hope to cover it ade-

quately, least of all to my own satisfaction, in such an

article as the pages of Life and Action would accom-

modate.

In this connection, however, let me say that I would

not take from my answer to Question 62 so much as a

word. Insofar as I have therein considered the subject

I have expressed the position of the Great Friends.

There is, however, much that I might add thereto and

still cover but a fraction of its legitimate possibilities.

And then, there is much more that I do not profess to

understand nor comprehend.

How beautifully and clearly Friend Calvert has

brought out in his series of questions the difficulties of

the subject! Quoting his words: "Has suffering a real

spiritual value in the unfoldment of beautiful char-

acter?"

To my own mind, there can be not the least possible

doubt of it. It is the rich black loam of life in which grow

the seeds of understanding sympathy, of mercy, of for-

bearance, of kindness. For it is only because we have

suffered that we can understand what suffering means

to others. It makes us kind because we know what kind-
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ness means to those who suffer. It develops sympathy

and forbearance in us because we know what these qual-

ities mean to those who suffer.

"Is there something to be gained through suffering

of an ennobling nature that can be secured in no other

way?"
Again let me say that I have not the least doubt of it.

While love—and the happiness that flows from it

—

teach us many things, and inspire in us many ennobling

impulses, emotions, ambitions, desires and purposes, suf-

fering added to these gives to them all a richer coloring

and a deeper meaning.

"Are there certain spiritual areas aroused by pain

and misery that love alone cannot reach ? '

'

I believe this must be true, else suffering would be

without purpose in nature, and I cannot believe that

anything exists in the economy of nature without its

purpose; and I will go further and say that I believe

there is a constructive purpose running throughout all

nature, if we but have the wisdom to see it and under-

stand it.

"And if there are spiritual awakenings that can

come only from suffering, as they say, then must we not

commend pain and unhappiness as educational influ-

ences, and is it not irrational to combat or seek to evade

them? And granting this, is the general trend of civ-

ilization toward eradicating pain, suffering and misery,

ethically wrong?"
Ah, my beloved Friends, see how easy and almost

natural it is for the mind of man, intelligent, honest,

brilliant, searching, purposeful man, to get lost in the

mystic maze of ethics and psychology.

I am sure that there are "spiritual awakenings that
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can come" (to some of the members of the human fam-

ily) "only from suffering."

But this is not always true ; nor is it true of all men.

There are some men and women who have received the

lessons of suffering—or many of them at least—and

these fortunate advance guards in the army of human-

ity are entitled to pass on into the beautiful vale of

LOVE, in the Land of Liberty and Light. As rapidly

as we learn the ethical, spiritual and psychical lessons

of suffering and pain nature's purpose in pain and suf-

fering is accomplished

—

as to us; and we are entitled to

pass on to something less painful and more enticing.

Suffering, as an educational and a spiritualizing in-

stitution in the economy of nature, is for those only who
cannot learn to walk in the constructive pathway of evo-

lution by the ennobling influence of Love and the

inspiration of its reward, Happiness.

And at some period in the evolutionary journey of

life each and every individual must pass through the

dim and shadowy valley of Pain and the Armageddon
of Suffering. But there comes a time in the evolution-

ary experience of every individual man and woman
when the primary education of the soul in the school

of suffering has been accomplished, and the individual

is permitted to pass on into the higher grades of learn-

ing.

As to these it is perfectly rational "to combat suf-

fering and seek to evade pain." And as to these "the

general trend of civilization toward eradicating pain,

suffering and misery"—is not ethically wrong. On the

other hand, it is the most righteous thing in all the

world, because it is in the line of the evolutionary prog-

ress of the individual.
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But just as the primary grade in our public schools

remains as a part of the great educational system of our

country after the years have come and gone and the

thousands upon thousands of children have passed

through it and graduated into the higher rounds of edu-

cation and the experiences of mature manhood and

womanhood, so also the primary school of suffering re-

mains as an integral part of the great educational sys-

tem of Nature ; and the millions of men and women yet

to come will pass through this educational department

of the School of Nature, just as all mankind has done

to date.

In this sense only would it be "wrong," and even

foolish, for humanity to seek to eradicate pain and suf-

fering from the educational system of Nature and the

School of Evolutionary Progress.

Even if we tried with all the power of our being to

eradicate pain and suffering from the curriculum of

Nature we could not do it. We might succeed in miti-

gating its destructive effects upon those who have grad-

uated from that department and grade in the process

of individual evolution. And in this we would not be

doing '

' wrong. '

'

"That suffering does result in fear and hate, as

asserted, is not questioned; but is this always so?"

No, it is not always so. Many a time and oft does

it "open the heart to the cry of pain." So also does

it ofttimes awaken in us a great and profound sym-

pathy for those who suffer, solely because we, too, have

suffered and know the meaning and the hurt of pain

and the agony of suffering.

Likewise is it true that "LOVE opens the doors of
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the understanding" and leads us onward and upward
to the Land of Liberty and Light.

Again my Friend asks :

'

' Where, then, is the truth ?

Are Happiness and suffering both great teachers? Do
these universal preachments as to the value of pain mean
that we must learn through suffering and sorrow? Or,

is the old saw a horrible mistake, and should we rather

say, 'You ought to learn from Love, as you might; but

if you cannot, or will not, then if you would attain you

must be made to suffer for your Soul's good?' And
could we say to the singer and the painter, 'Wait until

you have loved?'."

In this final summary it seems to me that our bril-

liant and searching Friend has uncovered a great Truth

and made its beauty and its radiance shine forth with

a power almost divine.

Undoubtedly it is true that Happiness (the reward

of Love) and Suffering are both great teachers in the

School of Nature. They are both a part of the great

educational plan in the School of Individual Evolution.

But does it not now appear that Suffering is more
naturally a primary department in the great School of

Nature, and that Happiness belongs in the higher cur-

riculum of the Soul ?

Both are necessary; both are important; but still it

appears that the author of Harmonics of Evolution was
not romancing, nor was she speaking without due con-

sideration of all the elements involved, when she said:

"Happiness is the most irresistible teacher of goodness

on earth or in heaven."

Of course, I do not mean to controvert those who may
view the problem from other angles. I believe I am free

from the kind of intolerance that would deny to others
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the liberty of thought and action I demand for myself.

Even my Friend whose experience in the School of

Pain and Suffering causes him to see in Nature nothing

better than a monster of insatiate cruelty, with no Love

anywhere in the universe, commands my sincere respect

;

and I cannot restrain a deep sense of pity, because I

know that he speaks from the depths of an agony of

soul to which few have descended. I know also that he

is honest, and that, to him, his words are the reflection

of what he believes to be the Truth. To him they are

the Truth.

Nor do I doubt the sincerity of my good Friend who

assumes that because I know something of Love and

Happiness I therefore know nothing of Pain and Suffer-

ing. She has her viewpoint, and I respect it with all

my heart. If she has misconstrued my meaning it is

not her fault, but mine because of my failure to express

myself fully and clearly.

And I agree with her unreservedly in that suffering

leads to knowledge, love and sympathy. But I feel that

she has been just a little dogmatic in her declaration un-

reservedly that "Suffering does not lead to fear and

hate."

Nevertheless, she is entitled to her views, and the

freedom to express them—even though she mentally

"wipe up the earth with me" and prove me unspeak-

ably ignorant, to her own satisfaction.

At some future time I hope I shall be able to write

more fully of the Psychology of Suffering. It is a sub-

ject that has led many into the wilderness of doubt and

disbelief in the goodness of God, or the beneficence of

Nature.

In the light of my own personal experience there is
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nothing that shines out more beautifully and radiantly

than does the Constructive Principle in all Nature. And
nothing has afforded me greater satisfaction, nor deeper

gratification, than has the living consciousness of

Nature's Consistency.

Some day I hope I shall be able so to elucidate the

subject as to bring the Truth as clearly to the conscious-

ness of others as it has been made clear to me.

Once more, let me express my sincere appreciation

of the courtesy and kindness of Friend Calvert, and

these other good Friends, for making it possible for me
to explain more fully the meaning and intent of my
brief statement in the last issue of Life and Action.

I am always glad to receive an honest criticism, when
it is couched in the language of courtesy and kindness,

and especially so when it comes from the heart of a real

Friend.

JUST KEEP ON DOING.

There's only one method of meetin' life's test;

Jes' keep on a-strivin' an' hope for the best

;

Don't give up the ship an' retire in dismay
'Cause hammers are thrown when you'd like a bouquet.
This world would be tiresome, we'd all get the blues,

If all the folks in it held just the same views;
So finish your work, show the best of your skill,

Some people won't like it, but other folks will.

If you're leadin' an army, or buildin' a fence,

Do the most that you kin with your own commonsense.
One small word of praise in this journey of tears

Outweighs in the balance 'gainst cartloads of sneers.

The plants that we're passin' as commonplace weeds
Oft prove to be jes' what some sufferer needs.

So keep on a-goin' ; don't stay standin' still

;

Some people won't like you, but other folks will.

[Philander Johnson, in The Washington Star.
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Addenda to The Great Psycho-

logical Crime

Fifth Series.

By Harry Marschner.

ROSS MESMERISM is another in-

stance of hypnosis seemingly not

bearing out the proposition that the

mind of the operator alone has con-

trol of the subject. In cross mes-

merism—frequently associated with

rather disagreeable phenomena—it is

usually the stronger will that prevails. The original

hypnotizer exerts the strongest influence, as a rule, and

controls the subject by his will even when the latter

seemingly submits to another's influence.

Some typical cases of this sort are found in Dr.

Moll's book,
liDer Rapport in der Hypnose," reviewed

by Dr. Walter Leaf in P. R. P., Vol. IX, pp. 211 s.

According to this review Dr. Max Dessoir is mesmer-

izing a subject of Dr. Moll's while the latter is holding

the subject's hand to feel the pulse. "When sleep has

been produced, it is found that Moll and not Dessoir

has the rapport." When H., the subject, is sent to sleep

by Dessoir in Moll's presence, H. is in rapport with
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Dessoir alone ; but when the latter lays his hands on the

subject's head, the subject answers a question of Moll's,

though Moll had no rapport before with H. When Moll,

who, on previous occasions, had hypnotized H., gives the

subject an electrode to hold, while H. is in rapport with

Dessoir, who then had hypnotized him, the subject comes

into rapport with Moll, too. "While Dessoir is stand-

ing in front of H., apparently with the intention of

mesmerizing him, H.'s eyes are bandaged. Sellin then

silently takes Dessoir 's place, and makes the passes till

H. is asleep. It is then found that Dessoir and not

Sellin is in rapport with H. '

'

The conclusion of the reviewer that "rapport is not

a physical but a psychical phenomenon" will raise no

objection ; but if it is claimed that rapport be produced

by the subject's own mind, we should not overlook the

most important condition added to this claim, viz.

:

"obedient to suggestions."*

If, in cross mesmerism, the will of a second operator

is not in opposition to that of the first, the subject may
obey suggestions of either. Otherwise, however, the

strongest will prevails, that is, the one which is rela-

tively the stronger regarding the subject; and the

strongest will is, to the subject, usually that of the first,

or original, hypnotizer. Dr. Moll, who had hypnotized

H. "on previous occasions"* never lost control entirely

and has, in fact, exercised the stronger influence even

when H. was put to sleep by Dessoir. As a rule "the

hypnotized person is often, to all appearance, absolutely

irresponsive to any stimulus, however violent, applied by

any other than the original* hypnotizer," because he is

*Italics are mine wherever marked with an asterisk.
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the one who may control the subject by his silent will.

In cases where the subject will answer anyone as well as

the operator, he does so only because the latter silently

consents. Should the original operator not consent, the

subject would remain irresponsive to any stimulus ex-

cept that of the hypnotizer.

The above contention that the subject is under a

second operator's control only with the consent of the

first operator—whose will, to the subject, is stronger

than anyone else's—becomes evident by the post-

hypnotic suggestion that no one is able to put the subject

to sleep except the original hypnotizer. The procedure

of cross hypnotization even itself will corroborate this

contention. It is, however, a most dangerous thing to

evoke, for it may not only result in splitting up the sub-

ject's mind into different strata of consciousness, but it

may even lead to insanity. Being under the control of

one operator is bad enough, if the operator is a bad man
at heart ; being under two controls, however, which

struggle with each other for the possession of the sub-

ject, is, to the latter, nothing less than mental prosti-

tution.

Refusal to obey is also said to contradict—like clair-

voyant hypnosis and cross mesmerism—the hypnotizer 's

control of his subject. The operator's complete con-

trol of the subject, however, is so generally admitted that

adverse opinions carry comparatively little weight.

Even the subject's resolution to resist is of little mo-

ment, as may be seen from the following experiment,

reported in P. R. P., Vol. IV, p. 238.

"One day M. Janet begged Louise, in her waking*

state, to resist his next command. She said she was not

aware that she had ever obeyed him, and would certainly
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resist now. The command was given, and she executed

it unconsciously, while still protesting that she would

certainly resist.
'

'

In Human Personality and its Survival of Bodily

Death, Vol. I, p. 327, Mr. Myers relates how this same

Professor Janet states that the hypnotized subject

—

Lucie 2— would say no to an unwelcome command, but

in a deeper stage—as Lucie 3—she would execute the

hypnotic commands infallibly, ''whether they were to

take effect immediately or after awaking."

Dr. J. M. Bramwell, in P. R. P., Vol. XII, p. 149,

quotes Braid as holding "that reason and will* were the

first mental powers to wane" when a subject passed into

the hypnotic state;—on p. 216 he quotes Gurney as

maintaining that "the hypnotic mind is working with

marked absence of individuality* in the channel chosen

by others
'

'
;—and of Forel he says, on p. 239 : "He

regards the condition as a battle between the operator

and the subject, in which the former, after capturing

outpost after outpost, at last reigns supreme in the

central citadel itself,"* and he quotes him thus: "The
mind of a man, A, imposes itself upon the mind of

another man, B, takes possession* of it by entering

through some crevice in its armour, and finishes by

reigning there more or less as master and by employing

the brain of B as its docile instrument."

In spite of these quotations Doctor Bramwell, in

P. R. P., Vol. XII, p. 203, expresses it as his convic-

tion that the hypnotized subject remains in full posses-

sion of his voluntary powers; that the hypnotic state
'

' implies no interference with volition ; and that the

subject can reject when asleep, as readily as when
awake, all suggestions which are contrary to his moral
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sense." As evidence he gives, on pp. 197 s., a number
of cases where suggestions were absolutely refused to be

carried out by the subject. I quote the following one,

mainly on account of its brevity

:

Miss E. had been frequently hypnotized, and was

a good somnambule in whom anaesthesia could be easily

induced. She was maid to one of my patients, a

chronic invalid, whose house was managed by a sister of

uncertain temper. On one occasion, when I had hyp-

notized E., her mistress requested that I would ask her

what had been said to her by this sister. A quarrel

had taken place, of a somewhat amusing nature, and

my patient wished to hear E's account of it in hyp-

nosis; but, despite energetic suggestions, she absolutely

refused to say a word on the subject."

Cases of this kind, of which Dr. Bramwell gives quite

a number, seemingly bear out his contention that hyp-

nosis
'

' implies no interference with volition, and that the

subject can reject" . . . "suggestions which are

contrary to his moral sense." But we must not for-

get that the hypnotist, as stated on p. 68 of The Great

Psychological Crime, controls the will, voluntary powers

and sensory organism of his subject only in proportion*

to the depth or intensity of the hypnotic state. The

subject is deprived of the power of independent choice

only to the extent that hypnosis exists.

Bearing this in mind, one may readily understand

why some of Dr. Bramwell 's subjects refused to accept

some of his suggestions, for he himself commenced by

informing every new patient that he did not believe

it possible for the operator to dominate the volition of

the subject. On page 240 he admits that—since some

patients objected to being hypnotized, on the ground
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that it would interfere with their volition—he changed

his method of inducing the hypnotic state, and informed

his patients that he did not believe it possible for the

operator to dominate the volition of the subject. Hav-

ing thus prepared his patients, before inducing hypnosis,

that their power of volition would remain unimpaired,

he suggested further, during hypnosis,
'

' that they should

invariably possess this power of resistance," and also

that neither he nor any one else should ever be able

to reinduce hypnosis without their express consent. The

same suggestion, given in the waking and in the hyp-

notic state, by an operator whose sincerity of motive is

not doubted, must naturally reign supreme; it fairly

commands the subject to exercise volition in accordance

with his sense of propriety! But does such obedience

to the waking and to the hypnotic suggestion invalidate

the statement that the hypnotist controls the subject

in exact proportion to the depth or intensity of the hyp-

notic state?

One of Dr. Bramwell's subjects, on being asked why
she did not commit a suggested theft, gives an answer

which is, on the one hand, creditable to the operator's

character, and shows, on the other hand, the subject's

dependence on the hypnotizer's inward consciousness,

viz. : "I knew you would never really ask me to do

anything wrong. '

' Even this patient, however, although

seemingly refusing to carry out a suggestion, was unable

to prevent its fulfilment after having accepted it.

Apparently in support of his opinion Dr. Bramwell,

on p. 151, quotes Braid as saying: "A person of habit-

ually correct feelings will, during the somnambulistic

condition, while consciousness lasts, manifest fully as

much delicacy and circumspection of conduct as in
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the waking state." Indeed, "while consciousness lasts."

But when this is gone, what then? Braid only states

in other words the proposition of the TK, that "the

hypnotist controls the subject in exact proportion to the

depth or intensity of the hypnotic state." And if the

operator is not as sincere a man as Dr. Braid, or Dr.

Bramwell, in short, if he is bad at heart, then the

subject is in danger of losing a most precious jewel

of the soul—the power of self-control.

Hypnotism of the insane will throw some light on the

loss of self-control. Before turning to this topic, how-

ever, in a subsequent series, I wish briefly to sum up

:

why some cases of hypnosis seem to contradict the view

that the subject may be completely under the operator's

control.

1. In P. R. P., Vol. II, pp. 62 to 70, and Vol. IV,

pp. 515 and 544, there are enumerated three distinct

stages of hypnotic suggestion: Lethargy; Catalepsy;

Somnambulism. In stage one the subject is less under

control than in stage two ; and in stage two less than in

stage three.

TK, on p. 49 of The Great Psychological Crime,

discriminates between these three stages by stating that

"the first apparent effects of the hypnotic process are

registered upon the third or intellectual brain, its deeper

effects upon the secondary brain and its final effects

upon the primary brain, or Medulla Oblongata." The

subject "loses control of his independent faculties and

capacities as well as his voluntary powers in exact pro-

portion to the respective stages of hypnosis."

2. The operators differ. The personality of the

operator and his methods play a more important part

in the acceptance or rejection of suggestions than is gen-
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erally known. Some little thing—the voice of the oper-

ator, his appearance, his breath, etc.—may excite a

subconscious mental reservation in the subject not to

submit fully to this or to that operator's suggestions.

3. The subjects differ. They do not all submit to

the same extent or degree to the hypnotic influence. The

more self-control the subject exercises, the less power

will the operator gain over the former. Only to the

extent of giving up his own will may the subject be

controlled by the will of the operator. TK states it thus

on p. 68 of The Great Psychological Crime: "It must

be borne constantly in mind that in exact proportion* to

the depth or intensity of the hypnotic state the hypno-

tist controls the will, voluntary powers and sensory

organism of his subject," and "the subject, to the

extent* that hypnosis exists, is deprived of the power of

independent choice."

Professor Janet's "Louise" may think herself able

to resist; but she executes his command unconsciously,

"while still protesting that she would certainly resist."

Doctor Bramwell's subjects are just as free as he per-

mits them to be. Bondage, with them, was apparently

absent, because the operator intended it to be so. His

method of hypnotization was not so much hypnotic sub-

jection as independent suggestion. Consequently his

subjects could reject suggestions of which they did not

approve.

In consideration of the material adduced one will

not find it difficult to point out the fallacies of those

who "do not believe it possible for the operator to

dominate the volition of the subject," when bearing in

mind (1) that there are stages in hypnosis; (2) that

operators differ; and (3) that subjects differ.
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By TK.

Slowly but surely the literature of the Great School

grows in volume. And thus is being accomplished one of

the vital purposes of the Great School and the Great

Friends who are guiding the destiny of this present

Movement.

It had been my earnest hope to be able to present

to the Students and Friends for the coming Holiday sea-

son at least one of the three important volumes to which

I have previously referred. This, however, in the midst

of the pressure of demands upon me, has been impossible.

In answer to many personal inquiries in this connec-

tion let me say that it is impossible for me to fix any

date, at this time, when it will be possible for me to

place another MS. in the hands of the publisher. Be
assured, however, that aside from the work of the per-

sonal instruction I regard the writing of the MSS. of the

three volumes referred to as my most important respon-

sibility. This will assure you I hope that no more time

will be lost than may be absolutely necessary to the

accomplishment of that difficult task.

For the benefit of those who may be tempted in fu-

ture to write me on the subject, let me say that as soon

as I shall be in position to give to the Students and
Friends, and the public in general, another volume of the

Harmonic Series, I shall announce that fact in the col-

umns of Life and Action. Therefore, if you would help

me to the accomplishment of that important purpose,

please accept this as my answer to any inquiries you
may have in mind, and await with as much cheerful-
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ness and patience as may be possible the announcement

of the next volume of the series.

In the meantime, however, it gives me the keen-

est pleasure to announce for the holiday season the pub-

lication of the following named new books which I

recommend unreservedly to your consideration as books

that should be of both interest and help to every earnest

student and friend of the work

:

1. BOUND VOLUME No. V. OF LIFE AND AC-

TION: I believe that all I need say of this volume is

that it is the best thus far published. It contains con-

siderably more matter than either of its predecessors,

and the subject-matter is of unusual scope, interest and

value. In it will be found some of the most interesting

and important questions that have been caught by the

"Question Box," and some of the most valuable and

searching articles on "The Spirit of the Work." In

addition to these are some of the most charming letters

of the blessed KA, and a number of the ablest articles

from the pen of Dr. J. D. Buck, assistant editor.

The volume will be identical in appearance and bind-

ing with the volumes already published; and this is

equivalent to saying that it will be one of the hand-

somest volumes published by the Indo-American Book

Co.

I hope the Students and Friends will favor us with

their orders for this volume as promptly as may be pos-

sible and add it to their private collection of choice

books.

2. Vol. I, of THE QUESTION BOX : Headers of

Life and Action will remember that from the first issue

of the little magazine began the publication of a de-

partment designated as "The Question Box," consisting
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of questions from Students and Friends of the Work
touching all manner of subjects of interest to Students

of the great problem of Life Here and Hereafter. These

questions were largely suggested to their propounders

by their study of the three volumes of the Harmonic

Series.

Their answers are all by the TK, and they furnish a

fund of interesting and valuable information to Stu-

dents of the Great School and Friends of the Work.

Because of their value as "Side-Lights" upon the

teachings and findings of the Great School, the Students

and Friends all over the country have requested that

these questions and their answers be assembled in one

or more volumes devoted exclusively to them, and so

indexed as to make them of the largest possible value

and help to Students of the text-works and especially

those who are seeking to qualify for the work of in-

struction.

The idea commended itself to us at once, and this

volume I, of the series is our answer to those who have

so urgently and earnestly solicited us to publish "The
Question Box" in book form.

This first volume of the series contains some forty

or more general topics. These are carefully indexed in

such manner as to enable the reader to locate any given

subject without the least possible difficulty, thus mak-

ing the book a work of reference and especially valu-

able as an aid to Students.

Let me say in this connection that, in my judgment,

this "Question Box" series of supplementary volumes

will prove to be the most charming and valuable aid

among all the publications of the Great School. It has

the added value and merit of being authoritative and
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the volumes are uniform with the volumes of the Sup-

plemental Harmonic Series. The type is large, clear

and beautiful, and the subject-matter most attractively

arranged.

We are rather proud of this new first volume of the

"Question Box," and it is with sincere pleasure that

we offer it as a special Holiday attraction, feeling sure

that those who send for it will not be disappointed.

3. Vol. I, of BRIDGING THE GREAT DIVIDE,
series : This book is not one of our own publications, but

is published by M. A. Donohue & Co.

Its author is a Minister of a Protestant church, has

been a Member of the Society for Psychical Research,

and is a profound Student of Natural Science and the

Harmonic Philosophy.

By virtue of his relation to these various Schools

of thought and his intimate knowledge of the facts upon
which they are founded, he could not fail to observe how
completely and wonderfully the data of Physical Sci-

ence (contained in the published reports of the Psychical

Research Society) corroborate and verify the find-

ings of Natural Science and the Higher School.

He conceived the idea of giving to the world the

benefit of his own valuable discovery, in a series of

volumes showing in detail how, wherein and why the

findings of Physical Science corroborate and sustain

the findings of the Higher Science—even though Physical

Science is, as yet, unaware of the fact that it has, in

truth, bridged the gulf between the two Schools and

made it possible for the Higher School of Natural Sci-

ence to approach the world with an assurance never

before possible.

The author, for reasons which most students and
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readers will understand and appreciate without expla-

nations, has withheld his name from the public. He has,

however, presented the facts of science in such form

and manner that they do not need the sustaining in-

fluence of any man's name to give them value. He pre-

sents the facts, gives his references, then leaves it to the

reader to draw his own conclusions.

And in this, indeed, is the charm of the book. It ap-

peals at once to the intelligence and the reason of the

reader, and leads him on by gradual steps to a full

understanding and realization of the wonderful thing

that Physical Science has done without knowing it.

This volume is so thoroughly in line with the Spirit

and Purpose of the Great School and its Work that it

cannot fail to be of the most profound interest and

value to every earnest Student of Natural Science—and

it ought to be of even greater value and interest to

students of Physical Science who have any real interest

in the great problem of Human Life and Destiny.

It is with pleasure that' we offer it to our Students

and Friends among our own Holiday offerings, with the

assurance that they will not be disappointed in its con-

tents.

Each of these three books can be obtained from the

Indo-American Book Co. for the price, which is $1.

This amount covers postage or other shipping charges.

INDIVIDUAL MORALITY—THE LIVING OF A
LIFE.

It is stated in the "Harmonics of Evolution" that

the fundamental doctrine of Buddha was the sacredness

of all life and the fundamental characteristic of the man
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was reverence for law. It is further stated that the

fundamental doctrine of the Nazarene was the Univers 1

Brotherhood of Man and the fundamental characteris-

tics were compassion, pity and love. (See 1-79-3, 4.)

The Philosophy of Natural Science recognizes and

includes these fundamental truths as taught by the

Great Masters of the past (See 1-84-4), and at the same

time takes another step forward, making as great an ad-

vance over the teaching of Christ as that was over that

of Buddha.

If the specific teaching of the present Scientific and

Religious Harmonic Movement was crystallized into as

primary and brief a statement as the teaching of Bud-

dha and Christ above referred to, would it not be cor-

rect to say that the fundamental doctrine of the Great

School of Natural Science is Individual Morality and

the fundamental characteristic of its members is the

Living of a Life in strict conformity with the Construc-

tive Principle of Nature?

When the School's definition of Morality is correctly

and fully understood is it not in complete harmony with

the Universal Principles of Polarity and Affinity as elu-

cidated in the Harmonic Philosophy, and does it not in-

clude the "universal spiritual principle of sex" men-

tioned in 1-84-4, and which is more fully explained un-

der the heading of Natural Law of Selection which im-

pels action towards and results in Self-Completion,

such condition being induced by the highest activity of

the Soul which is called Love, thus eventually bringing

about Individual Completion and a complete satisfac-

tion ealled Happiness ?

J. C. SLAFTER.
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The Spectrum of Ether Vibrations

By A. C. Edwards and C. W. Bobbins.

For reasons which will become apparent ,to .the

readers of Life and Action, and more especially to those

among them who are likewise Students of Natural Sci-

ence and Friends of the Great Work in America, it gives

me a sense of unique pleasure and profound gratifica-

tion to present to the public, through the columns of this

little magazine, the scientific data and information con-

tained in the following communications from my beloved

Friends, A. C. Edwards and C. "W. Robbins, and the

accompanying chart prepared by the latter as an object-

lesson to those who are not sufficiently familiar with the

subject to grasp its full meaning and significance other-

wise.

The publication of the three volumes of the Harmonic

Series, beginning with "Harmonics of Evolution," by

Florence Huntley, as far back as 1897, constitutes the

first real and definite effort of the Great School of

Natural Science to give to the world, in definite form

and sequential order, the findings of Natural Science

and the data of the Higher School of Science touching

the profound problem of the Continuity of Individual

Life—as one of the "Demonstrable Facts" of Nature,

and likewise "FACTS DEMONSTRATED."
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From the day The Chicago Tribune published its first

and most remarkable review of "Harmonics of Evolu-

tion" (covering almost one entire page of its Sunday is-

sue, with the portrait of the "Woman Author who chal-

lenges all the great men of physical science from Pytha-

goras to Edison'*)—to the present, the cry has gone up
from the schools of physical science all over the world:
'

' You do not conform to the demands of exact science

!

Your so-called 'demonstrations' are not scientific!"

And because of this dogmatic cry, the representative

intelligences of the physical school have shut their eyes,

stuffed their ears with the cotton of ignorance, turned

their dignified backs upon us and stubbornly refused

to consider the facts of science—just because they came

from the work-shop of Natural Science, and did not bear

the "Union Label" of materialism.

And unfortunately, because of the influence which

physical science has been able to exert upon the public

mind, it has carried with it all but the few who think for

themselves.

Without knowing it, however, the School of Physical

Science has been slowly but surely piling up the evi-

dences with which to confound itself and prove to the

world, after all, that the findings of the Older School

of Natural Science are indeed founded upon the most

exact "Scientific Demonstrations."

The accompanying chart presents to the mind a most

interesting solution of the great problem of Individual

Continuity. That is to say, it presents the facts and
demonstrations of physical science which make clear the

fundamental fallacy that underlies the whole method
of physics, and shows conclusively that the

'

' Unknown '

'

is not necessarily the
'

' Unknowable. '

'
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It accounts, in a perfectly natural and scientific way,

for all that is necessary to substantiate the findings of

Natural Science, and prove that its declarations concern-

ing the world of
'

' Spiritual Material,
'

' fit naturally into

the scheme of nature, in strict conformity with the find-

ings of physical science.

It proves beyond all question the fact that it is

possible for beings of a finer materiality to walk the

earth within our very presence, and yet without our

ability to see them with our physical eyes, hear them

with our physical ears, feel them with our physical sense

of touch, or perceive them with any of our physical

It clears the way for the Masters of Natural Science

to give their knowledge to the world under conditions

which will insure a respectful hearing and an honest

consideration without having to battle against the ma-

terialistic influence of the entire School of Physical Sci-

ence, as has been the case throughout the entire past.

This Chart alone, with its clear and simple explana-

tions, and the data accompanying it from the School of

Physical Science, presents the entire problem in such

manner as to appeal at once to rational intelligence and

invite sympathetic consideration free from materialis-

tic prejudice.

I believe with this alone the Students and Friends

of the "Work will be able to interest a good many earnest

thinkers and searchers after Truth and lead them by the

law of sympathy to a wholesome and natural interest

in the teachings and findings of Natural Science, con-

tained in the three volumes of the Harmonic Series.

For the benefit of any who may desire extra copies

of the Chart alone, we have had a number of extra
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copies of it run off, and these we shall be glad to furnish

to the Friends on request.

I feel that Life and Action and its readers have been

singularly fortunate in coming into possession of the

splendid results of the interesting collaboration of these

two generous and gracious Students and Friends who

have asked neither money nor material reward of any

kind whatsoever for their services.

In behalf of the School, the Work, the Cause, the

Great Friends and myself, I tender to them my grate-

ful thanks.

My Dear TK

:

Referring further to the Chart showing the "Spec-

trum of Ether Vibrations" and the explanatory article

which accompanies it, let me say that they are now ready

for publication in "Life and Action," if you find they

may prove of sufficient interest to your readers to be

given space in your splendid little magazine.

It was not easy to find one who had the detailed,

scientific knowledge, and who at the same time had the

appreciation of what I felt and wanted,—to produce the

chart, and particularly in such form and language as to

conform to those in use by the most exacting of physical

scientists. It was therefore very fortunate that I was

able to discover Mr. Bobbins* and gain his very valuable

collaboration. Mr. Eobbins is especially competent in

this connection because of both his theoretical and prac-

tical working knowledge and experience in electrical

things, and in higher mathematics.

While in the article Mr. Robbins has set forth gen-

*Mr. C. W. Robbins has, for many years, had charge of
physical laboratory work, and has been engaged in the de-
sign of instruments and apparatus for use in making physical
measurements and tests. [" Pane 45 1
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erally acknowledged scientific conclusions, yet at the

same time, he and I have interpolated a few observations

of a philosophic nature ; and thinking it might prove of

interest to some of your readers as to how I came to

feel the need of a clear expression that just such a chart

renders, permit me to mention the same briefly, as fol-

lows :

It is fairly evident that physical scientists quite gen-

erally deny the existence of what the Great School terms

"Spiritual" phenomena. They either attempt to ac-

count for them from a physical standpoint, or deprecate

their existence entirely.

It came to me early in my work in the laboratories

in physics, chemistry and biology, (smattering though it

was), that there was something very lacking in the then

presented theories and explanations taught. Independ-

ent of these, I came to analyze the relation that exists be-

tween certain classes of phenomena as one of Continuity.

For example, in molecular activity there is to our

senses a wide variation in Steam, Water and Ice. We
know H2 is the chemical expression for the substance

in all three, and therein lies one phase of the Idea of

Continuity.

But how much clearer the idea of Continuity becomes

when we also associate with these phenomena the Con-

tinuous sequence in their temperatures, the continuous

sequence in the rates of vibrations of the molecules, and

the sequential increase or decrease in amplitude which

molecules travel at any given temperature.

Then note how these phenomena manifest so differ-

ently to our consciousness—yet all the same thing, but

in a different "state" or "condition" at any given point.

Doesn't this immeasurably enhance and simplify one's
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comprehension and understanding of the natural phe-

nomena in which we are immersed?

And this brings me to the Continuity underlying

Ether manifestations. The classification of heat, elec-

tricity and light, in my school days, was always a great

puzzle to me and remained so until I grasped the Idea of

Continuity, from the teachings of the Great School,

sometime later.

This gave me the key which led to the production

of this Chart of the Spectrum of Ether Waves, and you

can possibly realize what a great gratification it was to

note each phenomenon melt into place in support of this

Idea of Continuity in Nature.

And finally, but not least, how it all scientifically cor-

roborates the position of the Great School, enlarging

upon the two examples cited in ''Harmonics of Evolu-

tion" (pages 35 and 36) both in the details set forth

and in embodying the language and technique which

meet the demands of the most exacting physical

scientist.

Thus do we Students in the School gain a comforting

understanding and serenity regarding the scheme of

Nature and our own possible destiny in her evident

Continuity—a resultant that has been so conspicuously

lacking among the so-called educated in the fields of

science.

In fact, their "advanced learning" seems to have

brought about a taking-away of what comfort they pos-

sibly had retained from their institutions not hitherto

entirely smothered. It is lamentable that so many who
acquire knowledge seem to get so close to it that they

fail to extract the Wisdom that bolsters Faith. Like the

mosquito on the side of an elephant, they lose the per-
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speetive, even while sucking the blood out of the subject.

It seems to me the Great School claims only to have

mapped out the known field of Nature beyond (con-

siderable though it is) that known to physical science;

and yet, this does not mean they have reached "ulti-

mates." In fact, they know and state that such is not

the case. Their greater knowledge teaches them that

they are far from it, and it fills them with that proper

humility which marks the Master in Natural Science.

This being so, and holding in mind the Idea of Con-

tinuity, how reasonable become the teachings of the

School—that we have within us a mechanism holding

latent capacities and powers which, through proper cul-

tivation, may be developed to register yet higher vibra-

tions in Nature, and which, to our consciousness, must

vary widely from our consciousness of any known phe-

nomena, as the classes of phenomena so widely vary one

from another in the known spectrum of ether-waves here

presented.

The above position of the School could well be true

even if physical science fails to find any mechanical

means outside the Microcosm of the Individual, to meet

the conditions they are pleased to set forth as constitut-

ing a scientific demonstration.

The two "breaks" in this Spectrum shown as "un-

known" in physical phenomena, should be sufficient to

substantiate the position of the School, for the reason

that even so far down the scale, and even knowing the

wave-lengths and frequencies of the phenomena remain-

ing to be discovered, Science has failed, as yet, to dis-

cover any material or means that will register them.

SHALL WE THEREFORE DENY THEIR EXIST-
ENCE?
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From all present indications physical science would

seem to answer this :

'

' No, of course not,

—

so far, down
the scale, but,—out beyond Radio-Activity—why—er,

—it's foolish to consider such rot!"

In the light of all this, can there be any question as

to whether or not the position of the Great School is

scientifically the more tenable ?

It is really a struggle to be patient under the cir-

cumstances; and I, for one, can realize more and more

what a trial it must be for a Master in Natural Science

to be patient and tolerant with the so-called reasoning

of the self-limited physical scientists.

At any rate, it is a deep satisfaction to Mr. Robbins

and myself to be able to present this data to the Students

and Friends as a somewhat further proof of the exact,

scientific position of the Great School, upon which it has

without doubt stood throughout past ages.

With esteem and fraternal greetings, I am,

Most humbly, your friend,

Alanson Charles Edwards.

THE SPECTRUM OF ETHER VIBRATIONS.

In beginning the study of Nature, many of the facts

which are observed in the various lines of investigation

appear to be more or less independent of one another,

and to obey laws which, seemingly, are peculiar to each

ease observed. It is only by means of carefully prose-

cuted scientific investigation that the separate phenom-

ena may be associated into groups or classes and general

laws discovered which cover and include all the particu-

lar laws of the several facts included in the group. The

result of scientific investigation has been to decrease the

number of these general classes of phenomena and to
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increase the number of individual facts falling within

each class. In this way the unification of Nature is ap-

proached and sometime, without doubt, will be reached.

This process has developed the idea of continuity in

Nature, the contemplation of which broadens the view

immensely. The continuity of time and space have long

been recognized and scientists have ceased to be dog-

matic about,—or even to pretend to be able to compre-

hend,—ultimates in these two things with which we are

constantly associated.

As soon as an individual realizes, and is ready to ad-

mit, that many if not all of the different classes of phe-

nomena—with parts of which he is thoroughly familiar

—have a continuity far out beyond his powers of per-

ception and possibly his comprehension, he is then in a

position to learn of truths beyond the so-called physical.

Because of the scientific investigations which have

been, and are now being, made, the phenomena of the

vibrations of the luminiferous ether form one of the best

examples for consideration in the study of continuity.

So far as is known, everything in Nature is in a state

of vibration and there is apparently no limit to the dif-

ferent kinds and different frequencies of these vibrations.

Some kinds of vibrations, within certain limits of fre-

quency, are directly perceptible to our sensory organs;

others may be detected by means of instruments; still

others by means of chemical reactions, photography,

fluorescence, etc. Besides all of these there remain a

vast number of kinds and frequencies of vibrations

which, though there are good reasons for believing in

their existence, have never been detected in any way.

A great deal of effort is being constantly expended in

scientific investigation to broaden the field of knowledge
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in this direction. "X"-rays and the emanations from

radio-active substances are comparatively recent exam-

ples of such investigation.

It is only when vibrations change within a given me-

dium, or pass from one medium to another, that they

become perceptible. For instance, a shadow cannot be

seen in clear air, and only where the light strikes some

more opaque substance is a shadow produced. When
moving with the wind at the same speed we have no

sensation of its velocity.

Electric waves, radiant heat and light are some of

the manifestations of ether vibrations and these were ob-

served and investigated by physical scientists many years

before their true relationship was discovered. Even

now it would require much time and effort to demon-

strate to any one, not a scientist, that electric waves and

light waves belong in the same class, or indeed, that light

and electric waves are vibratory phenomena.

The person to whom the demonstration was to be

made would need to have developed certain intellectual

capacities and certain perceptive faculties, and to give

the subject close study before the demonstration could

possibly be made, no matter how well equipped the one

making the demonstration might be. There are any

number of ordinary, scientific facts which are com-

monly accepted by every one as true, of which the same

may be said.

In considering this subject, care should be taken

not to confuse light waves with sound waves or the sur-

face waves of liquids. For, though sound and light are

both vibratory in action and are propagated in the form

of waves, nevertheless, there is a great difference in their

origins, forms, and in the media necessary for their
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transmission. The vibrations of sound waves are in the

same direction as the lines of propagation. Sound

waves, as we know them, require physical material other

than ether for their transmission. They cannot travel

through a vacuum. Light waves are understood to be

tortional strains in the ether. That is, the vibration is in

the direction of a twist around the direction of travel as

an axis. They do not require physical material other

than ether for their transmission. The travel of light

waves is illustrated, roughly, by fastening one end of

a long, stretched cord and moving the other end rapidly

in a circle, the plane of which is perpendicular to the

direction of the cord.

Light waves are transmitted by the hypothetical

"ether" and are retarded to a greater or lesser extent

by all other physical materials. The term '

' hypothetical

ether" is used because, though its existence is necessary

for the explanation of the phenomena of light and elec-

tricity, and though many of its properties have been de-

termined by means of the phenomena produced through

it, the ether itself has never been seen, felt, measured,

weighed, nor in any way sensed by the human physical

sensory organs or by any physical instruments. From
the standpoint of the physical scientist, it cannot be said

that the ether is known to exist. Yet, in his Baltimore

Lectures, Lord Kelvin said: "Little as we know of the

luminiferous ether, we know it better than any other

kind of matter, in some respects."

It has been demonstrated that the phenomena of

electric waves, radiant heat, light, ultra-violet rays and

"X"-rays are all manifestations of ether vibrations,

each of these covering a certain range of frequency of

vibrations, as shown in the accompanying diagram. The
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velocity of propagation of all these through the ether

when unretarded is the same, being at the rate of about

309,000,000 meters, or about 186,000 miles per second.

The diagram represents the spectrum of the ether

vibrations and has been compiled from information

gathered from many sources, some of which are given

in the list of references following. It is divided into

octaves, the frequency of the vibrations per second at

any octave being twice that of the preceding octave

and one-half that of the octave following. The number-

ing of the octaves is purely arbitrary and might begin

at any convenient point, such as 15, 40 or 1769 instead

of 25, as shown in the chart. In the same way as in

music, middle C is adopted quite generally as having

a frequency of 256 vibrations per second, while 248

vibrations might as well have been adopted and the oc-

taves worked up and down from this point by doubling

in one direction and halving in the other. A fre-

quency of 25 cycles (complete vibrations) per second

is quite commonly used in the transmission of electric

power, and 60 cycles per second is quite generally used

on electric circuits for lighting purposes.

So far as is known, the rates of vibration extend off

into infinity; and there is, at present, no reason to be-

lieve that there is a limit.

In the chart, the length of any wave multiplied by

the frequency per second is equal to 309,000,000 meters.

It will be observed that, even within the limits 'cov-

ered by physical science, there are parts which have not

yet been explored. However, the unexplored sections

have been narrowed each year, and by means of new in-

struments and methods (yet to be devised) these re-

gions will probably soon become classed with the

''known."
r „ ,
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It will be noticed that the visible spectrum from the

red to the violet, which is all that can be detected by

our physical sense of sight, covers a little less than one

octave of the many that are known to exist. This part

of an octave, together with a few octaves in the Infra-

Ked which may be felt as heat, are the only ones that

may be sensed directly (that is, without the aid of

special instruments and methods) by any of our physi-

cal sensory organs. Considering this, one can readily

see how unreasonable it sounds to hear people say they

will believe only what they are able to see with their

own eyes. To be consistent, they should refuse to be-

lieve that the earth travels around the sun; for they

see the sun pass overhead each day, traveling around

the earth from east to west

!

Besides the unexplored spaces within the present

physical limits, there is a vast region of "undiscov-

ered country" lying out beyond the present limits of

physical science, reached through knowledge concerning

"X"-rays and radiation phenomena.

Although all physical means may fail in the de-

tection of the higher frequencies of vibrations, and

though they may not in any way affect physical ma-

terial other than the ether, yet these facts would in no

way disprove the existence of such vibrations nor the

possibility of their detection by processes other than

those called physical.

Since we have seen how the different frequencies

of vibrations of the ether produce several classes of

phenomena with widely varying external characteristics,

it is easy to comprehend the possibility of the existence

of other classes of phenomena higher up the scale which

may become known to us through a higher development
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of latent capacities and powers within us and within

our reach.

A realization of our narrow limitations should en-

able us to approach the study of all natural phenomena

with due humility, with an open mind, and with a pro-

found respect for the discoveries accomplished through

the efforts of the seekers for Truth and Light, in all the

fields of science—physical, spiritual and psychical.

C. W. BOBBINS.

FROM THE FILES OF TK.

Dear Friend and Brother TK:
"Will you kindly pardon me for again obtruding

upon your busy life ? I have but one excuse to offer for

thus presuming to thrust myself upon your attention at

this time. It is this:

I am impressed with the conviction that I owe you

an apology. Let me explain.

Three years ago I wrote you that Miss M. and I had

been sitting for two years, for the development of "Me-
diumship." I told you that she possessed fine quali-

ties for the development of a splendid Medium.

After reading your books and studying the same

carefully, I began to think that perhaps we were "on
the wrong track." I told my friend that I believed it

would be wise for us to give up our sittings. This she

refused to do.

I then wrote you, feeling that we were not quite safe.

You responded at once, telling me that we were in dan-

ger.

After a time Miss M. established communication with
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a spirit who called himself "Solon." I wrote you of

this fact, and again you told me that we were on the

wrong road, and that it would be better for us to discon-

tinue our development along that line. You told me
that my Friend was being controlled, even though she

was not aware of it.

And here is where I should apologize to you for my
daring presumption in writing you that we could dis-

cern not the least bit of "control" ; and we foolishly con-

tinued to sit for development, until the damage was be-

yond reparation—to Miss M.

As you then so kindly advised us, may I tell you

what has happened? Assuming your permission, let

men say that Miss M. was a beautiful woman, of a sweet

and lovable disposition—a spiritual woman, in every

way worthy and good. I could linger long over her su-

perior qualities of character; but enough of that.

At the time I wrote you she weighed 160 pounds, and

was the picture of physical health. But immediately

thereafter she began to fail. She continued steadily,

until she became a repulsive spectre. Oh, such a

shrunken and shriveled sight! I can coin no word to

tell you what a horrible spectacle she presented.

It began by a condition which impressed her as if

some one were throwing heavy blankets over her head.

She ran screaming all over the house. Her suffering

was terrible to behold.

Much more I could tell you, but this will be enough

to let you know that had we observed and heeded your

kind warning in time, all would have been well, and

this terrible sorrow would have been avoided.

As to myself, fortunately I escaped with much less

psychic trouble; but other serious difficulties seemed
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to follow from my having tampered with that kind of

so-called "development."

From his sorrow over the conditions, my beloved

husband developed heart failure, and in May last

passed to his home beyond. This leaves me alone and

afloat in a friendless world, without the knowledge I

need to care for myself.

Had we received your warning when we first

started, while the work was in its incipiency, I believe

all might have been well. As it was, however, it seemed

too late. The law had begun to work, and there came

very near being two wrecks upon the ocean of time.

Through the help of a Mr. W., we were finally en-

abled to break the control, and my Friend is now on the

Pacific coast.

I want you to know that I have proved the truth

of your teachings on the subject of "Mediumship." I

sincerely trust your books may reach far and wide

those who do not understand the law, and save the thou-

sands who are going the Wrong Way, for lack of knowl-

edge of the Truth.

I wanted you to know the results of our failure to

heed your generous and kindly warnings. I have

grieved deeply that we did not take the friendly hand
held out to us. But we do thank you with all our

hearts, and it was through your wisdom that we were
finally led to see the Right Way, and seek release.

If you desire to use our evidence, it is your right

to do so. It can be amply verified.

I am not going to yield to discouragements. A star

may be hidden behind the fleecy cloud, and Light may
yet come to me.

Believe me ever your true and loyal Friend, R.
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My Dear Friend:

Your valued favor of the 2nd inst. was addressed to

the Indo-American Book Co. address, and did not reach

me until yesterday. This will explain the delay in my
response. I observe, however, that you did not expect

an answer from me, and hence I need not apologize for

the delay.

I want to thank you for your kindness in writing me
a statement of the facts in regard to Miss M. and your-

self. I remember very distinctly the correspondence,

and of my efforts to point out to you both the fact that

you were following the road to subjection and unhappi-

ness.

One of the most pathetic phases of my life's work is

the fact that I am unable to reach those who are in such

great need of guidance and help. Even those who
come to me for guidance (as you did), do not have suf-

ficient confidence in me to believe my statements; just

as was true in your case. Had you known of the long

years of work I had given to the subject, and the fact

that I have never received so much as one cent for my
services, you would have known that you could trust me.

But as it was, I was a stranger to you and Miss M.

You did not know that I was honest. You could not

think it was possible. You had not then realized any of

the destructive phases of mediumistic subjection, and

very naturally you thought I was either mistaken, or

was trying to work some scheme to get money from you.

I do not blame you for this, for it could hardly be

otherwise, in the light of experience and human nature.

But if you could have believed in me then, just enough

to act upon the warning I gave you, all the terrible suf-

fering to which you refer would have been avoided.
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And that is the pathetic side of all my work. I have

only my own word to offer to those who come asking

for help. And in the largest majority of cases that is

not enough to convince. The result is that they go on

and on until Experience teaches them the lessons which

I have learned, but which I cannot make them realize.

I want you to know, however, that you have my
deepest sympathy, for both yourself and Miss M. I

earnestly hope that you will find the way to happiness

and peace, and that she will rise above the power of

evil influences to reach or harm her. I am glad to

know that she found someone who knew enough to be

able to help her, and in whom she had sufficient confi-

dence to follow his guidance and co-operate with him in

his efforts to release her from the hypnotic influences

of her controls. I earnestly hope she will never be

tempted again to return to the old methods and prac-

tices.

Thanking you again for your generous and kind let-

ter, and with greetings of friendship and good will, be-

lieve me,

Your Friend and Elder Brother,

TK.

TO A HYPNOTIC SUBJECT.

My Dear Friend:

Your valued letter of the 26th ult. is at hand, and

I appreciate very deeply the cry for help.

I regret, beyond words, that you did not understand

my warning in answer to your letter concerning the

man referred to.
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But you are now wide awake and this is more than

half the battle. Simply occupy yourself in wholesome

employment of body and mind, as far as possible, and

do not allow yourself to become morbid nor to imagine

many things which are not true.

Live as wholesome a life as you can, and I suggest

that such time as you have, that you would devote to

brooding or to entertaining your fears, you give to a

study of ''The Great Work" and "Harmonics of Evo-

lution." "The Great "Work" is especially suited to

your present needs, and if you will follow its teachings

carefully and remember that you must overcome your

fears you will succeed.

You really have no reason to dread this man nor to

feel afraid of his influence. "Whenever you imagine you

are under his influence simply get up and turn your

thought and attention to other things. Force yourself

to do this whether you want to or not, and say to your-

self many times a day and at night when you lie down

:

'

' I am not afraid of this man nor any other being on

earth or in the spiritual life. I am master of myself.

God has given me power to control myself and all the

forces of my being, so that no one else, whomsoever,

shall be able to break me down nor influence me in evil

or harmful ways. I will be master and I will walk in

the way of light and truth and earn the friendship and

the love and the guardian influence of the Great Friends

and the Spiritual Helpers."

Then see that you do the very thing you have said

and you will have no trouble to speak of.

A woman of your nervous temperament will have

periods of nervous depression, but you must simply take

yourself in hand when these periods come and lift your-
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self above them. You can do it if you will, and you will

if you want to.

With abiding friendship and good wishes for your

success,

Cordially and fraternally,

TK.

FROM A FRIEND OF THE WORK.

Dear Friend and Brother TK:
First of all, let me mention the fact that I am in-

closing herewith Two Dollars ($2.00) to pay for the re-

newal of my own subscription to Life and Action, and

for an additional subscription for my friend, Dr. A. M.

P.

I am going to try and interest others in the message

which the little magazine brings to me each month, and

as a result I hope that I shall be able to send further

subscriptions from time to time.

I have a feeling, however, that it will be better for

some of my particular friends, to let them read some

of the books of the Harmonic Series first, if possible, be-

fore trying to interest them in Life and Action; but, in

any event, I shall not hesitate to recommend the maga-

zine to as many as I can reach.

This little magazine, next to the books of the Har-

monic Series, is quite the most precious to me of any

reading matter I now receive, or of anything that is be-

ing offered the public at the present time.

I want to join with your hundreds of other readers

(rather, with thousands, I hope,) in expressing the

earnest hope that this little publication will go on un-
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ceasingly fulfilling its mission in the world, giving cheer

to aspiring Souls, growing greater and greater in the

sphere of its usefulness and inspiration to men and

women everywhere.

Those of your readers who have been taking the

magazine for a sufficient length of time to know some-

thing of the nature and purpose of the message it bears,

surely would suffer a feeling of irreparable earthly, nay,

even spiritual loss, if this bi-monthly visitor suddenly

should cease to make its regular visits to them.

The significance of the truths taught in the. books of

the Harmonic Series and in the pages of Life and Action

grows on me more and more. These things are to me
the bread of spiritual life, and I feel that I must have

them, for naught else satisfies the hunger of the Soul for

substantial Food.

If there is anything that I can do to help along the

Work of spreading the Truth, will you not please let

me do it? It is such a truly ''Great Work", and there

seem to be so few who are in a position to carry it for-

ward. Certainly there are comparatively few in this

country who, at present, are sufficiently developed, or

who have traveled far enough along the "Road to the

South" to be able to guide others with certainty and

assurance.

In view of the uncertainties that beset this present

life, and the many and varied dangers to which the be-

loved TK already has been subjected, one cannot but

feel a profound sense of apprehension for the physical

safety of the Leader of this present Movement here in

America.

"We can only pray that he may be spared yet awhile

to the many "who need," until he shall himself feel
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able to say, gladly and without reservations, "It is fin-

ished." When some others, those now members of the

Great School, shall have advanced to the condition of

personal development wherein the guidance of others

may safely be entrusted to them; when the books deal-

ing with the laws of Life—so far as revealed to living

men, here and hereafter—shall have been clearly writ-

ten down and distributed far and wide throughout all

the land, so that all men may know the Truth if they

but will to have it; and when "The Great Work" itself,

exemplified in growing measure by thousands of earnest,

industrious ones, shall have spread its influence through-

out this entire country, then we may be willing to re-

linquish the TK for a still Greater Work in the world

of the Blessed beyond this earthly Life. But not till

then—not till then. We are many who need you here,

TK—many, too many to spare you yet.

It seemed to me that there was a great deep note of

pathos in the last issue of Life and Action. I have been

eager to give my own offering of appreciation and of

Love, ever since catching the sound of that deeply pa-

thetic note.

One can partially imagine the sense of deprivation

suffered by the TK, now that the Beloved who toiled by

his side in the journey has been transported beyond the

Great Divide to live among those more blest ; but we are

all so weak and inadequate—how insufficient must be

all that we can offer, even though of our best

!

Yet here is this very human note, sounded by the

Master of the Law who has "traveled in foreign coun-

tries"; so, even though you have gone so much farther

than we, still you have come back and you are with us

still. We shall be more than glad to do what we can.
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Reference has been made to powerful forces and

agencies that are plotting to destroy you and put an end

to the Work. Would that we could appreciate these

things more definitely and fully. Would that we, in an

organized manner, might stand with you and give you

such strength as we possess for the conflict. I am as-

sured, in my own soul, that the issue will be victorious

for the Right ; but at what the possible cost ! The mind
must reel and fall in ruins, if not established on the

solid rock of eternal Truth.

I think that the Friends there at the Center with the

TK, actively engaged in the Work of teaching and pub-

lishing, must feel, with him, a sensitiveness about call-

ing for financial aid. In the midst of the frauds so

freely perpetrated everywhere, and the general suspicion

resulting, they feel an unwillingness about even suggest-

ing that they could do more effective work if they but

had more financial assistance.

Yet, for one, I wish that there might be some sort of

organization or understanding among the Friends of the

Work, and that their interest might be given a chance

to express itself in funds for the advancement of the

Work of the Great School. Is this something which the

School itself will not establish, but waits for its Friends

to institute? Is there, I take it, no objection to such

work being done?

( The Great Masters have said :

'

'By an endless chain

of Gifts shall the Great Work be established.
'

' And we;

therefore, who are thus charged with its establishment,

must make our work a Gift to the Great Cause. We can-

not receive financial aid—except from those who have

the RIGHT to Give—which means that they must be-
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come, with us, sharers in the Work, and in making it

all a GIFT.—The TK.)

I, for one, feel the longing to take up the work and

study of the Great School actively; but present condi-

tions, the necessity of caring for a family, seem prac-

tically to bar me from doing so. While I hope I am
progressing all the time, nevertheless, it is not by any

means so rapidly as I could wish.

I have not even really studied the books of the Har-

monic Series as yet; but I have passed them on to sev-

eral of my best friends. I want to get some of them

started, too, if it be possible.

But I am hoping for the successful completion of the

message on "What Science knows of the Spiritual

World." It seems to me that this is one of the most im-

portant and necessary heritages the TK may leave to

those who shall follow him. For what we may know and

understand about the Spiritual World is essential as a

criterion of the best manner of living in the world of the

present which we inhabit with our material bodies.

Without a measure cf assurance about the hereafter,

it is bound to be very much like the Apostle Paul said:

"If of this life only we have assurance, then are we of

all men most miserable."

My friend, the Doctor, has been very deeply inter-

ested in the books, "The Great Work" and "Harmonics

of Evolution," and I doubt not will find much to inter-

est him in the magazine, as it comes to him from month

to month.

He is a man of unusual brilliancy of intellect, com-

bined with a sincere desire to do good in the world and

make the most of life for himself and those dear to him.

He is a growing man. Just at this period of his life
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(the early forties) he finds that, having attained the am-

bitions of his younger years, they do not satisfy. The

ministers of the churches, to whom he talks, with some of

whom he is even quite intimate, do not sufficiently ex-

plain or illuminate the spiritual difficulties. It seems to

me that, perhaps, in the Great School he may find what

he longs for, provided he will be courageous enough to

make the sacrifices required.

Beginning next October, as for two years past, the

Doctor will be a lecturer in the Northwestern University

Medical School, in connection with his regular surgical

practice. Some time ago he asked me if it would be

possible for him to meet the author of the book, "The

Great Work." I could only reply that I thought it

would depend on whether he could give "the right

knock.
'

'

I hope this will not "wear out" those who may try

to read it. I have written to help, not to hinder; to

supply, rather than to exhaust.

May the Peace of the Great Spirit, and assurance of

ultimate victory be ever with you; may the Powers

of Light ever surround you and guard you, preserving

you safely for the enduring institution of "The Great

Work in America."

Cordially, your Friend,

H. D. H.
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League of Visible Helpers

New York City, N. Y.

"President, League of Visible Helpers,

Chicago, 111.

Dear Friend:

I have some excellent garments in my wardrobe that

some one might use to advantage. May I have the

pleasure of forwarding them to you ?

Yours truly,

L. A. deV., M. D."

The foregoing letter came to the President of the

League a short time ago, and he takes the present op-

portunity of replying, through the medium of "Life

and Action," to the good Doctor, as well as to all the

friends and members of the League of Visible Helpers

who desire to help in the good work inaugurated by the

League.

The objects which called this organization into ex-

istence are "For the purpose of fraternally uniting all

"acceptable persons in a closer bond of fellowship; to

"give moral and material aid to its members, their

"families and those dependent upon them; to carry on

"an organized work of charity, relief and assistance to
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''the needy and distressed; to own and operate hospitals

"and allied institutions for charitable purposes; to fur-

"nish medical and legal services to those in need, and

"promote the cause of Equity, Justice and Right,"

During almost three years in which the League has

been in existence, it has carried out most fully the ex-

pectations and promises made to its members. We have

furnished medicines and the best medical skill to all

those coming under our care, without cost to them.

"We have fed hundreds of families in all parts of the

great city of Chicago. We have sent children to school,

educated and helped them to become self-supporting. We
have fed and clothed them, procured employment for

the unemployed so far as it was possible for us to do;

and in all this work we have been nobly assisted by many
of the dear friends who, from long distances, have sent

us money, clothing, shoes, etc., to help carry forward the

Great Work for suffering humanity.

The time is now rapidly approaching when we shall

need everything, especially in the clothing line, we can

procure.

The Indo-American Book Company has gratuitously

given us shelves and space to store the clothing which

we distribute to the needy and destitute; and we take

this opportunity of informing our friends everywhere,

that we shall welcome every contribution of money,

clothing or shoes, which they in their kindness may see

proper to forward to us; promising them, that not one

penny shall be retained for "expenses." For, on the

part of every member of the League of Visible Helpers,

this is considered a labor of love and devotion to the

Great Cause we are all trying to serve.

This is "GOD'S GOOD WORK," and we feel as-
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sured that many of our friends will be glad to contrib-

ute to the cause of sorrow and suffering when they know

it is needed. Clothing for women and children especially

will be needed this winter.

Dear friends and helpers, everywhere, the demands

are great.

WILL YOU HELP US?

Your friend and Brother,

TK.
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By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

When the whole world resounds with rude alarms
Of warring arms,

When God's good earth, from border unto border,

Shows man's disorder,

Let me not waste my dower of mortal might
In grieving over wrongs I cannot right.

This is my task : Amid discordant strife

To keep a clean, sweet center in my life,

And though the human orchestra may be

Playing all out of key,

To tune my soul to symphonies above
And sound the note of love.

This is my task.

When, by the minds of men, most beauteous Faith

Seems doomed to death,

And to her place is hoisted, by soul-treason,

The dullard Reason,
Let me not hurry forth with flag unfurled

To proselyte an unbelieving world.

This is my task : In depths of unstarred night

Or in diverting and distracting light,

To keep (in crowds or in my room alone)

Faith on her lofty throne,

And whatsoever happen or befall,

To see God's hand in all.

This is my task.

When, in church pews, men worship God in words,

But meet their kind with swords,

When fair Religion, stripped of holy passion,

Walks masked as Fashion,

Let me not' wax indignant at the sight

Or waste my strength bewailing her sad plight.

This is my task : To search in my own mind
Until the qualities of God I find

;

To seek them in the heart of friend and foe,

Or high or low,

And in my hours of toil or prayer or play,

To live my creed each day.

This is my task.
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The Spirit Of The Work
No. 10.

By TK.

Our Responsibility.

GAIN and again the question of our

Individual Responsibility to the

School and the Work, in various

ways, comes up for our consideration

;

and scarcely a week passes but that

I receive one or more letters from Stu-

dents and Friends of the Work all

over the country, asking me for information as to their

duties or their responsibilities.

I find it impossible to answer all these various in-

quiries through personal correspondence. There is but

one way in which I can respond to them all, and that

is through the columns of Life and Action. And in

doing this I shall find it necessary to make my answers

rather general in order to cover the largest number of

points and items of importance.
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In other words, I shall have to discuss the general

principles involved, rather than the specific incidents

referred to in the various letters I have received.

I must therefore ask my readers to follow closely

all that I shall say, in order that they may not overlook

my answers to their several and individual questions

;

for I shall endeavor to cover them all in the course of

my letters on "THE SPIRIT OF THE WORK."
And I trust it is not necessary for me to apologize

to the readers of Life and Action who are not among
those who have written me for information. For I as-

sume that they are all interested in the success of the

Great School and its "Work in America, and that in my
letters under the above heading they will find answers

to many of the questions that are of interest to them

—although they may not have formulated them def-

initely, nor sent them to me for answer.

The fundamental principle I desire to consider in

this instalment of the Spirit of the Work might be

stated briefly in a number of different forms. As, for

instance

:

1. The permanency of any building is primarily

dependent upon the character and quality of the mate-

rials that go into it. Or,

2. The life and success of any ethical movement

will depend, primarily, upon the character and quality

of its members. Or,

3. The future life and success of this Movement

will depend, primarily, upon the kind of men and

women we admit into its membership. Or,

4. The Disintegration and Death of this Movement

will inevitably follow our failure to guard it against
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the admittance of applicants who are not duly and truly

prepared, worthy and well qualified.

Any one of these statements is literally true. Each

one states a general Principle at the foundation of all

earthly and human institutions.

The first applies generally to all constructive in-

stitutions.

The second applies the same principle to all ethical

institutions and movements among mankind.

The third and fourth make a specific and definite

application of the same general Principle to this par-

ticular and definite institution wherein we are members,

and for the Life or Death of which we are inevitably

responsible.

And it is of this that I want to talk with all of you
who, by virtue of your membership, must share with

me the responsibilities of the Life or the Death of this

Great Work in America.

I do not want to leave anything unsaid, if it is pos-

sible to avoid it, that will help you all (as well as my-
self) to understand and appreciate the responsibilities

that are justly ours, and enable us the better to dis-

charge them in a manner to reflect credit upon the

School, the Work, the Cause, ourselves, and all con-

cerned.

To that end, I must not overlook the things that are

in the minds of those who would enjoy our failure. I

must not only recognize the fact that the School has its

enemies, and that we all, collectively and individually,

have our critics who will be glad of anything we may
do or say that will really, or apparently, justify their

hostile criticisms of us, or that which we represent.

One of the things they already have said—in vari-
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ous ways, and with interesting variations—is somewhat

along the following line of thought, viz.

:

"If the Great School is all that is claimed for it,

and this present Movement designated as The Great

Work in America is truly seeking to serve humanity

and benefit all mankind, why exclude any who knock

at the door and ask to be admitted?"

"Humanity and Mankind are terms which include

everybody. They do not exclude anybody.

"Then why does the School make terms and con-

ditions under which a large percentage of the human
family is excluded from membership in the School and

Movement because they are not 'duly and truly pre-

pared, worthy and well qualified' to enter and become

actively identified with those who are already in and

of it?"

These questions appear to rest upon a foundation'

of rather substantial and consistent logic, and would

seem to lay upon the School and its Representatives the

onus probandi—as we say in legal parlance—meaning

the "burden of proof."

It is therefore only right that I should recognize

the onus and do what I can to lift it and remove it from

the pathway of the School and the Work. Let me try

:

It is largely by means of analogies that the perplex-

ing problems of human life are solved. By analogies

I hope I shall be able to analyze, elucidate and solve

this one, in a manner that shall command the confi-

dence of those who are honest and sincere in their per-

plexity, and in their desire to know the truth.

What is it that gives to every established and suc-

cessful business house, or firm, the confidence of the

business world?
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The answer must be apparent to every individual

who has had any experience in the great world of busi-

ness. It is: "Its REPUTATION for business ability

and integrity, and the promptness with which it meets

its liabilities and discharges its responsibilities."

But the reputation of any business house or firm de-

pends upon the ability and integrity of the men who
constitute the firm, or company.

Therefore, in its final analysis, the success of every

business house, firm, or company, depends upon the

character of the individual members who constitute it.

And the ability of any such house, firm, or company,

to make a success of its work in the business world and

accomplish anything of value to itself or to the world

in which it lives, moves and has its being, in like man-

ner depends upon the character of the individual mem-
bers who constitute the house, firm, or company.

So, still we see, success is dependent upon the char-

acter of the INDIVIDUALS, in every instance.

Again: What is it that gives to any Church, or

other religious institution, the confidence, respect, sym-

pathy and good will of the public, and makes it a suc-

cess in the world of its activities?

Once more, the answer is: Its REPUTATION for

honesty, ability, Morality and Service to Humanity.

But in this instance, as in the other, its reputation

depends upon the character of the men and women who
constitute its Members.

And its usefulness as a constructive factor in the

world is likewise dependent upon the kind of men and

women who stand before the world as its living Repre-

sentatives.

And so, again we are driven back to the character
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of the INDIVIDUALS, as the primary and fundamental

basis of its success and its usefulness to humanity.

Let us suppose, for the sake of the illustration, that

such an institution as, let us say, the Presbyterian

Church, should cease to require of its members any
pledge as to their religious ideals and beliefs, as well

as to their moral principles and ideals, and to the LIV-

ING OF A LIFE according to the moral and religious

principles for which the church stands—how long do

you think such a church would continue to succeed, or

to exert a constructive influence among mankind?
There can be but one honest answer. Such a church

would die as soon as the "Life Element" which sus-

tains it, viz.—the principle of Morality and Service—
is withdrawn.

There is a Natural Law of CONSISTENCY to which

all mankind must acknowledge allegiance ; and it runs

through every department of human activity and is at

the foundation of all constructive achievement.

It demands of every individual that he shall exem-

plify in his daily life and conduct the principles to

which he gives public acknowledgment and a personal

pledge of loyalty and allegiance.

It demands of the man who publicly acknowledges

allegiance to the Presbyterian Church, that he shall

make an honest effort to exemplify in his daily life and
conduct, the principles for which that church stands.

If he fails, he becomes a destructive and disinte-

grating influence in the body of the church, in just so

far as he so fails.

And it is for this reason—in obedience to the Great

Law of CONSISTENCY—that every Church, and
every other religious or moral institution, demands of
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its members that they shall prove themselves "Duly
and truly prepared, worthy and well qualified" to ex-

emplify in their daily lives and conduct the Principles

for which the Church, or Moral Institution, stands.

And the onus prooandi, or burden of proof, is al-

ways on the individual who applies for admittance as

a member, and not upon the Church or other institution.

And until he proves his qualifications to the satisfac-

tion of those whose responsibility it is to pass upon the

admissibility of members, he is denied admittance.

And so it is in every other institution which stands

for the good of humanity, and the progress of the race.

The Great School is no exception.

It demands of every applicant for admittance into

membership, that he first prove, to the satisfaction of

the School, or to those of its representatives who are

charged with that responsibility, that he is "Duly and

truly prepared, worthy and well qualified."

And this is true regardless of the hostile criticisms

of those who are always ready to condemn through ig-

norance, superstition, fear, envy, jealousy, hatred, or

any other manifestation of the Destructive Principle

of Nature in Individual Life.

In the face of all we can do, there are those who
will condemn our efforts, our methods, our principles,

our lives. Hence, it is worse than a waste of time

—

it is folly to argue the matter with them.

Our enemies profess to see a great and vital incon-

sistency in the fact that the Great School claims to be

working for the good of ALL mankind; and yet, at

the same time, fails to admit ALL who apply for ad-

mittance as accredited Students and Members. They
profess to be shocked, grieved, offended, hurt—and to
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suffer several, divers and sundry other pangs because

of this alleged inconsistency of the School, and those

of us who are charged with the responsibility of rep-

resenting it in all that pertains to the admittance of

Students, as well as to their rejection.

But we must not allow these inconsistent preten-

sions of our hostile critics and bitter enemies to con-

fuse us nor cause us to lose sight of the principles for

which the School and its representatives must ever

stand.

We must not forget that this movement which we
have come to designate as "The Great Work in Amer-

ica" is subject to the same Law of Life and Death

which governs every other constructive institution or

movement in existence.

And the very fundamental principle that calls for

our first consideration is that of absolute HARMONY
among all who come to gain admittance as Students of

the School and Friends of the Work.

In other words, the very first and fundamental re-

sponsibility of all who are now in the School, is to see

that no applicant for Studentship therein shall be ad-

mitted in future until he shall have proven beyond

all question that he is "Duly and truly prepared,

worthy and well qualified."

Apropos of this very vital consideration, let me
quote from a letter recently written by one of our Stu-

dents to another at a distance, wherein the importance

of guarding the School in future was discussed with in-

telligence and discrimination as follows:

"It must be evident to you, as it is to me, that

as our Groups grow stronger in numbers; as this

Philosophy becomes more widely diffused and better
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known in this country, and as its constructive influ-

ence shall bring it to the attention of our common
enemy; then will they, in all probability, make a de-

termined effort to gain admittance into our various

Groups.

"How, then, shall we proceed to safeguard our

various Groups so that this threatened danger shall

be reduced to the minimum? How shall we take such

precautions that the entering wedge of disintegration

may not be driven home, and lodged in the heart of

some one or more of our established Groups?

"And while you are busy framing your answer to

this question, let me ask another which has a practical

bearing upon the same problem, viz.

:

"Do you consider our present methods of examin-

ing applicants for admittance sufficiently comprehen-

sive adequately to protect the School against Jesuitical

espionage ?

"I am not familiar with your methods of procedure

at the Center, but here we have proceeded somewhat

as follows:

"The applicant (after having answered the list of

Preliminary Questions, to the satisfaction of the TK)
is asked to meet a number of the local Students and

Friends of the Work here. At these meetings he is

questioned carefully by each Student or Friend to

whom he is sent, and is given the right to ask as many
questions concerning the School and the Work as he

may desire. If a single meeting with each Student

or Friend is satisfactory, that is all that is required of

him; but if there seems to be any doubt in the mind
of any Student or Friend the applicant is asked to

come again—and, in fact, as often as may be necessary
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"When all the Students and Friends to whom he is

sent feel able to render an intelligent and reliable judg-

ment as to the applicant's qualifications and character,

they send their individual reports to the TK. If these

reports are all favorable, the TK then formally refers

the application to our Group (as a Group) for official

ballot of the Group.

"At our first meeting thereafter the application is

called up to be considered, discussed and officially bal-

loted upon. "We then proceed to a secret ballot, so that

no one shall know how any other has voted. If the

ballot is unanimous in favor of the applicant that fact

is made a part of the records of the Group meeting and

a report is sent to the TK, whereupon he notifies the

applicant of his election and asks him to present him-

self at the next meeting of the Group."
Let me say, in this connection, that the foregoing

is substantially the method employed in all cases where

a local Group exists, to which the applicant can be

sent and his application referred. But it would ap-

pear, from information at hand, that some of our Stu-

dents and Friends do not fully appreciate the responsi-

bilities laid upon them in these meetings for the purpose

of examining the applicant and satisfying themselves

as to his character and status.

The following from another letter recently received

will suggest the importance of greater care on the part

of our Students:

"To bring out my point more forcibly, I am going

to give you a case which came under my personal ob-

servation. An applicant was referred to me for my
personal examination and report. Two of our Stu-
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dents who already had met him volunteered the in-

formation that he seemed to them to be allright ; but,

at the same time, one of them mentioned the fact that

he had been told the applicant either now belonged, or

had belonged in the past, to an alleged ethical society

which is known to be a Jesuitical institution, and I

was asked to find out if he still was a member.

"It happened that at one of the Group meetings,

some of the members present discussed this particular

applicant; but I raised the point that it might be

better for those who had not yet met the applicant not

to have anything said about him, as that might pre-

vent them from studying the applicant free from bias

resulting from what might be said for or against him.

Prom statements made at this meeting of the Group

I inferred that the applicant had made a favorable im-

pression.

"Later I met the applicant and endeavored so to

study and question him as to determine, to my own
satisfaction, his qualifications and general status. I

asked him, among other things, whether he was then,

or had ever been, a member of the Society above men-
tioned. He virtually informed me that it was none

of my business, and that the subject was entirely out-

side the range of my right of inquiry.

"I also had learned that he formerly had made ap-

plication to the School, and had been rejected. Natu-

rally, I wanted to know just why he had been rejected

;

but he refused to tell me. I questioned him in other

ways, in my endeavor to satisfy myself as to his real

attitude and exact status.

"Without going into further details, I had three

interviews with him; and in the third he manifested
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considerable impatience with me. He said that I was

the only one who had wanted to see him more than

once. He also stated that I was the only one who had

asked him very many questions. I cross-examined him

on this point and found, to my surprise, that he had

been asked very few questions by some of the Students

to whom he had been referred, and that he seemed to

have satisfied them. He was very much surprised that

I should want to know so much about him.

" Frankly, while he has some splendid qualities of

character, I seem to see in him the ambitious type of

man—one capable of doing a vast amount of destructive

work. To me, he appears to be just the sort of man
to bring inharmony and unrest into our Group work.

"This School and Cause mean so much to me that

I feel upon my shoulders a heavy burden of Personal

Responsibility in all that concerns the admittance of

applicants who are referred to me for preliminary ex-

amination and try-out.

"Most of the applicants that come to me are in a

great hurry to gain admittance to the School and

Work; and for this reason, if for no other, I do not

believe, as a rule, we take enough time nor make a

careful enough study of applicants before reporting

back to the TK upon them.

"Our Group is wonderfully harmonious, and if we

can only keep it so it has the greatest possibilities for

constructive Work and Service to the School and Cause

in the years -to come; but let us admit just one who is

inharmonious, and immediately we become like the

great orchestra (to which the TK refers) with one in-

strument out of tune. The whole orchestral effect

would be destroyed, and if this is not remedied it
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means the disintegration of our Group and the utter

failure of all our efforts.

"It seems to me that the Law of Self-Preservation

alone is sufficient to admonish us to the exercise of the

utmost vigilance in our efforts to guard the School and

Work against the 'approach of cowans and eaves-

droppers. '

"I called this to the attention of one of our older

members, but he simply said that if an applicant gained

admittance who did not harmonize, he or she would

not remain; but I asked him what would be the result

in case the inharmonious one proved to be a Jesuitical

emissary whose mission was the disintegration of our

Group. He did not answer.

"Dear TK, I know somewhat of your strenuous life

and Work, and that every moment of your time should

be conserved; but would it not be a great service to

the School and the Cause, not only now, but for all

time, if you could prepare a special communication

dealing with this matter—one that would make us all

feel and realize the great Personal Responsibility that

rests upon us, and each of us, and inspire every one

of us with the determination to see that none shall pass

by us who has not proven to our entire satisfaction

that he is, indeed, duly and truly prepared, worthy and

well qualified?"

Dear Students and Friends: It was the substance

of the foregoing appeal that impelled me to write this

particular article. And I want to thank the writer

of the letter from which the foregoing information is

culled. He is absolutely correct in his view of the sub-

ject. I wish with all my heart that I could impress

all of our Students and Friends with the same under-
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standing and appreciation of the situation, and of their

Personal Responsibility for the future success or fail-

ure, life or death, of this entire movement.

For, unless I can accomplish this, some of our over-

sympathetic and generous "Helpers," out of their ex-

cessive kindliness and earnest desire to share their

blessings with the whole world, are going to make the

sad and tragic mistake of opening the door to admit

one or more of the subtle, clever, but deadly enemies

who are waiting, with the patience of the grim Messenger

of Death, for the hour to come when some thoughtless,

careless, or over-generous and susceptible Sentinel shall

relax his vigilance just long enough to let them slip

past him, through the door and into the School.

They are waiting for just that thing to occur, and

there is no limit to the patience they will exercise to

achieve their purpose.

Beloved Friends, I do not want them to succeed.

I do not want the Great Friends to suffer another de-

feat through the failure of those of us who have been

entrusted with their confidences, and who have given

our Pledge of Loyalty that we will not fail them.

But in order that we may succeed in discharging

the burden of Personal Responsibility we have willingly

assumed, we must steel our hearts to withstand the play

of sophistry upon our sympathies. We must be pre-

pared to meet and unmask every sophistry that clever-

ness and cunning can invent; for we already have

abundant evidence of the fact that we shall be called

to deal with those who are schooled adepts in the artful

use and great potency of sophistry.

As hereinbefore suggested, our enemies will assume

the role of friendly critics who are grieved to note the
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inconsistency of the Great School in that it professes

to labor for all mankind, and yet refuses to admit into

its "Work and its fellowship a considerable number of

those who apply for admittance as Students.

"Whenever we hear such criticisms, let us remember

that they are only clever sophistries, designed to con-

fuse us and make us forget the responsibilities we have

assumed to guard the School against all such alleged

friendly critics and their criticisms; and let us go "n

about our "Work regardless of them.

And now, in order to bring this matter home to

every Student and Friend of the "Work, and impress

it upon every mind and Soul with such emphasis that

it will never again be forgotten nor neglected, let me
make a specific application of the principle, as it should

apply to every Student who is entrusted with the re-

sponsibility of meeting applicants and testing them as

to their qualifications for studentship:

1. Whenever an applicant is referred to you, bear

in mind that it is because the School wants the benefit

of your own personal judgment as to whether he or

she is the sort of individual who will add to the har-

mony of your Group and become a constructive and in-

tegrating factor in that Group.

2. You must not, therefore, allow yourself to shirk

your responsibility by trusting the matter to the judg-

ment of some other Student.

3. You are expected to become well enough ac-

quainted with the applicant so that you can form a

reasonable judgment of his or her character and quali-

fications independently.

4. For that purpose the applicant comes to you

upon my request, and usually with a letter from me
explaining the matter. [ Page 85 ]
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5. At your first meeting you should question the

applicant very carefully, over the following, among

other points of inquiry:

(a) Whether married; (h) If so, what family; (c)

Whether his or her companion is in full sympathy;

(d) Occupation or profession; (e) All about past and

present Church affiliations; (f) Whether directly or

indirectly associated or connected with the Roman
Catholic Church ; about the religious beliefs of his

friends and associates; (g) Ask him to give in his own
way an account of his past religious and philosophic

studies, memberships and affiliations, prior to and lead-

ing up to his interest in this School and Work; (h)

What, if any, Students or Friends of the School he

knows, and how he came to know about the School and

Work, and became interested in it; (i) Whether he

has read and made a careful STUDY of all three of

the volumes of the Harmonic Series; if not, which ones

has he; (j) Whether he finds anything in the teachings

and findings of the School therein contained which he

cannot accept; if so, what; (k) Question him care-

fully as to the motives which impel him to seek ad-

mittance as a Student, and satisfy yourself fully

whether they are right or wrong; (1) What does he ex-

pect to learn from the School, that will be of special

interest or benefit to him ; what use he expects to make
of the knowledge he may gain from the School; (m)

What he feels that the School has a right to expect of

him, in case he is admitted; (n) Whether he has ever

cheated, wronged, defrauded or otherwise injured any-

body to whom he has not yet acknowledged his wrong

and sought to remedy the injury; (o) What are his own
views as to how the Law of Compensation applies to all
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such matters; and how he intends to proceed in his

efforts to undo the wrongs he has committed in the past

;

(p) What, if any, habits he has formed which, in his

judgment, would in any way tend to make it difficult

for him to meet and discharge his responsibilities as a

Student, in case he is admitted; (q) Just how he an-

alyzes his own character as to Discretion, Secrecy,

Loyalty. Humility, Vanity (both personal and intel-

lectual). Ambition, Leadership; (r) Whether he would

be both able and willing to labor the balance of his life

for the benefit of humanity, in obscurity, and without

receiving any recognition whatever from the public;

(s) In what respects does he find Self-Control the most

difficult ; whether Anger, Fear, Envy or Jealousy, in

any of its various phases, ever overcomes him and leads

him to the commission of acts, or the utterance of words,

that he is certain to regret; (t) Whether he understands

that his admittance into the School means thereafter

the LIVING OF A LIFE that shall exemplify the real

SPIRIT OF THE WORK, and whether he can and

will do it.

There are many other topics of inquiry that should

be covered, until you have satisfied yourself whether

or not he can and will meet the demands of the School

and Work in such manner as to enable him to work

in absolute Harmony with other Students and Friends

of the Work, and discharge the responsibilities that will

devolve upon him, in the event of his admittance as a

Student.

In the very nature of the subject, it is hardly possi-

ble for you to cover all this ground at one meeting,

in such manner as to satisfy yourself on all the various

phases of his qualifications.
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And then, bear in mind also, that you are to make

clear to him the fact that it is his right to ask any

questions he may desire concerning the School and the

"Work, to satisfy himself whether or not he has knocked

at the right door, and whether or not he desires to pro-

ceed further. You must be sure that he understands

fully that it is always his right to stop at any point,

or turn back; and that he is not asked to assume any

obligation that can in the least interfere with his al-

ready assumed Duties and Responsibilities to his Fam-
ily, his People, his Country or himself.

Make him know that you are only trying to learn

to know him well enough to know whether or not you

can recommend him as "Duly and truly prepared,

worthy and well qualified" for admittance as a Student.

And if you cannot satisfy yourself at one meeting

(as will more than likely be the case) tell him frankly

that you want to meet him again—and possibly a num-

ber of times, before you will feel yourself able to dis-

charge your responsibility to the School and "Work

wisely.

Do not at any time alloAV him to feel that there is

anything perfunctory about the matter; but that every

step of the way is fraught with the gravest and most

vital responsibilities; and that for his sake, as well as

that of the School and yourself, neither he nor you

can afford to make any mistakes.

And do not discontinue your meetings with him

until you are entirely satisfied

:

1. That he is all right, and entitled to your favor-

able recommendation for admittance; or,

2. That he is actuated by unworthy motives, and
is not entitled to your favorable recommendation ; or,
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3. That he is good material, but needs more time

to study the text-books and literature of the School,

before you can recommend him; and that he should

be told wherein he is lacking, and encouraged to go on

and prepare himself; or,

4. That there is something in him that causes you

to distrust him and doubt his motives and purposes.

In this case you are always to give the School the bene-

fit of the doubt, and make clear to him that he is ''not

yet ready.
'

' It would not be wise, in this case, for you

to offend him by confessing frankly that you question

his motives; but the wise thing to do in that case, is

simply to advise him to continue his work of Study

and Preparation, until such time as he may be able to

overcome the apparent obstacles in his way.

If you can accomplish all that is required of you

in one single meeting, all very good; you can then

make out your report and send it to me at once. But,

in the very nature of the work, it is hardly likely that

you will be able to accomplish your task without further

meetings and more study of him. In this event, tell

him to come again; and if that is not sufficient, then

again, and again, until you can render your report in

a way that will meet your own approval.

Remember always, that you have all the time there

is, and that no applicant will become impatient—if he

is worthy—so long as he is satisfied that you are doing

the best you can to satisfy yourself as to his qualifica-

tions.

But there is one other consideration that you should

always keep in mind, namely, that you are never to

allow any applicant to become an enemy, even though

you cannot approve his admittance, so long as it is in
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your power to prevent it. If you feel that he is not

worthy, let your treatment of him prove to him that

you are truly his Friend, and that you will gladly

serve him insofar as may be possible within the limits

of your authority and power.

Doubtless it has already occurred to you that an

aplicant is likely to become weary of answering the

same questions from five or six different Students on

the try-out committee; but you will bear in mind that

I have only suggested the various topics of inquiry.

I have not formulated any of your questions for you,

and it is herein that your work will be saved from the

mistake of monotony. No two will formulate the same

questions, even though they may, in a general sense,

cover the same field of inquiry.

And I am reminded of one important phase of your

inquiry to which I have not yet referred, namely, the

question of Education of the applicant. Inasmuch as

every Student is expected at some time to become also

an "Instructor," and consequently one of my "Help-

ers" in the Work of passing on the knowledge to other

applicants, it is of the most vital importance to the

success of the Work that the applicant possess also the

qualifications of a good Instructor.

But inasmuch as the work of education and instruc-

tion is carried on entirely by correspondence, you can

see at once that it is of vital importance that each and

every Instructor possess the kind of education that will

enable him to carry on his part of the correspondence

in a way to command the confidence of his Students.

In other words, every applicant should be examined

as to his own education—where educated, what schools,

colleges and universities he has attended, whether a
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graduate of any school or college, and if so in what
course, and what degree he has earned.

You can thus get all the data by carefully formulated

questions, but you cannot find out in that way how far

he applies his education when he conies to expressing

himself in writing. But you can form a very fair judg-

ment through listening to his method of expressing him-

self ; and it will then be a part of my task to find out

from his letters and his written answers to the Pre-

liminary Questions, whether he spells correctly, uses

good grammar, is accurate in punctuation and the use

of capitals; and finally, whether he makes a correct

selection of good English expression.

If he fails in these particulars sufficiently to handi-

cap him in his work as an Instructor, it will be my task

to point out to him wherein he is deficient, and what
is necessary to remedy the difficulty. I have done this

in a good many instances, and you would be surprised

if you could know how many Students are to-day en-

gaged in a systematic study of Spelling, Grammar and

English expression, in order to qualify for the work

of passing on the knowledge to others.

And herein is, perhaps, one of the best tests possi-

ble to apply to determine the real abilities of an ap-

plicant, and just what may be expected of him as a

Student. Those who come with right motives and pur-

poses will never fail on the educational test, for they

will gladly enter upon any course of study necessary

to equip them for the real Work of passing on the

knowledge according to the methods of Instruction re-

quired by the Great School. This has been proven over

and again, and the result is always the same.

And then again, there is the social aspect of each
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and every applicant. It is often of vital importance

to know just what an applicant represents as a social

entity. Hence, it is important to know what he enjoys

in a social sense, how he spends his time in that sense,

whether he enjoys cards, dancing, reading, music, or

other forms of amusement, or entertainment. These

items fall clearly within your field of inquiry.

And now I trust I have brought the subject of your

Personal Eesponsibilities to the School and the Work
before you in such manner as to enable you to see clear-

ly what is demanded of you in fulfilment of your ob-

ligations as one of my Students and "Visible Helpers."

And I earnestly hope that this will help you in

future so to discharge your responsibilities as to guard

the School and the Work—yes, and this particular

Movement—against the admittance of any applicant

who is unable to prove that he is "Duly and truly pre-

pared, worthy and well qualified."

I also earnestly hope that what I have said will im-

press you with the fact that TIME is of little or no im-

portance, except insofar as it may be made valuable by

the application of intelligence to the accomplishment of

worthy ends.

The applicant who becomes impatient over neces-

sary delays, or who refuses to respond cheerfully and

honestly to your inquiries in all your efforts to deter-

mine his real qualifications for studentship, is not yet

ready to assume the responsibilities which inevitably

accompany the admittance of applicants into the con-

fidences involved in the educational Work of Instruc-

tion.

And the Student who fails to understand and ap-

preciate the responsibilities which rest upon him to

guard the School and the Work against the admittance
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of unworthy applicants, is himself one of the worst ene-

mies of the School and this Movement, in all the world.

Let this mark the beginning of a new epoch in the

history of the Great Cause to which we owe allegiance.

And let us be ever grateful.

The Problem of "Life"
By the TK

HERE is nothing in all the range of

human thought that so appeals to in-

dividual and personal interest as the

great Problem of Individual Life.

And there is nothing within the

infinite limitations of that profound

problem that touches the springs of

psychic interest so intimately and so tenderly as does

the question of its individual continuity beyond the

"Great Divide" we name "Death."
For the few only has the problem been solved with

scientific exactness and certainty. To the many it is

yet ''under the microscope" of scientific inquiry, await-

ing the final word

—

"Quid est demonstrandum."
For this reason, the following article from the pen

of Prof. John A. Handy, Ph.C, B.S.—formerly In-

structor in Medical and Pharmaceutical Chemistry, at

the University of Minnesota—will have special interest

and value.
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As stated in the foot-note, it was first read before

the Section on Pharmacology and Therapeutics of the

American Medical Association, at its Minneapolis meet-

ing in June, 1913.

It is so thoroughly in line with the teachings and

findings of the Great School, and so perfectly consistent

with the scientific demonstrations of the Older School

of Exact Science, that it cannot fail to awaken the most

intense interest among all who base their Faith upon
the discoveries of Physical Science.

Prof. Handy stands to-day a conspicuous figure

among the "Pioneers" who have "blazed the way" far

out beyond the present camping-ground of physical

science, even unto the door of the ancient wickiup of

Natural Science; and he is entitled to the admiration,

confidence and commendation, as well as to the profound

gratitude of all who admire the most exalted quality

of Courage—the courage that is ready and willing to

face the ridicule of his fellows, in the Cause of TRUTH.
Prof. Handy has undoubtedly placed his scientific repu-

tation in jeopardy by this truly courageous open decla-

ration of his views so far in advance of his colleagues;

but in so doing he has earned and won the loyal and

enduring friendship of all who stand for the Evolution

of Science, as well as that of Individual Intelligence.

The following is his address, verbatim, and in full.

Read it, free from bias or prejudice, and let your Rea-

son and Conscience determine for you its value.
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THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF BIO-

CHEMISTRY, THEIR APPLICATION IN THE
STUDY OF COLLOIDAL MINERALS,
AND THEIR RESULTING USE

IN MEDICINE.*

Bj John A. Handy, Ph.C, B.S.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Formerly Instructor in Medical and Pharmaceutical

Chemistry at the University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis.

HE Cemistry of Life.—So old and yet

so new ; so simple in expression and

yet so mysterious in operation and

profound in meaning. Who knows

what Life in all its phases really is?

We note its characteristic manifesta-

tions in the mineral kingdom, in the

vegetable kingdom, in the animal kingdom, and in the

human kingdom. We are even intuitively conscious

of a still higher form of life, t What are the various

elements in nature which enter into our physical con-

ception of Life? The intellectual giants of Science,

*Read before the Section on Pharmacology and Thereapeu-
tics of the American Medical Association at the Minneapolis
meeting in June, 1913.

tSee recent Presidential address on "Continuity," delivered
at Birmingham, before the British Association, September 10,

1913, by Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S., D.Sc, LL.D., principal of
the University of Birmingham.
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Philosophy, and Religion in all ages have grappled with

this same problem, and yet, with all our heritage of

knowledge and wisdom, the problem awaits a complete

solution.

The mechanistic 1 cellular theories of the biologist

and physiologist, along with the nebular2 and plan-

etismal3 hypotheses of the geologist and the physico-

chemical4 interpretations of the physicist and chem-

ist, have brought forth many illuminating ideas re-

garding the appearance of organic life upon this globe

of inorganic matter, and have developed much experi-

mental data explaining the various properties of living

matter.

The phenomena of spontaneous movement5
, irri-

tability6 or response to stimuli, assimilation and dis-

assimilation (metabolism) 7
*, and even the processes of

growth and reproduction,8 which are considered to be

the peculiar characteristics of living matter, have all

been singularly imitated by artificial means in the sci-

entific laboratory.

However similar some of these artificial manifesta-

tions of living phenomena may be, they are not actual

duplications of life or living material. 9 There appears

to be some element or principle present in the living

protoplasm of nature which is not present in the arti-

ficial protoplasm of the laboratory. All of these ex-

periments point to the fact that the chemistry and

physics of the living organism are essentially the chem-

*The terms "assimilation" and "disassimilation" express the
physical and chemical changes which occur within proto-
plasm as the result of the intake of nutrient material from
the circumambient medium and its ultimate transformation
into waste products which are passed out again into that
medium; the whole cycle of these changes being embraced
under the term "metabolism."
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istry and physics of nitrogeneous colloids—true organic

or vito-chemical compounds.

A vito-chemical substance or preparation is one which

consists of a colloidal mineral element or compound

chemically associated with native organic substances

—

proteins, fats, carbohydrates, etc.—in that form of re-

finement of particle and degree of activity as most

nearly approaches the form and combination of true

organic vegetable or animal tissues. Prof. E. A.

Schafer, in his recent article on "The Nature, Origin,

and Maintenance of Life," expresses the advanced

views of contemporary Physical Science on the chem-

ical constitution of living substance, 10 when he says:

"Living substance or protoplasm always, in fact, takes

the form of a colloidal solution. The elements compos-

ing living substance are few in number. Those which

are constantly present are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,

and nitrogen. "With these both in nuclear matter and

also, but to a less degree, in the more diffuse living ma-

terial which we know as protoplasm, phosphorus is al-

ways associated. Moreover, a large proportion, rarely

less than 70 per cent, of water appears essential for

any manifestation of life, although not in all cases nec-

essary for its continuance, since organisms are known
which will bear the loss of the greater part if not the

whole of the water they contain without permanent

impairment of their vitality. The presence of certain

inorganic salts is no less essential, chief among them

being chloride of sodium and salts of calcium, mag-

nesium, potassium, and iron. The combination of these

elements into a colloidal compound represents the chem-

ical basis of life, and when the chemist succeeds in

building up this compound, it will without doubt be
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found to exhibit the phenomena which we are in the

habit of associating with the term life."11

Wolfgang Pauli 12 took for the foundation of his

treatise on "Physical Chemistry in the Service of Medi-

cine" the extensive parallelism between the laws which

govern changes in the colloidal state in vitro and in

the living organisms.

A rational explanation and understanding of these

bio-chemical elements and principles necessitates a brief

consideration of Nature as a whole as a basis for the

larger conception of a chemistry which deals with Life

itself. Nature embraces certain fundamentals which

are classified as ultimates, and which appear to be uni-

versal in time and space. These ultimates are five in

number. Three of these—Matter (the universal prop-

erty of Nature), Energy (the universal mode of Na-

ture), and Life (the universal element of Nature)

—

command our especial attention at this time. A care-

ful study of these universals reveals another stupendous

fact—viz., that our whole system of evolutionary growth

and development is brought about by the operation of a

great fundamental law or principle of Nature acting

through and upon these five ultimates.

This great fundamental principle, which operates

through all the kingdoms of Nature, is knowrn to chem-

ists as the Law of Chemical Affinity. It has been vari-

ously known at different times as the Law of Universal

Intelligence, the Law of Motion and Number, the Law
of Integration, the Organic Principle, the Law of Life,

the Law of Polarity, the Law of Growth, and the Con-

structive Principle in Nature. "It is, in fact, that

Principle in Nature which impels every entity to seek

vibratory correspondence with another like entity of

opposite polarity." 13
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This great law is refining in principle, evolution-

ary in growth, harmonic in operation, vibratory in ac-

tivity, and constructive in effect. In short, it is Na-

ture's universal formula for evolution, which refines

matter, increases its vibratory activity, and generates

life.

Every scientist devises for himself certain concrete

pictures of the nature of the fundamental units with

which his specialty deals, in order that he may express

his thoughts in concrete form. He must, however, be

ever ready to shift and change and modify his ideas

in accordance with the development of his science. The
bigotry and skepticism of the past and the dogmatism

of the present must not be allowed to fetter his reason

and conscience and limit him in the acquirement of

Truth, no matter whence it may come nor how simple

in form.

The bio-chemist, from a careful study of the broad

field of Natural Science, takes the data of the chemist

and physicist, of the anatomist, physiologist and pathol-

ogist, out of which he constructs an imagery of

his own, dealing not with atoms and molecules as such,

but with the conceptions of the physical and chemical

nature of protoplasm, in the processes of reaction,

velocity, catalysis and ferment activity, equilibrium,

viscosity, osmotic pressure, colloidal mutability, allo-

tropic transmutations, and electrolytic dissociation in

vegetable and animal tissues. He must first, however,

recognize and study the operations and manifestations

of certain fundamental governing elements which co-

ordinate the multiple phases of mineral and cellular

activity, and appear to magnetize, vitalize, animate, and
vivify respectively the four great kingdoms of nature
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—viz., the Mineral, the Vegetable, the Animal, and the

Human kingdoms.

These governing elements, which are four in num-
ber and also appear to be universal in time and space,

we may designate as the Life Elements. The science

of chemistry is principally concerned with only two

of these life elements, which are defined as follows: (1)

Electro-magnetism; (2) the vito-chemical life element.

It appears that one or more of the four life elements

magnetizes, vivifies, vitalizes, or animates all physical

matter, including the mineral atom, the plant, the ani-

mal, and the man. It would seem, then, that what we
know as magnetism in minerals, vitality in vegetation,

and physical life in the animal and man, are, in fact,

certain temporary relations established between phys-

ical material and the finer and more subtle life ele-

ments. 13

The withdrawal of the life elements in each king-

dom appears to produce the same result—viz., devitali-

zation and death. Physical matter is, therefore, nega-

tive to and subject to the more positive life elements.

The principle of affinity or polar attraction appears to

inhere in the vital elements themselves, and not in the

solid particles of physical matter. Each life element is

also assumed to display dual and yet differing powers

and capacities of positive and receptive energy.

In the mineral kingdom the constructive and inte-

grating principle of Nature operates through the electro-

magnetic life element alone. Upon this single element,

therefore, the union, cohesion, integration, and growth

of minerals depend.

All the beautiful crystalline forms in Nature are

simply the expression of the electro-magnetic element in
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matter. These chemical compounds are also the off-

spring of the electro-magnetic energies in Nature.

In the vegetable kingdom the constructive, integrat-

ing principle of Nature operates through two life ele-

ments instead of one. That is to say, it operates through

the electro-magnetic and the vito-chemical life elements.

Of these two life elements the vito-chemical is the domi-

nating one in the vegetable organic process. It controls

those higher functions of Nature associated with the

properties of organization, growth, and reproduction.14

The entire plant kingdom is an expression of the vito-

chemical element in Nature

The operation of the law of polarity through the

life elements upon the individual units, whether be-

tween the mineral atoms or the vegetable cells, is a

ceaseless effort to establish vibratory correspondence

and an equilibrium of forces in a perfect union. The

result of these ceaseless activities of the individual par-

ticles upon each other is a refinement of the atom and

an increase in vibratory activity of the atom in the com-

pound.

There comes a time when a portion of the mineral

substance is raised to certain ratios of correspondence

with the vibratory action of the next higher element of

vito-chemical life, which appears to lie universally and

co-extensively in time and space with the lower element

of electro-magnetism. When the mineral atom has been

thus raised it becomes susceptible to the essence and co-

ordination of the higher life element. Impregnation oc-

curs. The vito-chemical life element is inducted into min-

eral substance and the mineral atom becomes a vege-

table particle endowed with vito-chemical or vegetable

life. Is it not reasonable to suppose that by this evo-
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lutionary process, guided by Nature's constructive prin-

ciple, all life is generated upon this planet?

A familiar application and manifestation of the

electro-magnetic element is to be found in the ordinary

dry cell or electric battery. In general, such a cell con-

sists of an outer cylindrical cup forming the zinc elec-

trode, which is lined with thick absorbent paper and

packed with pulverized manganese dioxide and carbon

mixture surrounding the central carbon rod. The whole

is saturated with ammonium chloride solution and sealed

with pitch to keep it from drying out.

The anatomist would describe such a cell as con-

sisting of a vessel of some sort of material containing a

black powder, which was separated from the outer ves-

sel by a white, fibrous layer, and which surrounded a

hard, brittle rod in the center of the vessel, the whole

mass being moistened with a fluid and sealed with a

gummy, waxlike substance, the outer vessel being con-

nected with the inner, black rod by a reddish strand.

Such an analysis is obviously imperfect. It would never

lead us to discover that the cell is capable of producing

an electric current. The physiologist, who deals with

the functions of things, would study the current pro-

duced by such a cell, its external and internal resist-

ance, its effects, etc., but this would tell us nothing con-

cerning the cause of the generation of the current. The

analytical chemist, on the other hand, would tell us

that the dry cell consists of a certain percentage of

zinc, manganese dioxide, carbon, moisture, ammonium
chloride, copper, brass, cellulose, etc., information very

useful in its way, but of no more value to a compre-

hension of the generating activity of the cell than that

of the physiologist and the anatomist. Something else
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besides these three kinds of knowledge is essential to the

complete understanding of the simple "dry cell." A
knowledge of the electromagnetic life element is neces-

sary.

If all inorganic chemical compounds are the off-

spring of the electro-magnetic element in Nature, is it

not reasonable, to suppose that these potential electro-

magnetic energies may be liberated from substances

under certain conditions of chemical activity, and that

electricity is one of the manifestations of this most

simple of life elements?

Again, consider the properties and activities of vege-

table protoplasm with its combined potentialities of

electro-magnetism and vito-chemical energies. Take for

example one of the simplest forms of vegetable life

—

the yeast cell. This cell, microscopic in size and pos-

sessing the simplest anatomical structure, and consist-

ing simply of a colloidal solution of mineral salts in true

organic or vito-chemical form, is capable of growth and

reproduction, and of carrying out many complex re-

actions. The yeast cell is capable of elaborating certain

nitrogenous colloids called enzymes or ferments which

convert sugar into alcohol, carbonic acid and water.

Under certain conditions the yeast cell converts sugar

into glycogen, which it may store for a long time within

itself, or which it may soon reconvert into sugar and

then into alcohol. Under other conditions it may oxi-

dize alcohol. It synthesizes protein and cellulose. It

forms glycerine, succinic acid, and amyl alcohol. It

may reduce sulphur to sulphureted hydrogen. It gen-

erates electricity. It performs, undoubtedly, a whole

series of cleavages, syntheses, oxidations, and reductions,

and yet, examined under the microscope, it appears fair-
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ly homogeneous. No structure is visible capable of ex-

planation as to how, in this small space, so many proc-

esses can go on side by side in an orderly fashion with-

out interfering with each other. This multiple phase

of activity is manifestly impossible in a test tube.

Much experimental data15 and many interesting and

clever theories have been advanced to demonstrate and

explain the multiple activities of the simplest of living

cells. These studies have all led to one fundamental

principle—viz., that co-ordination is the great character-

istic of life. Anything which intermixes protoplasm

and thus disturbs its phases of activity destroys co-

ordination, and protoplasm dies. In other words, when
the vito-chemical life element escapes, co-ordination

ceases, plasmolysis ensues, oxidation, hydrolysis, and

the various other processes of the cell run riot; devital-

ization results, and we no longer have living material.

When we consider all the wonderful phenomena

which have been demonstrated as a result of our knowl-

edge and control of the simplest of the life elements

—

the electro-magnetic—in the manifestations of electricity,

for example, and that we are even now just at the

threshold of greater possibilities in our understanding

and use of this element, we cannot without some aston-

ishment think of the almost unlimitable scientific possi-

bilities in store for us when we come to understand and

control the forces, activities, and processes of Nature

inherent in the vito-chemical life element.

It is toward a clearer understanding and a scien-

tific application of the vito-chemical life element that

the bio-chemist of today must direct all his efforts and

apply all his knowledge of physical and chemical science

if he would ever bridge over Nature's gulf between the
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mineral and the vegetable worlds and that between the

vegetable and the animal worlds.

It was my desire to present at this time some pre-

liminary experimental data on the application of the

vito-chemical principle in the preparation of various

colloidal, mineral-salt combinations in true organic and
vito-chemical form. In consideration of the detailed

nature of this line of research work and the limitations

of a general discussion of this nature, it was thought

advisable to reserve the experimental material for an-

other paper and concentrate the effort in this discussion

to a careful presentation and analysis of the under-

lying elements and principles of the work, as a neces-

sary foundation for a proper interpretation of the ex-

perimental results to follow.

A simple experiment will demonstrate the action

of the vito-chemical life element by producing within

a few minutes what looks like a profuse vegetable

growth. The experiment is carried out by introduc-

ing into a colloidal solution of sodium silicate (sp.

gr. 118) crystals (about the size of a pea) of salts

of the heavy metals, such as ferric chloride, ferrous

chloride, copper chloride, uranium nitrate, silver ni-

trate, gold chloride, cobalt nitrate, manganese sul-

phate, etc. One is then witnessing the actual trans-

mutation of the coarse crystalline inorganic form of

matter to the more refined colloidal form. Similar

results may be obtained by dropping into a fairly

concentrated solution of potassium ferrocyanide little

pills (size of a pea) made of copper sulphate or other

heavy metal salts, and sugars. 16

A study of protoplasm leads one to conclude that

the phenomena ef "organic life" appear to be the
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manifestations of the universal vito-chemical life ele-

ment through colloidal matter.

Having thus endeavored to classify the vito-chem-

ical principle and to suggest its application in the

refinement of nitrogenous, colloidal mineral substances

which form Nature's bridge between the crystalline

inorganic and the cellular organic worlds of matter,

let us next consider the nature of these colloids and

their use in medicine.

Among the pioneers in this great field of colloidal

chemistry, which is already commanding recognition

as the new pharmaceutical chemistry, are recorded the

names of Thomas Graham, Michael Faraday, Berzelius,

Francesco Selmi, Carey Lea, Zsigmondy, Siedentopf,

and Hermann Hille,. The names of Faraday, Graham,

and Hille are inseparably connected with this subject.

Faraday made 17 colloidal solutions of gold by putting

small pieces of yellow phosphorus into dilute solutions

of gold chloride, some years before Graham invented

the name colloid. Faraday was the first to use the term

vito-chemical, and it may be that in so doing he sensed

the possible bridge between the mineral and the vege-

table kingdoms. In 1862 Thomas Graham18 observed

that such substances as common salt, copper sulphate,

potassium nitrate, and other substances of a crystalline

nature, diffused through a parchment membrane almost

as rapidly as if no membrane were present, while other

substances, such as hydrated silicic acid, hydrated alu-

minum, starch, dextrin, and the gums; also caramel,

tannin, albumin, gelatin, vegetable and animal ex-

tractive matter, and other substances of a non-crystal-

line, plastic form, possessed the common property of

low diffusibility through such a membrane. To the
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former elass of substances he gave the name Crystal-

loids, and to the other class the name Colloids.

Hermann Hille has recently claimed to have dem-

onstrated the fact that colloidal minerals are Nature's

bridge from the mineral kingdom to the vegetable king-

dom. He is the first to make a successful application

of the vito-chemical principle in the study of colloids

and the preparation of minerals and mineral salts in

"true organic" form. He is the first to point out and

demonstrate that true organic substances are colloidal

forms of matter, and are, therefore, allotropic modifica-

tions of inorganic substances—the crystalline forms of

matter.19

All physical nature is divided into the inorganic

world of mineral matter and the organic world of

vegetable and animal matter. Chemical analysis re-

veals the fact that the inorganic world is composed

of the same elements that are found in the organic

world. From the viewpoint of chemistry of to-day,

therefore, the difference between organic and inorganic

is not chemical in character, but a difference in struc-

ture only.20 The characteristic structure of the inor-

ganic world is rigid and crystalline; its basis is the

crystal. The characteristic structure of the organic

world is plastic or colloidal ; its basis is the cell. Thom-
as Graham classified inorganic matter as "crystalloid"

and organic matter as "colloid." Organic substance

(the colloidal form of matter), therefore, is an allo-

tropic* modification of inorganic substance, the crystal-

line form of matter.

*By allotropy is understood the property which certain
chemical elements have of existing in two or more distinct
forms, each haying certain characteristics peculiar to itself.
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For example : Diamond and charcoal and the car-

bon of protoplasm, in a purely chemical sense, are the

same, so far as we know. They are allotropic forms

of the element carbon. The diamond is crystalline or

inorganic ; charcoal is an amorphous or semi-organic

form of carbon, whereas the carbon in protoplasm is the

true organic or cellular modification.

The yellow, poisonous, crystalline phosphorus is

an inorganic form; the non-poisonous red phosphorus

is an amorphous, semi-organic form, whereas the phos-

phorus or photoplasm is a colloidal or true organic modi-

fication of the same element. The results already ob-

tained in collodial chemistry make it safe to proclaim

that every known substance can be raised from the

crystalline to the more refined collodial form.

One of the most widely used and best known col-

loids is soap, which plays such an important part in

the household as a detergent and disinfectant. To the

same class belong liquor cresolis compositus, U.S.P.,

lysol, creolin, etc.

Experiments with colloidal metal by Fillipi, Henri,

Stodel, Ascoli, Izar, and others demonstrate that col-

loidal metals are as powerful in their bactericidal action

as their inorganic salts, but very much less poisonous,

if at all, in their effects upon ferments like pepsin, tryp-

sin, pancreatin, etc. The effect of colloidal metals upon

the enzymes of autolysis, or autodigestion, has been

found to be accelerating and beneficent. 21 In fact, col-

loidal metals in themselves possess ferment action which

can be retarded or entirely annihilated by traces of

poisons like hydrocyanic acid, bi-chloride and cyanide of

mercury, arsenous acid, carbon monoxide, etc. In other

words, collodial metal can be poisonous like other or-

ganized substances.
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The ferment action, or catalytic effect, of colloidal

metals is powerful. Bredig and his pupils found that

colloidal platinum still exerted a perceptible decom-

posing action upon hydrogen peroxide in a dilution of

one part of colloidal platinum in 70,000,000 parts of

the liquid. Because of their catalytic action, Bredig

called the colloidal metals "inorganic ferments." 22

Not only the metals and other elements can be pro-

duced in the colloidal form, but their salts and other

combinations as well. It is invariably found that the

colloidal form is very much less poisonous and injurious

than the crystalline form. For example : Colloidal

copper arsenate is said to be one million times less poi-

sonous than crystalline copper arsenate.

The reason why most of the so-called organic salts

of silver, mercury, iron, etc., are not much more efficient

nor much less poisonous than their purely inorganic

salts appears to be due to the fact that most of them

are merely loose associations of the inorganic, poison-

ous metal with organic substances like albumin, casein,

sugar, etc. In order to become truly organic, or vito-

chemical, the mineral part of the combination must

be colloidal in Nature.

All of our wholesome, natural food is colloidal in

its nature. Milk, butter, cheese, eggs, meat, vegeta-

bles, fruits, honey, etc., are all colloids—not only their

protein, carbohydrate, and fat constituents, but also

their mineral bodies. These mineral bodies in true or-

ganic or vito-chemical form, which have been almost

totally ignored in medicine and dietetics, appear to

be of such vital importance that "not one of the vital

processes of the human organism is possible without

them." Progressive physicians are beginning to recog-
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nize that the mineral salts of our food, which were for-

merly considered more or less unimportant, or sec-

ondary in importance to the three main classes—pro-

teins, carbohydrates, and fats—are of the first im-

portance.

The natural, mineral salts are not only of the first

importance as tissue foods, but are also the chief waste

eliminators in human metabolism. To get some idea

of the promptness with which the body acts in the elim-

ination of waste matter and to emphasize the importance

of taking our mineral salts in true organic form, where-

in they will act as foods rather than as irritants to

protoplasm, try the following experiment: Eat a tab-

let of lithium citrate. Then take a clean platinum wire,

hold it in a colorless flame of a bunsen burner and note

that it gives no coloration to the flame. Now pass the

wire along the skin of the forehead, or after rinsing the

hand in distilled water draw the wire across the palm

and again hold it in the colorless bunsen flame. Note

the beautiful yellow color due to the presence of so-

dium. Next take the blue glass and observe the same

yellow flame through this; the cobalt glass absorbs the

yellow sodium rays and the lilac flame of potassium

now shows. About a half hour after taking the lithia

tablet make the same test as above with a clean plati-

num wire. The vivid red flame of lithium is now obtained.

In one short half hour the lithium entering at the mouth

has been absorbed into the blood and carried to all parts

of the body and is being excreted through the skin.

Is it not true that if the physician can control nu-

trition he can control disease? If it is true, and I be-

lieve it is, then a thorough knowledge of the mineral

salts in true organic or vito-chemical form—both in their
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native occurrence in our natural foods and in their syn-

thetic forms—is necessary.

The soil, in order to produce vegetation which will

support the higher kingdoms of animal and human life,

must contain the following sixteen elements: Potas-

sium, iron, calcium, sodium, magnesium, manganese,

oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, chlorine, fluorine,

sulphur, phosphorus, iodine, and silicon. These ele-

ments and their inorganic compounds cannot be utilized

as foods by the higher kingdoms until they have been

transmuted by the subtle alchemy of the vegetative

process into true organic or vito-chemical form. The

human body is made up of these same sixteen elements

in the following general proportions: "Water, 70 per

cent. ; solid matter, 30 per cent., of which 6 per cent, is

mineral salts and the remainder proteins, fats, and car-

bohydrates. Every one of these sixteen elements is nec-

essary for a normal, healthy person, and we must de-

pend upon our vegetable and animal foods to furnish

them to us. Not only are the colloidal mineral elements

themselves necessary, but certain enzymes which ac-

company them are of vital importance and must not

be removed nor destroyed. For example, wheat and po-

tatoes, two of the most universally consumed food prod-

ucts, are robbed of their mineral salts either through

the process of manufacture in the case of our patented

flours, refined cereals, etc., or through the improper

preparation and cooking of potatoes wherein the skins

are removed and the water drained from them after

boiling. All of our refined breakfast cereals, white

sugars, processed fruits, and most of our canned ma-
terials, either have been demineralized or their ferments

have been destroyed.
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An interesting conclusion in connection with the

relative value and importance of vegetable and animal

foods in the human economy may be drawn from the

following facts : As a general rule the chemical changes

in plants are progressive or constructive; in an ani-

mal, regressive or destructive. Some cleavages are

brought about in plants and some syntheses are carried

on in animals. Animals take up the organic vegeta-

ble substances which have been synthesized by plants,

assimilate them and excrete waste products which are

identical, or nearly so, with those substances serving

as food for plants. Animal food will, therefore, contain

its own waste materials, which will be so much extra

inert and poisonous material for the human organism to

eliminate. In the case of plant foods we do not have

this extra waste material to take care of.

The facts of modern science, with their references,

bearing upon the important subject of mineral starva-

tion and disease, have been comprehensively reviewed

in a recent article by Hermann Hille in the Medical

Record of June 15, 1912. Dr. Hille draws the follow-

ing significant conclusions: First, that the primary

cause of disease, from a purely physical viewpoint, is

chiefly mineral starvation, and, second, that minerals

in inorganic form cannot be utilized by the human or-

ganism as directly and effectually as can true organic

minerals.

Dr. H. Packard, in a recent article on "The Pos-

sible Factor in the Causation of Cancer," in the Feb-

ruary issue of Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics,

writes as follows : "In view of the apparently well es-

tablished fact that in the vegetable world an adequate

supply of the earth salts—phosphorus, potassium, iron,
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manganese, silica, sodium, etc.—act as a distinct deter-

rent on parasitic life, and make for vigorous, virile,

disease-resisting, healthy life, may we not assume as

much for the animal world?

Since a critical examination of the habits of life

of civilized cancer-plagued people, in comparison with

the habits of primitive cancer-free people, shows that

the main difference is in a dietary poor in organic min-

eral salts in the case of the cancer victims, and a diet

rich in these same food salts in the case of those who are

free from cancer, the most logical and rational course is

to establish this truth as the keynote in cancer treat-

ment. A well-balanced dietary must be adopted, in-

cluding not only protein, carbohydrates, and fats, but

also food salts." For a more detailed discussion of the

facts connected with the great subject of mineral star-

vation and disease, the reader is referred to a recent ex-

cellent discussion along this line by Alfred W. McCann
in his

" Starving America."

The possibilities of the application of colloidal

chemistry in medicine are suggested, not only by some

of the colloidal preparations mentioned here, but also

by the results obtained by Prof. Martin H. Fisher,

whose recent publications, "The Oedema" 23 and "Ne-

phritis" 24 and their subsequent discussions25 by William

J. Gies and others are of value to every thinking and

progressive physician.

A clearer understanding of colloids and a more inti-

mate knowledge of the facts of colloidal chemistry and

of the vital importance of the colloidal forms of matter

for the manifestations of organic life and in the elimina-

tion of pathological conditions will not only accomplish

a much needed simplification of materia medica, but will
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also facilitate a rational understanding of the primary

causes of disease and will thereby elevate the uncertain

art of healing to the dignity of an exact science. It

would enable the physician to know why a remedy ought

to be colloidal or organic, and why crystalline or inor-

ganic remedies are foreign matter to the human organ-

ism and act as poisons and irritants instead of foods.

A careful study of the vito-chemical principle in

Nature, and its application in bio-chemical research,

will revolutionize our chemistry of to-day and give us

a new materia medica for the future.
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Self-Completion and Individual

Completion

1. Nature's Completion of an Individual is the proc-

ess by which Nature brings a man and a woman into

the perfect union as Soul-Mates.

2. Individual Completion is the state of being in

which two perfectly mated individuals exist after Na-

ture has brought them together in the perfect union.

3. Self-Completion is the state or condition which

represents the sum-total of results of one's efforts to

improve himself entirely independent of all other beings

whomsoever. It has no relation whatever to the per-

fect marriage relation.

Now think of it a moment. An individual comes

into life charged with the obligation to complete him-

self, as far as may be possible. He goes to work and,

by his efforts, reaches a state which is called Self-Com-

pletion. He rounds out his own individual triangle,

the three-fold status and nature of his own being, until

he is a perfectly balanced individual. This is Self-

Completion. Nature then rewards him for that work

by bringing him into harmony and touch with his own

true soul-mate. This is the process known as Nature's

Completion of an Individual.

After they have reached this union, the perfect

soul-relation, and become one in fact, then they repre-

sent the state of Individual Completion; that is, the
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state which Nature has originally intended that they

should ultimately reach. This is the ultimate comple-

tion of union in the perfect marriage.

Self-Completion is simply the preparation of the in-

dividual for that union. And when they have done

all they can, and reach the state of 8elf-Completion,

then Nature rewards them by bringing them into the

Completion of the Individual and into Individual Com-

pletion also. These last two terms are virtually syn-

onymous, only one represents the process, and the other

the state of being as a result of that process.

TK

Lilian Whiting.

By TK.

I
HE Students and Friends of the Great

School are aware of the fact that the

present great "Spiritual Awakening"
is the result of a general Psychic

Wave which had its inception in the

distant Orient many years ago.

That Great Psychic Wave began

to find expression in European countries somewhere

about the year 1870.

It reached the shores of America about 1875.

It is true, however, that there were evidences of its

coming in this country as far back as 1850. I refer to

the first manifestations of interest in the development

of Spiritualism, which occurred about that time.
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And it had its educational value far beyond that

generally conceded it by those who have not made a

careful and unbiased study of all that rightfully be-

longs with the Spiritualistic Movement.

But the development of Spiritualism, as a distinct

and individual School of Psychology, was essentially

a western institution and growth, in that it began with

what is known as the "Rochester Rappirigs," in the

city of Rochester, N. Y.

In other words, it was not an Oriental School, nor

was it in any way identified with nor dependent upon

"Oriental Occultism" as a background.

Lilian Whiting and I came within hailing distance

of each other as far back as 1875, since which time it

has been my privilege and pleasure to follow her liter-

ary life and work, and count myself her loyal and abid-

ing friend.

Among all my friends and literary contemporaries

there has been no more consistent and persistent seeker

for Truth, in all the realms of Nature, than Lilian

Whiting.

Neither religious creed, social convention, material-

istic skepticism nor scientific dogmatism has deflected

her from her steady and unwavering purpose. She has,

at all times and under all conditions, had the courage

of her convictions ; and wherever possible she has given

the world the benefit of her knowledge.

Like many others of her time, she has been an earn-

est investigator in the field of psychology. She en-

tered the field of Psychical Research and made a con-

scientious study of the phenomena of hypnotism and

mediumship ; and was one of the first among our west-

ern investigators to differentiate between the subjective
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and the independent methods in the production of

psychic phenomena.

It was during one of my visits in Boston, some time

in 1894 after my first article in reply to Prof. Hen-

soldt appeared in THE ARENA, that I called on Miss

Whiting at her charming home in The Brunswick, and

told her something of my experiences as a Student of

the Great School.

I remember how eagerly she questioned me con-

cerning the various phases of psychic phenomena she

had witnessed, and how vividly she grasped the under-

lying distinction between the subjective and the inde-

pendent processes back of the various methods em-

ployed.

At that time she was contributing a weekly letter

to the Chicago Inter-Ocean, wherein she discussed the

subject in the most charming and interesting manner.

Lilian Whiting was one of the very first writers of

note to recognize the meaning and significance of The

Great Work In America, and give to the movement

a generous welcome.

Because of these facts, and because of her ac-

knowledged position in the front rank of American

writers of to-day, it gives me the utmost pleasure to re-

ceive from her the promise of an occasional letter, or

article, for the columns of Life and Action, the first

of which appears in this number.

I am sure our Students, Friends and readers will

recognize in her a kindred spirit, and will find in her

writings the uplift that ever follows from the efforts

of one whose life is dedicated to the Service of Hu-

inanity, "without fee or reward," other than the con-

sciousness of well-doing.

Her first article follows: [ Page 119
]
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The Larger Consciousness
By Lilian Whiting.

("Be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind."

—

St. Paul.)

"Thus to attain our world-consciousness, we have to unite
our feeling with this all-pervasive infinite feeling. In fact,

the only true human progress is coincident with this widen-
ing of the range of feeling. All our poetry, philosophy,
science, art and religion are serving to extend the scope of

our consciousness towards higher and larger spheres."

—

Rabindranath Tagore.

HE extension of consciousness is the ex-

tension of life. In proportion to this

extension of consciousness, is the

liberation of the spirit. All intel-

lectual and spiritual progress is, when
resolved into its last analysis, simply

this extension of consciousness. The

significance of the phrase may be illustrated by the com-

parison of the consciousness of the infant with that of

the adult; or, of the limited consciousness of the ig-

norant and the undeveloped, with the expansion of

consciousness of the scholar, the savant, the thinker, or

the genius. The achievement of cosmic consciousness

is only the further extension of the ordinary individual

consciousness. All this, of course, is quite self-evident

and needs no repetition nor argument.

But this extension of consciousness may. be developed

to a degree that will make man, practically, the inhab-

itant of another world. It is perfectly possible so to
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live as to be a conscious inhabitant of the ethereal

realm, with far greater, not less, effectiveness on this

external plane. The ascending spheres are not sepa-

rated by any actual boundaries or barriers. But it is

all a matter of discrete degrees. The natural life of

every day may be increasingly transformed to finer

purposes, to a more intense energy, to more effectual

and valuable achievement. Lofty ideals are valuable,

but their value lies in translating them into action.

The fulfilment of the ideal of honesty is a flawless in-

tegrity of character. The fulfilment of fine ideals of

sympathy is to be sympathetic with the person at hand

who needs sympathy. To reprove the maid harshly,

and it may be unjustly, and then proceed to the parish

church to engage in work for
'

' the poor,
'

' is not the ful-

filling of either the ideal or the law.

In fact, more than once it must have occurred to

every reader of this magazine that its very title, "Life

and Action," is most significant. It embodies the most

felicitous suggestion that "living fulfilled is doing."

Life is consciousness. Action is applied consciousness.

"It is our business to show that faith, and hope, and

love are to control this world," said Rev. Dr. Edward
Everett Hale; "to believe that the future will be better

than the present; that God's kingdom is to come, and

that it is our business to see that God's kingdom

comes."

The extension of consciousness is the creative art of

the soul to fashion new conditions, to explore and dis-

cover and enter into great opportunities, to achieve

beauty and nobleness, and evermore both to conquer and

to prevail.

Extension of consciousness is based on extension of
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knowledge and extension of sensibilities. It is not only

enlargement but quickening. It is the increase of ef-

fectiveness. To penetrate from the world we know into

that unknown which lies beyond is as much the busi-

ness of life as is any specific achievement on the indus-

trial plane. The very reality of life is measured by its

scope of consciousness ; the greater the consciousness the

greater the reality.

In physics the student extends his recognitions by

means of the microscope, the telescope, and various

other instruments for enlarging and intensifying the

sight, the hearing, and the perception. By means of

the spectroscope the astronomer increased the power of

the telescope. The Roentgen ray, the violet ray, reveal

a new realm of matter. Man is placed on earth to

penetrate into that which is unknown, but which is in

no degree unknowable. How shall he do so?

"The enemy of spiritual vision is always material-

ism." Materialism takes on many aspects. It is not

only a term that is largely related to the mere physical

life, but it is also closely related to the mental life.

Materialism may be seen in the unjust and the undue

judgment ; in that limitation of vision that denies all

standpoints save its own; in the failure to recognize

that although the goal of humanity is one, there are

many paths and many methods that lead to this goal.

The past quarter of a century has seen the develop-

ment of a large number of ethical cults, whose origin

lies easily within the past thirty-five years. The decade

of 1880-90 was almost a spiritual renaissance. Meta-

physical cults of many orders sprang up. Christian

Science and Theosophy; Spiritualism, which had its

modern origin a generation before, assumed a new im-
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portance with the founding of the Society for Psychical

Research, when an association of scientific men began

seriously to study the phenomena.

"New Thought," so-called, sprang into being with

the monthly booklets of Prentice Mulford. Various

schools of healing ; that of Divine Science ; of Spiritual

Healing ; of Christian Science ; Mental Science ; and one

knows not what, attracted individual followers.

Mr. Sinnett wrote his "Esoteric Buddhism" that

was crisis-making; Dr. Anna Kingsford delivered in

London drawing-rooms the twelve lectures, afterward

published under the title of "The Perfect Way," and

later appeared her wonderful book of mystic inspiration,

"Clothed With The Sun."

In 1890 Annie Besant first came to the United

States, and great audiences hung spell-bound upon her

eloquent presentation of Theosophy. It was perhaps a

little later than this (I am not sure about the exact

chronology) that Florence Huntley's exquisite work,

"The Dream-Child," appeared, and it was at once felt

that here was a new note, a finer chord, an extended

vision. Hers was that spirit finely touched to fine is-

sues.

All these various cults and individual teachers had

contributed, more or less, to the universal awakening

and the larger extension of consciousness; but to some

extent each one clamored for its own existence without

much recognition of another. They were all signs of

the new awakening. Probably the followers that each

attracted were best served, at that particular stage of

development, by the cult to which they gravitated. Yet

there was a need, that grew constantly more obvious,

of an organized movement; one that should be eclectic
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in its scope; swift to discern truth under whatever

guise; tolerant in its spirit; bringing to bear high

scholarship, sociological insight, philosophic outlook,

scientific knowledge, and that vision without which the

people perish.

Then THE GREAT SCHOOL came forward once

more to a knowledge of the world.

The "Harmonic Series" of books began to appear.

In Florence Huntley's "Harmonics of Evolution" the

world of letters, as well as the world of ethics, recog-

nized an epoch-making work ; one in which the ablest

lawyers, the most advanced sociological reformers and

economists, the teachers and inspirers of spiritual life,

alike felt to be one of the great achievements in human
history.

Then there followed, as we know, "The Great Psy-

chological Crime" by that Master who veils his identity

under the initials, "TK"; a work that startled the

thinking world with its profound study of Hypnotic

phenomena, and the conclusion it reached and taught;

and still later "The Great Work," by the same hand

and lofty spirit, a very manual of man's development.

In these works Philosophy, Psychology, Ethics, as well

as Science and Economics, meet in the remarkable pre-

sentation of a new sociology; that of the spiritual man.

It has all been a drama of the extension of con-

sciousness and an illuminating and vitalizing power that

signally illustrates the assertion of Tagore; "Man does

not acquire rights through occupation of larger space,

nor through external conduct ; but his rights extend

only so far as he is real, and his reality is measured

by the scope of his consciousness.
'

'
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Symbolic Teaching

or

MASONRY AND ITS MESSAGE.

By Thomas M. Stewart, M. D.

URING the last few years there has

co-rne a wonderful awakening of in-

terest throughout the entire world in

the history, symbolism, teachings and

significance of Freemasonry.

As a natural result of this demand

for information, students of both

ancient craft and modern Freemasonry have recognized

this awakening as one of the great opportunities for

the accomplishment of an educational work; and they

have gone about the task of supplying the educational

demand, and in gathering together the available knowl-

edge and information they have made many interesting

discoveries.

Among the most industrious and enthusiastic of

these student-educators is Dr. Thomas M. Stewart, of

Cincinnati, Ohio.

For many years Dr. Stewart has been industriously

delving into the archives of forgotten lore, collecting

and classifying, analyzing and verifying, until he has

accumulated a veritable storehouse of the most inter-

esting and valuable information to be found anywhere
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in all the world, outside the records and accumulated

wisdom of the Great School.

On various occasions he has been called upon to ad-

dress various gatherings, masonic, philosophic, religious,

secular, scientific and otherwise ; and he has thus found

occasion to formulate much of his valuable and most

interesting information into lectures, essays, addresses

and talks, for the benefit of those who have called upon

him.

Recently he has been persuaded to assemble a goodly

number of these lectures, addresses, essays, talks, etc.,

into fitting sequence and publish them in book form, for

the benefit of the larger public.

In conformity with that idea Stewart & Kidd Com-

pany, of Cincinnati, Ohio, have just published his first

volume under the title at the head of this article

—

"Symbolic Teaching, or Masonry and Its Message;"

and I have been honored with an author's inscribed

copy.

I treasure this volume as one among the "Good
Books" of my private and personal library; and I want

to recommend it to all of my students and friends, as

a book they can hardly afford to be without.

For the benefit of the readers and friends of this

little magazine, I have persuaded the Indo-American

Book Co. to place the book on the list of its works for

sale, and to keep it in stock for them, and for the Stu-

dents and Friends of the Great School who may desire

to have it.

A few of the many themes of interest which the be-

loved Doctor has handled in his own inimitable way,

are:

"Masonry and the Higher Evolution of Man."
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"Albert Pike as a Master of Wisdom."
"Why Papal Rome is Opposed to Masonry."

"Is 'The Great Work' a Masonic Book?"

"Personal Effort."

"Modern Progress Opposed by the Pope."

"How to be a 'High Up' Mason."

"Our Public School and the Church of Rome."

"It is Not Because of Religion."
•

'Why Guardians of Liberty ? '

'

"Encyclical Letter of Leo XIII."

"Why I Believe in Another Life."

"The Pursuit of Knowledge."

"Which came first, the Civilized or the Savage

Man?"
"Buried Continents and Lost Cities."

"Spiritual Progress—An Egyptian Symbol."

"The Son of Man and the Son of God;" etc., etc.

This gives you but a faint and very inadequate idea

of the real scope, interest and value of the book.

Running through it is a splendid golden thread of

PATRIOTISM, which should commend it to every loyal

American citizen who truly and actively loves his coun-

try, and is ready and willing to do his part in protect-

ing it against the machinations of its ancient and heredi-

tary Enemy.
This book should be in every American Home and

Library. TK

THE PERFECT STAPLER AND SEAL.

Many inquiries are coming to us asking where the Perfect
Stapler and Sealer can be procured.

We take pleasure in informing our friends and readers
that these staplers can be procured from the A. E. Wilde Co.,

28 E. 7th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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The Lure of London

The above is the title of Lilian "Whiting's new book,

just from the press, and it gives but a faint suggestion

of this latest and most powerful work of one of Ameri-

ca's most brilliant and truly great women.

I am tempted, as I have not been for years, to give

to the readers of Life and Action a comprehensive re-

view of a book that is entirely outside the lines of

thought and interest covered by the literature of the

Great School.

But, much as I should enjoy the task, and richly as

this volume deserves an adequate review, I dare not en-

croach so far upon the limited space at my command.

Briefly, the evident aim of the gifted author of this,

her latest and most brilliant literary effort, has been to

interpret the real life of the hour in the great English

capital, to set forth with fidelity the present aspects of

social, artistic, literary and ethical life in London.

Only those who have personally experienced the

"Lure of London," can know with what fidelity and

power, brilliancy and charm, she has accomplished her

self-imposed task.

And nothing but a reading of the book itself will

ever convey an adequate understanding and apprecia-

tion of this richest gift of her genius.

The chapter headings of the book are as follows:

I. The Lure of London.

II. Hyde Park Corner and Apsley House.

III. The Royal Institution of Great Britain.
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IV. The National Galleries of Art.

V. Clubs, Societies, and Movements.

VI. Color and Romance of London.

VII. English Sports and Amusements.

VIII. Factors, Personal Forces, and Customs.

IX. The Living Influence of Victorian Literature.

X. Annie Besant and the Theosopical Society.

XI. The Primate of England in Lambeth Palace.

XII. Archdeacon Wilberforce and Westminster

Abbey.

XIII. The Spirit of London Life.

The volume is elaborately indexed in such a manner

as to enable the reader to turn instantly to any sub-

ject, theme, topic, or sub-division ; and it contains thir-

ty-one as fine illustrations as it has ever been my privi-

lege to observe in any book. The illustrations alone, to

anyone who is interested in Great Britain, or in the

people of England, and the things that are of interest

to them, are worth many times more than the price of

the volume, which is $3 net.

The book is beautifully bound in cloth and gold;

the type is large and clear; the make-up excellent; and

the volume in every way inviting. The publishers are

Little, Brown & Co., Boston. TK.

CURRENCY CAUTION.
Owing to the fact that during the months of November and

December, 1914, very many letters addressed to the Indo-Amer-

ican Book Company, containing currency, were lost in transit

to this office, we are asking our correspondents to kindly re-

frain hereafter from inclosing currency in their letters to us.

When Postal Orders are lost the Government is held re-

sponsible and after some little delay another Postal Order is

issued.

When a check or draft is lost, payment can be immediately
stopped, but when currency is lost there is no redress nor re-

covery. I. A. B. Co.
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SEEK THOU THE LIGHT.

Seek thou the light, dear one, and I shall try

To make my life acceptable to Him
Who rules our lives with love, when Love's desire
Proclaims itself to Him in silent prayer.
Those men with souls black as the raven's wing,
"Who prey like vampires on their fellowmen;
Those soulless things who sell themselves for gold
Or unchaste love, deceiving and defiled,

Are as the bats and prowling beasts of night
That cower to their dens at break of day.
The lark ne'er sings so sweetly as when he
Is soaring skyward toward the sun's bright face,

And when dark clouds obscure the brilliant rays
His song is hushed as sadness stills his voice.

The seed when buried in the earth bursts forth
Seeking that which striving souls must seek
'Til time shall cease and earth shall be no more;
And when from darkened spot cannot emerge
Will cease to grow and wither, pine and die.

What man or child so blind who cannot see

The hand of God in everything that lives.

What force but His can cause the rose to bloom,
Or worlds revolve in space or sun to shine?

And yet some pigmy men with withered souls

Deny that the Great God of Love exists;

Their eyes are blinded by the clouds of sin,

Their dying souls refuse to see the light,

But thou, sweet one, hast seen the shining road
Which upward leads from darkened fields below,

And now can'st thou not live a life so pure
That He who rules may hear this humble prayer:

Great Father, ruler of our earthly home,
Let us partake of thy great strength and love

That we may lead some wandering soul to Thee,

That we may live as Thou would'st have us live.

That our unseeing eyes may see the path
That Thou hast marked for those who seek the sign;

Make our hearts pure, (for only pure in heart

May enter where the brightest light abounds)
That by example on this earthly plane

Our lives may show some seeking soul the Way.
Oscar W. Searcy.
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Question Box
By The TK

QUESTION—In "Harmonics of Evolution," pages

107-8-9-10-11 et seq.

:

"There comes a period under evolutionary processes

when animal substance is so refined and the animal

man so raised in vibratory conditions that he comes

into a natural and harmonic relation with the fourth

and highest Life-Element in Nature This is the

Soul Element

"When this period is reached, the most subtle Ele-

ment in Nature is inducted into the animal man, and

the animal man becomes the human. From this point

of progress man is said to possess a Soul. From this

period man is defined as "A Living Soul"

"When the dual organisms of animal man reach a

certain stage of refinement and vibratory action he be-

comes susceptible to the potencies of the highest Life-

Element in Nature.
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"When this evolutionary stage is reached, the in-

fant so prepared breathes it as the breath of a higher

Life, thus becoming 'A Living Soul.'
'

Then again, in "The Great Psychological Crime/'

pages 297-8 and 303-5

:

"However young the human infant may be when

its physical death occurs, if it has once coordinated

with the Soul-Element of Nature and 'breathed the

breath of life,' its status as an individualized intelli-

gence is determined.

"In the kingdom of man, again, this evolutionary

phase of life reaches its climax. Here it is observed

that however young the infant man may be, if it has

reached coordination with the Soul-Element of Nature

and breathed the breath of the higher life, the death of

the physical body appears to have no effect whatever

upon the continued growth of the spiritual." etc.

Now, what is meant in the above extracts by the ex-

pression
—"the animal man?" Does this refer to the

pre-human, man-like animal forms, which evolutionists

generally consider, upon all the evidence, to have pre-

ceded the true human type in geological time, and from

which it is believed that the bodily structure of man
is descended?

From the succeeding extracts from "The Great Psy-

chological Crime/' it would appear inferentially, that

the Soul-Element, although now present in adult man,

is not necessarily present in the infant man ; for we
read—"If it has once coordinated," etc., implying that

it may not yet have done so.

If this is the implication, is there any definite time

in an infant's development when it does become thus
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coordinated; or, does this differ in different in-

dividuals, according to their heredity?

Assuming the Soul-Element to be present in the adult

parents, is it to be understood that the Soul-Element

does not vitalize the sperm and egg cells of the two

parents, so that with their union, wherein the organism

of the human infant starts, the Soul-Element does not

immediately pass into the embryo, but only at some

later time in the infant's development?

In other words, does the Soul-Element enter into

the human infant only after its physical birth, and not

at the time of its conception?

ANSWER—I am glad of this opportunity to answer

these questions, for the reason that it would seem, from

a number of inquiries along the same general line of

thought, that the subject lacks something of the degree

of clearness that should mark the expressions of Nat-

ural Science in its authorized text-works.

1. It is one of the facts of nature, recognized by

all schools of science—physical science as well as Nat-

ural Science—that the structural organisms of the ani-

mal kingdom represent a natural and complete grada-

tion, from the simple to the complex, the coarse to the

fine, the lower to the higher, the amoeba to Man.

It has been determined with sufficient defmiteness

to meet the demands of science, that these various and
differentiated physical organisms (which now constitute

a complete chain) appeared upon the earth in the or-

der of their complexity and refinement—beginning with

the lowest structural form and ending with Man.
Thus, the first animal form, or organism, was (let

us say for our present purpose) the amoeba. When un-
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der the evolutionary principle defined in the first par-

agraph of page 107 of Harmonics of Evolution, nature

had prepared under right conditions sufficient materials

for an organism of the next finer and more complex

order in the chain of evolutionary unfoldment, the sec-

ond organism in the chain was brought into existence,

and charged with the power of reproduction. In like

manner the third organism in the order of refinement

and complexity was prepared for and brought into ex-

istence, and charged with the power of reproduction.

Likewise the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh organisms

came into existence, each charged with the power of re-

production. And so on, until the entire evolutionary

chain of physical organisms was completed—the last (in

order, as well as in time), being the organism of Man.

At this point the question naturally arises as to

HOW the first individual organism of each ascending

round, or order, came into existence—whether as a spe-

cial creation, or as an evolution from below.

This I am not going to answer, because / do not

know. All that science knoivs, or, assumes to know, is,

that in the regular order of both sequence and time the

first individual organism of each and every link in the

chain did come into existence ; and it came charged with

the power of reproduction of its own kind—and that

thereafter the power of reproduction inherent in each

completed unit (male and female) seems to be the only

means and method which Nature has provided for the

reproduction of the individual organism and the per-

petuation and preservation of the type, or the species.

You see, we alrealy are "over our heads" in an ocean

of mystery.
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IF it is true that Man, as a structural organism,

first came into existence on this planet as a result of

"special creation,'' it is very certain, and also very

apparent to us all, that the method of "special creation"

was discontinued, abolished, abandoned, as it were, im-

mediately, and that it has never been revived nor re-

sumed

—

up to this time.

Furthermore, it is also very clear that each distinct

organism (male and female) possessing the power of re-

production, is definitely limited in this power of repro-

duction, to organisms of its own kind, or type. It can-

not produce, nor reproduce, a higher form nor finer

type.

For illustration: The children of the anthropoid

ape are themselves apes. Not only this, they are al-

ivays apes. On the plane of physical evolution, the ape

(even assuming that it stands next in order to Man)
never produces 31an. Physically it cannot rise above

the level of its own type. Neither can it fall below that

type. In other words, its power of reproduction is fixed

and definite. It can reproduce apes and apes only.

From all of which facts it becomes clear that */ the

ape ever, under the evolutionary process, becomes Man,

it is through the process of transmigration or reincar-

nation. That is to say (assuming, of course, that the

ape is the highest round of animal life below that of

Man ) the ape is the final result of the evolutionary proc-

ess within the kingdom of the animal below man

—

having come up as an individualized intelligence from

the lowest form of animal life, by the same process of

rebirth—until the next step takes it across the Great

Divide between animal and Man, and it finally appears

in this life as Man. [ Page 135 ]
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But how does it make the transition? The answer

is, by transmigration, or reincarnation. The ape dies

the physical death and passes out into the spiritual

world; but when he returns to earth again it is in the

physical organism of a Man—which physical body has

been prepared by nature for his reception.

Now, it is this physical body which the author of

Harmonics of Evolution designates as the "animal

man." And it is only during the period of gestation,

while yet unborn, that it is the "animal man," for the

instant it breathes its first breath of life it takes into

it the Soul-Element and becomes the Human—the Man
with a Soul, or the Soul-Man.

Thus, you see, there is no earthly "missing link"

in the process of physical evolution. The bridge from

animal to Man is crossed on the spiritual side of life.

The ape, standing upon the shore of Time, leaps out

into the waters of Eternity and disappears from earthly

view. When he rises to the surface of the waters again

he is no longer the disappearing ape but the appearing

Man. The transition has been made while under the

waters.

Constantly (on the lowest round of human life) these

''animal men" are being prepared by nature for the

reception of the highest animal life which, when the

first breath of Life is taken breathes into the combina-

tion the Soul-Element, and the animal becomes the

Man.

By nature's refining process the coordination of the

animal with the Soul-Element is accomplished, and the

resultant, Man, appears.

2. In "The Great Psychological Crime," at pages
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297-8, et seq.—to which you refer—the same subject is

under consideration from a different angle.

Therein I have endeavored to make clear the fact

that when the infant human is born it does not be-

come "a living Soul" until the infant human body has

actually breathed into it the first "Breath of Life."

A careful reading of Genesis, in the Scriptures will

disclose the fact that the process of individual birth

was understood then according to the known facts of

science today.

For therein it says (2, 7) : "And the Lord God
formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed

into his nostrils the breath of life ! and man became a

living Soul."

Here is clearly indicated the refining process, in the

"dust of the ground"; and likewise the coordinating

process of the Soul-Element with that refined organism

of the dust into which God "Breathed the Breath of

Life," and by that act made of him "A Living Soul."

During the entire prenatal period of gestation the

infant human body—the "animal-man"—is in course

of preparation for the reception of the Soul-Element

of Nature, which Element it receives with the first

Breath of Life.

You ask me definitely whether, in my use of the term

"animal man," in The Great Psychological Crime, I

refer to the pre-human man-like, animal forms which

evolutionists generally consider, upon all the evidence,

to have preceded the true human type in geological

time, and from which it is believed that the bodily struc-

ture of man is descended. I can now answer definitely

and unqualifiedly, "No." And I think you will under-

stand me without further explanation or elucidation.
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Wherever, in the three books of the Harmonic Series,

the term, "animal man" is employed, reference is had

to the infant human organism during the period of ges-

tation, before it has taken its first breath, and thus

breathed into it "The Breath of Life," and made of it

"A Living Soul."

In any event, I do not now recall an instance wherein

the term is spoken of in any other sense. Have I made
myself entirely clear?

In this connection, and for the purpose of answering

many other questions which are already on the tongues

of my readers, and trembling for expression, let me ex-

plain very briefly the position of the Great School on

the subject of "Individual Evolution."

Natural Science looks upon all that constitutes the

complete ascending scale and chain of structural organ-

isms upon the physical plane, as together constituting

a stupendous mechanical device through which the In-

dividual Intelligence is evolved from the lowest round

of animal life to the highest type of Man.

These structural forms possess the power of repro-

duction only that Nature may thereby keep in perfect

working order her stupendous mechanical device

through, and by means of, which she is enabled to carry

on the Great Work of individualizing Intelligences and
evolving them from the lowest to the highest types.

This completed and sequential chain of structural

forms having come into existence, remains always the

same; and, so far as science knows, always has so re-

mained.

I do not forget that physical science claims to have

discovered the fact that at various times along the path-
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way of the past a single species, or type, constituting

the links of the great chain, have dropped out or be-

come extinguished.

This only means, however, that at most of the points

of the evolutionary journey along the ascending path-

way, Nature has provided double tracks—indeed, some-

times triple and quadruple tracks upon the evolutionary

road-bed have been laid; and this may be for the pur-

pose of being always so provided as to "keep the way
open."

I am aware of the fact that I have only suggested

many other questions that are collateral to the one I

have tried to answer. I am tempted to go on and answer

these collateral questions; but my space is too limited,

and I must, therefore, content myself to let the subject

rest where I leave it for the present.

But if other questions are suggested to the minds

of my readers and fellow Students, I will gladly try to

answer them if they are carefully formulated and sent

to the QUESTION BOX, in care of "Dr. E. J. St.

John, 234 S. Kenilworth Ave., Oak Park, 111."

QUESTION: Which is the correct definition of

Faith—
(a) The intuitive perception of that which both rea-

son and conscience approve; or,

(b) The intuitive Conviction of that which both rea-

son and conscience approve.

Both definitions are given in the Harmonic Series.

ANSWER: The latter under (b) is the definition

which the School prefers, and has finally adopted.
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QUESTION : What is the School's definition of Im-

agination?

ANSWER : The Creative attribute of the Soul.

Inasmuch, however, as the Attributes of the Soul are

divided into Faculties (or Capacities) and Powers, and

imagination falls under the classification of "Powers";

it might also, with equal exactness, be defined as "The

Creative Power of the Soul."

QUESTION: What is Intuition?

ANSWER: Spiritual Perception.

QUESTION: What is Instinct?

ANSWER: Spiritual Perception.

QUESTION: What is the difference between In-

tuition and Instinct?

ANSWER : Solely for the purpose of differentiating

these terms, we designate the Spiritual Perceptions of

men and women as Intuitions, and those of the animal

as Instincts.

I am, however, free to confess that this differentia-

tion is entirely arbitrary. In truth, I think there is a

sort of natural tendency on the part of us Men to try

to lift ourselves above the animals by the boot straps.

I am not sure that in so doing we deal justly by our

younger Brothers of the animal kingdom.

Of one thing I am fully convinced, namely, that in

many instances animal Instinct is more reliable than

human Intuitions.

This is a subject that will bear further considera-

tion, and if I am permitted to finish the writings al-
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ready under contemplation, I shall hope to give to this

and kindred subjects a much more searching analysis

arid elucidation. The general theme is one that is rich

in the "Wisdom of the Ages," and from the viewpoint

of Natural Science of far-reaching and vital importance.

QUESTION: The individual entities that compose

all the kingdoms of Nature appear to have found at

least a temporary adjustment during the period when

they are a part of the aggregation of entities upon

which the vital forces of Nature are acting. While en-

joying this period of adjustment there is, it would seem,

a very definite kind of altruism manifested by these ag-

gregations. They serve one another primarily and like-

wise the kingdoms above them. The stone serves all the

kingdoms above it, including man. It provides shel-

ter and a home for the tender plant, for the animal and

for man. The plant provides food for the animal and

for man, while the animal serves man as food and as

a servant, while man serves his fellow man. The de-

gree, or measure, of this service is the measure of his

advancement along the pathway of self-adjustment and

Self-Completion ; but the lowest grade of intelligence is

altruistic to a degree.

Thus, it would appear, we find altruism wherever

we find life. In the lower kingdoms it acts involun-

tarily through the universal principle of intelligence;

while it finds voluntary, individual and intelligent ex-

pression, first, faintly in the animal kingdom and def-

initely in the human. Is ALTRUISM then a PRIN-

CIPLE IN NATURE ?

ANSWER: In the generally accepted meaning of
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the word, it is. One of the definitions of the word
"Principle" is: "A source, or cause, from which a

thing proceeds"; also, "a power that acts continuously

or uniformly," and again, "a permanent or funda-

mental cause that naturally or necessarily produces cer-

tain results." (See Standard Dictionary.)

QUESTION: A man of apparently strong and pos-

itive character (whose father was a strict and rigid dis-

ciplinarian and assumed the position of Commander-in-

Chief of the family) recently made the statement that,

occasionally (although he had been away from the home
circle several years) he felt the influence of his Father's

domination over his childhood, to the extent that, for

the time being, it practically incapacitated him in his

business relations with other men.

It seems to me that this character of child discipline

is quite prevalent ; that is to say, discipline by command.

My questions are:

(a) What effect does a command have on a child

who responds to it just because it is a command? (b)

Is the operation of the Will-Force back of a command
the same as that in hypnotism? (c) Is a genuine com-

mand ever constructive? (d) Is not the physical pun-

ishment of a child more constructive than scolding, or

commanding? (e) Will not the average child respond

to the spirit and influence of Love, Patience and Cheer-

fulness, to the extent that it will seldom, if ever, re-

quire physical, corporal punishment? (f) Is not the

magnetism one throws off charged with the true spirit,

or attitude of one's Soul; that is, does it not have a
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corresponding vibration to one's attitude of Soul, or

even to one's very thoughts?

ANSWER: (a) It depends somewhat upon the

character and development of the child and the char-

acter and intensity of the command. It is possible for

a child to be so negative and susceptible to the spirit of

command that its own Will may be entirely overcome

—

in which event the result is very similar to the action

of hypnotism. Then again, it is just possible for a child

to be so positive and dominant in essential character

(and the character of the one making the command so

negative and lacking in Will-Force) that the element

of hypnotism may not enter into the relationship at all.

Taking, however, the average child of seven years,

and the average adult, and the element of hypnosis does

not ordinarily enter into the relation at all. And this

is true even where the command is obeyed by the child

solely because it is a command.

But if the relation should be maintained indefinitely

until the child comes to feel that it has no power of

choice, and the adult has come to experience a sense

of absolute dominance and power over the child's mind
—then there can be no question that the relation has

become destructive, and eventually would result in com-

plete subjection of the Will and Voluntary Powers of

the child to the Will of the one whose Will commands
it.

(b) Not necessarily. The hypnotic command must

be accompanied by the fixed and definite purpose to

overwhelm and subjugate the Will and Voluntary Pow-

ers of the subject. The ordinary command does not in-

volve that purpose.

(c) Yes. In the event a Master, or other individual
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who understands the process fully, is called upon to lib-

erate a subject of hypnotism from the power of the hyp-

notist's Will, he may succeed in some instances by com-

manding the subject to exert his own Will in the effort

and with the purpose to emancipate it from the control

of the hypnotist's Will. But one who does not fully

understand the forces involved may very easily make a

mistake in the giving of a command under such circum-

stances.

(d) Again, it depends upon the child as well as upon

the one who administers the punishment or does the

scolding. It is very certain that scolding is a most un-

wholesome method of securing obedience in a child. So

also is commanding—especially when it is carried to a

subjective degree. But it is also true that physical pun-

ishment may break down the Will of a child and open

the way for psychic control or dominance. All depends

upon the parties involved and the manner in which they

proceed. This is a subject which cannot be elucidated

in a paragraph. It demands the most careful consid-

eration and elucidation. Bodily punishment is a direct

appeal to the element of Fear in the child; and fear is

one of the channels of approach to psychic subjection.

It is, therefore, fraught with danger to the child wher-

ever it is employed to the extent of breaking the nat-

ural and wholesome Courage that constitutes the back-

ground or foundation of constructive achievement. Per-

sonally, I do not believe that an appeal to the element

of Fear in human nature is ever entirely constructive

in its results. It may secure temporary and immediate

obedience, but at the expense of courage and self-reli-

ance on the part of the child.
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I am convinced that an appeal to reason, sympathy,

justice, love, mercy, manhood, womanhood, and the

higher and more ennobling impulses, emotions and in-

spirations of the Soul will call forth a constructive re-

sponse in the average child's nature, if intelligently

made, where any appeal that can be made to Fear, or

the degrading influences of the Soul, will utterly fail of

good results.

(e) Yes, I believe the average child will respond to

the spirit and influences of love, patience and cheerful-

ness, to the extent that it will seldom require bodily

punishment—PROVIDED, always, that the appeal

through love, patience, cheerfulness, etc., is made with

sufficient intelligence, discrimination and wisdom. But

it must not be forgotten also that Love—and all the

tender emotions it may awaken—can be carried to a

point where it leads naturally and almost inevitably to

self-indulgence and destructive results. Hence, as sug-

gested, the power and influence of Love must be exer-

cised with rare intelligence and discriminative judg-

ment, in order to accomplish only constructive results

upon the average child-mind.

(f) Yes, it is true that the state and condition of

the Soul have much to do in determining the quality

of magnetic energy which every human being generates

and gives off. In like manner it is also true that the

influence of every individual upon his environment is

very largely determined by the degree and quality of

magnetic energy he generates and gives off. It is

equally true that herein may be found a key to many
of the mysteries of human life and influence.

It must not be forgotten, however, that the educa-
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tion of children is a subject that has commanded the

consideration of the ablest and most learned minds of

all ages, and that there is still much to be learned be-

fore anyone is justified in pronouncing finally upon any
phase of the subject.

This is one of the fields wherein the Great School

is rich in experience and in the definite knowledge that

flows from experience; and I earnestly hope the time

is not far distant when it shall find a channel through

which to give to the world the benefits of its accumulated

knowledge concerning the education of children. And
it is also hoped that the teachings and findings of Nat-

ural Science may be formulated or reformulated with

a view to bringing them clearly and definitely within

the understanding of the child-mind. This work is al-

ready under way, and when it is completed I am con-

vinced that it will set forth specific and definite answers

to all the problems of vital importance within this field

of the Great Work in Aw.erica.

QUESTION: A family consists of Father, Mother

and Son, aged 21. The Father, in the pursuit of busi-

ness, has depended entirely upon the Mother for the

training of the Son. The Mother has indulged every

whim and desire of the boy during his infancy, child-

hood and youth, with the result that he became over-

bearing, haughty, disrespectful and dissolute.

The Mother finally came to a realization of his con-

dition, and of her part in bringing it about. She then

endeavored to regain her control over the boy and to

win him back to a healthful and constructive young
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manhood, first by persuasion, and finally by the influ-

ence of threats.

The boy in the heat of violent anger at what he con-

siders unwarranted interference with his personal lib-

erty, leaves home with the avowed intention of "going

to the Devil" as soon as possible.

The Mother, in abject remorse, sinks into deepest

melancholia with suicidal tendencies.

The Father realizes that he failed to bear his share

of the responsibility of the boy's rearing and education,

and his present responsibility to do everything in his

power to assist the Mother back into a normal and

healthful frame of mind. To that end, however, he ex-

presses his belief that the boy is trying to make a man
of himself and, when he shall have made a success of

his life, he will again resume the old happy relations

with them; and he believes this.

Under the influence of this hopeful suggestion the

Mother begins to improve. But just after this improve-

ment becomes noticeable, the Father learns that the Son,

under an assumed name, lies in the jail of a distant city,

awaiting death by hanging, as a penalty for the crime

of murder committed under the most atrocious condi-

tions.

The Father is convinced that if the Mother learns

of this she will make an attempt upon her own life, or

will become hopelessly insane. He is conscious of his

own inability to equivocate successfully if she should

learn that he knows anything concerning the boy, and
feels sure that the only way he can safeguard his wife's

sanity and save her from the effects of self-destruction
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is never to let her suspect that he knows anything what-

ever of the boy's location or condition.

Under these conditions and circumstances, if she

should ask him the question point-blank whether he

has had any information concerning the boy since his

departure, and he answers herewith a direct, unqual-

ified lie, to save her,—what would be the effect upon

his relation to the Constructive Principle; and what

are the consequences to be anticipated from his act?

ANSWER : Having done what he honestly believes

to be RIGHT—all things duly considered—he has sat-

isfied the demands of the Moral Law, and in no way
violated the Constructive Principle, nor invoked upon

himself any penalty in connection therewith.

The real Attitude of Soul is the fundamental fact

which determines the results, insofar as the individual

himself is concerned. Even though he may err in judg-

ment, the Good Law gives him credit for his honesty

of purpose and his purity of motive.

QUESTION: I have been reading about the

"Frankenklinik" at Freiberg, Germany, where babies

are brought into this world by the aid of what is known

as the "Twilight Sleep."

Scopolamin-Morphium is administered to the mother

at the first symptom of approaching labor, in sufficient

quantity to produce a very light sleep. She may be

spoken to and will respond naturally, but remembers

nothing and suffers no pain whatever.

The drug has no effect whatever upon the muscular

activities, but removes all sensation, thus permitting

natural delivery entirely free from all suffering.
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It is said the mother awakens from the " Twilight

Sleep" perfectly refreshed and rested, as if from nat-

ural sleep. Physically, therefore, the ''Twilight Sleep"

would seem to be one of the greatest boons that could

come to suffering motherhood.

But what are the effects spiritually, mentally and

psychically on mother and child?

ANSWER: Experiment with the process known as

"Twilight Sleep" has not been carried to a point in

this country which would justify any definite declara-

tion as to the spiritual, mental and psychical effects

upon mother ami child.

In the hospital at Freiberg, Germany, the process

has been under the most careful and critical scientific

experimentation for something like three years, accord-

ing to the published reports; and the results have been

observed with the most careful and pains-taking scru-

tiny.

According to the reports of the German hospital

wherein the experiments have been made, there have

been absolutely no harmful or destructive or unfavor-

able results to either mother or child.

I am informed, however, that the same process has

been employed in this country, and with disastrous after-

effects upon both mother and child.

But I am not in position to make any definite state-

ment, for the reason that I do not know whether the

process employed in this country is, in truth, identical

with that employed in Germany. In fact, I am strongly

under the impression that the German institution has

not, as yet, given its secret to the public, nor to the med-

ical profession; and for this reason I would caution
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those who may be interested against passing judgment

upon the "Twilight Sleep," as employed in Germany,

upon any results that may have been obtained in this

country. The reports from Germany are so definite,

so unqualified and so astounding as to indicate that one

of the most beneficent discoveries in the use of anaes-

thetics ever made is about to be given to the world.

Let us hope that later and definitely authentic informa-

tion may establish the truth of the German reports

But let us take nothing for granted. The proofs will

come in due time.

QUESTION: Does the Ego, Soul or Entity go out

of the physical body during sleep ?

ANSWER: This question, in a somewhat different

form, has been answered in a former issue ; but it may
be of value to some to have it answered in this direct

formulation.

The answer is, No. And now let me explain the

answer.

In normal and healthful sleep the Soul does not

withdraw from the physical body at all.

But there are certain kinds of abnormal sleep dur-

ing which the Soul does escape from the physical body.

This occurs some time during hypnotic sleep, al-

though not often. It also occurs, now and then, during

mediumistic sleep, which is virtually the same thing.

In mediumistic trance condition, where the psychic

sleeper has passed the cataleptic condition, it some-

times occurs that the psychic withdraws, or is with-

drawn from the physical body for a time.

But the somewhat popular notion that the Soul es-
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capes from the physical body always, during normal

sleep, is a mistake.

QUESTION: Would it be possible for one person

to sink below the "Line of Despair" to the level of

the animal kingdom, while his Soul-Mate "lived the

life" and rose to individual completion?

ANSWER: No. The terms "Individual-Comple-

tion" mean the state of perfect union between "Soul-

Mates"—the perfect Marriage.

I think, however, that you meant to use the terms

"#eZ/-Completion." But this means something very

different from "Individual-Completion." These two

terms have been very carefully defined, and the dis-

tinction between them is vital and fundamental.

#eZ/-Completion has reference entirely to the results

of one's own personal efforts for self-improvement. It

does not refer in any sense to any other individual.

It therefore does not refer to one's own Soul-Mate, nor

to the relation between one and his own Soul-Mate.

But Individual-Completion has reference to Nature's

reward for #eZ/-Completion. It therefore involves the

relation between one and his own Soul-Mate.

When one has, by his own personal effort, so im-

proved himself that his state of being represents the

perfect equilateral triangle (with the three sides of

his nature equally developed) he has achieved Self- Com-
pletion.

And whenever he has done this, Nature steps in

and gives him his reward by bringing him into union

with his own Soul-Mate, in the perfect Marriage. And
this represents Individual-Completion.

And this partially answers your question. It tells
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you that you cannot achieve Individual-Completion

without your own Soul-Mate. It also tells you that your

own Soul-Mate must be with you in order to constitute

Individual-Completion (the term you employ in your

question.) And by natural deduction it also tells you

that you can not achieve Individual-Completion while

your Soul-Mate is down in the animal kingdom some-

where, working out the penalty that has caused him

to sink below the line of the Human.

But if you had used the term #eZ/-Completion in

your question, you would have called for a different

answer in some respects. For then you would have

asked me if it is possible for one to sink below the level

of the Human while his Soul-Mate is "living the life"

and achieving $eZ/-Completion.

But again the answer must be
'

' No " ; because when-

ever anyone has achieved $e£/-Completion, Nature must

fulfill her part of the contract and bring him into union

with his Soul-Mate ; for this is her reward, and her only

reward, for $e?/-Completion.

How could she fulfill her promise if the Soul-Mate

were in the animal form somewhere, working out a pen-

alty? Manifestly it would be impossible.

Hence, in either event, the answer must be "NO."

In our issue of Jan.-Feb., when noting the arrival of Dr.

Thomas M. Stewart's book, "Symbolic Teaching of Masonry

and Its Message," we omitted giving the price of this valuable

publication, which is $1.25 per copy. Postpaid.
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President's Annual Report

To our Elder Brother,

Officers and Members of the League;

Greeting:

Your President's vocabulary is insuffi-

cient to express to you this evening the

very great pleasure and satisfaction

which is his, because of the opportu-

nity of placing before you, this, the

third, Annual Report of the League's

various transactions, or at least a portion of the results

of its labors during the past year.

It is unnecessary for me to mention the fact that

(owing to world-wide causes) the past year has been

one of great financial depression; and, to hundreds of

thousands, one of financial disaster, and to some of ac-

tual want ; and more especially is this the case in the

large and densely populated cities.

We are grateful, however, to know that the hearts

of the people (of this nation at least) have been open

to the cry of the widow and orphans as never before

in the world's history. Millions of dollars have been

contributed for charity, and this enormous amount has

come from almost every source; every class of people

contributing to swell the sum-total for this great Cause

which must and should appeal to every human soul.
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In consequence of this great awakening of the hu-

man conscience to the needs of its fellow men, much
suffering has been averted; and yet, there is still much
to do, and your President has no hesitation in saying

(not boastingly) that there is no body of men and

women anywhere in the whole, wide world (consider-

ing the number engaged) whose members have labored

more faithfully and contributed more liberally to this

cause than the League of Visible Helpers.

During the intensely sweltering heat of this past

summer and the blinding storms of the past winter, our

beloved Helpers (like Angels of Mercy) have never

wavered in their help and assistance to those in sorrow

and in need of the necessities of life. These visits were

often made under great difficulty and at some sacrifice

to themselves, but always ungrudgingly and cheerfully.

Your President regrets to inform you that during

the Christmas Holidays, while conveying a basket of

supplies to one of her charges, one of our most efficient,

energetic and beloved workers slipped, fell and broke

her arm. Yet, notwithstanding this accident, she goes

right on cheerfully giving her time and help to those

who need.

Much good has been accomplished by the League

Members through timely visits and good counsel to those

who had lost courage longer to battle against the vari-

ous conditions confronting them.

The League Members have officiated at funerals,

when called upon to do so, have nursed the sick, sym-

pathized with and served the living; and all this has

been done willingly, gladly and cheerfully, each believ-
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ing it was a great privilege to labor and serve the com-

mon good.

For the information of those friends who are con-

stantly asking concerning the qualifications necessary

for membership in the League, your President will take

this opportunity to say that the first and fundamental

qualification is, that the applicant must be an accepted

Student of the Philosophy of Natural Science. That is,

he must have been accepted by the Elder Brother to

receive Personal Instruction.

Many letters have been received from those at a dis-

tance, regretting that they are denied the privilege of

contributing to this worthy Cause. To these good

friends we will say, they are not denied this privilege.

The League will receive and distribute any character

and kind of clothing, foods or money which may be sent

them for this purpose. The members of the League of

Visible Helpers have no monopoly on the giving of

charity. They do say, however, that every penny given

to the League, or which passes through their hands, is

expended absolutely for that purpose ; not one penny be-

ing retained for expenses nor further cost of distribu-

tion.

We hire no halls, no music and there are no paid

employees. On the contrary, every member is willing

to serve in any and every capacity to which he may be

called and counts it a privilege and a joy.

The SUBORDINATE GROUPS OF THE LEAGUE
OF VISIBLE HELPERS, have been no less active in

the great cause of charity than the Parent Body. To

many Groups, the past year has been but the initiatory

stage to ascertain from experience the best methods of
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carrying on the Great Work which brought the League

into existence. That it has been rich in experience and

fruitful of results the following reports will show and

we feel confident that every member of the League of

Visible Helpers, wherever found, will face the new year

with a determination to assume greater responsibilities

and accomplish more for the common cause of humanity

than in 1914.

We note in some reports before us that much money

has been given by members of the League to charities

outside of the League channels, and some has actually

been contributed to other charitable organizations in

the same city.

We are at a loss to understand why this was done,

or why the League should fail to accomplish the same

results as the charitable organizations to which these

moneys were given. Your President feels that our first

loyalty should be to our own organization, viz., the

LEAGUE OF VISIBLE HELPERS, rather than to

other organizations which, we learn, spend as high as

60 per cent for expenses of distribution. That is, for

every dollar contributed, 60c is taken out for expenses,

and but 40c goes to those for whom it was given. While

with the League of Visible Helpers, it costs not one

penny; for every dollar that is contributed to our or-

ganization, one dollar is paid out for the Cause to which

it was given.

The League of Visible Helpers does not presume to

be arbitrary in regard to giving, but we feel that Loy-

alty to the League requires it to be first in the hearts

of those who have the very great honor and privilege

of wearing the symbol of this organization.
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The President herewith appends the following re-

port of the Subordinate Groups as far as they have been

received.

BOSTON GROUP.

Amount on hand January 1, 1914, $8.39. Contrib-

uted to January 1, 1915, $316.38. Total amount, $324.77.

Money disbursed during the year and up to January

1st of the present year, $240.59. Remaining in the

treasury, $84.18.

The number of people assisted during the year was
51. No record was kept of visits made during the year.

The funds disbursed in relief work were for rent, food,

clothing and some money.

The largest amount contributed to one person was
$96.00 (a widow 70 years of age). Besides this there

was given for medical services and medicines to the

value of $895.00.

The members of the Boston Group are working in

perfect harmony, each member feeling that the labors

and services given in 1914 are but the beginning of a

greater and better work for 1915.

MINNEAPOLIS GROUP.

There was in the treasury of this Group, January,

1914, the sum of $30.42. Money received from all

sources, $128.50. Total amount in the treasury for the

year, $158.92. Expended for relief work during the

year, $21.95. Leaving in the treasury for 1915, $136.97.

For reasons which do not appear quite plain, con-

siderable help was given other organizations, rather than

the League of Visible Helpers. This is contrary to the
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express desire of the Elder Brother and the President

of the League. We can scarcely understand any con-

ditions which might arise where the League could not

disburse any character or kind of contributions from

whatever source it might be given, and do it better than

any other organization and free of expense.

PITTSBURGH GROUP.

This is one of the smallest Groups of the League

Workers, yet they are alert and did splendid service

in the cause.

Balance on hand January 1, 1914, $56.50. Gross re-

ceipts for the year, $61.10. Total amount available

for League purposes during the year, $117.60. Amount

of disbursements during the year, $60.58. Amount on

hand January 1, 1915, to be used for charitable pur-

poses, $57.02.

Care and relief were given to eight families, consist-

ing of eleven adults and fifteen children. Physicians

services were given to the value of $240.00. The clerk

says
—"Our disbursements cover cash, coal, clothing,

shoes, food, bed-clothing, Christmas-gifts for eight

children, etc."

She also says
—"Much prospective distress was fore-

stalled in December by 'Municipal Bundle Day,' in-

volving a city-wide contribution of excess supplies from

thousands of homes and subsequent and official distri-

bution of 159,000 articles to nearly 5,000 individuals.

And she again very modestly makes this remark

—

"While credit for this accomplishment cannot all be

claimed by the local Group, it nevertheless partakes of

the spirit by which its efforts are actuated."
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BUFFALO GROUP.

Amount in treasury, January 1, 1914, $46.00.

Amount contributed during the past year, $49.60. To-

tal charity fund, $95.60. Total disbursements for Re-

lief Work and contribution to Central Group, $70.50.

Remaining in the treasury 1915, $25.10.

Large amounts of clothing were given to those in

need, also bedding, food, fuel, etc. Physicians' and

nurses' services were also given when found necessary;

and at Christmas thirteen families were given baskets

of food, clothing and toys for children.

CINCINNATI GROUP.

This Group also has accomplished splendid work dur-

ing the short time since it has been organized, namely,

March 25, 1914.

The total receipts during the year were, $366.92.

The total disbursements were, $253.05. Balance remain-

ing in the treasury January 1, 1915, $113.87.

Sixty families and individuals were assisted. Nine-

ty-seven visits were made to those in need ; and positions

were secured for three out of employment.

The material assistance rendered has been in the

form of cash, clothing, food stuffs, bedding, furniture,

eye-glasses and books. Besides all this, medical assist-

ance has been freely given to those requiring such at-

tendance.

SEATTLE GROUP.

Cash on hand 1914, $36.25. Received during the

year, $49.25. Total amount for the year, $85.50. Dis-
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bursements for relief work, $56.59. Balance remaining

January 1, 1915, $28.91.

Clothing has been given to eleven families; coal,

shoes and provisions to eight families. Christmas toys

to eleven families and books have been donated to those

seeking the Light and the Truth.

WASHINGTON CITY.

This little Group, though few in number, has been

doing splendid work in the Cause which we are all so

earnestly serving. The number of visits to those in hos-

pitals and to the poor, to whom aid was given in some

form (such as bedding, clothing, groceries, money and

sick room necessities) was 122.

Gratuitous medical treatment to twenty-five. Den-

tal treatment to three.

The expenditure for groceries, clothing, furniture,

Christmas baskets and special medical treatments was,

$354.25. Rent paid for deserving persons, $40.00, or a

total expenditure of, $394.25. Leaving in the treasury

a balance of $32.20. Approximately, about fifty per-

sons were assisted through the above expenditure.

NEW YORK CITY.

This Group ought to be congratulated on the splen-

did achievements and great good accomplished during

the year 1914. They expended for Christmas baskets

and toys for six families in New York City, $28.60. Re-

lief for a poor woman in urgent need, $5.00. Relief for a

family, $10.00, and for a man out of work, $10.00. As-

sisted two psychic cases during the entire year, $192.00.

Relief for poor around Stamford, N. Y., $20.00. Relief
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for poor families around Chatham, N. J., during the

year, $190.00.

Paid out for Text Books for libraries, $22.00. Small

amounts not accounted for, but paid out in New York

City during the year 1914, $83.23. Or a total for the

year 1914 of, $560.83. Leaving in the treasury the sum
of $83.48.

The clerk in his report says
—"All over New York

the Christmas spirit this year seems to have inspired

kindness to the poor on the part of those who were able

to do the giving. Much good has been done, probably,

by more people than ever contributed in any previous

year. The distress of the needy seems to have met with

a general response."

SAN FRANCISCO GROUP.

This splendid Group of the League of Visible Help-

ers has been very active during the past year ; not only

in the Cause of charity and helpfulness to their fellow

men, but in placing the Text Books of Natural Science

in the various libraries.

Cash in treasury January 1, 1914, $62.36. Contrib-

uted during the year, $264.17. Total amount available

during the year, $326.53. Disbursements, $216.30 ; leav-

ing a balance on hand January 1, 1915, $110.23.

More than fifty persons were assisted in various

ways, and many positions were procured for the un-

employed.

The clerk of the Group modestly remarks—'

' The rea-

son for the apparent short-comings of the League in this

work has been definitely found in the activities of the

splendidly organized local charitable societies. This
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condition is unusual, but one to be thankful for, as it

gives the League more time and more funds to use in

other directions."

Sixty-two volumes of the Harmonic Series were

placed in the various libraries in and near San Fran-

cisco. "In the Berkeley library, where there are nine

books, it is rarely that one can ever be found upon the

shelves.
'

'

LOS ANGELES GROUP.

The friends in Los Angeles, though not yet numeric-

ally strong enough to ask for a charter, and who still

remain a part of the San Francisco Group, have also

done excellent work; for we find this little Group of

workers has placed the Text Books of the Harmonic

Philosophy in the public library of Manhattan Beach,

San Bernardino, Santa Monica, Riverside, Hollywood,

Long Beach, Los Angeles, Hollywood High School ; and

other copies were given to those whom it was believed

would benefit by them.

Three cases of Biosol were purchased and two eases

given to those who were in need of this splendid tonic,

and good results followed.

One hundred and ninety-two visits were made dur-

ing the year, 18 lunches were given, five positions were

secured and twenty professional visits made.

A large amount of clothing was distributed to fif-

teen families and money expended for this special pur-

pose was, $38.22.

Total amount received was, $232.40. Amount dis-

bursed, $220.04. Leaving in the treasury, $12.36.
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RECAPITULATION.

Recapitulation of the expenditures of the Subordi-

nate Groups of the League of Visible Helpers shows that

they have expended in various ways for charitable pur-

poses, the sum of $2,094.68. And there still remains in

the treasury the sum of $692.32.

Surely, this splendid showing of the generous spirit

which actuated everyone of the members of the League

should be an inspiration to still better, greater and

grander work during the coming year of 1915. It should

also be a source of satisfaction to each and everyone

who has had the great privilege of being a 'part (how-

ever small) in this great work of emancipating, from

sorrow and suffering, his fellow men and women, as it

doubtless is to the Elder Brother and the blessed Flor-

ence Huntley-Richardson who, though not with us in

the physical body, is yet with us in spirit and in truth,

rejoicing with us in the great good accomplished by the

League of Visible Helpers which, organized by them

just three years ago, has surely contributed its share of

labors and financial aid to distressed humanity.

CHICAGO,
OAK PARK, RIVER FOREST, FOREST PARK

AND MAYWOOD.

This committee visited twelve families of a total

membership of 49 : Cared for nine families ; total mem-
bership of 36. 87 visits have been made and there was

expended for relief work, $84.58. The largest amount

expended for one family was $34.54, the smallest

amount, $2.33. Or, an average per family of $9.40.
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Nineteen persons were supplied with clothing from

the League Headquarters. Six persons were given new

clothing, and employment was secured for two persons.

Dental work and medical assistance and medicines

were also given to others.

NORTH SIDE COMMITTEE.

The number of calls made during the year was 410.

Families visited, 28. Adults in above families, 35.

Children in above families, 45. Total number of per-

sons, 80.

Clothing, groceries and some money were given to

some 32 people. Also groceries alone were given to 20.

Advice and counsel were given to 28, and 11 positions

were obtained for those out of employment.

Our physicians attended and contributed medicine

for 60 people. The largest amount given to one family

was $72.60 and the smallest 75c, or an average to all

families of $7.20. This was accomplished with an out-

lay of $201.59.

SOUTH SIDE COMMITTEE.

Number of visits made during the year, 290. Num-
ber of adults assisted, 57. Number of children assisted,

73. Or, a total of 130 people helped during the year.

Value of Medical Services rendered during the year,

$622.29 ; 33 families were assisted and the total amount

expended was, $439.83. Some of the South Side Group

have moved away and therefore many visits were made

and families assisted of which no record was made.

WEST SIDE COMMITTEE.

The number of visits made during the year were
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330. Entire families relieved, 19, consisting of 24 adults

and 24 children. Or, a total of 50.

Clothing, provisions and money were furnished to

50. Clothing was given, without money, to 14.

The League Physicians gave medicine and treat-

ments to nine people. Amount of cash expended per

family, $16.50. The largest amount given to one family

was $173.70, and the smallest amount, $1.20. To accom-

plish this there was drawn from the League Treasury

the sum of $306.88.

FLORENCE HUNTLEY GROUP.

The Florence Huntley Group, an organization sup-

plementing the efforts of the League of Visible Help-

ers in its Charity Work, reports that it now has $67.30

in the Bank, and the sum of $4.41 cash on hand for im-

mediate and urgent calls ; or, a total of $71.71.

RECAPITULATION.
We find there has been expended by the members

of the League of Visible Helpers during the year, and

drawn from the treasury in the city of Chicago, the sum
of $1,032.88; and by the Subordinate Groups, the sum
of $2,094.68. Or a grand total of $3,127.56.

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.

This has proven to be one of the most important

assets to the Cause which we are humbly trying to serve.

The Indo-American Book Company has kindly given

the League space and erected shelves on which to dis-

play, and given boxes in which to store, the vast amount
of clothing which we have received and are constantly

giving out to the needy and destitute. That the League
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members may have some conception of this clothing

department and the great help it has been to us in our

labors for the needy and destitute—permit us to enum-

erate a few articles contributed to, and distributed by,

the League members to those who are suffering from

the inclemency of the intensely cold weather which has

prevailed during the last winter.

We have distributed 48 articles of infants' wear

such as bands, pads, little blankets, dresses, coats, etc.

We have been sadly deficient in this character of cloth-

ing and have been compelled, in a few instances, to

purchase some absolutely necessary articles. The League

will be pleased to receive and distribute any and every

character and kind of Infant's or Children's clothing

which any kind friend may send us.

Men's and Boys' Clothing. Gf these we have given

out 701 articles. This includes 43 coats, 49 suits,

64 pairs of odd pants, 41 vests, 50 pairs of socks, 35

pairs of shoes, 24 caps, etc., etc., etc.

We have distributed to destitute women and girls

931 articles of clothing, including 62 coats, 40 street

suits, 142 dresses, 50 dress skirts, 55 petticoats, 25

sweaters, 80 sets of underwear, 60 pairs of shoes, 12

pairs of gloves, etc., etc., etc. Or a total of 1,680 pieces

of clothing of various shapes, kinds, colors and charac-

ter.

This clothing department is under the immediate

care of one of our beloved employees of the Indo-Ameri-

can Book Company, who graciously and gladly has

added this to her other weighty and responsible duties.

Right here the President wishes to thank the thought-

ful and generous friends who have contributed this vast
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amount to the League for distribution to little children,

worthy mothers and fathers who, owing to circum-

stances in which they find themselves, have accepted

(sometimes with tears streaming down their cheeks)

these warm and comfortable articles.

This clothing comes from as far South as Mont-

gomery, Alabama, and as far North as Victoria, B. C,

and from Wyoming in the West. These articles are

cleaned and mended by the givers, thus setting an ex-

ample of cleanliness and frugality to the recipients.

PHYSICIANS.

Our physicians have given freely of their services

on any and all occasions when called upon by members
of the League. There is no day too stormy nor night too

dark for them to respond to the cry of distress; giving

always financially and professionally all that is in their

power to do, electrically, osteopathically and chiroprac-

tically. Various systems of treatment were freely and
gladly given to those who applied, or for whom it was
prescribed. A very conservative estimate of physicians'

visits, medicines, baths, etc., would be $1,140.00.

ATTORNEYS.

Our attorneys have, on every occasion, freely, will-

ingly and gladly given their services when requested to

do so by the League. They have defended the weak
against the strong, brought estranged families together

in peace and harmony, rescued those who are treading

the downward path, and prosecuted those who have neg-

lected their wives and children.
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LEAGUE PINS.

There have been 159 League Pins issued to date.

Three have been accidentally lost and two surrendered.

Therefore, there are now being proudly worn by those

entitled to do so, 154 symbols of an organization which

your President believes is destined, in the coming time,

to cover the civilized globe and teach charity and love

to humanity.

CHRISTMAS GIVING.

Your President approaches this part of his report

with added pleasure, because of the munificent and gen-

erous help received from the Pleiades Lodge, No. 478 F.

& A. M., and the Rose Croix Chapter of the Eastern

Star. Some of the officers and members of these two

Lodges, knowing our organization was complete, in the

true Masonic spirit requested permission to join us in

our Christmas giving. They argued that in-as-much as

the League of Visible Helpers was giving 365 days in

the year, they should be permitted to join with us and

give one day in the year.

The result was that the three organizations joined in

their efforts to make this the most memorable Christmas

in their history. The League was requested to provide

the nuts and candy, stockings and toys. The Members
of the "Florence Huntley Group" made the stockings,

and the members of the League of Visible Helpers (of

the Chicago Group) met in a hall at the Great Northern

Hotel, and, with joy and gratitude depicted on the face

of everyone present, proceeded to fill 198 stockings with

nuts and candy; and these, with 170 baskets, were, on

Christmas Eve, distributed by our Masonic friends and
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the League of Visible Helpers to those who doubtless ap-

preciated this Christmas offering, but no more than

those who were permitted to present them.

The League, through the President, takes this oppor-

tunity of thanking the splendid men and women of the

Rose Croix Chapter of the Eastern Star and the officers

and members of the Pleiades Lodge, for the true Ma-

sonic spirit exhibited on this occasion.

AUDITING COMMITTEE.

The members of the Auditing Committee have con-

tributed their labors for the last year and found all the

reports, as to expenditures, correct. They have also ex-

amined the treasurer's report and found every penny

accounted for.

The labors placed on this Committee have been very

many and arduous, as will be apparent when it is known
that every appropriation, however small, must be ex-

amined, audited and vouchers issued and record entered

as to dates, amounts, persons, etc.

TREASURER'S ACCOUNT.

A condensed statement of the Treasurer's account,

for the past year, shows there was on hand and in the

bank February 2, 1914, the sum of $2,162.35.

There was received from all sources for Charity dur-

ing the year 1914, the sum of $2,205.33, or a total of

$4,367.68.

The League paid for Charity during the year the

sum of $900.34.

Checks Nos. 1, 310, 311 and 314 are still outstanding.

These checks aggregate $15.95, which, added to the bal-

ance in the Bank, leaves a balance of $3,483.29.
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RELIEF COMMITTEES.

We can not conclude this report without acknowl-

edging our indebtedness to those courageous and splen-

did souls who met together so often, at the call of the

President of the League, to take into consideration the

best methods of meeting conditions constantly arising

and being presented to us, in our efforts to alleviate sor-

row and suffering afflicting our less fortunate Brothers

and Sisters.

This has taken them into homes not always invit-

ing, whose inmates are not always moral and polite ; but

they have never flinched in following the "Pathway of

duty" laid out for themselves, by themselves, because of

their knowledge of the "Constructive Principles of

Life."

Their duties are infinitely multiplied in many cases

because it is not always the amount of money or help

given ; but rather the Spirit in which it is given. In

their quiet, cheerful way, they have soothed the grief of

many, relieved the suffering, lifted up the downtrodden

and cheered the disconsolate. None but the Great Fa-

ther and the Great Friends can know the weary miles

they have trod during the last year in order to visit and

counsel with some poor girl, mother or father; asking

not the plaudits of their fellow men and women for so

doing, but seeking only the approving conscience.

Help and assistance as given by the League of Visi-

ble Helpers has been divested of the humiliation which

too often characterizes private charity. The experience

of the Relief Committees has been that the coldness and

frigidity which so often follows institutional, non-intelli-
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gent and ostentatious contributions, have thereby been

avoided.

The League of Visible Helpers, through the Presi-

dent, desires to express its gratitude to the friends all

over the country who have so freely and generously con-

tributed money and clothing of every description. Some
of these bundles are from unknown sources, but they are

always welcome. The League of Visible Helpers is but

the agent of these distant friends, and we tender our sin-

cere thanks to them for their thoughtful consideration

of their unfortunate Brethren, and for the opportunity

given the members of the League of Visible Helpers to

serve Humanity.

And now, beloved Elder Brother and every fellow

worker in the Great Cause, I must draw this report to a

close, and in doing so it seems needless to tell you that

during the past year the Elder Brother has ever been

the President's counsellor and friend. Under his gentle

guidance, the League of Visible Helpers is growing and

spreading and increasing in unselfish, material and

spiritual helpfulness to our fellow men everywhere.

Its influence is being felt in every charitable organi-

zation where its methods are known; and to the angelio

influence of the beloved Florence Huntley-Richardson,

who, from spiritual heights, is helping us, and to the

watchful care of the beloved Elder Brother must all

thanks and gratitude be given. They gave the organiza-

tion being and committed it to our care. Let us ever be

mindful of this confidence and prove that it is not mis-

placed.

Let us then, dear Visible Helpers, everywhere, re-

solve within our own souls, that the efforts and years
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of unselfish labor of these two Beloved Teachers and

Emancipators shall not have been in vain. Let us ever

perseveringly press forward, onward and upward to aid

in bringing to fruition the purpose which brought the

League of Visible Helpers into existence.

With profound reverence to our Beloved Teachers,

•with gratitude to the Great Father and the Great

Friends, for the peace and harmony which have pre-

vailed during the past year ; and commending the friends

and helpers everywhere, who have so generously assisted

us during the past year, to their loving care and protec-

tion, I am, believe me,

Yours for the GREAT CAUSE,

Charles Crane

Dear TK : Our fellow Student, Otto Morgenstierne, in Nor-
way, has published an enlarged edition of a treatise on American
Reformatories—especially the merit system, the parole and honor
systems, the defective delinquent, probation, juvenile courts, etc.

These American progressive methods are almost unknown
over here, and their results are being watched with keen interest.

Europe is slow in adopting new methods and clings to its old

codes and laws. Punishment is about all that awaits the crimi-

nal, and little more is being done for him.

A warm undercurrent of love for humanity runs all through
the author's exposition, and he makes a strong point of the ne-

cessity of giving the criminal a sufficient motive to improve. He
makes clear the fact that the whole reformatory work is in ac-

cord with the Constructive Principles of Nature in Individual

Life.

Thus, for the first time, the Great Law has been stated in the

Norwegian language in terms of the Great School. It is a seed

sown. May it yield Good Fruit in abundance.—Cecelie Gerner.
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Of Interest to Freemasons

HE following letter contains informa-

tion that should be of unusual in-

terest to our Masonic readers and

Friends, as well as to all those who

are interested in seeing the onward

march of Education in the great

broad field of Natural Science, and

the spread of Harmonic Philosophy generally.

To those of us who have labored unceasingly for

many years to bring to the world a knowledge of the

findings of the Higher Science and open to this Western

World the doors of the Treasure-House of the Great

School of Spiritual Wisdom, it brings a sense of pro-

found gratification to know that their efforts have borne

such excellent fruits.

We are especially gratified to know that the truly

great School of Freemasonry is awakening to the call

of Humanity for "More Light," and that leading Ma-

sons all over the western world are aligning themselves

with the Great School in its efforts to illuminate the

pathway that leads ever onward and upward into the

LIGHT.
We are well aware of the fact that there is a so-

called
'

' conservative
'

' element in the Masonic Fraternity

that looks with disfavor and great concern upon any-
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thing which appeals to the "Progressive" in the march

of human evolution. But the Masonic Order is not

alone in its struggle against this element of obstruc-

tion to human progress. The same element may be

found in every religious, philosophic and scientific move-

ment on earth; and everywhere it is doing all in its

power to block the wheels of Progress.

But there is profound comfort in the knowledge that

there are men all over the country like the writer of the

following letter, and the noble Brothers of his Order to

whom he refers, who have their shoulders to the wheels

of Progress and are giving to humanity the powerful

impulse of their combined efforts toward the LIGHT.
May the Great Father, the Great Friends and Spir-

itual Helpers of mankind reward them as they so richly

deserve.

Here is the letter. Read it. Ponder its meaning

and significance and send us a word that will give us

added courage to go forward with the Great Work in

America.

THE LETTER.

"Editor Life and Action: It might possibly be of

interest to the friends and readers of your little maga-

zine to learn that in the city of Portland, Oregon,

there is at present one Masonic Lodge, one of the finest

in the state, that presents to each of its newly admitted

members a copy of "The Great Work."

About five years ago the present Grand Master of

Masons for the state of Oregon, who at that time was a

member of the Lodge above referred to, presented a
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copy of "The Great Work" to any member of the Order

who would apply for the book at his office.

Several of the brethren availed themselves of his

generosity; and as a direct result this Lodge now has

a number of members who are interested in the teach-

ings of the Great School, and who also believe that no

earnest, intelligent and honest man can study the vol-

umes of the Harmonic Series without absorbing some of

its philosophy, and thereby becoming a better man, and

likewise a better citizen, of greater value to himself and

his community.

At the beginning of the present year the Lodge

passed a resolution directing its Master to present a

copy of "The Great Work" to each of its newly made
members; and to say that the recipients have appreci-

ated this gift from the Lodge would be expressing it

far too mildly.

After the close of the final ceremonies and lectures,

on the night when the third degree is conferred, the

Master, with a few appropriate words, presents the book

to the newly obligated brother, and requests him to

prepare an analysis of the work, and a promise is ex-

acted of him that some time during his first year as a

member of the Fraternity, he will read this analysis to

the members in open Lodge.

It is needless to say that it is with great pleasure

and expectation that the members of the Lodge look

forward to the coming year when some of these reviews

and analyses will be forthcoming.

De Luxe copies of the book are presented in all in-

stances, for aesthetic as well as practical reasons. "A
thing of ~beauty is a joy forever."
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On one of the fly-leaves in the front part of the

book is traced the following inscription, signed by the

Master of the Lodge

:

"My Brother: In commemoration of your admis-

sion into the Masonic Fraternity, this copy of The Great

Work is presented to you by (Name and Number of

Lodge) A. F. & A. M."
"It is earnestly hoped that it may be an aid to you

in your search for Truth and Knowledge.

Cordially and Fraternally, '

'

Then follow the signature of the Master, and also

the date of presentation.

In one of the sister Lodges of this city the Master

who, by the way, is serving the second year as Master

of his Lodge, has made a present of "The Great Work"
(De Luxe edition) to each brother who has received the

degree of Master Mason in the Lodge during his ad-

ministration.

Without doubt his Lodge, next year, will pass a reso-

lution such as that passed by our own Lodge.

We have heard also that other Lodges are contem-

plating the same course of action

—

"And thus, by an

endless Chain of GIFTS shall the Great Work be es-

tablished."

Cordially and Fraternally,

H. A. KIRKLAND."
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Rendezvous.

Beloved Elder Brother

:

ITH reference to the coming Exposi-

tion, it seems to be the consensus of

opinion among the Students and

Friends out here, that my office would

be the most desirable place—all

things duly considered—for the visit-

ing Students and Friends of the

work to register, on arrival, and make it a sort of

rendezvous during the Exposition, where they may
meet, or arrange for meetings, and thus provide a means

of getting in touch with each other while visiting the

Exposition.

There seems to be no other place in the city so con-

veniently located.

Therefore, if you deem it advisable, you may an-*

nounce in Life and Action the fact that arrangements

have been made for all the Students and Friends of the

Great School who so desire, to register on arrival, at

the offices of C. W. PIKE CO., 22 Battery St., San
Francisco, Cal.

The idea is that each Student or Friend, on ar-

rival in the City, go at once to the address given and

there register giving the date of arrival, how long the

individual expects to remain, where he or she will stop
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while visiting the Exposition, and such other data or

information as may serve to enable the Friends to keep

in touch with each other.

I will undertake to provide all necessary facilities

to make the rendezvous convenient and comfortable to

all who may desire to avail themselves of it for the pur-

poses suggested.

Also, if you think it wise, you might mention in your

announcement that, if possible, the Friends arrange to

be here during some certain two-weeks period; for we
here all feel that if we could have a meeting, such as

would conserve the convenience of the majority of the

Friends visiting, it would undoubtedly be most inter-

esting and profitable to all concerned.

Awaiting your reply, and with grateful thanks, I

am,

Your Friend and Brother,

CHAS. W. PIKE,
22 Battery St., S. F.

The foregoing letter would seem to explain itself

with sufficient clearness and accuracy to make further

comment unnecessary.

The general idea seems to me to be most desirable

and commendable, and it has my unqualified endorse-

ment.

There is only one point which appears to involve

some difficulties, or uncertainties, and that is to deter-

mine upon any particular two-weeks period that would

be most likely to find the largest number there. There

is no way of determining that point, so far as I now
can see; and the only way to do is to select arbitrarily
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a period, and suggest that all who can do so arrange to

be there during that period.

The Exposition opens Feb. 20th, 1915; and, judg-

ing from the habits of people of the East and South, it

would seem to me that the largest number would more

than likely find the time between July 1, and September

1, most convenient.

I will, therefore, suggest the last two weeks in July.

Let it be understood, however, that the rendezvous at

22 Battery Street will be open and available at all times

during the Exposition, from Feb. 20th to the close.

I earnestly hope this arrangement will result in

bringing together a large number of the Students and

Friends of the Work in all sections of the country, and

that their personal acquaintance will prove to be of

great mutual pleasure and benefit.

The pressure of demands of the Work upon me is

such that I hardly dare think of taking the time neces-

sary to make the trip to the Coast—and I am not allow-

ing myself to HOPE for the realization of such a pleas-

ure as that would afford me—but I am going to

—

"Hold the Thought;" and if it be possible, without ap-

parent neglect of my personal responsibilities, I will

be there during the two weeks designated. This, how-

ever, must not be construed as a definite promise to

make the trip. I am only telling what I would like to

do.

With abiding love to all the Students and Friends,

and a hearty wish for their health, happiness and suc-

cess, your Elder Brother,

TK.
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A Thanksgiving

The TK,

My beloved Friend,

NE of the cardinal principles instilled

into my youthful mind by my prep-

school instructor ran like this: "My
son, never consider yourself an ex-

ception." I have found this admoni-

tion a valuable check to the very hu-

man tendency to indulge in this or

that, when, under the circumstances, all others could

not so indulge with propriety. I am about to run

rough-shod over the admonition this morning, in obedi-

ence to a desire to write a short note of THANKS-
GIVING to you.

It runs through my mind in this manner: "What
right have you to command the time and attention of

the Elder Brother? Then, why not? What is he so

busy about, anyway?
Answer. He is working for mankind.

Well, isn't it right that he should know that his

Work for Mankind is appreciated; and that it is ef-

fecting, here and there, the purpose for which he is

laboring? If no one ever tells him, how is he to know

that his siege guns are hitting the target?

He has a right to know ; he ought to know ; I am one
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of the targets; the bombardment has been wonderfully

effective, and the capitulation of the enemy is uncondi-

tional ; I have a right to tell him.

The logic seems good; everyone has a right to tell

him; the "admonition" is not applicable.

The Elder Brother has a right to receive, but he has

no right to respond to individual messages of this kind,

because individual responses upon his part disturb

the equilibrium that should exist between us in the

matter of GIVING and RECEIVING, by further in-

creasing our receipts from him, the which are already

far beyond our present ability to balance."

When I began taking stock this morning I found

that by far the largest item on the debit side of the

life-ledger was the LIGHT, the LIFE, and the IN-

SPIRATION that have come to me through the HAR-
MONIC SERIES. There is light now where once there

was mist and cloud and sometimes murky blackness;

there is abundant and joyous life now where once there

was heavily laden existence; there is never failing in-

spiration now where there was formerly misgiving,

doubt, and fear bordering on despair.

As I have received so am I trying to give, as oppor-

tunity offers, and I am surprised at the number of op-

portunities that come, as well as saddened at the num-

ber of those who have eyes that cannot see and ears

that cannot hear and hearts that cannot understand.

I feel that you would like to know of the splendid

response my class made some months ago to a case of

need in our community:

The father of a family of small children was taken

with Typhoid Fever some months ago, had a relapse as
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he began to recover, and is still confined to his bed. He
was a clerk in a grocery store, with no resources ex-

cept his salary, and no one upon whom he had a legiti-

mate eall for help. I suggested the opportunity for

service to my class and instantly they subscribed the

sum of $50 monthly so long as the need exists. It is

now the fourth month and the subscriptions have all

been paid promptly and individual members of the

class have given constant personal attention to the

stricken family.

There are those who believe that the man's physical

life was saved by the change from despair to courage

that came into his heart when his family was pro-

vided for. The splendid effect upon the helpers has

been not a small part of the good results of the act.

Our people have much to say of
'

' saving faith,
'

' and

many of them are mortally afraid that they have not

"exercised" such faith as will "bring them through"

at the last day. According to the Methodist Discipline,

"Salvation by faith only is a wholesome doctrine and

very full of comfort."

I have been meditating upon the Great School's

definition of Faith. It doesn't say that you must be-

lieve or be damned ; that you must believe whether you

can or not. But it says that faith is a conviction,

based upon both Reason and Conscience. A conviction

is a belief that takes hold of one with a grip of steel,

that permeates one 's very nature, that is second in point

of satisfaction only to knowledge; being founded upon

reason and conscience, it can never be forced, it must

come naturally. It will always come to every sincere

traveler on the road to the South; it may be faint and
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weak when he begins the journey but it will increase

in strength and grip as the traveler proceeds.

To be sure, "The Just shall live by faith," for he

who does justice and walks uprightly, will have this

very "conviction" to sustain him when he meets the

Lions on the Way. His courage will not forsake him

nor will his heart melt when he meets the seeming

misfortunes, calamities and disasters of life. He will

LIVE through it all in the "conviction" that no ulti-

mate evil can come to him, so long as his face is set

steadfastly toward the Land of Liberty and Light.

After a while this faith will merge into KNOWL-
EDGE. How much more satisfying this is than a

timid and faltering hope, can be appreciated only by

one who has tried them both. Am I forgiven for let-

ting you know what it means to me?
I beg to be always remembered as

Your loving brother,

P.

ANSWER.
Beloved Brother: I thank you from the N. by N.

E. corner of my Soul, for "running rough-shod" over

the admonition of your onetime prep-school instructor,

never to consider yourself an "exception." For, in

the particular instance you are certainly an "excep-

tion."

I cannot believe I am to be denied entirely, and

forever, all comfort and inspiration that come to me
from a knowledge of the fact that the things I have

worked so hard for these thirty years and more have

accomplished some small measure of the beneficent re-

sults intended for them. True, my own feelings alone
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are by no means all that are to be considered ; but they

surely have some small place in the considerations of

value.

Anyway, I thank you for your generous and
thoughtful consideration of me, and I assure you that

your expressions of personal interest and sympathy

have done me good, and made me happier. And I

cannot persuade myself that there is any wrong in

that; for it has made me stronger and more hopeful of

the future than ever before, and is not this good?

Yes, my dear Friend, I find that I am just selfish

enough to be willing to RECEIVE my share of the

benefits, and to enjoy the blessings they bring with

them.

I could never tell you, in words, the good it has

done me to know of the splendid and truly noble work

of your class in the case of the poor father who was

taken with typhoid fever and was compelled to depend

upon the help of others to care for his family. That

was splendid; and I want you to tell your class that

they have placed me in their debt for giving me the

joy that comes to me from knowing of their generous

help to those who suffer and are in such dire need.

I am sure they are all happier for having thus ex-

tended the hand of true fellowship to a brother in the

hour of his need; and in this they have their just re-

ward ; but I want them also to know how deeply I ap-

preciate and commend their action, and how deeply I

thank them for it.

With abiding love,

Your Friend and Elder Brother,

TK.
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Appeal to Patriotsm

E understand that certain measures have

been introduced in Congress which, if

successfully carried through and en-

acted into law, will result in the gross-

est violation of the fundamental rights

of every loyal citizen of our beloved

country, and establish a precedent that will be difficult

to overcome.

We refer to such measures as those discussed in the

various newspapers of recent date, whose purpose is to

prohibit (indirectly) the free discussion of religion and

religious interests, in the public press of our country.

It is well understood, in certain religio-political quar-

ters, that Roman Catholics throughout the country in-

tend to get a bill through Congress prohibiting certain

anti-Roman journals from using the United States mails

for distribution to their patrons and subscribers.

It makes no difference what journals these religio-

political zealots have in mind, nor that Life and Action

is one of them, nor what particular Church is back of

their efforts ; the point of vital interest is that any such

measure strikes at one of the fundamental principles of

our Government—the freedom of speech, and the free-

dom of the press to discuss any question that is of inter-
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est to the citizens of our country, or any considerable

number of them, and to make use of the natural chan-

nels of distribution provided by our country to all its

citizens, and for which they are assessed.

We feel that the time has come for action; and, in-

deed, if this violation of our sacred rights is to be pre-

vented, definite action must be taken at once by every

individual who appreciates the meaning of "LIFE,
LIBERTY AND THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS."

To that end, we suggest—yea, urge—every reader of

this article, every Friend of Free Speech and a Free

Press to write at once to your Representative in Con-

gress, urging him to vote against, and work against, any

measure seeking to exclude from the U. S. Mails any

publication discussing or criticising any Church, re-

ligion, creed, dogma, doctrine or policy. Do this at

once, for time is of the utmost importance.

Once let such a measure become a law of the land,

and we are no longer a government "of the people, by

the people and for the people"; but a government "of
Rome, by Rome and for Rome"—and the Roman Cath-

olic Church!

Write to your Representative TO-DAY!!
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Easter Offerings

"When during the Christmas Holidays the Indo-Amer-
ican Book Company presented to the reading public

Volume I of the "QUESTION BOX," we had no idea

this little book would become so useful and so popular
in so short a time.

It was prepared at the urgent request of the stu-

dents and readers who wished answers to the many ques-

tions, asked the TK, in a more condensed and concrete
form than had been set forth in the magazines; and
where, also, they could turn to them instantly.

Since this first volume was issued there has been an
insistent demand for Volume II, and to satisfy our
many readers and friends, Volume II of this series will

be issued in time for the Easter Holidays, April 4.

It will be in outward form, an exact duplicate of Vol-

ume I, with perhaps a few pages more, or less, and will,

like the other, sell postpaid for $1.00 per copy.

The Spirit of the Work
Ever since the first article on "The Spirit of the

Work'' was given to the public in the April-May issue

of "Life and Action," 1912, Students, Friends and
Readers have requested us to print in book form, for

ready reference, that, and the succeeding articles.

We at last, to meet the demand, have deemed it wise
to do so ; and we hope to have Volume I of this series

ready for distribution for the Easter Holidays.
It is unnecessary to speak of the great good, moral

effect, scientific data and great fund of information with
which these articles abound.

"We do not hesitate to state, without fear of contra-

diction, that these articles have been productive of pro-

found and lasting benefit to our many readers every-

where.
This volume will be printed on P. M. Text paper,

bound in Interlaken cloth, and will sell, postpaid, for

$1.00 per copy.
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THE BRIDGE BUILDER.

An old man, going a lone highway,

Came at the evening, cold and gray,

To a chasm vast and deep and wide.

The old man crossed in the twilight dim,

The sullen stream had no fear for him;

But he turned when safe on the other side

And built a bridge to span the tide.

"Old man," said a fellow-pilgrim near,

"You are wasting your strength with building here;

Your journey will end with the ending day,

You never again will pass this way;

You've crossed the chasm deep and wide,

Why build you this bridge at evening tide?"

The builder lifted his old gray head

—

"Good friend, in the path I have come," he said,

"There followeth after me today

A youth whose feet must pass this way.

This chasm that has been as nought to me,
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be;

He, too, must cross in the twilight dim

—

Good friend, I am building this bridge for him!"
—Selected.
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Vol. VI May-June 1915 No. IV

Question Box
By The TK

QUESTION—If it is true that all physical matter

has a spiritual counterpart, then how is it possible for

a spiritual being (a disembodied man for instance) to

pass through a wall of physical matter—as stated in

"Bridging The Great Divide"? In that case we should

have two spiritual bodies (that of the wall and that of

the man) occupying "the same space at the same time"

—which is said to be a scientific impossibility.

ANSWER—It is not scientifically accurate to say

that "All physical matter has a spiritual counterpart."

The term "spiritual" is not scientifically correct in this

connection. It should read: "All physical matter has

an ethereal counterpart." In this case the apparent

discrepancy at once disappears, and we do not have

two bodies of the same refinement occupying the same

space at the same time.

But it is literally and scientifically possible for two

spiritual bodies to occupy the same space at the same
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time; in exactly the same sense that sand and buck-

shot (poured into a gallon measure together until the

vessel is full) occupy "the same space at the same

time."

For, there are differing degrees of refinement of

particle in spiritual matter, exactly analogous to that

in physical matter. In this case, two differing grades

of spiritual matter may occupy a spiritual vessel at

the same time, just as sand and buck-shot may occupy

the same physical vessel at the same time.

You must not forget that the world of spiritual

matter has its analogies all the way through, to the

world of physical matter. It is not, however, scientific-

ally accurate to call the counterpart of physical matter

"spiritual." The term "ethereal" is the correct one

to employ. And this correction alone, I trust, will re-

move what appears to you to be a mistake in the state-

ment you refer to. The ethereal counterpart of physical

matter is much less refined in particle than is the spirit-

ual body of a man, or other human being.

"Why, then, is it that a spiritual man cannot pass

through the physical body of a living human being

on the physical plane? Because it is already occupied

by the spiritual body of the human man to whom it

belongs.

QUESTION—Of the two "Pathways," we are told

that they are not mere figures of speech, but realities,

scientifically established. This obviously applies to the

description of the results attained by those who travel

these respective "Paths"; but are we to understand

also that the designations "North" and "South" are
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literal, or merely figurative to illustrate opposite direc-

tions, as "upward" and "downward" are commonly

used? Or, are these specific directions by visible indi-

cations of the points of the compass that can be per-

ceived by those who have sufficiently advanced upon

the Path to the South?

ANSWER—They are mere figures of speech to indi-

cate opposite directions. Their scientific value has ref-

erence only to the results attained by those who travel

the respective Paths.

QUESTION—The following I ask most reverently,

and not in the attitude of a critic, for I well know that

the words are those of profound wisdom, the utterance

of the Great School. Near the conclusion of the

Prayer—"We shall hope one day" . . . halts me
momentarily, when I repeat it. Surely it does not

mean that we must defer our beginning to hope, till

some future period. Can the word "shall' be omitted

and preserve the full meaning of the Prayer to the

Great School?

ANSWER—It is just possible; but I hardly think

so. It is evident, to me, that you have been giving

to the word "shall" a meaning not at all intended b^
the School, or the Great Friends. It was I who for-

mulated the ancient Prayer into English expression,

and I did so to express the following concept received

from the Great Master:

"Be our Friend ; Be our Helper ; Lead

us ; Point us to ; Bear with us ; Do
these things for us, and we shall hope that at sometime
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in the future we may be able to stand with YOU, "In
the midst," etc.

That is the present interpretation of the ancient in-

tent of the Great Friends, and it was given to me by
the Great Master who was, and still is, my Instructor,

Brother and Great Friend. It seems to me that I have

given it literal and exact expression in the formula-

tion as you find it on the closing page of "The Great

Work." And if I am correct in this, the word "shall"

could hardly be omitted without giving to the entire

expression a slightly different meaning from that inr

tended.

QUESTION—Can you deduce anything from the

following, which appeared to be a real and vivid per-

sonal experience on my part; or, was the whole affair

purely imaginative? Some weeks ago a young lady, a

relative, passed out of the physical; her last hours she

appeared to be in a deep sleep. For about two hours

before her breathing ceased, I saw with perfect distinct-

ness and clearness what appeared to be a bright man
kneeling close beside her with outstretched hands, as

if waiting to bear her away. Another man appeared

bearing an antique water-jar on his shoulder. He
poured the contents over her and her physical body

began to dissolve and detach itself from the spiritual

within. All this experience was dissociated from the

actual physical surroundings. The situation of the

"vision" was that of a sunny meadow; and the dying

girl was lying under a small tree standing alone near

the middle of an open ground. I did not see the

passing of the spiritual body either in the "vision"
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or the reality. The " vision" was clearly apparent all

the while until very near the end; the actual cessation

of her breathing came suddenly and unexpectedly.

ANSWER—Such experiences are not so infrequent

or uncommon as they might appear to those who are

unfamiliar with psychic phenomena. There are com-

paratively a large number of people everywhere who
have psychic experiences more or less analogous to this

one you have described. But because of their fear of

being misunderstood, or of being adjudged insane, or

"queer," they keep them from even their closest friends

and relatives. And they are, perhaps, wise in so doing;

for the majority of mankind are, as yet, too unfamiliar,

with experiences upon the psychic plane to be able to

give them an unbiased consideration.

Your experience was not a mere imagination, but a

genuine psychic experience. It was the result of the ef-

forts of some of your spiritual friends who were present

on the spiritual planes and who desired to convey to you,

some definite and convincing evidence of their presence

and their interest. They knew of your psychic develop-

ment and doubtless endeavored thus to convey to you

a message of sympathy, or symbolic lesson of some kind

which they hoped you would understand.

The exact meaning they sought to convey to you

is not entirely clear to me ; but it would seem, at least,

to convey the message of assurance that the passing

spirit would not be left to wander alone in the spirit

world, but would be received and cared for by those who
understand the meaning of the transition and were

ready and willing to serve "those who need."

The symbolism of the antique water-jar and the dis-
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solution of the body is susceptible to various readings;

but I shall not assume to determine which, if either,

is the one sought to be conveyed to you. It is, perhaps,

sufficient for you to have the definite assurance that

the experience was not a mere imagination on your

part, but something entitled to be classed as a "per-

sonal experience"—even though its exact meaning may
not, as yet, be clear to you, or to myself.

QUESTION—Is the "City of Life" (p. 437, "The

Great Work") an actual city in appearance and char-

acteristics, or rather a land, or environment?

ANSWER—There are many "Cities" upon the spir-

itual planes of life; and they are all "real" in both

appearance and characteristics. To the individual who
is passing from this physical life and first glimpses any

one of them as he emerges from the "Valley of the

Shadow," it is to him a "City of Life"—or even The
1

' City of Life
'

'—until he becomes sufficiently acquainted

with his new environment to know that there are other

Cities in the new country of his spiritual nativity.

From all of which you will understand that in the

particular instance to which you refer, the expression

"City of Life" was employed figuratively, in that it

was used in a general sense, to designate the fact that

all who pass from this life of earth into the spiritual

world may rightfully expect to behold a "City" in

that new World of Life—and that, to him, it will be a

real "City of Life."

QUESTION—Recently I was present at a lecture on

the subject of the "Signs of the Zodiac," or at least
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covering that theme. At one point the lecturer hesi-

tated for some time, and looked down at the table as if

consulting a manuscript. Just then I saw, standing on

his right side and talking in his ear, the astral body

of a man in Hindoo attire. Once more the lecturer

became fluent as his astral visitor tapped him vigor-

ously on the shoulder, at short intervals. After some

twenty minutes the astral form sat down, in the chair'

to the right of the lecturer, and in a few moments there-

after the lecturer closed his address.

The next day my wife met him on the street, and

asked him, rather unceremoniously, who his astral friend

was. He appeared to be greatly astonished that anyone

could see him, and stated in reply that it was his guru

whom he always summoned when he was in need of help.

I learned later that two other persons present at the

lecture saw the same astral individual, or guru.

Now I have in no way cultivated or used my former

subjective sight and hearing, for some six years past;

but does the fact of my having this sight, unsought

and unexpected, indicate that I was in a subjective con-

dition at the time?

ANSWER—No, it does not necessarily indicate that

;

for with one who is LIVING THE LIFE from day to

day, as you have been doing all these years to the best

of your abilities, it is possible for you to develop inde-

pendent vision at almost any time. As you will re-

member, I have told you positively, and without quali-

fications, that one who is living the life is all the time

developing spiritually along constructive lines ; and that

in due time he will grow naturally into the use of his
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spiritual senses normally and independently. The very

fact that you have been living the life during these six

years, is definite and positive evidence that you are not

developing subjectively; and hence, the experience was

a normal and independent one.

But you reply, it came to you unsought and unex-

pected; is not this proof positive that it is not inde-

pendent—in other words, that it is subjective?

No! The first development of independent vision

comes unsought. From that point forward you must

learn to control it—to open your spiritual eyes and

shut them at your own will. And this may take a little

time and practice, just as every other new achievement

does, in order to use it with facility and ease. But if

you go on living the life without a lapse of any kind,

you need not fear subjective development; and in a

very short time you will have gained absolute control

of your spiritual senses, and thus have achieved inde-

pendent spiritual vision. I congratulate you on the

progress you have made in the right direction.

QUESTION—I understand that the guru above re-

ferred to is still in the physical body. In that case,

was the lecturer necessarily in a subjective condition,

under the hypnotic control of the guru?

ANSWER—No, not necessarily; but from what you

have told me of the dishonorable conduct of the lec-

turer, it follows beyond all question, that in this par-

ticular case the relation was hypnotic, and the lecturer

was in a subjective condition at the time.

QUESTION—Among many New Thought writers

the idea is held so persistently that to those who earn-
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estly desire things, whether it be Truth, or a more

specific knowledge applicable to their own personal

needs, the "Great Universal Reservoir of Knowledge"

will, somehow, automatically supply the need—much as

a reservoir delivers water to points of a lower level,

if the connection is made. The teaching seems to be,

in effect, that knowledge will come without effort, other

than the mere "sending out of the desire" for it. That,

in fact, seems to be the way in which most of the New
Thought writers get their material for publication ; for,

in most cases it is apparently nothing but mere asser-

tion, with no reference whatever to any authentic source

of knowledge. This feature, somehow, is distasteful to

one who is accustomed to seeing people acqure their

knowledge, on the plane of material science, only through

laborious effort. The terms "Spirit of Truth" and

"Spirit of Knowledge" are often used by modern New
Thought writers.

Do these claims of the New Thought apostles have

any basis in fact, as verified by the Great School; and

is this a modernization of the idea of the Holy Spirit

and its manifold activities, as recorded in the Bible?

ANSWER—Only to the mind that is prepared to

receive it is knowledge ever accessible. To the searcher

after knowledge an earnest desire is one of the funda-

mental prerequisites of its obtention. But that is not

all. To desire must be added personal effort. Add to

these also an Intelligence capable of receiving and assim-

ilating knowledge, and we have the elements that are

essential to the acquisition of knowledge. Omit any one

of these and we have taken from the foundation a sup-

port that will cause the downfall of the superstructure,

sooner or later. [ Page 197 ]
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I am aware of the fact that there has grown, in this

country at least, among those who think along certain

metaphysical lines, the idea that DESIRE alone con-

stitutes a power sufficient in itself to draw to it what-

ever the Soul in which it exists can clearly and defi-

nitely conceive. For illustration : Desire wealth—with

a desire that holds within itself sufficient intensity, con-

tinuity, determination, hope, expectancy, faith, cer-

tainty, and the elements of Nature will fall into line

with that desire and bring its materialization into actual

results.

I do not know, however, that these who hold to such

views are correctly known and designated as Students

of New Thought, or "New Thoughters. '

' Perhaps you

may be right in so designating them—I am not sure,

however.

Of this, however, I am sure, namely, that they omit

from the formulary of their findings, some of the funda-

mental elements that are necessary to the acquisition of

the results they seek. "Seek, and ye shall find; knock,

and it shall be opened unto you," are the doctrines

taught by the Master, are they not? But in the very

fundament of each declaration is contained something

more than simple Desire. To seek means to put forth

the personal effort necessary to the accomplishment of

that command. To knock, also means to do the thing

that will bring the result desired.

Of course, desire precedes the act in each instance;

but it is just as true that the act follows the desire in

every instance. In other words, it requires both the

desire and the personal effort in line with that desire,

to accomplish the end sought. And finally, there must
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be an Intelligence capable of receiving the thing sought,

and making the right use of it in the economy of

Nature.

QUESTION—Can you explain to me what caused

the difference between Cain and Abel? I have asked

several ministers of the various religious denominations,

but am unable to obtain anything definite or satisfac-

tory.

ANSWER—Your statement comforts me. I am glad

to know that the ministers you have consulted have been

so frank and so honest with you. My own personal

experience with the ministry has been such as to sug-

gest that they do not always differentiate very carefully

between the things they know, those they assume to

know, and those they only believe. And this apparent

general lack of careful differentiation on their part has

had a tendency to shake one's faith in their wisdom,

or their integrity. It would be far better for the Cause

of Truth, if all those charged with the responsibilities

of Teachers and Ministers, would also charge themselves

with the responsibility of differentiating at all times,

most carefully, between their knowledge, their assumed

knowledge and their beliefs. The Members of the Great

School try to do this. I have tried to do it in all that

I have given to the world in definite published form,

but I am not sure that I have always succeeded.

I cannot answer your question. I do not know. I

have noted what seems to me to be an interesting fact

in this connection, however, and which may not be out

of place in this connection. It is this : In the course of

my life I have come into the closest and most intimate
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personal friendship and acquaintance with five different

pairs of twins; and in every instance they have repre-

sented the very antithesis of each other in point of

the fundamentals of human Character. In each pair

one has stood for honesty, loyalty, gentleness, kindness,

sympathy, courtesy, and all that is beautiful, true and

good in human character; while the other has stood for

dishonesty, disloyalty, rudeness, harshness, cruelty and

discourtesy.

The antithesis in these instances has been, if any-

thing, even more pronounced and marked than has been

observable among other members of the same families.

From the viewpoint of heredity, astrology, environ-

ment and what is known as the Law of Individual

Development, there would seem to be some unknown

quantity that enters into lives of twins—something that

would almost seem to overrule all the known elements;

which enter into the development of the ethical indi-

viduality.

It may be, however, that my own personal observa-

tions are not sustained by the broader experience of

mankind. That is, my own observations may, perhaps,

be exceptions to the general rule (if, indeed, there is a

" general rule" governing humanity in this regard).

I have a theory which would appear (to me) to

account for this rather remarkable phenomenon, but I

shall not state it here, lest it might be misconstrued as

an effort on my part to answer your question—after

having admitted my ignorance on the subject.

QUESTION—One noted teacher said: "Boy is 40%
play, 40% fight, 5% work and 5% religion." A num-
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ber of prominent educators claim that the "boy age"

is a savage period; that then it is natural for him to

destroy property and life ; in other words, he is but a

small savage. What place, if any, have play and amuse-

ment in the Constructive Process? Is it true that, do

what we will, every boy must pass through this savage

period?

ANSWER—It may be that the percentages 40%,
40%, 5%, 5%, above suggested are justified by observa-

tion; I do not know. But I am convinced—from years

of close touch with boy-life, and from having been a

boy myself at one time in the "dim and distant ages"

—that "play" is as truly a part of the average boy's

nature as it is a part of the average kitten's life and

nature. And I am convinced also that it must be taken

into consideration in the development of any wholesome

and normal course of development of the boy to the

man, through educational processes.

By actual personal experience I have demonstrated,

in other years, that through a proper appeal to the play-

ful, fun-loving side of boy's nature, a very large per-

centage of that which ordinarily passed with him for

"work," can be transferred to the account of "play,"

or at least "entertainment," without in the least de-

tracting from its value to him as a part of his "educa-

tion," and at the same time the pleasure and joy of

his life may thus be many times multiplied, without

detriment to him in any way.

But a proper understanding of this side of hoy

nature will make clear to any man the fact that the

average boy is no more a "Savage" than is the average

man. In truth, the examples which most influence boys
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toward "savagery" are those set them by MEN. The

average boy is influenced by nothing so much as by his

desire and ambition to be a "man." And the kind of

man that fixes the general trend of his character is the

man who exercises the largest influence over his daily

life and habits. IF that man is, in his own life and

conduct, essentially a savage, the boy soon yields to his

influence and becomes a "little savage," as he is so

often designated.

But, on the other hand, if the man who holds that

vital place in his life is, in his essential nature and con-

duct, a gentleman, a true nobleman, a man whose life

is an inspiration to the beautiful, the true and the good,

—you can depend upon it just as truly and securely

as before, that whatever there may be of the savage in

his nature, if any at all, will soon disappear, and he

will grow steadily and surely toward the ideal of his

ambitions, and become a man who, in turn, will become

an ideal and an inspiration to other boys in the years

to come.

The spirit of "play" in the boy is natural, and it

can be turned to good by those who understand the

method; and by a proper appeal to that side of his

nature, it is possible to smooth the pathway of boyhood

wonderfully, and open to him possibilities of legitimate

enjoyment which are unknown to the average boy of

today. And all this may be accomplished without in

the least violating the fundamental principles of Moral-

ity and Service, for which the Great School and its Work
Stand.

You have opened a question of the most profound

and vital importance, and it is one that is justly en-
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titled to the honest and earnest consideration of every

loyal American Citizen; for it is a question that goes

directly to the very foundation of all true and loyal

citizenship. 1 trust you will give it further considera-

tion, as well as do what you can to bring it to the

consideration of your fellow-men and students.

QUESTION—On page 406 of the G. W. these words

occur: "For this reason, if for no other, it will be

observed how vitally important it is that each indi-

vidual in the physical body should understand how to

exercise voluntary control over the Magnetic Element

of his own organism.
'

' My question is : Can you in-

form one just how this can be done without a special

training therefor?

ANSWER—No, I cannot explain the process suffici-

ently, through this medium, to make it entirely clear

enough for all practical purposes. There are some

phases of the subject that demand careful psychic study.

But after the fundamental principle is entirely clear

to you, it would be possible for you to go on and on

indefinitely, until you have entirely mastered the sub-

ject. This is one of the subjects I am holding in abey-

ance until I shall be able to present it fully and com-

pletely, in book form. Be patient, and I will get to it

in due time,—if my life is spared.

QUESTION—Matter is (a) Physical, (b) Ethereal,

(c) Spiritual; Have I An Ethereal body?

ANSWER—Yes. It is, however, generally desig-

nated as Magnetic.
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QUESTION—"For in the Tribunal of Nature he

is in a Court of Absolute Justice, from whose jurisdic-

tion there is no possible change of venue, against whose

decrees there are no injunctions nor stays of execution,

and from whose Judgments there are no appeals."

Now, how can this be made to harmonize with the 7th

Beattitude: "Blessed are the merciful; for they shall

obtain mercy."?

ANSWER—Only by a proper understanding of what

constitutes
'
'Mercy. '

'

QUESTION—How do you account for the differ-

ences in intelligences of different people?

ANSWER—I don't. I have some ideas on the sub-

ject, however, which have come to me as a result of my
discussions of the subject with the various Great Friends

and Members of the Great School. Some of these ideas

are as follows: (a) There is an essential and inherent

difference in the mental individuality of any one man
from all others, just as there is an essential and inherent

difference between the individuality of his physical

organism and that of each and every other man in all

the universe, so far as we know. If this idea be correct,

then I might answer your question by saying that I

account for the differences in inteligence by the simple

suggestion that "All men are essentially different, from

the beginning." In other words, we see that men are

different from each other in their physical bodies, their

physical powers, their looks, and their sizes and shapes,

and that this suggests that there is a general principle

of "Differentiation" which runs through all nature

—
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thus accounting for the differences of Intelligence along

with the differences of individuality and personality,

only because it is so. (b) There are those who account

for the differences to which you refer, by what they

understand as the Law of Reincarnation—or re-birth

into this physical life many times.

QUESTION—How do you account for an idiot %

ANSWER—Again I must plead "Not Guilty." I

do not account for Idiots. I can, however, conceive

that there may be imperfect physical organisms. In

truth, we see about us almost every day, men and women
whom we term "Dwarfs," because of certain defects

in their physical bodies that make them misshapen.

Various causes may be assigned, affecting the foetus of

the infant during its prenatal life. In the same way
it would seem possible that the brain of the unborn

child may be subject to similar abnormal conditions,

resulting in its virtual "dwarfing" to such an extent

that it may cease to be an instrument of voluntary

service to the individual intelligence and Soul to whom
it belongs.

Much may be said on this subject, most of which,

however, would be speculative and of little or no scien-

tific value.

QUESTION—Is the connection between us and our

dear ones in the spirtual world so close that they are

conscious of what we do and, especially, of our grief

for them?

ANSWER—Yes, under ordinary conditions.
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QUESTION—Does our grief for them affect them
unpleasantly, or painfully? If so, how?
ANSWER—Yes. In precisely the same way you

are painfully or unpleasantly affected by the grief of

one of your loved ones on this side of life. In addition

to this, there are certain magnetic attractions between

us here and our loved ones there which may, under cer-

tain conditions, bind the spiritual loved one to earthly

conditions in a way to interfere with its liberty of indi-

vidual progress in that life.

QUESTION—The ancients and certain Schools of

Modern Thinkers hold that the primal elements are

earth, air, fire and water, and that these four things

play a very important part, not only in our physical

bodies and elsewhere in physical matter, but also in

man's psychic constitution. If water plays as important

a part in the psychic world as it does in our physical

bodies (of which, I understand, it constitutes over 90%),
it must surely be worthy of considerable attention. I

have read somewhere, that he who drinks much water

thereby strengthens and feeds the astral body. I have

repeatedly read how important a part personal cleanli-

ness plays in spiritual unfoldment ; and I have read how
the neophytes in the Ancient Mysteries were required

frequently to bathe, and how this ceremony of ablution,

or lustration, is symbolized in different Masonic Degrees.

I have been informed also that it is easier to observe

certain psychic phenomena close to the water than else-

where. May I ask for some information as to what part

water does play in psychic unfoldment and phenomena ?

ANSWER—That which the Great School designates
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"The Vital Element of Water," is, indeed, a most im-

portant element in the process of Spiritual Unfoldment,

as well as in the production of certain so-called "psychic

phenomena." It is for this reason that water forms so

large and important an ingredient of a proper system

of dietetics for the Student who is devoting himself

to the work of Spiritual Unfoldment. It is for this

reason also that water is so freely used as a cleansing

element through its application to the physical body

in baths and ablutions, recommended by Members of

the Great School to their Students in the course of their

regular instruction. In the process of genuine "Mate-

rialization," as this is accomplished by the Great Mas-

ters, it is chiefly the element they obtain from water that

they use in "clothing upon" the spiritual form suffi-

cient physical material to bring the form within the

range of physical vision.

QUESTION—I have before me a volume entitled

"Hinduism in Europe and America," by Elizabeth A.

Reed, A. M., published by G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1914.

The author is openly a partisan of modern ortho-

doxy, and appears to find little worthy of praise in any

of the cults of India. Of importance to the Great

School, is the matter under Chapter IX, "Hinduism and

Christianity," in which about five pages are devoted to

an alleged expose of the author of "The Unknown Life

of Jesus Christ." It is claimed that the whole story

of M. Notovitch is a fabrication, and that in order to

give the matter a "thorough sifting," Mr. J. Archibald

Douglas, a professor in the Government College at Agra,

made a visit to the Himnis monastery, and had an inter-
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view with the "Superior," a venerable man who had

been so long in office that he must have been the man
interviewed by the Russian, if there had been any truth

in his story. The old chief is said to have pronounced

the whole matter "Lies! Lies! Lies! and nothing else."

Prof. Douglas satisfied himself that "no Russian with

a broken leg had ever been there, and no such document

had ever been in the convent, or had been heard of

there."

"A sufficient statement was made out, and it was

then sworn to by the Chief Lama in the presence of

Archibald Douglas and Mr. Shamwell Joldan, the late

postmaster of Ladakh, and the official papers were sent

to Prof. F. Max Muller."

It is the writer's understanding that the Indo-Amer-

ican Book Co. does not assume responsibility for the

story of M. Notovitch, and yet the Great School, no

doubt, has evidence which makes the story seem plausi-

ble, at least. The writter is by no means convinced of

the fraudulency of the story of M. Notovitch, yet it

cannot be denied that the alleged expose affords for-

midable ammunition for critics, and it occurs to the

writer that the Book Co. may wish to make its position

clear before much damage to the Cause of Truth can

be wrought by orthodox critics of the type quoted.

ANSWER—You are entirely corect in assuming that

the Book Co. does not assume any responsibility for the

story of M. Notovitch ; and it made that fact known

at the time it first decided to handle the book. In mak-

ing this statement, however, I do not wish to lend

any force whatever to the alleged "expose" of M. Noto-

vitch to which you refer. I wish, on the contrary, to

concur with you in your statement that you are by no
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means convinced of the fraudulency of the story of

M. Notoviteh.

In truth, I want to say in this connection, that there

is a Record of the life and work of Jesus in India. It

constitutes a part of the Records of the Great School.

I have seen that Record. And it was because of this

fact that I was led to recommend to the Indo-American

Book Co. the publication, or circulation, of M. Noto-

viteh 's book, "The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ"

—

after disclaiming any definite knowledge on the sub-

ject. And while the Book Co. has made its disclaimer,

as suggested, I want to say in this connection, that I

am fully convinced that M. Notoviteh did have access

to some document which gave him an account of the

subject which does not radically differ, in substance,

from the main and vital statements contained in the

Record of the School to which I have referred. True,

they are not identical ; and in some points there are dif-

ferences which I am unable to account for. But there

are enough vital points of agreement to establish, in

my own mind, the fact that M. Notoviteh did have access

to some document purporting to be a story of the Life

of Jesus in India. The story he has published contains

so many points of agreement with the ancient Records

as to convince me beyond all question, that M. Notoviteh

did not fabricate the story himself. It would be almost

miraculous for any man to fabricate such a story, in

such general agreement with the ancient Records, with-

out having seen a record of some kind containing the

principal points of vital importance to the general out-

line of the story.

I am not in position to pass intelligently upon the
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merits of the "expose" which Mr. Douglas and Mr.

Joldan are alleged to have made. I am impressed, how-

ever, by the seeming fact that they were not entirely un-

biased nor unprejudiced, but may have had a motive

sufficient to destory the merit of their report.

But even if it were shown beyond all question that

M. Notovitch was never crippled in the manner stated

by him, or that he was never at the old monastery

named, I should still believe that he had been in posir

tion to consult some document which contained a partial

record of the actual life and doings of Jesus while in

India. And I should base this conclusion upon the facts

which I have hereinbefore stated. In other words, I

cannot believe that he was capable of fabricating such

a story as his book contains, even if I believed him dis-

honest enough to be willing to do such a thing.

QUESTION—What can it be that makes me feel so

broken-hearted when I think of Jesus? I do not give

up to it, lest it may be emotional mediumship. Even
now, I can hardly resist the impulse to weep, but I will

not yield to it and the feeling will soon pass and may
not return for months, or years, or possibly never. It

came over me at the funeral of my old-time S. S. teacher,

last winter, and I wept almost hysterically while my
present teacher held my hands and tried to quiet me.

It was not sorrow for my departed friend; moreover,

I had the distinct feeling afterwards that the impulse

was due to some outside psychic influence; it came so

suddenly, with the music, the casket and the flowers,

that I could not resist it, although I am not at all the

"weepy" sort, ordinarily.
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ANSWER—You were still sufficiently sensitive, as

a result of your former psychic experiences and condi-

tion, to open the way for your former spiritual asso-

ciates and ''guides" to reach you subjectively; and

they availed themselves of the opportunity to remind

you of the fact that under certain conditions they still

could exercise some small measure of influence over

you. If the experience serves to stimulate your deter-

mination to travel the "Road to the South" in future,

you need not be sorry it came to you. You have done

splendidly in so far overcoming the effects of the former

years of your subjective development, and I trust you

will continue in the constructive pathway until this

one remaining "weepy" impulse shall return no more.

QUESTION—"The Crucifixion by an Eye-Witness"

has been under consideration and criticism by the Board

of Managers of our Public Library. They have retired

the book from circulation for the present. I agreed

to forward the criticism to you; and if not contrary to

your principle, and you have the time, we will appre-

ciate a comment from the Editor-in-Chief.

ANSWER—As I have explained in a number of per-

sonal letters to inquiring correspondents, since the little

book was published :—The copy of the book came to me

from the source and in the manner stated in my fore-

word. Every statement therein made by me was and is

literally true, so far as my own part in its publication

by the Indo-American Book Co. I had never seen nor

heard of the book until it came to me from the lady

who found it among the Masonic archives of her father,

after his death. It so impressed me at the time that I
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set in motion an inquiry for the purpose of ascertaining

if other copies could be located. I placed an order

with each of a number of the leading Antiquarian Book

Houses throughout the central and eastern parts of the

U. S. After months of diligent effort on their part

they each reported to me that no other copy could be

found. This fact still further impressed me with the

possible value of the MS. In the course of my researches

I located one of the printers who got out the book from

the MS. furnished; and from this printer learned that

he had suffered a good deal of annoyance at the time

of its publication, or immediately thereafter, at the

hands of certain members of the Church that opposed

its publication. As I now recall his statements, it was
because of this annoyance that he finally had the book

suppressed and the plates destroyed. He was under the

impression that every copy was destroyed. In this,

however, I have since learned that he was evidently

mistaken ; for in the course of three or four years after

its publication by the Indo-American Book Co., I had
located one other copy of the same edition. About the

same time, however, I also learned that a German edi-

tion of the same work was published, and that copies of

it could be obtained from a house in Milwaukee, "Wis.

I obtained a copy of the German edition, and by careful

comparison satisfied myself that it was either a German
translation of the English text, or possibly of the Latin

from which the English was translated. Or, that the

English copy may have been a translation of the Ger-

man text.

All these facts came into my possession long after

the publication of the English edition by the Indo-
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American Book Co., and for this reason could not be

given to the public at that time.

It was, however, made clear at the time, that the

book was again published and given to the world (with,

such information as could be gathered at the time^

simply and solely for what it might be worth to each

individual reader.

There is no doubt in my own mind that some of the

criticisms of your Board of Managers, at least, are just

and that, for this reason, the public should be informed

of that fact as far as possible. Even so, I am not quite

able to understand why the book is retired from circu-

lation by your Board. If the mere fact that a book

contains errors, or false statements, is ground for its

retirement, then it seems to me that if the same rule

were applied to all the other books in your library,

you would come out with a very small library. Doesn't

it so appear to you? It has been said that the Author
of the standard History of England openly and unhesi-

tatingly admitted that his final corrected edition con-

tained some 5,000 errors, or more. And yet, it is not

only in virtually every Public Library in the country,

but is accepted as the highest Authority.

I am not making a plea for "The Crucifixion by an

Eye-Witness," even though I do not believe it would

disgrace many other volumes that sit upon the shelves

of your Library, if it sat beside them. I may, perhaps,

be pardoned, however, for the feeling that your Board

of Managers has assumed a rather heavy responsibility

if it holds itself bound to retire from circulation all

books that fail to meet the standard of Truth. Do you

not think so?
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QUESTION—Is Magnetic Healing by the "Laying-

On-Of-Hands" a commendable practice?

ANSWER—It all depends upon the METHOD em-

ployed. There is a Constructive method, and there is

a Destructive method. The former is "commendable";

the latter is not.

QUESTION—In the ancient sacred book of India,

the Bhagavad Gita, Krishna is made to say that "All

sins are consumed in the fire of Spiritual Knowledge.

"

The Christian Religion also teaches the "Forgive-

ness of Sins." The desire for forgiveness of sins, both

Eastern and Western, is based, no doubt, upon man's

''desire to escape the consequences of wrong doing."
Yet, underneath, there seems to be a philosophic Truth

not evidenced upon the surface.

Is it possible, by a growth in Spiritual Knowledge,

to fulfil the great Law of Compensation indirectly, in

a short or long time, it depending upon the quality and

the quantity of our "Gifts" to the general good, by

the means of "Good Works," prayer, meditation and

an attitude of helpfulness and Love to All?

In this way might it be said to be a forgiveness of

sins, or that they have been consumed in the fire of

Spiritual Knowledge, developed by a personal effort

on the part of the sinner? Would the individual who
had been injured be compensated or, the wrong righted,

according to the Law of Cause and Effect, in like man-

ner, soon or late, in conformity with a similar law of

acceleration or retardation, it depending upon his own

personal effort?

The Great Work says that fortunately for us Nature
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does not demand payment in kind. Surely, that is some

consolation. The question is, can we pay our debts at

once, or must we carry the burden of them through the

ages, until the "other fellow" is ready to receive them

at our hands, or render us our due, personally ?

What does Natural Science say about it?

ANSWER—Each act of every individual which af-

fects others has a twofold aspect, viz.: (a) Its relation

to and results upon Society (or the individual in

Society), (b) Its relation to and results upon Nature

(or upon himself as a part of Nature).

Insofar as his acts affect others, his "Sins" may be

forgiven him; because that is an aspect of life which

concerns only himself and others. Society, as such,

has the right to determine the equities between indi-

viduals—wherever the individuals do not have that ex-

clusive right. "Wherever the individuals themselves are

in position to determine the equities, they may adjust

any and all matters involving their mutual relations

—

even exercising the right to "forgive" each other their

"Sins"—wherever harmony between them may thus be

restored. And thus, by mutual consent, the account

may be squared and personal responsibility satisfied.

But Nature's penalties are fixed and immutable.

Nature will not, nay

—

cannot "forgive" him his tres-

passes. The Law must be fulfilled. Every act of man
sets in motion certain influences that go on and on in-

definitely, until by the law of Cause and Effect the

account is squared, and both Nature and the individual

are satisfied.

Through Spiritual Development and the acquisition

of Knowledge, the time comes in the life of every indi-
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vidual man and woman, when all the impulses and incli-

nations of the individual Soul set towards Righteous-

ness, towards Nature's fulfilments. When that time

comes in the life of the individual he has passed the

"Line of Victory" and "Sin" no longer concerns him.

He has met all of Nature's demands upon him as an

Individual, and has established absolute Harmony in

all the realms of individual being. But he has done

so by "working out" the Law's demands, and accom-

plishing its Fulfilments; and not by evading them nor

avoiding them.

In this latter aspect and phase of life there are no

"Indulgences" by means of which man may purchase

immunity from the Law's demands. Here his "Sins"

are sure to "find him out," soon or late, and when they

do he alone can expiate his Sins.

"Who shall abide in the tents of the Lord? Who
that may dwell in his holy Hill? He that hath clean

hands and a pure heart!"

And this does not mean "He whose MONEY may
enable him to buy a seat in the Tabernacle of the Lord. '

'

It means "Clean hands and a pure Heart." Nothing

less will suffice, nor satisfy the Law's demands.

A SUGGESTION.
The Holiday season is now at hand, and while all of our

Friends will, of course, take one or more of our publications

with them, to read and study while on their vacations, we
wish to suggest to them, that they also take with them, a

few copies of "Life and Action," and also a copy of our lat-

est Catalog, which we shall be pleased to send (free of

charge) to all who make application.
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Morality and Religion

BY J. D. BUCK, M. D.

HE relation of Morality to Religion has

been frequently referred to in these pa-

pers as incidental.

It is now proposed to examine this

relation more intrinsically in order to

discover the true nature and value of

both morality and religion.

We come first to Morals and Dogma. Literally, a

Dogma is a formulated doctrine or teaching.

In this sense, and so far it is not offensive. As a

formulated belief or an article of faith, it may aim to

apprehend, and finally to comprehend principles and

truths.

A dogma is formulated by man. It aims at agree-

ment or consensus of interpretation, and also aims at

harmony, and cooperation.

It is thus that organizations of religious bodies arise.

It is not that essential truths, and laws of nature, are

thus discovered or formulated; but the explanation,

meaning, and use of these that give life and action to

dogmas.

It is then that authority comes in as to the promul-
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gation, and acceptance of the interpretation agreed

upon.

As a background to all this, stands the "Super-

natural," drawn from "Inspiration", "Revelation" and

"Miracles", and these are used as authority for the

Dogma.

Argument always leads to contention, strife, dis-

agreement and finally to disruption, schisms, sects and

"heresy."

To avoid all this, the Dogma is backed by Authority,

which aims to enforce it by fear of vengence and perse-

cution in some form.

The aim thus to unify beliefs and cut off argument

and differences in opinion and interpretation, trans-

forms dogma into "orthodoxy," and finally into despo-

tism.

To define and uphold this despotism, inheritance and

conservatism finally lead to the claim of "Infallibility",

and make heresy exceedingly dangerous, as authority to

interpret and dogmatize include authority to punish un-

believers and to ostracise and destroy heretics, "by the

Grace of God" and for the glory of "The Church."

No religion and no Church has ever long remained

free from this ecclesiastic category.

Romanism and Protestantism differ here only in de-

gree.

Give to any such Ecclesiasticism (claiming authority

to dogmatise) political power, and it becomes more hos-

tile to man and destructive to civilization than any-

thing known as Barbarism.

Barbarism, can appeal for power only to brute force

and numbers, while Dogmatism appeals to that vein of
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Ignorance, Superstition and Fear, which even intelli-

gence and education can eradicate but slowly, owing to

man's ignorance of his real nature and destiny.

Recognize just here, man's ''Inalienable Right to

Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness", leading to

Freedom of Conscience and the recognition of Personal

Responsibility, and we have prepared the way for es-

sential Morality, the building of character by personal

effort and the growth of the soul.

The decay of the great Religions of the world begins

when dogma, belief, creed and ceremonial over-ride Mo-

rality. Morality is their foundation and the thing alone

for which they were born and exist to make men better.

This divorce of Morality from Religion through creed

and Dogma, leads only to Superstition, and the decay of

Religion.

The greatest historians have declared that "It is the

function of Religion to Kindle moral enthusiasm in So-

ciety at large."

"Christianity" says T. K. G. Green in his Prolego-

mena to Ethics, has no other function or value than as

an aid to morality." "All the great religions of the

world—Buddhism, Confucianism, Zoroastrianism, Juda-

ism (reckoning historic Judaism as beginning with the

great prophets of the ninth and eighth centuries, B. C),
Christianity and Islam—began as moral reforms." In

short, in the words of Wellhausen—"Morality is that

for which all other things exist : it is the alone essential

thing in the world: the really constructive and regula-

tive forces in history are in truth moral ideas and con-

victions" (Quoted from Prof. P. V. N. Myers—"His-

tory as Past Ethics"—p. 3—Introduction).

Ecclesiastics will claim that with the "Ten Com-
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mandments" supplemented by dogmas as to obedience

and authority, the Church sufficiently safeguards Mo-

rality, but History does not verify such a claim.

The whole contention of the School of Natural Science

and the appeal of the Great Work in America is for

Scientific Morality as the foundation of all higher evo-

lution, based upon the "Constructive Principle in Na-

ture".

This appeal is to the individual, to his own intelli-

gence, as experience and personal effort.

There is no massing of numbers, no organized cult;

and with demonstrations under definite law, in place of

the appeal to ignorance, superstition and fear upheld

by dogma and authority.

The enlightenment and uplift of the individual cornea

before the "Glory of God" and "Mother Church."

We may call it practical religion, or "Living the

Life", after the manner of Jesus the Christ.

This issue has been definitely formulated by a Master

of the Great School as follows:

"From the dawn of civilization to the present mo-

ment, two active and opposing forces have been engaged

in deadly conflict over the destiny of human intelligence.

"One of these has ever been the unfaltering, cour-

ageous and consistent champion of individual life, indi-

vidual liberty, and individual happiness. The other has,

with equal consistency and persistency, sought to domi-

nate and control the life, intelligence, and conscience of

the individual and subject him to intellectual bondage

and servitude.

"The one has openly fostered the spirit of freedom

and independence, as a basic principle of individual and
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organic human life. The other, has covertly sought to

reduce the individual to the status of a mere instrument

in the hands and under the domination and control of

an aggregate organic will and desire.

"The one has dignified and emphasized the indi-

vidual intelligence and appreciated its value to both it-

self and society. The other has persistently ignored the

great fundamental fact of Nature, that the individual

in his own right, as such, is invested with certain inde-

feasible attributes, and certain inalienable rights, privi-

leges and benefits which must be respected.

"The one has recognized the fact that man's value

to himself, as an individual, is the only sure and true

measure of his value as an active, living factor, in the

social organism of which he is a part. The other has

proceeded as if upon the assumption that man has but

one value, namely, his value to the great aggregate body

of which he is a part, and that his value, even in that

capacity, is measured by the degree to which his indi-

vidual will, intelligence and conscience are subject to

the domination and control of that aggregate body.

"The one develops individual Intelligence, Courage

and Perseverance, and a sense of Individual Responsi-

bility, through the power and process of a broad and

liberal education. The other commands obedience and

subjection through the power of Ignorance, Supersti-

tion and Fear.
'

' At the very cradle of humanity these two forces ar-

rayed themselves in an irrepressible conflict. At that

point the struggle began. From that point forward,

throughout all the subsequent ages, even to the present

time, it has continued unabated. At no time, within the
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limits of authentic history has the conflict reached a

more critical stage than in this, the dawning of the twen-

tieth Christian century.

"And who are the contending parties to this vital

conflict ?

"Broadly and abstractly speaking, they are Light

and Darkness ; Truth and Falsehood ; Construction and

Destruction; Life and Death; the Widow's Son and

the Ruffian. But more specifically and concretely, they

are the two most powerful organic bodies of intelli-

gence upon earth, together with the individual intelli-

gences who have voluntarily arrayed themselves upon op-

posite sides of the two great principles involved in the

struggle.
'

'

It may thus be seen that the Great School of Natural

Science makes clear and specific the Freedom of the In-

dividual, and the rights of individuals, while exact and

Scientific Morality is always and everywhere the measure

of the Individual.

Furthermore, there can be no coercion, constraint, or

even persuasion about it.

Every individual must choose for himself and come

of "his own free will and accord," and his progress de-

pends solely upon himself, determined upon proficiency

in all his previous work; no favors shown, no "fixing

the returns", or changing the records except by still

further "proficiency" due solely to his own efforts on

constructive lines.

The "Inalienable rights" of each, moreover, are

measured solely by the discharge of Duty and Personal

Obligation.

It may thus be seen, that with every great religion
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known to man the neglect, perversion, or overthrow of

Morality, is both immoral and unreligious, and leads to

the destruction of Religion itself, as demonstrated by all

History.

Religion exists for Man, and not Man for religion.

Immorality fills Religion with Superstition, and Fear

till it becomes a nightmare of the soul.

Morality crowns "pure and undefiled Religion" with

peace and Joy and glorifies its beneficence to man.

"The Great Work" defines Religion as "The appli-

cation of the Facts of Science, and the Conclusions of

Philosophy to individual life and conduct."

Religion thus becomes the crown of life while Mor-

ality is the Foundation.

Together they evolve Christos, the Master. The Mas-

ter is not "Supernatural", or "Miraculous", but a de-

liberate creation, under both natural and Spiritual Law.

Morality and Religion working thus together in per-

fect concord, become creative and constructive like noth-

ing else known to man.

It has previously been shown how morality applies to

Economics, Socialism or Sociology, as the Law of Har-

mony and construction, promoting peace and prosperity

through justice, equity and right; and preventing con-

fusion among the workmen.

This construction and upbuilding is the "Design"

of the Grand Architect of the Universe on the Trestle-

board of Creation and human Evolution.

We have not only the liberty, but it is our sacred

Duty to require that Religion, like Economics and So-

cialism, shall be a Builder, and not a destroyer; a Re-

deemer, and not a Jagganath of man.
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It is the Great "Work in America undertaken by the

School of Natural Science to formulate, illustrate, ex-

emplify, and demonstrate, these Laws and Principles of

Universal Nature, and of the Divine Intelligence.

The Masters of this School tell us that age after age

their Fraters have demonstrated every proposition for

centuries.

This Demonstration results in actual Knowledge, and

is their only claim to Authority, and the formulary and

"Lineal Key", appeal to Intelligence, and enable others

to follow their example and arrive at the same goal.

One must be dull indeed, or superficial and insincere

to misinterpret their meaning and mission.

It is not only a matter of free-choice with every be-

ginner or neophite, but this freedom is the prerequi-

site, and the first step.

Allegiance to Truth, and Loyalty to Self, and one's

highest convictions, are the passport that open the first

gate, and give "the right knock."

Many, otherwise intelligent people, seem unable to

distinguish clearly between Religion and Superstition.

They are apt to claim that their own religion is true, and

all others superstition.

When, therefore, the test of exact Science-Demonstra-

tion—is applied to Religion, it is regarded as imperti-

nent or sacriligious.

One needs, therefore to become familiar with the

Great School's definition of. Religion so as to test it at

every step.

"Religion is the application of the Pacts of Science,

and the conclusions of Philosophy, to Individual Life

and Conduct."
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Science, persistently analyzes, weighs, measures,

demonstrates and records the facts and the laws.

The aim of Science, according to Professor Huntley

—

is ''to discern the Rational Order that pervades the Uni-

verse
'

'. The Divine Architect, the Builder and the Uni-

versal Intelligence are the same.

What but Law and Order could we expect from Uni-

versal Intelligence?

The completion of Science is therefore the foundation

of Philosophy. They are One, and q-e-d is a synonym

for Truth.

Now that which is recognized as Science in the world

to-day has not accomplished all this, and it will be re-

jected and repudiated by Theologians as Materialism,

and hence irreligious.

This is because Modern Science has confined itself

so largely to Matter and Energy on the Physical plane.

Science is a Method of investigation, not simply a

body of Facts and Laws.

The achievements and demonstrations arrived at by

the methods of Science we call Knowledge.

The Great School of Natural Science employs the

Scientific method to every plane in Nature, and every

department in the life of man, physical, moral, mental,

psychical and spiritual. Hence, both the Physical Scien-

tist and the Theologian will hesitate and protest at this

point.

To the question
—"If a man die shall he live again"

—the average Scientist will reply "I do not know, I am
trying to find out.

'

'

The religionist will reply, "I believe he does; my
Faith assures me of the fact, without a doubt '

' while the
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Master of the Great School answers: "There is no death,

only transition. " "I have demonstrated this fact in my
own experience by functioning consciously and inde-

pendently on both planes, the "here" and the "here-

after," the Physical and the Spiritual.

It may thus be seen that Morality and Religion are

concordant departments in the Science of Living. They

supplement each other and lead us to the Truth.

Of course there are many people with pride of in-

telligence who will declare that this is "all bosh" with-

out giving it further thought or any careful considera-

tion or investigation.

These are quite within their rights and privileges,

and certainly not among those who "come of their own
free will and accord."

When the Life and Mission of Jesus are studied in

the light of the Great "Work all mystery and Miracle be-

gin to disappear.

Many were "called" and few "chosen." The Mes-

sianic Life was simple, unpretentious, kind, forbearing,

loving, uplifting. In other words, Scientific, and exact

Morality pervaded it all.

Jesus said, "Follow thou me; my yoke is easy and

my burden light." He took a little child and "set him

in the midst" to illustrate the "Living the Life" of the

disciple.

And yet theologians and ecclesiastics have wrangled

and split hairs over it for nearly two thousand years,

and wandered farther and farther from the
'

' New Com-

mandment. '

'

The plague spot in all this journey in the wilderness

is the neglect, confusion, or violation of Morality as
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taught by Jesus and promulgated by the Great School

in America to-day.

Just as the "Enemy of all Righteousness" crucified

Jesus, so has it tried again and again to destroy the

author of "The Great Work" here in America, who
claims nothing for himself, but says

—"read the mes-

sage, and use your own Intelligence and Judgment."

When, therefore we line up Economics, Scientic So-

cialism, and pure and undefiled Religion, with the Con-

structive Principle in Nature, from the alembic of truth,

Morality is the Elixir, the Alkahest the "Philosopher's

Stone" turning all baser metals into shining gold.

All through the Middle Ages and back almost to the

beginning of our era, the Alchemists were in evidence,

and the "Elixir of Life", and the Transmutation of

metals were sought as the Great Secret, or the Magnum
Opus.

In many instances it was claimed as a fact that life

could be indefinitely prolonged, and that baser metals

could be transformed into the purest gold.

In other cases, a spiritual and symbolical meaning

was intended, like the transformation of "sinners" into

"saints", and the regeneration of the life of man. Gen-

erally, the symbol was mistaken for the thing symbolized.

I am referring to this Alchemical Secret covering

long life and the making of Gold, for the reason that it

is the source from which the church drew its dogma of

Transubstantiation, converting the bread and wine into

the actual body, and blood of Jesus, making every com-

municant a cannibal, and justifying it as a dogma to be

enforced by the symbolical saying of Jesus.

Millions accept this dogma, and a few are supersti-

tious enough to actually believe it.
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The transformation of a wicked or vicious life into

one of Morality is thus sophisticated by folklore, fable,

and superstition, while immorality continues.

This is illustrated in the case of a man arrested in

the act of murder.

"When asked by the Judge if he killed the man, know-

ing how useless it would be to deny it, he replied that he

did.

"When asked why he killed him, he replied
—'

' For his

money." "When asked if he got any money, he said,

"No." "What did you get?" asked the Judge. "Some
bread and meat", he replied. "What did you do with

it?" inquired the Judge. "I ate the bread," he replied.
'

' You ate the bread ; what did you do with the meat ? '

'

"I threw it away," replied the murderer. "Why?"
inquired the Judge. "Because it was Friday," replied

the prisoner.

It may be thus seen how dogma and superstition can

take the place of morality, or efface it altogother with

Ignorance, Superstition and Fear, or "atone" for sin

by pence and penance, even for anticipation of crimes

and wickedness, such as the Indulgences that led to the

Protestant Reformation.

No honest and intelligent discussion of Morality and

Religion can avoid these great issues.

We need only to state the facts and pass on.

They who regard Scientific Morality as an enemy of

religion, instead of its foundation, are certainly within

their rights so long as they do not seek to enforce their

beliefs upon others. It then becomes a matter of public

safety.

Morality is Constructive, while Immorality or im-

morality in any form is Destructive.
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Murder of heretics has often been declared to be '

' do-

ing God service", and called Religion.

After all the foregoing Considerations, the spirit and

purpose of the Great Work in America should be easily

discerned.

It is a work of Education.

It deals directly with the Individual.

It helps the Individual to help himself.

It neither proselytes nor dogmatizes.

It leaves the Student free to accept or reject every

proposition without constraint or criticism.

It does not organize, but associates students by inter-

est and sympathy in a common cause.

It appeals to the Progressive intelligence of the age.

It regards Nature as the "Garment of God" or the

handiwork of the Universal Intelligence, manifesting

through Law, Order and Harmony.

The "supernatural" is the creation and habitat of

Superstition.

It makes clear the distinction between the Construc-

tion and Destruction; Evolution and Devolution; Mo-

rality and Immorality; the road to Happiness and the

road to Despair. It makes personal Effort the road to

Knowledge, and personal Experience the road to power.

It shows Free Conscience to be the Light within the soul,

and the measure of Personal Responsibility.

It shows Free "Will, or Rational Volition to be the

Dynamo of all conscious and intelligent action on Con-

structive lines.

These laws and principles if apprehended by intelli-

gent individuals and put in action in all Social Prob-

lems, justly result in Harmony, Fraternity, "Broth-

erly Love, Relief and Truth."
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When the Great Work thus involves and enlists the

cooperation and support of the Great Intelligent Middle

Class, they will, as an aggregate of intelligent, moral

and just individuals, hold the Balance of Power, and

push civilization, cooperation and evolution, forward,

to the exclusion of all meaner things.

Poverty, Pestilence and Famine would be but a relic

of Barbarism.

Crime and Insanity would disappear.

The Gates of Gold would be open to every soul, and
the "visible helpers" clasp hands with the Invisible, and
vie with each other in promoting the comfort, well-being

and happiness of all.

Whether this Golden Age, this "Second coming of

the Messiah '

', is worth while each Man and Woman must

judge for themselves, and "choose this day"—or some

day, whom they will serve.

This is the Magnum Opus dreamed of and worked for

for ages by the "Sons of Light", "The Great Friends",

the "Elder Brothers" who have demonstrated the "Good
Law," the "Constructive Principle in Nature," and

passed to their reward on the Spiritual Plane.

"The wise and peaceful ones live, renewing the

Earth like the coming of Spring ; and having themselves

crossed the ocean of embodied existence, help all those,

who try to do the same thing, without personal mo-

tive.
'

'

Aggregations of men constituting a "Hierarchy,"

with authority over spiritual things, or a King who rules
'

' by the grace of God '

' and holding themselves as above

the law, with special privilege and plenary or imperial

power over the masses, are enemies to civilization and

the progress of mankind.
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They almost invariably keep the people in ignorance,

and govern them by fear, and have been an incubus to

all Liberty and progress since human history began.

"The Progressive Intelligence of the present age" is

slowly undermining both Priestcraft and Imperialism;

setting the people free, and educating them to demand
their rights ; do their duty ; and build the Great Repub-

lic, wherein the rights and happiness of all shall be

secured.

What Imperialism can do in slaughter and barbar-

ism is now being demonstrated in Europe as never be-

fore in the history of the human race.

Eeligion and Ecclesiasticism have been absolutely im-

potent, even to modify barbarism, reveal mercy, or pre-

vent wholesale slaughter.

It is Christian nations that are involved, each pray-

ing to God for success, and giving thanks for any and

all triumph in slaughtering their Christian neighbors.

Not only morality and every so-called "Christian

charity and virtue" are ignored, but humanity itself is

outraged, and diabolism given full sway.

Nor is the Social Status here in America safe-

guarded from injustice and domination, though Im-

perialism and Clericalism are not recognized on the sur-

face.

Secretly and surreptitiously they are working night

and day for dominance and power.

Nothing but Education in the Constructive Morality

outlined herein can keep the Patriot in power, and safe-

guard our Liberties.

"We are far nearer social conflict and political up-

heaval here in America today than was Europe six
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months ago from any sign or surface upheaval or indi-

cation.

The pity and the real danger lie in the fact that

the great majority of "good citizens" deny the danger,

while indifferent or ignorant of the signs of the times

and the real issues involved.

If Religion is "the greatest thing in the world," and

a safeguard of civilization and progress, it certainly

ought to be a "World-power to prevent public calamity.

But it is just here that Religion has failed, because

it has put dogma in the place of duty, and Miracle in

the place of Morality.

To reform injustice and promote social progress, we
must reform our religion, and go back to the Nazarine,

and His essential morality and humanity.

The "Glory of God" cannot be promoted through

the ignorance, poverty and degradation of man.

Emotion and sentimentality are short-lived, and in

no sense Constructive as Morality.

One may weep over the crucifixion of Jesus two

thousand years ago, and forget to be kind and charitable

to his neighbors; or slaughter them as "Heretics" for

the "greater Glory of God" as Ecclesiastics have done

for ages.

Even Protestantism has segregated mankind into

numberless Sects in place of uniting them into a great

Universal Brotherhood, according to the "New Law"
of Love given by Jesus. "Which do you think Jesus

would appreciate most, to be lauded and proclaimed as

Very God, or to be taken as an exemplar of the Law of

Love, in no supernatural sense, and see the Religion

that bears his name liberating and enlightening his
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brother man, and securing equal rights and happiness

to all?

Infallibility at Rome, based upon the Imperialism of

Jesus, and backed up by dogma, anathama and persecu-

tion, is the apotheosis of Despotism, Immorality and

Irreligion; and the death of "Pure and undefiled Re-

ligion,
'

' as lived and taught by Jesus.

The "Progressive Intelligence of the Age" is slowly

wending its way back to Jesus, and pausing at every

step to comfort the sorrowing, feed the hungry, and bind

up the wounds of the broken-hearted.

This is the Greatest Work ever conceived or promoted

by man.

It is, indeed, Messianic.

Man 's ignorance of his spiritual nature here on earth

has led him into devious ways, and made him the victim

of Dogma and Despotism, by which he has been exploited

for ages, kept in ignorance, and given over to Supersti-

tion and Fear.

Nothing else dies so hard, or is so relentless and
cruel, as Ecclesiastic Despotism. The bloodiest and most

cruel wars known to history have been at its command.

Modernism includes everything that enlightens and

uplifts mankind, and sets him free.

Between the oligarchy of wealth, the Despotism of

Imperialism, and the "Divine Right" of Popes and

Prelates, man is ground as between the upper and nether

millstones of barbarism.

Liberty, Enlightenment and a Free Conscience can

alone restore the rights of man, with Morality as the

guide in building Character, guarded by conscience, and
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man to his Inalienable rights and lead him onward and

upward in the higher evolution of the soul.

Nothing that fails at this point deserves the name of

Religion, nor less than the condemnation and execration

of mankind.

"We are at the dawn of a new day that is to usher in

the Golden Age.

The opportunity and the Joy of Service are transcen-

dent, when we give as we have received, and pass to

larger opportunity and higher service.

Man will no longer worry or be in doubt over his

own salvation, or regard the future with fear and

dread, when he has consciously and earnestly entered

on the Path that leads upward into the perfect day.

Mystery, uncertainty, perplexity and fear will have

given place to Living Faith, while personal effort, self-

control, and simple human kindness will have trans-

figured the "improved animal," or the "splendid

blonde beast" into a Super-Man, indeed.

This is the aim, and these are the Ideals of the Great

Work in America today.

The supernatural will have disappeared with the last

superstition and Miracles will no longer safeguard

Ignorance and Fear.

This is the "new Man" and the "new Woman" in

the New Age after Kali Yuga has been transformed

into the Golden Age of Brotherhood through Morality

and Service.
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Announcement

Through channels that are entirely constructive, and

in harmony with the Spirit of the Work, the Great

School has come into possession of a magnificent prop-

erty which it desires to place at the convenience of

the Students and Friends of the "Work—and their

Friends—and their Friends' Friends—until such time

as we shall determine to put it to other and better

service for the Great Cause.

The property lies one mile from Oconomowoc, Wis-

consin, in the most picturesque and beautiful spot that

can well be imagined. It consists of 28 acres of land

that have been improved to the extent of over $650,000,

until it is in the condition of a most perfect and ideal

Park, virtually surrounded by water in the form of

"Lake Labelle," Wis.

The improvement that is of most value and importance

is a residence building on the most ideal spot on the

estate, overlooking the lake, consisting of some 30 rooms

or more, beautifully decorated and fitted for occu-

pancy.

It has occurred to us that, for the present, and until

further notice, the place might be opened to the Stu-

dents and Friends, as a Rest Resort, where they can
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have every possible convenience, in the ideal environ-

ment for enjoying rest, recreation, recuperation, and the

spending of their summer vacations—with their families

and friends.

As all know who are acquainted with that part of

the state, there is a most beautiful and picturesque series

of small lakes, along the shores of which are any num-
ber of the most beautiful and elaborate and expensive

summer residences of wealthy families who have located

there solely because of the ideal beauty of the country.

The property that has come into our possession is

known as "Edgemoor," and was the Dupee estate. It

is one of the most elaborate and complete homes, as well

as the most beautiful and ideally situated, around the

entire system of lakes.

The place is beyond the power of description in

words. Even the photographic pictures of the various

ideal spots upon the estate give but a very faint sug-

gestion of the reality. We have been there, and speak

from actual experience.

Our intention, therefore, is to open the Home, '

' Edge-

moor," to the Students and the Friends of the School

and Work, as a sort of "Best Cure" ; where they can

come and have every facility for rest, recreation and

enjoyment, and whatever help they may need in the

way of improving their health, and at the same time

keep within a reasonable expenditure—all things duly

considered.

We shall have physicians and the best trained nurses

in attendance, for those who need their help, and we

believe we can thus offer inducements that cannot be

duplicated anywhere throughout the entire country.
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We shall be ready to accommodate a limited number
of the Friends by July 1, and soon thereafter can in-

crease our facilities to accommodate a considerable num-

ber.

By this method we hope to be able to receive enough

income to help us bear the expense of maintenance, and

at the same time give to the Friends pleasures and bene-

fits which they cannot possibly receive anywhere else

on earth—at the present time.

We suggest to all the Students and Friends who have

any desire to take advantage of this opportunity to make
their plans as early as possible, and write to "Wm. R.

Nedella, care Edgemoor, Oconomowoc, Wis.," for full

information. Mr. Nedella is the Business Manager of

the place, and will be glad to respond promptly to all

inquiries.

We feel that there is nothing we can say that would

do justice to the beauty and splendor of the Home and

its wonderful grounds; and that no one who can go

there will find it possible to be disappointed, other than

most pleasantly and agreeably.

The fishing in the lakes is said to be excellent, and
there is a great amount of boating of all kinds for

pleasure. For those who want rest and quiet, we can

conceive of no more ideal spot anywhere.

And as a Health Resort, we believe that it cannot be

surpassed.

Earnestly hoping the Friends will respond to this in-

vitation and avail themselves of the opportunity, and

with all good wishes for their health and happiness, we
remain,

The Editor-in-Chief.
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IF WE ONLY UNDERSTOOD.

If we knew the cares and trials,

Knew the efforts all in vain,

And the bitter disappointment,

Understood the loss and gain

—

Would the grim, eternal roughness

Seem—I wonder—just the same?

Should we help where now we hinder?

Should we pity where we blame?

Ah! we judge each other harshly,

Knowing not life's hidden force

—

Knowing not the fount of action

Is less turbid at its source!

Seeing not amid the evil

All the golden grains of good;

And we'd love each other better

If we only understood.

Could we judge all deeds by motives

That surround each other's lives,

See the naked heart and spirit,

Know what spur the action gives

—

Often we would find it better

Just to judge all actions good;

We should love each other better

Tf we only understood.

Rudyard Kipling.
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IMMORTALITY.

Immortal life is something to be earned,

By slow self-conquest, comradship with pain

And patient seeking after higher truths.

"We cannot follow our own wayward wills,

And feed our baser appetites, and give

Loose rein to foolish tempers year on year

And then cry, "Lord, forgive me, I believe,"

And straightway bathe in glory. Man must learn

God's system is too grand a thing for that.

The spark divine dwells in our souls, and we

Can fan it to a steady flame of light,

Whose lustre gilds the pathway to the tomb,

And shines on through Eternity, or else

Neglect it until it glimmers down to death,

And leaves us but the darkness of the grave.

Each conquered passion feeds the living flame;

Each well-borne sorrow is a step towards God.

Faith cannot rescue, and no blood redeem

The Soul that will not reason and resolve.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
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AN EASTER THOUGHT.

Resurrection waits not on death nor the grave.

For life knows not the one, neither does it enter the

other.

The resurrection of life's Easter morn is that time,

that place, when the resurrection Power of the Soul

—

the Will, unfolded through the highest self mastery and

unselfish, loving service, bursts the bars of the entomb-

ing lower self, with all its appetites, passions and de-

sires, and allows the real, the Higher Self, to rise un-

fettered, and rein in conscious realization of its one-

ment with the Divine.

This it is to know in full the gladness of Easter joy

and the rest, the peace, the power that comes from the

Life within. This it is to realize the life that is ever-

lasting.

May it be yours this Easter tide to know in full the

joys of your life's Easter morn, and catch the radiant

light of this truth.

M. Armallya.

SOUL QUESTIONINGS.

You ask me, Dear, with lifted eyes,

Now filled with wonder and surprise.

To tell you what death's meaning is,

And when I answer: what is life?

You lightly laugh and turn away;
Then, sadder grown, come back and say:

My Love, I do not know.
Mart O. Smith.
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LIFE AND DEATH.
So, he died for his faith; that is fine

—

More than most of us do.

But stay, can you add to that line

That he lived for it, too?

In his death he bore witness at last,

As a martyr to truth.

Did his life do the same in the past,

From the days of his youth?

It is easy to die. Men have died

For a wish, or a whim

—

From bravado or passion or pride

—

Was it harder for him?

But to live—every day to live out

All the truth that he dreamt,

While his friends met his conduct with doubt,

And the world with contempt.

Was it thus that he plodded ahead,

Never turning aside?

Then we'll talk of the life that he led;

Never mind how he died.

—Ernest Crosby.

THE PURPOSE.
Over and over the task was set;

Over and over I slighted the work,

But ever and alway I know that yet

I must face and finish the thing I shirk.

Over and over the whip of pain

Has spurred and punished with blow on blow;

As ever and alway I tried in vain

To shun the labor I hated so.

Over and over I came this way
For just one purpose; oh, stubborn soul!

Turn with a will to your toil today,

And learn the lesson of Self-Control.

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
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FRIENDSHIP.

(Schiller. Tr. by Bulwer-Lytton.)

Few rules suffice the Mighty Architect,

Friend!—So out upon the thinkers small,

Forging the dull laws that their pains dissect!

A single wheel impels the springs of All,

Matter and spirit—yea that simple Law
Which, called Attraction, here, my Newton saw.

This taught the spheres, slaves to one golden rein,

Their radiant labyrinths to weave around
Creation's mighty heart; this made the chain,

Which, into interwoven systems, bound
All spirits, streaming to the Spiritual Sun,

—

As brooks that ever into ocean run!

Did not the same strong mainspring urge and guide
Our Hearts to that eternal bond of love?

Linked to thine arm, O Raphael, by thy side

E 'en I would win to that bright goal above

;

And, through perfection, mine own soul complete
For that last light where all perfections meet.

Happy, O happy—I have found thee—

I

Have out of millions found thee, and embraced;
Thee out of millions, mine—let earth and sky
Return to darkness, and the antique waste

—

To chaos shocked, let warring atoms be,

Still shall each heart unto the other flee!

Do I not find within thy radiant eyes

Fairer reflections of all joys most fair?

In thee I marvel at myself—the dyes

Of lovely earth seem lovelier painted there

;

And in the bright locks of the Friend is given

A heavenlier mirror even of the Heaven!
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Sadness casts off its load, and gayly goes

From the intolerant storm, to rest awhile

In Love 's true heart, sure haven of repose
;

Does not ev'n joy, tormented by its smile,

Impatient seek to merge itself and die

In Friendship's eloquent and beaming eye?

In all Creation did I stand alone,

Still to the rocks my dreams a soul should find.

Mine arms should wreathe themselves around the stone

;

My grief should feel a listener in the wind

;

My joy—its echo in the caves should be

!

Fool, if ye will—Fool, for sweet Sympathy

!

We are dead groups of matter when we hate;

But when we love we are as Gods ! Unto

The gentle fetters yearning, through each state

And shade of being multiform, and through
All spirits lower than the Sire of all

Moves the same impulse to the godlike thrall.

Lo! arm in arm, through every upward grade,

From the rude Mongol to the starry Greek
(Who the fine link between the Mortal made
And Heaven's last Seraph)—everywhere we seek

Union and bond—till in one sea sublime

Of Love be merged all measure and all time

!

Friendless, the Maker ruled his lonely sky;

He felt the want—and thus created Soul

To glad his bliss ; Though never the Most High
Saw his mate nor equal in His wondrous whole.

Toward Love, their source, all souls attracted flee

;

And from that chalice foams Infinity.
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WHY AND WHEREFORE?
I know not whence I came,

I know not whither I go,

But the fact stands clear

That I am here

In this world of pleasure and woe.

And out of the mist and murk
Another truth shines plain

—

It is in my power
Each day and hour
To add to its joy or its pain.

I know that the earth exists,

It is none of my business why,
I cannot find out

What it's all about

—

I would but waste time to try.

My life is but a brief, brief thing,

I am here for a little space,

And while I stay

I would like if I may,
To brighten and better the place.

The trouble, I think, with us all

Is the lack of a high conceit;

If each man thought

He was sent to the spot

To make it a bit more sweet,

How soon we could gladden the world,

How easily right all wrong,

If nobody shirked

And each one worked

To help his fellows along.

Cease wondering why you came;

Stop looking for faults and flaws;

Rise up to-day

In your pride and say:

"I am part of the first great cause,

However full the world,

There is room for an earnest man;
It has need of me
Or I would not be

—

I am here to strengthen the plan."

—A Friend of the Work.
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THE GATEWAY.

The Gateway we call death is but a stile

So placed by nature in a darkened aisle

That we must pass alone, in single file.

Through Stygian darkness we weep and pray

With much misgiving on our lonely way,

When lo ! we pass into eternal day.

Thus, when our souls from out our bodies riven,

And we awake with loved ones there in heaven,

We gain fruition of His promise, given.

And when you see them all in bright array

A little child will cling to you and say,

"Dear Mother, I was with you all the way."

—Charles Faustius Whalet.

INVICTUS.
Out of the night that covers me,

Black as the pit from pole to pole,

I thank whatever gods may be

For my unconquerable soul.

In the fell clutch of circumstance

I have not winced nor cried aloud;

Under the bludgeonings of chance

My head is bloody but unbowed.

Beyond this place of wrath and tears

Looms but the horror of the shade,

And yet the menace of the years

Finds, and shall find me, unafraid.

It matters not how straight the gate,

How charged with punishment the scroll,

I am master of my fate,

I am the captain of my soul.

—William Ernest Henley.
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MILE-STONES.
November 20th, 1913.

I can write no lamentations

On the years that lie behind;

I have treasured up no heartaches

In the background of the mind;

I have left the ghosts of yesterday

For the Life that lies before,

And cremated all the stubble

So it can vex no more.

I waste no time repining

Over tombstones of the past,

For I see the silver lining

Of the clouds that run so fast;

But I never try to stay them,

For more are on the way,

So I close the dark of yesterday

In the sunshine of to-day.

Life is just a moving picture

And we see as in a glass

—

The sorrowful and tragic,

As the figures rise and pass;

So what's the use of weeping,

For before our tears are dry,

There comes another picture

With a rainbow in the sky?

Of all the constellations

In the glorious fields of space,

I love the best—the Pleiades

With the Polestar in its place;

So I keep my eye upon it

And pull toward the goal,

With the Polestar as my magnet

Shining deep within my soul.

—J. D. Buck, m.d.
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A BOY'S DOG.

No, siree, that dog won't bite.

Not a bit of danger!
What's his breed? Shore, I don't know;

Jest a "boy's dog," stranger.

No St. Bernard—yet last year,

Time the snow was deepest,

Dragged a little shaver home
Where the hill was steepest.

Ain't a bulldog, but you bet

'Twouldn't do to scoff him.

Fastened on a tramp one time

—

Couldn't pry him off him.

Not a pointer—jest the same,

When it is all over.

Ain't a better critter 'round

Startin' up the plover.

Sell him? Say, there ain't his price,

Not in all the nation!

Jest a "boy's dog," that's his breed

—

Finest in creation! —McLandbukgh Wilson.
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THE RIVER OF LIFE.

It's a queer old stream, this River of Life,

'Tho we float on it day by day.

Its eddies and currents are many and strange,

And we oftentimes lose our way.

Some float to a harbor of Perfect Rest,

Where the Lilies of Love are growing

;

Some lose the way and drift to the field

That the sickle of death is mowing.

A few, who will not be led nor taught,

Sink deep beneath the waves

;

Nor heed the call of the Angels of Light,

Nor grasp the Hand that saves.

Bits of drift on a stormy sea,

Wrecks of a beautiful Life

;

They sink forever beneath the foam
To the land of Eternal Night.

We are all of us ships on a stormy sea,

The Captain within our call;

And it rests with us ourselves alone,

Whether we rise or fall.

For each is Master of his own frail craft,

To do with it as he may

;

So guide it safely, oh, Skipper, brave,

To the Land of Perfect Day.—Chablotta Jayne Weaves.
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THINGS TO FORGET.

If you see a tall fellow ahead of a crowd,

A leader of men, marching fearless and proud,

And you know of a tale whose mere telling aloud

Would cause his proud head to in anguish be bowed,

It's a pretty good plan to forget it.'

If you know of a skeleton hidden away
In a closet, and guarded and kept from the day
In the dark; and whose showing—whose sudden display

Would cause grief and sorrow and lifelong dismay,

It's a pretty good plan to forget it.

If you know of a thing that will darken the joy

Of a man or a woman, a girl or a boy;

That will wipe out a smile, or the least way annoy
A fellow, or cause any darkness to cloy,

It's a pretty good plan to forget it.

If you know of a man who has seen prison walls,

But by undaunted courage has mastered the squalls,

And is now sailing nobly the high sea of fame,

By telling his past you would ruin his name

—

It's a pretty good plan to forget it.

—Unknown To Us.

ANSWER TO QUESTION 644.

If you have a work to do, go do it!

Don't you grunt and groan and stew, go do it!

Smile, and toil will smile with you;

And your Mondays won't be blue.

So, if you have work to do, go do it!

—Luke McLuke.
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THE SECRET FOUNT.

From out of the soul of the woman I love,

There floweth a stream to me,
That lightens the load of the burden I bear
And lifts me on the wings of the free.

For the soul of the woman I love is strong

And silent and deep as the sea.

I stand in the sun on the heights above
And men sing their praises to me

;

But little they know of the fountain of strength

To which in my need I flee

!

For what is their praise when I know in my soul

She waiteth alone for me;
And the deep of her eyes will look into the depths
Where no other eyes can see.

soul of my soul, in your silent depths
Is the strength men praise in me.

To the deep of your soul I come for help,

As the stream urges on to the sea;

For the stream would not flash in the sun, my love,

Were it not for the strength of the sea,

Nor could I work on the heights above

Were your strength not under me.

And I call to earth's sons, my love, my love,

To praise not my work, but thee;

And I call to the angels above, my love,

To wait on still wings and see

—

For even the angels might learn, my love,

The secret of strength from thee.—Henry Victor Morgan.
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PRAYER.

Some people think prayer is a telephone,

A patent transmitter to hire or own,
And at every hint of a small desire,

They call up the busy Central wire
To plug into the Great White Throne.

Some people think prayer is an elevator,

A sort of an automatic waiter,

Eternally ready, supernally swift,

To pick them up and give them a lift,

Whenever they signal the Operator.

Some people think prayer is a kind of kite,

A little erratic as yet in flight,

And consequently it isn't claimed
That it always reaches the spot where aimed,
But it carries the message up all right.

Some people think prayer is a flying-machine,

Impressive in power but inclined to careen,

And if any part of the motor snaps
The whole thing falls in a huge collapse,

With your wrecked hopes somewhere in between.

But maybe prayer is a road to rise,

A mountain path leading towards the skies

To assist the spirit who truly tries.

But it isn't a shibboleth, creed, nor code;

It isn't a pack-horse to carry your load;

It isn't a method; it's only a road.

And perhaps the reward of the spirit who tries

Is not the goal, but the exercise!—Edmund Vance Cooke.
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BABY.
Where did you come from, baby dear?
Out of the everywhere into here.

Where did you get those eyes so blue?

Out of the sky as I came through.

What makes the light in them sparkle and spin?
Some of the starry twinkles left in.

Where did you get that little tear?

I found it waiting when I got here.

What makes your forehead so smooth and high?
A soft hand stroked it as I went by.

What makes your cheek like a warm white rose?

I saw something better than any one knows.

Whence that three-cornered smile of bliss?

Three angels gave me at once a kiss.

Where did you get this pearly ear?

God spoke, and it came out to hear.

Where did you get those arms and hands ?

Love made itself into bonds and bands.

Feet, whence did you come, you darling things?

From the same box as the cherubs' wings.

How did they all just come to be you?
God thought about me, and so I grew.

How did you come to us, you dear?

God thought about you, and so I am here.—George MacDonald.
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A COMPENDIUM OF HARMONIC PHILOSOPHY.

To all who, thru desire for knowledge, delve

Into the depths of Nature's lore, she yields

A bounteous harvest. The fine, noble Soul,

With motive pure and purpose undefiled,

She guides in paths Constructive, and leads on
To contemplation of the Truths set forth

By Modern Masters of the Law.
To those

Possessed with the Intelligence to grasp,

To hold, to ponder, and to comprehend;

—

The Courage which no barriers make afraid;

—

Together, with that Perseverance rare,

Which dauntlessly pursues its chosen course;

—

This realm of Truth and Light looms limitless.

Its awe-inspiring vastnesses are rife

With psychologic presage,—heralding
Unbounded knowledge of our great and wise
Creator's Evolutionary plans.

And Consciousness, awakened, is enriched
By revelations rare and manifold,

—

Which, formulated into facts concise,

Disclose that Fundamental Principle

Of Vibratory Correspondences,
By which the entire universe is ruled.

First;—Genesis of all things physical,

In way of propositions crystallized

From research definite, and personal

Experiment,—presents a weighty theme.

Of all the subtle Elements of Life,

Electro-magnetism forms the base,

—

With next in order, Vito-ehemical,

—

While still more potent, and with added powers
Of Will and Choice,—now comes the Spiritual,

All-vivifying, sense-creating force,

—

Preparing organized intelligence

For Soul-birth into growth superlative,

—
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And lo, by Nature, is evolved a Man,

—

An Ego great, who learns to recognize,

Existent among individuals,

A process of Attraction, undefined,

Intangible, inscrutable, profound,

—

But after every thought-of thing is said and sung and
done,

In way of demonstration, guess and gush and song and
pun,

—

What Scientific knowledge can we marshal into line,

—

Explaining the sensations of this unseen force divine,

—

Except,—of all activities that actuate the Soul,

Love is the very highest, and assumes supreme control-
Effects of its vibrations are the rarest things extant,

—

Without its ministrations, hearts resemble adamant.

Man, being thus evolved, and well endowed
With full equipment of Soul Attributes;

—

The Power to Reason and the Will to Act,

—

Is given jurisdiction of his course.

He garners treasures rich and numberless,

Through close communion with the Infinite,

And in harmonious touch with the Great Work,

—

That exposition broad and deep and high,

Which clears the mists from logic Physical;

—

Interprets Higher Science and all things

Pertaining to the Soul and its domains ;

—

And plainly marks the Guide-posts to the SOUTH.
This path-way steep, leads on to Liberty,

By conformation to an Ethic Law,
Establishing a state of unison

Between the Principle Constructive in

All Nature, and the Individual.

The brave, sincere and careful Student, who
Confronts and conquers " Lions on the Way";

—

Who meets all Obligations cheerfully;

—

Has learned to Live the Life and Prove the Law.
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His triune nature tested, pruned and carved
To measure true and equilateral,

—

He finds himself essentially complete,

—

And lo, created is the Master-Man.
A super-being, with unfoldment great

Enough to understandingly proceed
To seek out, and to recognize and claim

The Soul of opposite polarity,

Whose three-fold being vibrates with his own;

—

Completing thus the Individual.

The Hunter who has scaled the heights for Truth,

And Searcher who has plumbed the depths for Love,

—

Touch goal supernal in the radiant glow,

And restful splendor of earned Happiness.

The summit reached, the heart's desire attained;

—

The Altruist steps forth to bless mankind,
And point to Plains on Plains, beyond.

Great Consciousness illumined, Master-Mind,

—

Imbued with true Humility, and yet,

Possessed with courage to co-operate

With Nature's forces, fine and intricate;

—

With power to control Her processes,

And independently communicate
With dwellers in the Spirit Land;—Great Soul,

Attuned to vibrate with the Infinite,

—

Evolve —Mary Etta Scott.

BEST OF ALL.

"He doeth well who doeth good

To those of his own brotherhood;

He doeth better who doth bless

The stranger in his wretchedness;

Yet best, oh! best of all doth he

Who helps a fallen enemy."
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REST.

Rest? There is no such thing;

A coward's baseless dream.

Time is a rushing flood,

And thou art in the stream.

Rest ? Up and be a man

;

Look out upon the night,

No star stands still in heaven,

In all thy aching sight.

Rest? Chafe no more in vain;

On, lest thy peers go by;

Thou wouldst not if thou couldst

Evade thy destiny.

Cui bono ? Faithless words

;

It is enough for thee

To know that toil expands
Thy weak capacity.

No ! onward, ever on

;

Time's earnest moments roll;

Leave rest to sickly dreams,

Cui bono ? to the fool.

—E Spencer Miller.

MAN HAS BUT TWO FAULTS.

Woman's faults are many,
Men have only two

—

Everything they say,

And Everything they do.

—LeCbabbe.
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ROME'S PARDONS.

If Rome can pardon sins, as Romans hold,

And if those pardons can be bought and sold,

—

Then surely 'tis no sin to "worship" Gold.

If they can purchase pardons with a sum,
For sins they may commit in times to come,
As well as past—they're surely "going some."

The happiest, then, are those who have the most

;

For they can buy their heaven—or their "roast"

;

And laugh the Poor to scorn, for being "lost."
Whence came such thoughts, or where did they begin?
What author have they ; or who brought them in ?

Christ never kept a Custom-House of SIN.

Some Devil—out of work, and in a "stew"—
With nothing else on earth to think or do,

Hatched this, to get their Souls and Money, too.—By A Friend.

THE VOYAGE OF LIFE.

'One Ship goes East, another West,
By the self-same winds that blow,
'Tis the Set of the Sail, and not the Gale,
That determines the Way they go.

'Like the winds of the sea are the Ways of Fate,
As we voyage along through Life,

'Tis the Set of the Soul that decides the Goal,
And not the Calm or the Strife."

—Author not known to us.
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THE POET'S DREAM.
I walked alone among the flowers and trees;

I heard them sway, and sing into the breeze,

And thought unto myself: How happy ye must be,

Rocked fast on Nature's breast beside the sea.

And then I dreamed; and in my dream behold!

A flower arose, wrapped in her cloth of gold,

And sadly, mournfully she spoke to me:
"Oh, mortal man—Art thou so blind? Can'st thou not see

We are not happier than thou couldst be

If thou wouldst only shut thine eyes to sin,

And join in Mother Nature's evening hymn?
For knowest thou that we have troubles too;

We grieve and suffer just as much as you;

But if thou lookest toward the sunny things

Thy troubles fly away as if on wings?"

I then awoke, and as before my sleep,

The flowers still their happy watch did keep,

As if to say—"Hold up thy head, Oh mortal man!
Hold up thy head whilst yet thou can!

Tomorrow brings life's golden beams,

To chase away thy gloomy dreams."

—By Diana Igel (Age 12).

OUR WINGS.
Shall we know in the hereafter

All the reasons that are hid?

Does the butterfly remember

What the caterpillar did?

How he waited, toiled and suffered

To become a chrysolid?

When we creep so slowly upward;

When each day new burden brings;

When we strive so hard to conquer

Vexing sublunary things;

When we wait and toil and suffer,

We are working for our wings.
—Daxske Dandridge.
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WITH TEARS THEY BURIED YOU TO-DAY.

With tears they buried you to-day,

But well I knew no turf could hold

Your gladness long beneath the mold,

Or cramp your gladness in the clay

;

I smiled while others wept for you,

Because I knew.

And now you sit with me to-night,

Here in our old, accustomed place

;

Tender and mirthful is your face

;

Your eyes with starry joy are bright.

Oh, you are merry as a song,

For love is strong

!

They think of you as lying there,

Down in the churchyard, grim and old

;

They think of you as mute and cold,

A wan, white thing that once was fair,

With dim, sealed eyes that never may

Look on the day.

But love cannot be coffined so

In clod and darkness ; it must rise

And seek its own in radiant guise,

With immortality aglow,

Making of Death's triumphant sting

A little thing.

Ay we shall laugh at those who deem

Our hearts axe sundered! Listen sweet:

The tripping of the wind s switt reet,

Along the byways of our dream,

And hark the whisper of the Rose

Wilding that blows.

Oh, still you love those simple things,

And still you love them more with me

;

The grave has won no victory;

It could not clasp your shining wings

;

It could not keep you from my side,

Dear one, and my bride. _^ ^ MoNTGOME8Y.
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HOW RICH AM I

!

How rich am I, if I can give

A kindly thought and help one live,

And help one's mind and ease its path

Of bruising stones, of pain or wrath.

How rich am I, if I can lend

A helping hand and help one end

A hopeless task and make one see

The road that leads to Victory.

How rich am I, if I can take

One's burden up and for his sake

Assume its cares, and to the end

Walk side by side, a faithful friend.

How rich am I, if in this day

One act of mine shall pave the way
For greater joys, for greater rest;

God give me strength to do my best.

—Frederick B. Griffith, Jr.
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WHERE?

Where's the Christmas spirit all the other times of year?

Wonder where it goes?

Seems to sleep or doze.

Wonder where it hides its little sparkly smile of cheer,

Wnen it spreads its little wings and flies away from here?

Wonder where it hibernates, and what its cause for fear?

Where's the Christmas spirit all the other times of year?

Pleasant little spirit—but it never seems to grow.

Stays a little while

—

Wanner grows its smile.

We may grasp its coat-tails, but it always murmurs: "No,

You haven't learned to hold me, so I really have to go,

Leaving you to common things, like tears and pain and woe."

Pleasant little spirit—but it never seems to grow.

Where's the Christmas spirit all the other times of year?

Could we make it stay

If we learned the way?
Learned to make it happy; learned to hold it very dear?

Would it grow domestic? Would it always linger near?

Seems so sad to have it—and then let it disappear.

Where's the Christmas spirit all the other times of year?
—Miriam Teichneb.
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THE COMING OF LIGHT.

One hour ago I watched the waning moon

Shine o'er a world of silver-misted woods,

And felt her weave about my willing heart

The spell of her white fire, that drew my thoughts

Toward the stars, and breathed upon my soul

The rapture of her everlasting Peace.

Now moon and stars are gone; the unrisen sun
Pours light and yet more light across the sky

;

And with the gradual splendor of the dawn
A wonder grows upon the world, and lifts

My heart to adoration with the sense

Of glory half revealed and half withheld.

Till lo ! beyond the light, the Central Fire

!

And through these flaming spaces of the wood,

Thrilling the conscious quiet of the air,

I feel the might of that sustaining Peace

That shone but now upon me from the stars.—George Townshend.

THE HORNET AND THE BEE.

The Hornet amidst flowers and leafy bowers,

The most deadly poison will get,

But the Honey Bee from same rose-bush or tree,

The sweetest of Honey will sip

;

So with Man, you see, like the Hornet and Bee,

Some seek only the bad in mankind,

While some, like the Bee, seek the good, you see,

And which-ever they seek they find,

Christ our redeemer, compared man to a tree,

And that a tree is judged by its fruit

;

So from evil get free and seek good like the Bee,

Not the bad like the Hornet or Brute.

—Author not known to us.
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YOU NEVER CAN TELL.
You never can tell when you send a word

Like an arrow shot from a bow
By an archer blind,

Be it cruel or kind:

Just where it will chance to go.

It may pierce the heart of your dearest friend,

Tipped with its poison or balm:

To a stranger's heart,

In life's great mart,

It may carry its pain or its calm.

You never can tell when you do an act

Just what the result will be;

But with every deed
You are sowing the seed,

Though its harvest you may not see.

Each kindly act is an acorn dropped
In God's productive soil;

Though you may not know,
Yet the tree shall grow,

And shelter the brows that toil.

You never can tell what your thoughts will do

In bringing you hate or love

;

For thoughts are things,

And their airy wings
Are swifter than carrier doves.

They follow the law of the universe,

Each thing must create its kind;

And they speed o'er the track

To bring you back
Whatever went out from the mind.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
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A SOUL CRY.
I ask not, Fate, for wealth nor titled lands,

Nor worldly honors, nor a high estate.

Give me but one who loves and understands,
Whose soul responds to mine—my perfect mate.

The mightiest king upon his royal throne
Unloved, in beggar's rags presides in state.

They feast : he banquets on a crust and bone

:

They laugh : he mourns his melancholy fate.

The wealthiest man I know in all the earth
Holds naught the sordid world calls treasure-trove.

He finds his assets 'round his humble hearth
And all his labors sanctified by love.

The miser hoards his store of worthless wealth
And, dying, sees it turn to sodden dross

:

His finer thoughts and instincts niched by stealth

And crucified upon his golden cross.

E 'en though this dream be all in vain

:

E'en though this fancied idol prove of clay,

'Twere better than the weight of deadening pain

That presses on the lonely heart alway.

Better that eyes should fill with burning tears,

Which, falling, sear and stain Life's blameless page:

Than loveless wisdom fill the fleeting years

With cheerless garlands for the brow of age.

Each soul forever craves its absent mate

—

The sweet enchantment of love 's soft caress

:

Without these life is drear and desolate,

A phantom flitting through a wilderness.

I know not where my soul companion waits,

Nor when I'll earn the right that face to see.

Yet somewhere in the universe of space

I know that soul, impatient, longs for me.

When dies its mate, then droops the gentle dove

:

Bereft of dew, then fades the feathery fern

:

E'en so my soul demands some one to love

Whose fond affection prompts a like return.
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THE LIVING LIFE.

This life we live, we make it

—

You and I.

Would you make your life to live

By and by?
Plant the seeds of virtue there,

Tend and water them with care,

For the fruitage they will bear
By and by.

When we are dead and gone,

You and I,

E'en our names forgotten be,

By and by,

Then some good that we have done,

—

Some kind act—some mercy shown

—

Will live on, and on, and on,

By and by.

In that place beyond the stars,

You and I,

Will yet gather 'round God's throne,

By and by.

If the Master's voice we'll hear,

"In My name ye shed good cheer!"
Oh, what bliss will be our share,

By and by. —William M. Shaver.
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SAY SOMETHING GOOD.
Pick out the folks you like the least, and watch them for

a while

:

They never waste a kindly word, they never waste a
smile

;

They criticise their fellow-men at every chance they get

;

They never found a human just to suit their fancy yet.

From them I guess you'd learn some things, if they were
pointed out

—

Some things that every one of us should know a lot

about.

When someone "knocks" a brother, pass around the

loving cup

—

Say something good about him, if you have to make
it up.

It's safe to say that every man God made holds trace of

good
That he would fain exhibit to his fellows if he could;,

The kindly deeds in many a soul are hibernating there,

Awaiting the encouragement of other souls that dare

To show the best that's in them; and a universal move

"Would start the whole world running in a hopeful, help-

ful groove.

Say something sweet to paralyze the "knocker" on the

spot

—

Speak kindly of his victim, if you know the man or not.
—A Friend.

TRUTH NEVER DIES.
Truth never dies. The ages come and go.

The mountains wear away. The seas retire.

Destruction lays earth's mighty cities low;

And empires, states and dynasties expire;

But caught and handed onward by th« wise,

Truth never dies.
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Though unreceived and scoffed at through the years;

Though made the butt of ridicule and jest

;

Though held aloft for mockery and jeers

;

Denied by those of transient power possessed,

Truth never dies.

It answers not ; it does not take offense

;

But with a mighty silence bides its time.

As some great cliff that braves the elements

And lifts through all the storms its head sublime

;

So Truth, unmoved, its puny foe defies,

And never dies.

The lips of ridicule dissolve in dust

;

And sophist's arguments and jibes are still.

God, working through the all-impelling Must,
Has broken those who dared combat His "Will.

New systems, born in wild unrest, arise;

Truth never dies.

There is no peace so long as Error rules.

While Wrong is king there must be troublous times.

While governments are ruled by knaves and fools

Who mock high heaven with their pantomimes

;

So long will War 's red banner blot the skies

;

Truth never dies.

There is no peace except it comes through Right

;

And nothing stable that does not conform
To Equity and standards Infinite.

The lands will still be filled with stress and storm,

Till Heaven's mandates Earth shall recognize;

Truth never dies. —The Essene.
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THE PATH OF LIFE.

The path of life is like a path that leads

Into the wilderness. Who dares to go

Beyond the beaten trail that others know-

Must blaze that trail with sacrifice and deeds

That eke not knowledge of his toil or needs

To those who follow. What his trail must show

Is, access to the wilds of Truth marked so

'Twill safely guide men forth beyond the meads.

How few men venture out beyond the last

Familiar mark upon the well known trail

!

'Tis he who has the courage to go past

This sign that cannot in his mission fail

—

He will have left at least one mark behind

To guide some other brave exploring mind.—Charles H. Meiers.
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WATCH YOURSELF GO BY.

Just stand aside and watch yourself go by

:

Think of yourself as "he" instead of "I,"
Note closely, as of other men you note,

The bag-kneed trousers and the seedy coat;

Pick flaws; find fault; forget the man is you,

And strive to make your estimate ring true.

Confront yourself and look you in the eye

—

Just stand aside and watch yourself go by.

Interpret all your motives just as though
You looked on one whose aims you did not know.
Let undisguised contempt surge through you when
You see you shirk, commonest of men

!

Despise your cowardice ; condemn whate 'er

You note of falseness in you anywhere.
Defend not one defect that shames your eye-
Just stand aside and watch yourself go by.

And then, with eyes unveiled to what you loathe

—

To sins that with sweet charity you'd clothe

—

Back to your self-walled tenenent you '11 go,

With tolerance for all who dwell below.

The faults of others then will dwarf and shrink,

Love's chain grow stronger by one mighty link

—

When you, with "he" as substitute for "I,"
Have stood aside and watched yourself go by.

—S. W. GlLHAN.
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WAITING.

My day of achievement is ended;
The strife and endeavor are o'er;

I hear the low voice of the river,

And I wait and I rest on the shore.

Fond memory turns back and illumines

The path I have traveled so long

;

There are sweet happy faces of children,

And echoes of laughter and song.

There are bright sunny spots in the distance,

And hearts that are tender and true,

They are calling me back from the twilight,

Reviving my heart-throbs anew.

The stream murmurs on through the stillness,

Through the gloom and the shadows of night,

To that bourne of the travel-worn pilgrim

Where Hope sees a glimmering light:

Where the ashes of hopes that are scattered

All along o'er life's tortuous way
Shall be gathered like sheaves from the harvest,

And renewed in an infinite day.

I have dreamed of a beautiful Country,
Sloping down to an evergreen shore,

And I've heard, in the hush of the silence,

Soft whispers from friends gone before.

Or is it a fairy illusion,

Begotten of fear and desire,

To cheer and assure us in passing,

And bid us still hope and aspire?

Death waits me to answer the question

—

Is Eternity more than a dream?
Yet, 'twould cheer my lone way through its waters

To know ere I enter the stream. *****—Joel Richardson.
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TOLERATION.

'What matters it what faith or creed

My brother holds,

If it to him through thought or deed

The truth unfolds?

What matters it what name he bears,

If on Life's way of pain and cares,

He bears the sign?

For his own soul must learn the right,

And his own eyes must see the light

—

Not mine nor thine.

; 'The same sun shines on all men's ways,

And chooses none.

How should I think he spreads his rays

On mine alone?

The life eternal dwells in all

The germs of power

;

How shall I then pronounce his doom

When in my brother's heart may bloom

The holy flower?"

—Library Bulletin (Iowa)
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EVENING PRAYER.

The sun sinks slowly from the hills,

The purpling shadows creep and throb

;

My Soul with solemn yearning fills,

Alone am I—alone with God.

Beneath that wondrous western glow,
Faith upward soars on wings more bright;

I know I cannot miss the goal,

With heart and mind turned toward the Light,

The holy stillness of these hours,

In ways beyond my reason's ken,

Now breathes of other worlds than ours,

And larger lives that wait for Men.

The trials of the day seem less,

Its frictions, pleasures, losses, gains.

For life itself I humbly bless,

And the needed lessons of its pains.

Each day, as still I strive to rise,

Mine eye more clearly sees the ways
Of that long road which backward lies,

And fades away in future's haze.

0, "Learn to labor and to wait,"

The poet sang deep from his heart;

My Will can conquer any fate,

Aid me, Father, to do my part.

Teach me the Master's poise and power,

The cheery patience that never tires;

But lives and grows as does the flower,

And like it other hearts inspires.

Calm as the star in yonder skies,

I lift my face to Thee above,

Whisp'ring the prayer that deepest lies

—

Help me to fit my Soul for Love.
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WROUGHT INTO GOLD.

I saw a smile—to a poor man 'twas given,

And he was old.

The sun broke forth; I saw that smile in heaven

Wrought into gold.

Gold of such lustre never was vouchsafed to us;

It made the very light of day more luminous.

I saw a toiling woman sinking down
Footsore and cold.

A soft hand covered her—the humble gown,
Wrought into gold,

Grew straight imperishable, and will be shown
To smiling angels gathered round the judgment throne.

Wrought into gold! We that pass down life's hours

So carelessly

Might make the dusty way a path of flowers

If we would try.

Then every gentle deed we've done, or kind word given,

Wrought into gold, would make us wondrous rich in

heaven.

—Author unknown to us.

I WILL.

I will be true, for there are those who trust me

;

I will be pure, for there are those who care

;

I will be strong, for there is much to suffer;

I will be brave, for there is much to bear.

I will be friend to all—to foe, to friendless;

I will be Giver and forget the Gift;

I will be humble, for I know my weakness;
I will look up—and pray—and love—and live.

—A Fbiend.
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IF.

If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;

If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you.

But make allowance for their doubting too;

If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,

Or being lied about don't deal in lies;

Or being hated don't give way to hating,

And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise.

If you can dream—and not make dreams your master,

If you can think—and not make thoughts your aim;

If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster,

And treat those two impostors just the same;

If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken,

Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools;

Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,

And stoop and build 'em up with worn-out tools.

If you can make one heap of all your winnings,

And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,

And lose, and start again at your beginnings,

And never breathe a word about your loss;

If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew,

To serve your turn long after they are gone,

And so hold on when there is nothing in you,

Except the Will which says to them: "Hold on!"

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,

Or walk with Kings—nor lose the common touch;

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,

If all men count with you, but none too much;

If you can fill the unforgiving minute

With sixty seconds' worth of distance run;

Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it,

And—which is more—you'll be a Man, my son!
—Rudyabd Kipling.
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THE LAND OF LOVE.
Life is a ship with gallant sails;

Time, the sea whereon it sails.

The boundary of this dark sea

Has never yet been known to me;
Perhaps it is Eternity.

Sometimes the waves stir up the bile

Of ancient creed and outworn style.

Sometimes the silent current flows

Beneath our ship, but no one knows
The dangerous reefs or undertows.

Nowhere does this fair ship make port;

Or sight a land of any sort.

If land the sailorman would find

He makes it out of his own mind,
And peoples it with his own kind.

There is a dark land I have known
Through whose miasmas one Star shone.

No one escaped the dismal night

Save those who loved that Star's bright light,

And had great Faith, and Will to fight.

I know a land of sweet desire,

Warmed by true Love's altar fire.

The heart's gold here is purified;

The lover's faith is justified;

And no unselfish prayer denied.

I know a land of cool delights,

Where fancy roams on moonlight nights.

No man ever finds this land
Save he who holds a woman's hand,
Whose hearts, united, understand.

These are the Islands of the Blest,

Eternal Youth, and Love and Rest.

These are the Lands of Mystery;
To them all I hold the key
Which my Dear Love has found for me.

—W. S. A.
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KINDNESS.

So many gods, so many creeds,

So many paths that wind and wind

;

While just the art of being kind
Is all this sad world needs.

—A Fbiend.

AN ANCIENT PRAYER.

"Glory to Thee, Thou all Light!
Because Thou hast created me alive, I will

strive with all my might to be upright
before Thee.

I have faith that Thou didst create me
wisely, and I know that Thou wilt show me
the right way.
Make my eyes sharper to see into my own
soul, than into all else in the world.

Seal Thou my eyes from the faults of

others, but magnify their goodness unto
me that I may be ashamed of my own
unworthiness before Thee.

This day will I go quickly to the distressed

and helpless and give them joy by some
deed or word.
Seal Thou my lips from slandering

any man, woman or child, for they are

of Thy handiwork and of Thy creation.

Whatever Thou feedest me with, sufficient

is it for the day thereof, and no complaint

shall leave my mouth.
Quicken Thou, Lord, this my prayer

within me this day, that I may be a glory

in Thy works.

Amen!" —Anonymous.
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WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO SAY!

It makes me sad, my heart is sore,

When I think of this war and strife,

And the sorrow that 's brought to many a door

Through the snuffing of a life.

And for what?
For gold, for land, for personal gain,

For supremacy over the earth.

Oh ! stop while you can, and help us to love,

Not feel we were cursed with your birth,

You who have power so to do.

There'll come a day, when you'll pass away
To a land where there's just one king,

And whether or no you share in His home
Depends on the record you bring.

And then what ?

When you stand with records dyed with the blood
Of the men who have fallen to-day,

While your army of souls pass in review,

Their fingers pointing your way:
What are you going to do?

When you stand before the Father of all,

And think of the sorrow and pain

You've brought to His children, your brothers on earth,

Do you think you can ever explain?

I'm afraid not.

When He asks if you're worthy to sit by His side,

And you look back and think of the way
You sent to destruction those He asked you to love,

What are you going to say?
Yes, what are you going to say? —Richard Bartow.
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OUR DEBT TO GOD.

Oh! The manifold things that we ask of our God,
As we travel this earth's lonely way;
How seldom we thank Him, how often we ask Him
To bless us forever and aye!
We ask Him to help us in all of our plans,

Whether made for His glory, or Self;

And we treat Him as if He were only our bank
To be drawn on for joy and for pelf.

Thus ever we pray. 'Tis a wonder to me
We can ask any gift from our God;
For instead we should bless Him for showing us how
We may walk in the path He has trod.

Why should we expect Him to love us and work,

While we covet vast wealth or a throne?

Are we not in His image created, as Men?
Both the form and the Soul are His own.

In the likeness of Him, as He gave us this home,
He created an innocent child;

And like children must all who would see His dear face,

Live the life of the meek and the mild.

Do I hear you ask how a return can be made
Of the gifts you receive from your God?
Of the prayers that He answers, the blessings that come
As you toil up the long, weary road?

Have you pondered His Word and the message He gave,

Through His gracious, dear, Masterful Son?
If not, you will find, if you study it well,

You can pay back His gifts—every one.
1

' Inasmuch as ye do to the least one of these
'

'

—

The answer is wonderfully plain

—

'
' The meek shall be blest,

'

' and '

' the peace-maker, " too

;

And "the pure in heart see God" again.
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" 'Tis more blessed to give than it is to receive"

—

Is His message ; we know it is true.

"Possessions worth while are all treasured in heaven
Where no thief ever born can break through."
Ah ! Study His Word, all ye selfish of heart
Who ask, but who give not again;
Your debts upon earth you must pay for all men

;

But at last God will make it your gain.

—By Two "Friends of the Work" in California.

KNOWLEDGE.
'

' If I knew you and you knew me,
If each of us could plainly see,

And with an inner sight divine

The meaning of your heart and mine,

I'm sure that we should differ less,

And clasp our hands in friendliness;

Our thoughts would pleasantly agree,

If I knew you and you knew me. '

'

—Author not known to us.

THE LAW OF USE.

With each succeeding, trifling round
Of these, our so-called duties in the world,

We feel anew the ghastly sense of waste

On things material seemly needed here.

The energy which makes and moves machines,

Huge things to draw the coaches that we use

To save us time, in which to save more time

For still more things on which to use our force,

If used as we would wish to see it used

—

To further only those constructive things

Which help to build the lives of those who seek

The Perfect Mastership—our ultimate aim
Would so much better serve all human need.—Vera E. White.
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WHEN.
"When all the atoms have found their own,
And their bonds are all satisfied;

When the universe of trees and plants

Have been summoned, side by side;

When mammals and birds all find their mates
And all fishes and reptiles wed,

And all the souls in the universe

To the altar have been led;

Will this earth of ours revolve no more?
Will planets all stop in their flight?

Will stars all forget their neighbor stars?

And suns all cease to give light?

Will there be no change in time or space?

Could we give and receive no more,

With no desire for action left, nor

Motive to live as before?

'Twould be suicide of God himself;

Nature would die by Nature's hand,

Slain by the power that gave it life,

The Law of Attraction, grand.

Thus reason the wisest souls that are,

Who the Valley of Death can span;

Then what right has man to rise and say—
"This life is the end of man."?

Let us live a life of action then,

Nor fear that this life is done,

When we pass that way—but sense to-day

That our lives are just begun.

And let us listen to those brave souls

Who have traveled along the way;

And add to our old-time Conscience, Faith

—

The Reason-Faith of to-day.

—R. S. R.
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RICHES.

What, to the man who loves the air,

Are trinkets, gauds and jewels rare?

And what is wealth or fame, to one
Who is brother to the sun

;

Who drinks the wine that morning spills

Upon the heaven-kissing hills

;

And sees a ray of hope afar

In every glimmer of a star?

What, to a man whose God is Truth,
Are spoils and stratagems, forsooth?

Who looks beyond the doors of death
For loftier life, sublimer breath;

Who can forswear the state of kings

In knowledge of diviner things,

The dreams of immortal that unroll

And burst to blossom in his soul?
—J. E. B. Z.

OUT OF BONDAGE.

I stand on the outermost brink,

As far as the path may be trod,

Where mortal brain must cease to think
And the heart cries out to God.

His temple gateway is here,

Where I see but the void abyss

;

But I know I am His and I need not fear,

And I tell my Maker this:

I am not afraid to be man

;

To be atom where Thou art Whole,
To take my place in the august plan
That circles Thee and my soul.

—N. E. W.
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THE LARGER PRAYER.
At first I prayed for Light

:

Could I but see my way,
How gladly, swiftly would I walk
To everlasting day!

And next I prayed for Strength,

That I might tread the road
With firm, unfaltering feet, and win
The heaven's serene abode.

And then I asked for Faith

;

Could I but trust my God,
I'd live enfolded in His peace,

Though foes were all abroad.

But now I pray for Love

—

Deep love to God and man;
A living love that will not fail,

However dark His plan.

And Light and Strength and Faith
Are opening everywhere

!

God only waited for me till

I prayed the larger prayer.

—Author not known to us.

MY LOVE'S ANTIQUITY.
Before the Ocean "Waves their pebbled shore had made

;

Before the Forest Trees had cast their first long shade

;

Before the North-faced Rock had grown its beard of

Before the Herald Stars had made the Southern Cross

;

Before the Brooks began to wander to the sea;

My Soul began in gloom its groping after Thee.
—W .S. A.
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THE KING'S PICTURE.

The king from the council chamber

Came, weary and sore of heart

;

He called to Cliff, the painter,

And spoke to him thus apart

:

"I'm sickened of the faces ignoble,

Hypocrites, cowards, and knaves;

I shall shrink to their shrunken measure,

Chief slave in a realm of slaves.

"Paint me a true man's picture,

Gracious, and wise, and good,

Dowered with the strength of heroes

And the beauty of womanhood.

It shall hang in my inmost chamber,

That, thither when I retire,

It may fill my soul with its grandeur,

And warm it with sacred fire."

So the artist painted the picture,

And it hung in the palace hall

;

Never a thing so lovely

Had garnished the stately wall.

The king, with head uncovered,

Gazed on it with rapt delight,

Till it suddenly wore strange meaning-
Baffled his questioning sight.

For the form was the supplest courtier's,

Perfect in every limb

;

But the bearing was that of the henchman

Who filled the flagons for him

;

The brow was a priest's, who pondered

His parchment early and late;

The eye was the wandering minstrel's,

Who sang at the palace gate.
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The lips, half sad and half mirthful,

With a fitful trembling grace,

Were the very lips of a woman
He had kissed in the market place

;

But the smiles which her curves transfigured,

As a rose with its shimmer of dew,

Was the smile of the wife who loved him,

Queen Ethelyn, good and true.

Then, "Learn, King," said the artist,

"This truth that the picture tells

—

That in every form of the human
Some hint of the highest dwells;

That, scanning each living temple

For the place that the veil is thin,

We may gather by beautiful glimpses

The form of the God within."—Hexjen L. B. Bostwick.

THE GLAD NEW YEAR.

We are making a record from day to day
On the fleeting screen of Time,

A moving picture that naught can stay,

Nor erase a single line.

It may return "after many days,"

Or wait for a thousand years,

It may scatter sunshine along our ways,

Or becloud our eyes with tears.

The Mentor says only—just smile and be kind

—

However the winds may blow,

And the joyous present is sure to find

The smiles of long ago;

It's so easy when once we have learned the way,

And it grows like nothing on earth,

'Till it opens wide the gates of day

With Death, as new life, and rebirth.—Jibah D. Buck.
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I WONDER.

I wonder—might it be that we are dead?
In some forgotten life was this our fear?

Was this, perhaps, what caused the drooping head,
The shuddering anguish and the bitter tear?

I wonder—is this death—the careless ear
Deaf to the music pulsing all around;

Dulled, that so piteous little it can hear
Of high, eternal beauty's throbbing sound?

I wonder—is this death—the loveless heart
That selfishly and all unthinking beats;

That all too seldom feels itself a-start

With love-o'-life and all its bitter sweets?

I wonder—is this death—these listless hands
Outstretched so seldom where their touch might aid;

So unresponsive to the small demands
Of brother men, so weak, so oft afraid ?

I wonder—is this death ? And if it be,

What holds what we call death to make us quake ?

Perhaps, our eyes once closed, we'll learn to see,

And then, at last, to larger living wake.—Miriam Teichner.

HE ENTERS IN.

Lift up thine eyes unto the Hills;

For at their summit lieth that fair land
Where beauty doth not fail nor fade;

Where naught of bitterness nor darkness is,

Nor blindness that doth cause another pain

—

And he that will attain thereto shall find

His heart's desire, and dwell in peace unspeakable.
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Between the way winds, narrow, steep

;

But he who climbs the path must walk alone,

At dusk, at dawn, in sun, in mist

—

As if through all the world no other soul

Had entered on the Quest;

No other life strove upward toward the light

;

No other step broke through the solemn stillness.

But if his heart has answered to the call

;

If deep within him burns the living fire

;

Not pale, not loneliness, not fear,

Not death itself can turn him back again.

With bruised hands, with toiling feet,

With his high thought for company
He presses forward on th' ascending way.

To him, at last, all Nature sings her song

Triumphant, wonderful.

The earth's abounding joy and prophecy,

The skies bend low to him in fellowship,

The sea doth call to him in kind

—

And so companioned,

He comes unto his journey's end.

His journey's end—weary he stands,

Hands clasped upon his pilgrim's staff;

His brooding gaze bent back upon the path

That marks the past.

And gazing—brooding—wonder falls

Afresh upon his heart.

Whence came the need that drove him forth

And held him fast to this one end?

That immeasurable longing,

Acute and wordless, for a good unknown,

For lack of which all life lay tasteless at his lips T

Upon the man-old riddle pondered he

When, soft before him, wide and clear,
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Unfolds a vision of the whole. The miracle

Of that which was, and is, and is to be

—

The answer to Life's questionings:

Deep from within his soul up-breaks

The song the ages sing

;

And as a Son, victorious,

He turns, and enters in.

—M. H. H.

FAITH.
Let a valiant Faith cross swords with Death
And Death is certain to fall.

For the dead arise with joy in their eyes;

They were not dead at all.

If this were only a world of chance,

Then faith, with its strong white spark
Could burn through the sod and fashion a God
And set him to shine in the dark.

So in troublesome days, and in shadowy ways,

In the dire and difficult time,

We must cling, we must cling to our Faith, and bring

Our courage to heights sublime.

It is not a matter of hugging a creed

That will lift us up to the light,

But in keeping our trust that Love is just

And that whatever is, is right.

"When the hopes of this world into chaos are hurled
And the devil seems running the earth,

When the bad folks stay and the good pass away
And greed fares better than worth,

Oh, that is the hour to trust in the Power,
That will straighten the tangle out.

For death and sorrow are little things,

But a terrible thing is doubt.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
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THE MEEK.

Those who have carved their names upon
The adamantine rocks of time

In boldest letters, deepest cut

By noble actions and sublime,

Have not been arrogant and vain,

Resenting triumphs not their own;
Nor worshiped at ambition's shrine,

Or lived their lives for self alone;

But have been lovers of mankind,
Whose chiefest aim has been to serve;

Whose passions had been disciplined

By self-control with steady nerve.

With them the "Me" and "Mine" gave place

To thoughts and labors for mankind,
Their fiery passions had been changed
To spirits mild and gentle mind.

The earth shall be inherited

By such as these, the Master said,

For "meek" is the most fitting term
We can apply to these great dead.

They rule the world to-day, in truth,

Through works they wrought long years ago,

And that they labor still for us

Is strictly true, I almost know.

And such a thing need not seem strange,

Hard to believe or comprehend

;

For, loving man so much of yore,

How could their loving service end?

A blessed thought, it is to me,

That someway they still hover near

To aid, guide, guard and answer us

Whene'er our cry for help they hear.
—W.
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A SERMON FOR MANY.

When the long, hard day has vanished and you
your waiting bed,

Try to live the dead hours over ere the pillow soothes

your head.

Try to find some explanation for each thoughtless thing

you've done;
Try to make some reparation for the trouble you've

begun.

After all the petty gossip that you scattered through the

day,

Think of how you knocked your neighbor, going calmly
on his way.

Drag the unkind slings and arrows down from Mem-
ory's dusty shelf

—

Then stand up before the mirror and begin to knock
yourself.

Do not stand there smug and smirking, do not smooth
your towsled hair

!

Shake your fist at your reflection ! Give yourself an icy

glare

!

Don't resolve that you are handsome when you ought to

know you 're not

;

Rather tell the faithful mirror that it flatters you a lot.

Make wry faces by the dozen ; try a cold, contemptuous
sneer

—

Such as you have tried on others. Give yourself a mock-
ing leer.

Then the mirror will remind you, as all honest mir-

rors do,

That you're not one man in thousands—that you're only
LITTLE YOU! —William F. Kiek.
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FRIENDSHIP.

Let Friendship weave its cloth of gold,

It cannot weave too fair.

The golden woof of memory
What can with it compare

!

For love would give and love would take,

And never count the cost;

Whate'er you do for your friend's sake

Is never, never lost.

So let us drink to Friendship bright,

And may it brighter grow.

When once a friend, always a friend,

By this your worth men know.
Oh, let us not seek place nor pelf

Apart from Friendship's ways;
He who would only crown himself

Cannot true Friendship praise.—Daniel Hugh Vebdeb.

TOWARDS THE LIGHT.

I ask no respite, Lord, although I bend
Before the storm ; let sorrows far and near

Thicken upon me till, for pain, I shear

Through this immuring tomb of self and rend

My way to that wide world where Thou dost send

Thy flaming, ruthless rays to blast and sear

All darkness from the soul ; I do not fear,

—

My face is set to endure unto the end.

Yet as Thou lovest the weak, Great Father, pray,

Forsake me not, but have me, as a child,

In Thy most holy keeping night and day

;

That, knowing Thou art never far, I may
To the utmost trial still be reconciled,

And press with joy upon the bitter way.
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WHAT DOES IT MATTER?

It matters little where I was born,

Or if my parents were rich or poor;
Whether they shrank at the cold world's scorn,

Or walked in the pride of wealth secure.

But whether I live an honest man,
And hold my integrity firm in my clutch,

I tell you, brother, plain as I am,
It matters much

!

It matters little how long I stay

In a world of sorrow, sin, and care

;

Whether in youth I am called away,
Or live till my bones and pate are bare.

But whether I do the best I can
To soften the weight of adversity's touch

On the faded cheek of my fellow-man,

It matters much

!

It matters little where be my grave,

Or on the land or on the sea,

By purling brook or 'neath stormy wave;
It matters little or naught to me.

But whether the Angel of Death comes down
And marks my brow with his loving touch,

As one that shall wear the victor's crown,

It matters much

!

—From the Swedish.
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WHAT SHALL WE CALL IT?

A fire-mist and a planet,

A crystal and a cell,

A jelly-fish and a saurian,

And caves where the cave men dwell

;

Then a sense of law and beauty,
And a face turned from the clod:

Some call it Evolution,

And others call it God.

A haze on the far horizon;

The infinite, tender sky;

The ripe, rich tints of the cornfields;

And the wild geese sailing high

;

And all over upland and lowland
The charm of the goldenrod:

Some of us call it Autumn,
And others call it God.

Like tides on a crescent sea-beach,

When the moon is new and thin,

Into our hearts' high yearnings

Come welling and surging in;

Come from the mystic ocean

Whose rim no foot has trod

—

Some of us call it Longing,

And others call it God.

A picket frozen on duty,

A mother starved for her brood

;

Socrates drinking the hemlock,

And Jesus on the rood;

And millions, who, humble and nameless,

The straight, hard pathway have trod

—

Some call it Consecration,

And others call it God.
—Author unknown to us.
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THE CONQUEROR.
When I was twenty-one I said, "The world is now before me,

And whether life be long or short, I'll have no master o'er me.

I'll drink the sparkling wine of life and eat the fruit of

pleasure,

Indulge each passing whim without a thought of stint or

measure.

I'll leave no pathway unexplored that offers new excitement,

No book unopened, though I there may read my own indict-

ment.

No voice nor plea nor argument shall from my purpose

swerve me,

But every circumstance of life shall bow to me and serve me."

Fate must have smiled derisively while in her ledger posting

The faithful record which she keeps of all such idle boasting.

At first it seemed as though each day was simply made to

order,

No hint that shame and suffering were just across the bor-

der.

Whate'er I wanted that I had, the cost I never reckoned;

The only aim I had in life, to go where Pleasure beckoned.

Her sweetest smiles were ever mine, at least it seemed to

me so,

And I, deluded mortal, thought that this would always be so.

'Tis thus she leads us blindly on until we're bound and bleed-

ing,

Then coldly taunts us as we writhe, is deaf to all our plead-

ing.

I pray you spare me as I tell the sequel of her wooing,

Nor make me bare before you all the shame of my undoing.

How I, the master, proud and free, became a slave in fetters,

The quip and jest of other slaves who never were my betters.

'Twas then mine eyes were opened and I saw with under-

standing;

I heard a strange yet kindly voice my inmost soul command-
ing.
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I felt within a new-born strength that knew not fear nor
danger,

And faced a path to which my feet had ever been a stranger.

On either hand I knew that there were pitfalls deep and
yawning,

The pits that I myself had dug before this new day's dawn-

ing.

Both steep and rugged was the path, and far away the sum-

mit,

And yet I knew that I possessed the power to overcome it.

I rose unfettered, and went on, yet wondered at my daring,

That I, upon an unknown way, so fearlessly was faring.

As on I pressed my strength increased, and lo, a torch be-

side me
Its radiance cast athwart my path, to comfort and to guide

me.

I marvelled much from whence its light, so clear and

penetrating,

Until I saw that from myself the rays were emanating.

Experience my guide became, whose Constance never altered;

She urged my footsteps when I lagged, upheld me when I

faltered.

She taught me as none other could, life's deep and hidden

meaning,

And almost cleft the veil 'twixt Earth and Heaven inter-

vening.

I learned that he who conquers Self more richly is rewarded

Than all the men whose warlike deeds have ever been recorded.

That selfishness is suicide, the very soul destroying;

Self-sacrifice, self-saving, all our highest gifts employing.

The approbation Conscience gives, the only praise worth

seeking,

And words of hope and help and cheer, the only words worth

speaking.

That we shall never know defeat nor ever fear disaster,

When Self-indulgence hath been slain and Self-control is

Master. —Frederick Bunnell King.
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TO THE GREAT HELPERS.

Powers of darkness are there, saith Saint Paul,

Evil of Spirit in exalted places;

Dark figures walk, with grim and threatening faces,

Note generous deeds, thrust out, and place a wall,

And cause a bloody check in special cases

!

It has been so throughout a thousand races,

Will it be so until the Heavens fall?

Or, will the fair, White Forces, after all,

Gaining anon, now beaten from their bases

—

Come forth, triumphant, from the Powers' thrawl?
Helpers of men, who watch from stellar spaces,

To Whom our times and cycles seem so small,

—

Great Friends who love, Whose view the Whole em-
braces,

Helpers of Men, we know Ye hear our call!
—J. M. W.

LOVE'S FULFILLMENT.

I knew that there was one awaiting me,
Somewhere on earth, and yet, I knew not where.
In loneliness I cried,—Love, come to me!
And I reached my arms into the open air.

Love, could I but see thy enraptured face,

As in a vision bright, so sweet and clear

;

My longing heart would lead me to the place,

And Love would answer, my most heartfelt prayer.

If I could gaze into thy dear sweet eyes,

I know I 'd find myself complete in thee

;

Our souls are One, tho' garbed in diff'ring guise:

To you, my Love, this is no mystery;
Sometimes thy presence sets my heart aglow,

I hear thy voice, as in a sweet refrain,

As in those dear, sweet days of long ago

;

Come to my heart, and dwell with me again

!

—N. F. DE C, M.D.
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DO IT NOW.
Have you a word of greeting

Or cheer you wish to say?
Then do not put it off too long,

But speak it while you may

—

Just—Do It Now!
Have you a tender message
To write folks far away ?

Then do not wait to send it, friend,

Until some other day,

But—Do It Now

!

"We live to-day, to-morrow
May never be our own;

The words we mean to say or write

May never become known

—

So—Do It Now

!

Oft loving hearts are broken
And love remains unspent,

Because the well-meant messages
Of love were never sent

—

Then—Do It Now!

Perhaps when dear ones vanish

You'll feel it is too late

To cheer and help the hearts you loved

—

Then do not longer wait,

But—Do It Now

!

We make life sweeter, better,

By kind things which we say

;

Then let us take each chance we get

To cheer folks on their way.

And—Do It Now

!

Yes, no time is so pleasant

As now, so let's not wait,

But tell each other all that 's nice

Before it is too late

—

Let's—Do It Now! —Aethue E. Gbingle.
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THE LAW.

The sun may be clouded, yet ever the sun
Will sweep on its course till the cycle is run.

And when into chaos the systems are hurled,

Again shall the Builder reshape a new world.

Your path may be clouded, uncertain your goal

:

Move on, for the orbit is fixed for your soul.

And though it may lead into darkness of night,

The torch of the Builder shall give it new light.

You were, and you will be, know this while you are

:

Your spirit has traveled both long and afar.

It came from the Source, to the Source it returns;

The spark that was lighted eternally burns.

It slept in the jewel, it leaped in the wave

;

It roamed in the forest, it rose from the grave

;

It took on strange garbs for long eons of years,

And now in the soul of yourself it appears.

From body to body your spirit speeds on

:

It seeks a new form when the old one is gone,

And the form that it finds is the fabric you wrought
On the loom of the mind, with the fibre of thought.

As dew is drawn upward, in rain to descend,

Your thoughts drift away and in destiny blend.

You cannot escape them: or petty, or great,

Or evil, or noble, they fashion your fate.

Somewhere on some planet, sometime and somehow,
Your life will reflect all the thoughts of your now.
The law is unerring : no blood can atone

;

The structure you rear you must live in alone.
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From cycle to cycle, through time and through space,

Your lives with your longings will ever keep pace.

And all that you ask for, and all you desire,

Must come at your bidding, as flames out of fire.

You are j'our own devil, you are your own god,

You fashioned the paths that your footsteps have trod.

And no one can save you from error or sin

Until you shall hark to the spirit within.

Once list to that voice and all tumult is done

;

Your life is the life of the Infinite One;
In the hurrying race you are conscious of pause,

"With love for the Purpose, and love for the Cause.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

IMPERFECTION.
0, struggling hearts that fain would rise,

Why fall ye crippled from your skies?

Why stalks grim loss with dearest gain?
Why in all joy the heart of pain?
Why in love's rapture, as love's moan,
Cries still the heart, alone, alone?

Why groping upward, weak and blind,

Must souls still seek and never find?

Why, leaning on earth's dearest breast,

Throb human hearts in vain for rest?

And is it that His spark divine,

God has set in thy heart and mine,

—

That all our gropings, yearnings fond,

Are glimpses of His truth, beyond,

—

Dear human hearts and finite eyes

Reaching toward arcs beyond the skies

;

By broken lights through rifts above,

Pressing on to the Perfect Love

;

Straining to touch through death and night,

God 's infinite of Life and Light ?—Elizabeth Penny.
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THE ETERNAL WILL.
There is no thing we cannot overcome.

Say not thy evil instinct is inherited,

Or that some trait inborn makes thy whole life forlorn

And calls down punishment that is not merited.

Back of thy parents and grandparents lies

The Great Eternal Will. That, too, is thine

Inheritance, strong, beautiful, divine,

Sure lever of success for one who tries.

Pry up thy faults with this great lever, Will,

However, deeply bedded in propensity;

However, firmly set, I tell thee firmer yet

Is that vast paw that comes from Truth's immengity.

Thou art a part of that strange world, I say,

Its forces lie within thee stronger far

Than all thy mortal sins and frailties are.

Believe thyself divine, and watch and pray.

There is no noble height thou canst not climb.

All triumphs may be thine in Time's futurity,

If, whatsoe'er thy fault, thou dost not faint nor halt,

But lean upon the staff of God's security.

Earth has no claim the soul cannot contest.

Know thyself part of that Eternal Source,

And naught can stand before thy spirit's force.

The soul's divine inheritance is best.

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

THE EXHORTATION OF THE DAWN.
"Listen to the exhortation of the Dawn!

Look to this Day!
For it is Life, the very Life of Life.
In its brief course lie all the verities and realities of your

existence:
The bliss of growth,
The glory of action,
The splendor of beauty:

For yesterday is but a dream,
And to-morrow is only a vision;

But to-day, well lived, makes every yesterday a dream of
happiness.

And every to-morrow a vision of hope.
Look well, therefore, to this Day!
Such is the exhortation of the Dawn." „„„_,..„FROM THE PERSIAN.
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HOME.

The greatest words are always solitaires,

Set singly in one syllable; like birth,

Life, love, hope, peace. I sing the worth
Of that dear word toward which the whole world fares-

I sing of home.

To make a home, we should take all of love,

And much of labor, patience and keen joy.

Then mix the elements of earth's alloy

With finer things drawn from the realms above,

The spirit-home.

There should be music, melody and song;

Beauty in every spot; an open door

And generous sharing of the pleasure store

With fellow pilgrims as they pass along,

Seeking for home.

Make ample room for silent friends—the books

—

That give so much and only ask for space.

Nor let Utility crowd out the vase

Which has no use save gracing by its looks

The precious home.

To narrow bounds, let mirrors lend their aid

And multiply each gracious touch of art.

And let the casual stranger feel the part

—

The great creative part—that love has played

Within the home.

Here bring your best in thought and word and deed,

Your sweetest acts, your highest self-control;

Nor save them for some later hour and goal.

Here is the place, and now the time of need.

Here in your home.
—Ella Whmlbb Wilcox.
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LIFE'S HERITAGE.

When so a heavy rod shall rise to smite me,
And sore afflictions come to sear my soul,

And complications round about affright me,
And clouds of sorrow from all sides uproll;

When trial waits my gaze at every turning,

And chill misunderstanding greets my deed,

And spite of all the thirst for good that's burning
Within my heart finds no responsive heed;

When sturdy friends I've counted on are wanting;

When enemies rejoice to see me fall;

And in my troubled spirit gray the haunting

Fears of a ruin imminent appall;

When all my days are days of gloom and sadness,

And where was light no hint of light appears,

And every hope I hold to seems but madness,

And they who used to praise now turn to jeers;

Still in my breast, despite its load of sorrow,

Despite the pressure of o'erwhelming care,

I sense the thrilling joy of a to-morrow

Whose dawn shall lighten up the darkness there.

I sense a moment nigh when, woe abating,

I'll tread the path that leads on to release,

And find a cure for troubles dire awaiting

Safe in the everlasting arms of Peace.

For Life and Love so close are interweaving

That none can live and yet be portionless;

And days must come with hours all retrieving

The dreary years of unfound happiness;

And he whose share of Love is not yet ready,

Whose measure of its joy is yet unknown,

Need only keep his Faith both sure and steady

To come sometime, somewhere, into his own!
—Johjt Kendeick Bangs, in "Harper's Weekly."
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A DOLLAR OR TWO.

"With cautious step, as we trace our way through
This intricate world as other folk do,

May we still on our journey be able to view
The benevolent face of a dollar or two;

For an excellent thing is a dollar or two;

No friend is so true as a dollar or two;

Through country and town, as we pass up and down,
No passport's so good as a dollar or two.

"Would you read yourself out of the bachelor crew,

And the hand of a female divinity sue?

You must always be ready the handsome to do,

Although it should cost you a dollar or two.

Love's arrows are tipped with a dollar or two,

And affection is gained by a dollar or two.

The best aid you can meet in advancing your suit

Is the eloquent clink of a dollar or two.

"Would you wish your existence with faith to imbue,

And enroll in the ranks of the sanctified few?

To enjoy a good name and a well-cushioned pew,

You must freely come down with a dollar or two,

The gospel is preached for a dollar or two,

And salvation is claimed for a dollar or two;

You may sin some at times, but the worst of all crimes

Is to find yourself short a dollar or two."

(Author not known to us.)
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SOME TIME.

Some time, when all life's lessons have been learned,

And sun and stars for evermore have set,

The things which our weak judgment here has spurned

—

The things o'er which we grieved with lashes wet

—

Will flash before us out of life's dark night,

As stars shine most in deeper tints of blue;

And we shall see how all God's plans are right,

And how what seemed reproof was love most true.

And we shall shortly know that lengthened breath

Is not the sweetest gift God sends his friend,

And that sometimes the sable pall of death

Conceals the fairest boon His love can send.

If we could push ajar the gates of life,

And stand within, and all God's working see,

We could interpret all this doubt and strife,

And for each mystery could find a key.

But not to-day! Then be content, poor heart!

God's plans, like lilies pure and white, unfold;

We must not tear the close-shut leaves apart;

Time will reveal the calyxes of gold,

And if, through patient toil we reach the land

Where tired feet, with sandals loosed, may rest,

When we shall clearly know and understand,

I think that we shall say that "God knew best."

—Mrs. May Riley Smith.
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KEEP A STEPPIN' TO DE BAND.

If yo' want to make connection in a heabenly direction,

When yo' hea' de halleluyah trumpet sound,

Yo' nab got to keep a walkin', keep yo' feet fo' eber knockin',

Got to keep 'em pattin' juba' on de ground.

If yo' laigs dey git-a-akin, an' yo' knees dey git-a-shakin',

An' yo' craw's a runnin' mighty short o' sand,

An' yo' eyes dey git-a-leakin', don' yo' nevah, nevah weaken

—

Keep a steppin' to de music ob de band.

CHORUS.
Poom-bah! poom-bah! poom-bah! poom-bah!

Lissen to de ol' bass ho'n.

It's a gwine to be a tootin'

When de planets am a shootin'

An' a bustin' on de ressurrection mo'n.

It's a tellin' yo' to hurry,

An' to nevah, nevah worry,

Marchin' upwa'd to de happy promis' land;

But yo' got to keep a goin',

Keep a heelin' an' a toein'

To de music ob de halleluyah band.

When de ressurrection thundah splits creation all asundah,

An' de lightnin' am a flashin' in de sky;

When de wattahs ob de ocean git into wild commotion,

An' de bussa'ds to de wildahnesses fly;

Ask de blessed Lawd to guide yo', for to come an' ma'ch

beside yo',

Fo' to hurry down an' take yo' by de hand;

Don' yo' nevah, nevah faltah, keep a clingin' to de altah,

An' a steppin' to de music ob de band.

CHORUS.
—By A. Tack.
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AFFINITY.

"There is a principle in Nature which impels every

entity to seek vibratory correspondence with another

like entity of opposite polarity."—From "Harmonics

of Evolution," by Florence Huntley.

1

When our old Mother Earth was very young,
Perhaps some twenty million years ago,

Two little atoms were together flung

From distant realms above, to earth below.

What atoms are, we can but merely guess,

For even Science is not really sure

;

Electrons, polarized and under stress,

Or whirling vortex rings of ether pure.

What these two atoms were, or whence they sprung,

It matters not ; but, their magnetic hearts

Drawn each to each, in close embrace they clung,

And came to earth to play their little parts.

Through countless years, these tiny entities,

Alternately of gas and liquid form,

Preserving still their own identities,

Pursued their way through fire and stress and storm.

From age to age, by fine attraction held,

Though parted oft, persistent in their course,

They formed new ties, and constantly they swelled

The numbers vast, moved by magnetic force.
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Impelled by Law, aquiver with the shock,

They joined ten million myriads of their class,

And then combined to form the crudest rock:
Affinity thus bound the solid mass.

Stupendous changes now took place on earth:

Enormous rocks to awful heights were hurled;

Huge mountain chains and peaks were given birth;

As all the powers of Nature made a world.

8

Great floods of rain poured down from frigid height,

And spread upon the cooling world in streams,

To rise again in steam and clouds of white:

A constant war 'twixt temperature's extremes.

Through all this turmoil, turbulence and strife,

While Earth was thus prepared for usefulness,

Our little atoms led a strenuous life;

Yet were refined by Nature's rude caress.

10

Vibrations raised, their action more intense,

For finer forces they became prepared:

Susceptible to higher elements,

The Vito-Chemic life these atoms shared.

11

The line was crossed—these tiny atoms now
The vegetable kingdom entered in.

When this great change took place, or why, or how,

We may not know, but thus did plants, begin.
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12

Still ruled by Law, they sought out one another,

Two principles, akin to sex, applied:

Receptive one, and positive the other.

Affinity again was satisfied.

13

So generation started far and wide,

Luxuriant plant life flourished o 'er the land

;

The world with shrubs and vines was beautified,

And giant forests grew as Nature planned.

14

Thus Earth again prepared for greater need,

And, more refined, our atoms kept their course

Through root, and stalk, and leaf, and bud, and seed,

Vibrations raised still more, for higher force.

15

So sensitive they were and so refined,

That they were touched with Spirit life and aim.

In quick response the plant-cell changed in kind,

And higher cell of animal became.

16

Again the atoms crossed the kingdom line,

As animals first came upon the scene,

And, guided still by principles divine,

"Were wedded close for purposes unseen.

17

Each animal sought out its fitting mate,

Each tiny cell its own harmonic cell,

Vibrating at a corresponding rate,

—

Of opposite polarity as well.
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18

This is the Law, a part of Nature's plan:
Each entity, through changes vast, refined

For higher forms from monad up to man
Affinity decides its place and kind.

19

By one great force the minerals are blent:

Polarity of atoms rules them well.

The plants have still an added element,

The Vito-Chemical or Life of Cell.

20

The brute has both these elements, we know,
Besides the Spirit Life, to fill his role,

While Man has all the powers of those below,

And stands alone, in touch with that of Soul.

21

At first, all animals were coarse and crude,

But Evolution's progress upward ran,

And brute creation was the grand prelude

To Nature's final, crowning product, Man.

22

As atoms to vibrations high are keyed,

As simple cells evolve to more complex,

The animal develops to the need

And higher element in life reflects.
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23

When this great point is fairly reached and passed,

The animal responds to finer force:

Soul element possesses him at last

—

A Human Soul begins its earthly course.

24

And so our atoms now have gone the round
Of physical development on Earth.

Affinity's attractions they have found
Imperative and binding from their birth.

25

They 've reached the limit of refinement here,

So far as modern science knows or cares;

They now may pass into a higher sphere
Beyond the realm of physical affairs.

26

Dame Nature built the human frame so fair,

The perfect animal, primeval man:
The Soul, the lord and master, entered there,

And over all her forces claimed command.

27

Unnumbered years she spent in this great scheme,
Evolving and refining every sense,

Till, ready for the Soul of Man supreme,
She individualized intelligence.
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28

The Human Soul, for whom all things were made,
Begins its round on round of Earthly lives;

Experience gains, and passing through each grade,
Becomes more wise and potent as it strives.

29

The Soul of Man, with master will and brain,

Turned Evolution's course to some extent,

From physical to higher, mental plane,

Which served to speed the Soul's development.

30

Man's lower nature must respond, of course,

To all the laws that govern on that plane;

But power of will, the Soul's one mighty force,

Gives strength to rise and mastership obtain.

31

The Human Soul, in seeking for its mate,

To make complete its earthly happiness,

Makes use of all affinities innate,

But moderates and molds them more or less.

32

Affinity, that ruled atomic action

;

That, in the plant, provided for its growth ;

That, in the beast, decided sex attraction;

In human life, binds man and woman both.
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The word, indeed, has been too much abused,
Degraded by its vile interpretations;

A splendid word, if properly 'tis used,

And rescued from its bad associations.

34

Affinities in human life include

All that in elemental life attracts;

But, dominated are these forces crude
By Soul, the master of our lives and acts.

35

Affinity of body, mind and soul;

This is the perfect, ideal, married state.

The Basic Law prevails throughout the whole,

But man oft learns the principle too late.

36

On every plane of active, human life,

Harmonics must prevail on every hand;
Affinity should mate the man and wife.

The Law is God's and man should understand.—Ebvin A. Rice.
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IF—FROM A WOMAN'S POINT OF VIEW.

If you can let your foot-free friends surprise you
When all your household wheels are out of gear;

If you can get a meal when all about you
Are piled the things there wasn't time to clear;

If you can serve them simple things serenely,

Without a word about the plight you're in,

The while you say unto your soul, "Be seemly,"

And, in the bosom fight that follows, win,

—

If you can love your child with all that's in you.

Yet firmly say the word that must be said;

Pace tearful eyes and never let them daunt you,

And in the din that follows keep your head;

If you know life, yet trust your children in it

Because you see that God, who made the gale,

To vanquish sin gave unto man the Spirit,

Just as to fight head-winds He gave the sail,

—

If you can win respect from those who serve you,

And run your home, and not let it run you;

If you can face details nor let them dwarf you,

And keep your outlook broad, your vision true;

If you can let your sands of time run daily

Into a headlong stream of endless tasks,

And do the things you hate and do them gladly,

Because to serve is all the joy Love asks,—

If you can do, without the dust of doing,

And toiling, keep your soul and body fine;

If you can right the words and deeds you're ruing,

And lean on Love yet not become a vine;

If you can be a worthy wife and mother

And wisely meet all this shall bring to you;

Fear not to share the burdens of your brother:

What Time shall ask, that, Woman, you can do!
—Jane Dowlinq Foote.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Attention is again called to our great National

Patriotic Congress to be held at San Francisco next
October. The importance of this federation idea and
this opportunity for a grand popular demonstration
and convention can hardly be over-estimated. "We want
to urge upon all friends of our public schools and other

cherished free institutions, to call county and city con-

ventions and arrange for delegates. Local lodges, cass

ties and courts should take this matter up promptly
and vigorously. There can be nothing lost by attending
to this matter well ahead. This great forward move-
ment calls for your loyal support.

Don't fail to send for patriotic booklet free, enclos-

ing at the same time, five cents postage for folder and
letter of particulars about the next National Conven-
tion. Address D. J. Reynolds, 424 Plymouth Building,
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Please mention this paper.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE-
MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE
ACT OF AUGUST 24, 1912, of Life and Action, pub-

lished Bi-Monthly, at Chicago, Illinois, for May-June,
1915.

Name of Post-Office Address.
Editor, J. E. Richardson Oak Park, 111.

Managing Editor, J. E. Richardson Oak Park, 111.

Business Manager, Charles Crane Oak Park, 111.

Publisher, J. E. Richardson Oak Park, 111.

Owner: [If a corporation, give its name and the

names and addresses of stockholders holding 1 per
cent or more of total amount of stock. If not a
corporation, give names and addresses of indi-

vidual owners.]

J. E. Richardson Oak Park, 111.

Signed: J. E. Richardson.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 23d dav of
March, 1915. William Einfendt,

[Notarial Seal.] Notary Public.
My Commission expires Mar. 1, 1916.
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Vol. VI July-August, 1915 No. V

Question Box
By the TK

QUESTION: Quoting from page 100 of Vol. 1:

"When Electro-Magnetism is extracted from iron or

steel, we have devitalized, mineral substance, or dead

ore." Compare page 96 of the same Volume : "Science

demonstrates that one or more of these vital elements

magnetizes, vivifies, vitalizes or animates all physical

matter." The latter statement seems to imply that

no physical matter can exist, even in chaos, without be-

ing charged with at least one of the Life Elements, the

former that it is possible for physical matter to exist

apart from these elements. I suppose the answer is in

the books. Will you please tell me where to find it?

ANSWER: No, the answer is not in the books, in

definite form. It might be worked out, however, from

the data therein contained, by one who is sufficiently

familiar with the subject. The intent of the second quo-

tation above is to convey the idea that, in its normal

state or condition, all physical matter is magnetized, etc.,
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by one or more of these Life Elements. But you will

remember that when the Spiritual and Soul Elements

are withdrawn from the physical organism of man, the

physical body slowly dissolves. This makes it entirely

clear that these Life Elements may be withdrawn

—

under certain conditions. The same thing is equally true

of all the Life Elements.

QUESTION: Do the lower Lite Elements, viz., the

Electro-Magnetic and the Vito-Chemical continue to ex-

ist in the spiritual body of the animal or human after

death?

ANSWER: Every physical Element in nature has

its spiritual aspect, or analogy. After physical death

the spiritual aspect or analogy of each Life Element

continues to exist in the spiritual body of the individ-

ual—but not the physical aspect of it.

QUESTION : Since the Magnetic Field lies between

the physical and the spiritual planes of matter, with

what sense does the Student perceive it? You answer:

"With the physical sense, in conjunction with the Mag-
netic Element of his own body. " Again: "With what
sense does the student perceive that part of the Magnetic

Field which lies above the line of cleavage?" You
answer: "With the spiritual sense, in conjunction with

the Magnetic Element of his own body." Now, here is

my difficulty. I reason that since the Physical Magnetic

Body is an exact duplicate or counterpart of the physical

body, then it is equipped with a full set of sensory or-

gans. And if so, then why cannot the Ego or Soul

function through these sensory organs upon the Magnetic
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Field, with which they are in vibratory correspondence,

in the same way it does through the physical sensory

organs on the physical plane 1

ANSWER: Your mistake lies in your assumption

that the magnetic body is an "Organism" in the same

sense as that of the physical body. That is not true. It

is rather in the sense we might say there is a "Water"
body. If we could remove all the other elements from

the physical body but the water, and without in the least

disturbing the water, we would have a water-duplicate

of the physical body, which we might call a water-body.

Now, while it is a duplicate of the physical body, yet it

does not have separate and distinct "Organs of Sense."

In other words, the water-body is only a homogeneous

mass of water in the exact shape of the physical body.

The same is true of the "magnetic body," as you are

pleased to designate it. It is true, that at physical death,

the magnetic body remains intact for a time; but it is

somewhat as a vapor body might retain its form for a

time, but all the while simply floating in the air, like a

cloud. In other words, the magnetic body is only a

homogeneous mass of magnetism which retains its form

for a time after death, and then dissolves as a cloud of

vapor might do.

I believe if you will read the closing chapters of

"The Great Work," and observe carefully where the il-

lustrations show the relation of the physical body to its

physical magnetism, and the spiritual body to its spir-

itual magnetism, you will obtain a clearer understanding

of the subject. Simply get away from the notion that

either of the magnetic bodies (physical or spiritual) is

an "organism." It is not. It therefore does not have
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'

' organs,
'

' as you have assumed. It is simply a mass of

Magnetism in the form of the body.

QUESTION: Does the Great School recommend

"Corporal Punishment" as a means of obtaining obe-

dience in the education of children?

ANSWER: No. The infliction of bodily punish-

ment upon a child, by one who is older, stronger, and

thereby physically able to overcome the child, must in-

evitably arouse in the child either a sense of Anger, or

one of Fear, or both. But these are both, in all their

varying aspects, destructive to the one who harbors

them. Therefore, they only awaken and set in motion in

the child's nature destructive conditions and processes,

and in no sense can this be rightfully considered "Edu-
cational.

'

'

There is no child of normal intelligence but can

be reached by the constructive power of Love, and an

appeal to Reason, and all the higher and better elements

of its being and nature. It is possible to lead every

child "by the hand of Love," and to "point it to the

pathway of Duty," and in such manner as to command
its respectful attention and obedience. It is only a

question of the limitations of the intelligence and Self-

Control of parents necessary to demonstrate the truth

of these statements. There is, perhaps, nothing in all

the world that calls for so much intelligence, patience,

self-control, poise, gentleness, sympathy, understanding,

reason, knowledge of human nature, and all the higher

elements of human character, as does the education and
proper training of children, in such manner as to call

out only the constructive elements of their natures. But
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it can be done, and it is the business and the responsi-

bility of every parent to master the subject before as-

suming the responsibility of bringing children into this

world of hardships.

I am aware of the fact that there are many specific

illustrations which might be given where corporal pun-

ishment would seem at least the easiest way of com-

manding obedience ; but it is not a question of the easiest

way, but the right way. And there is but one right

way and one wrong way, as regards physical punish-

ment of children.

QUESTION : Are those of your readers who are in-

terested from the viewpoint of Freemasonry, justly en-

titled to infer that the Great School is only another

name for the 33° in S. R. Masonry?

ANSWER: Hardly so. They are, however, entirely

justified in assuming that the Great School is an in-

stitution which has, long ages past, demonstrated all

that constitutes the ethical foundation of the 33° in

Scottish Rite Masonry. They are also justified in as-

suming that the Great School is the original source from

which all the degrees of Masonry were derived. But
the Great School stands for something vastly more than

the 33° in S. R. Masonry. It is a voluntary associa-

tion of Master-Men whose lives, far back into the dim
and distant infancy of the human race, have been dedi-

cated and consecrated to the acquisition of knowledge

for the benefit of humanity, and the establishment of

TRUTH at every cross-road along the journey of in-

dividual life, that mankind may not go astray.
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QUESTION: When you gaze into space, out of

doors, you see small transparent points vibrating in cir-

cles—or orbits—and the longer you gaze the clearer they

appear. They seem like moving particles of some gas.

They are not dust, for they are transparent. What are

they?

ANSWER: They are the clear corpuscles of blood

which circulate through the anterior section of the eye

(including the cornea and pupil, and possibly the lens)

—that portion of the eye in front of the retina and the

ends of the filaments of the optic nerve, through which

the rays of light must pass on their way through the

pupil to the retina and the ends of the nerve filaments.

If you will, some warm day, when the sky is clear, lie

down on the ground and gaze steadily toward the clear

blue sky, you will be able to see these little floating trans-

parent round bodies much more clearly. And if you will

study their movements with sufficient care you will soon

observe that they seem to chase each other around cer-

tain definite courses—as if they had their several run-

ways over a definite course, or definite courses. This

will serve to indicate the fact that they do have these

definite run-ways, and that they are through the blood

vessels of the eye in front of the ends of the filaments

of the optic nerve. This phenomenon has puzzled many
people. By a scientist some years ago, it was said to

be the atoms of oxygen in the atmosphere. By another

recently, it is said to be the atoms of hydrogen in the

air. A critical study of their action will soon convince

the observer that they are due to the circulation of blood

through that portion of the eye anterior to the retina, in

the line of vision.
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QUESTION: I hope I am not intruding too much
on the privileges of the Question Box, but I am consumed

with an earnest desire to know, though I am quite will-

ing to wait my turn so far as the questions are con-

cerned.

Of all the questions that come up for solution, per-

haps the question of "Good and Evil" is the greatest

and the most persistent. I do not know that any final

solution of this momentous question is possible, but at

any rate there must be a certain amount of definite

knowledge attainable.

There is one phase of the question I should like to be

absolutely certain about, although its presentation seems

fairly clear in Vol. II of the Harmonic Series. How-
ever, I know you will bear with me whilst any uncer-

tainty continues to exist in my own mind.

I am encouraged in this because one quotation I shall

present from Dr. Buck's "Constructive Psyclwlogy"

would seem to support this difference.

I have a book in my possession, entitled '

' The Kyba-
lion,

'

' which deals with the Sever Principles of the Her-

metic Philosophy. Amongst these Sever Principles is

the Principle of Polarity. In its treatment of this Prin-

ciple we are told that "Everything is dual; everything

has two poles ; everything has its pair of opposites ; op-

posites are the same, differing only in degree ; opposites

are really only the two extremes of the same thing, with

many varying degrees between them," etc.

Coming now to the subject under consideration, I

read: "Good and Evil are but the poles of the same
thing; and the Hermetist understands the art of trans-

muting Evil into Good, by means of an application of
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the principle of Polarity. Good and Bad are not abso-

lute; we call one end of the scale Good and the other

Bad, or one end Good and the other Evil. A thing is

' less Good ' than the thing higher in the scale ; but that

'less Good' thing, in turn, is 'more Good' than the

thing next below it,
'

' and so on.

In "Constructive Psychology," page 59, I read:
1

'What we call Good and Evil are less opposite extremes

than contrasted degrees and varying utilities."

In "The Great Psychological Crime," page 288, we
find : "In whatever sphere or department of Nature the

principle of quality manifests itself, it is an expression

of either simple contrast or extreme opposites."

Heat and Cold are given as an example of simple

contrast, while Truth and Falsehood, Love and Hate,

etc.—are given as examples of extreme opposites.

Do Good and Evil fall under the second class; and
are they, therefore, essentially different in their natures

;

or, are they but the opposite poles of the same thing?

ANSWER : I doubt if it is possible to give a more
exact and definite answer to your question than that

which is given in Vol. II of the Harmonic Series, at

pages 288, et seq., as follows:

"There is a principle in Nature which, in all its

operations and manifestations, is creative, formative, in-

tegrating, developing, organizing and evolutionary in its

nature and tendencies. It is known to Science as 'Na-

ture's Constructive Principle.' As such it constitutes

an equal part of a most stupendous duality in Nature,

the other half of which is known as 'Nature's Destruc-

tive Principle.'
"

"Construction and Destruction. These terms give
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expression to a duality of extreme opposites. They de-

fine two of the most important, extensive, conflicting and

antagonistic processes of all Nature. They represent the

two great fundamental and essential opposites in Nature

which are known and recognized by scientific thinkers

and investigators everywhere."

The terms, "Good" and "Evil," as employed by the

Great School, have reference to the Constructive Prin-

ciple of Nature and the Destructive Principle, in the

realm of the Psycliic Individuality of Man. They have

reference to the distinct processes by which the Moral

Individuality of Man is either integrated and built up
on the one hand, or disintegrated and torn down, on the

other hand.

In this highest application of the Principles, at least,

they stand for "Opposites" and not merely for "Con-
trasts.

'

'

Whatever in Nature is Constructive to the Moral

and Psychical Individuality of Man, is "Good;" and,

on the other hand, whatever is Destructive to that same

Individuality, is "Evil," or "Bad."
In this I believe you will find your answer.

QUESTION: The writer realizes the great demand
upon your time and vitality, and is further impressed by
the thoroughness of your replies, and the kindly and
courteous consideration of the many questions put to

you. Indeed, I am compelled to marvel at the self-con-

trol, and to admit that if nothing contained in the Har-
monic Series and supplemental literature were true, the

mental poise which you exemplify is well worth the ef-

forts of a lifetime.
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It is possible that the fact of so many questions pour-

ing in showing the desire to "learn the truth and be

free,
'
' and on your part the

'

' knowledge of a labor well

done,
'
' affords you greater happiness than can generally

be conceived.

With the knowledge of the great demands upon you,

as above stated, it is my desire to ask the following ques-

tion which, I trust, is essentially proper and within the

bounds of legitimate questioning, viz.:

In the discussion of the phenomena of hypnotism,

it is stated at page 15, paragraph 1, of The Great Psy-

chological Crime:

"Hypnotism is the process by and through which one

person—called a hypnotist—obtains, holds and exercises

control of the Will, voluntary powers and sensory or-

ganism of another person—called a subject. It also in-

cludes the psychic relation which exists between the

two persons during the hypnotic process."

Again, on page 149, paragraph 1:

"Mediumship is the process by and through which

a spiritual intelligence obtains, holds and exercises con-

trol of the Will, voluntary powers and sensory organ-

ism of a medium. It also includes the relation which

exists between the two individual intelligences during

the continuance of the mediumistic process."

In the second paragraph of the same page is the fol-

lowing statement:

"It is, indeed, the hypnotization of a physically em-

bodied individual by a spiritually embodied intelli-

gence.
'

'

Referring to "The Principle Involved," page 175 of
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The G. P. C, third paragraph, we learn that after a

medium has been "developed"-

"Upon this vital current the controlling intelligence

is able to ride into the inmost consciousness of the sleep-

ing subject, as it were, and there voluntarily assume con-

trol of the Will, voluntary powers and sensory organism

of the subject.

"

From all of which, with other statements contained

in the Harmonic Series, I assume that the spiritual in-

telligence, during the period of active control, occupies

(with the legal owner), as a "usurper," the physical

body of the medium.

The question I wish to bring out is

—

How does the

hypnotist control his subject? I understand that the

hypnotist's Will is supreme; and I believe, in a general

way, that I grasp the idea of the "destructive" effects

upon the three brains. But the Spiritual Control (I

assume) controls by actual posession of the physical

body, while a hypnotist cannot secure control in this

manner for the reason that if he could and did project

his spiritual body into the physical "domicile" of his

subject, he would be unable to perform any of the func-

tions of his own physical body while controlling his sub-

ject, and would himself become a subject for spiritual

control, if physical death did not actually result to him.

It occurs to me that should you feel justified in an-

swering this question, there will be an elucidation of

a law or laws governing mind, thought and Will, which
will prove most startling to those of us who have not

the power to study these questions from the plane of

Mastership.
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Apologizing for taking so much of your time, be-

lieve me, etc.,

W. D. N.

ANSWER: Your difficulty and mistake lie in as-

suming "that the spiritual intelligence, during the

period of control, occupies (with the legal owner), as a

'usurper,' the physical body of the medium."

While the literal wording of the quotation to which

you refer, if taken alone, might seem to justify such

an assumption, I believe if you will give the context its

full meaning and significance, and study the subject

more deeply, you will see that it has not been the pur-

pose or intent of the author to convey the idea that a

spiritual control actually enters bodily the physical or-

ganism of the medium. I am quite sure, in fact, that at

some point in the text works it is definitely stated that

it does not enter the physical body of its subject, the

medium.

Perhaps the language to which you have referred is

not well chosen. In any event, it is not true that a

spiritual hypnotist (control) enters the physical body

of his subject (the medium) during the period of con-

trol, or at any other time, for that matter.

It is simply the power of his Will that "rides into

the consciousness of his subject, as it were." Note the

three words—"as it were"—and the manner and con-

nection in which they are used; and you will observe

that they were intended to convey the suggestion that

the expression preceding them was to be taken figura-

tively, and not literally.

In truth, there is absolutely no difference between

the process of establishing control by a hypnotist and
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that by a spiritual control. The process is identical in

every respect. It is the Will of the hypnotist, as well

as the Will of the Control that establishes its mastery

over the Will, voluntary powers and sensory organism

of the subject (which subject is in one case the hypno-

tized individual and in the other the medium).

QUESTION: Is Gravity the force by which the

Living Soul in this world draws, along the line of least

resistance, toward its own center of life, all matter

within its own influence?

ANSWER : I do not know.

QUESTION : Believing that integration and growth

depend upon the activities, potencies and powers of the

several Life Elements, and that every physical entity

has its spiritual material counterpart which interpene-

trates it, the following questions have forced themselves

upon me, and I will thank you for your answers to them

:

(a) Does the spiritual organism of a physically em-

bodied man require spiritual nourishment, analogous to

the way in which the physical body is nourished by
the consumption of food, water and air?

ANS. : While the spiritual is physically embodied,

the process is analogous.

(b) Does a spiritually embodied man taste spiritual

material fruit, drink spiritual water, and breathe spir-

itual atmosphere?

ANS. : Yes, a spiritual man has five spiritual senses

that are analogous to the five physical senses, and they

sense the spiritual world and spiritual materials in a

manner that is very closely analogous to the manner in
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which the physical senses perform their functions

through the medium of the physical body. But the

process of renewing and perpetuating the spiritual body

upon the spiritual planes of life are not so closely anal-

ogous to the physical proceses. To elucidate the differ-

ence, however, would require too much space for this

time and place.

(c) Are the conditions of bodily sustenance upon

the spiritual planes in any or every way analogous to

those obtaining upon the physical planes of life?

ANS. : In most particulars the analogies are appar-

ent to all upon the spiritual planes; but they are less

clear and distinct as the individual evolves to higher

and higher planes of life upon the spiritual side. No,

they do not involve an "economic" or "work" problem,

in the same sense these exist here upon the physical

plane.

(d) Does the Economic solution which the Great

School desires to teach us, imply that a greater wisdom
has already established a Rule of Service upon the Spir-

itual Planes, and thus settled such economic problems

as are baffling the crude, undeveloped intelligence and
immature Morality obtaining upon this earth plane at

this time?

ANS. : It is true that the Great Friends have
wrought out a definite System that has been tried, tested

and demonstrated in every respect. It is not entirely

applicable, however, to the conditions that exist upon
any of the spiritual planes of life. The analogies of

life and condition are not sufficiently close to make that

possible. But the demonstrations have been made under
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conditions that involve the possibilites of life upon the

earth at this time.

(e) Is it not probable that Jesus had a clear

knowledge of the harmony, justice and wisdom obtain-

ing upon the spiritual planes in mind when he taught

his Disciples to pray "Thy kingdom come, Thy will be

done on earth as it is in heaven ? '

'

ANS. : There is no doubt of it. He also had a very

superior knowledge of the demonstrations of the Great

School upon the earth plane ; and his mission was largely

to teach this knowledge to his own people, and through

them to the world.

(f) Are there atmospheric conditions in the spir-

itual world analogous to those of this earth plane?

ANS.: Yes.

(g) Will men who suffer from disarranged physi-

cal organisms suffer similarly in their spiritual bodies ?

ANS. : No. That is to say, not in the same way.

There is such a thing as spiritual suffering, but not from

spiritual
'

' Diseases,
'

' in any sense such as we know upon
this earth plane. There is only one process by which

spiritual "Death" may occur, and that is carefully ex-

plained and elucidated in Vol. II of the H. S.

(h) Are there spiritual weeds, insects, etc.

ANS. : There are all kinds of spiritual plants, in

each and all of the spiritual planes of life. But insect

life is confined to the "Magnetic Field," after it passes

from this plrysical plane.

(i) Will it mean as much of an effort along all lines

spiritually, mental, social and Moral, on man's part, to

survive and live on the spiritual planes as it seems to be

here upon earth?
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ANS.: No.

Your list of questions are such that my answers must

necessarily be very unsatisfactory. It is impossible to

explain the points of difference existing in the condi-

tions upon the various planes of life, without going into

the subject from the very foundation, and following it

through all the evolutionary rounds, noting the varia-

tions from the law of analogy as they appear.

These questions are in the very heart of the subject

matter which legitimately belongs in the volume on the

subject of Wliat Science Knows of the Spiritual World.

If I shall ever live to write that volume, I shall hope to

elucidate all these questions and many others concerning

the conditions existing upon the spiritual planes of life.

I trust these answers, brief as they are, will be sufficient

for the present, and until such time as I shall be able to

command the time for the preparation of the volume to

which I have referred.

QUESTION: Are there not powerful human intel-

ligences both in the body and out—Black Magicians

—

who can dominate any man, good or bad, who has not

the knowledge whereby he can resist such domination

and control?

ANSWER: No. Nature gives to every individual

human being a strong guard of protection in the power
given him over the magnetic forces of his own being.

When this protection is supplemented by the living of

a life in conformity with the Constructive Principle of

Nature in Individual Life, in other words, an exalted

Moral Life, there is no human power short of Mastership

that could exercise any destructive influence over such
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an individual—and Mastership is an added protection,

and not a menace nor a danger.

It is not necessary for the individual to possess the

knowledge and powers of a Master in order to withstand

the powers of any Black Magician. If he observes the

laws of physical health, and exemplifies a Moral Life

in conformity with the Spirit of the Work, he can be

assured of the power to withstand the assaults of all the

evil forces and intelligences that may seek to dominate

him. Keep in mind, however, the combination of condi-

tions I have here designated, for they are all important.

QUESTION: Does the School of Natural Science

agree with the doctrine of the T. S., in that Sex is solely

an animal condition and function which does not obtain

in the spiritual world ; and that generation, or the sepa-

ration into sexes, is the force that binds the human entity

to the physical plane, and that this must be overcome in

order to enable the individual to reach the spiritual

planes ?

ANSWER : I was not aware that the T. S. had ever

promulgated such a doctrine. Are you sure you have

correctly stated the position of that School?

If, however, you have stated correctly the position

of the T. S. on the subject, then I must say very em-

phatically, that the School of Natural Science does not

agree with it. In other words, the Great School does not

have to speculate upon that question, for the reason that

its knowledge is definite and absolutely complete. I am
able to say, of my own personal knowledge, that Sex is

not merely, or solely, an animal condition and function

;

but on the contrary, it is a cleavage which inheres in the
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Soul itself, and that it is as definite and powerful an

influence in the spiritual world as it is here on earth.

Men and women upon the earth plane are men and

women still after they have passed beyond the Valley

of the Shadow of Death and found their abode in the

land of the Spirit. The differentiation of Sex is even

emphasized in the spirit life, and there is no such thing

as the alternation of the sexes. I have heard that this

is, indeed, one of the ideas promulgated by the T. S.

—

or at least by some of the members of that School of

Thought. I do not know that the T. S. as such should

be charged with having promulgated the doctrine of

sex alternations.

The fact is, however, that so far as the wisest of the

Great Masters are able to go, the definite and unalter-

able principle of sex obtains. The men and the women
who have lived upon the earth plane, and have passed

into the spiritual life and progressed even to the Thir-

teenth Sphere, are still men and women as definitely and
distinctively as when they were upon the earth plane.

This fact should answer the question very fully.

QUESTION: Are the Life Elements subject to the

Law of Evolution, or are they universal in time and
space ?

ANSWER : This question is answered in Harmonics

of Evolution. Find it.

QUESTION : I am one who is preparing himself for

admittance as a Student, into the School of Natural
Science, by means of the Questions and Key prescribed

for that purpose. In keeping with your admonitions in
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a recent issue of Life and Action, I try to use my reason-

ing faculties on any and all questions, and not to accept

as "gospel" every statement made by you, just because

it is made by YOU.
I appreciate, to a great degree, I think, the scientific

reasons which underlie that request of yours.

I have read and re-read, many times, the chapter in

The Great Psychological Crime, on page 378—"To The
Physician. '

' I cannot reconcile it with my views on the

healing of physical ailments. After reading paragraph

2, page 379, I can reach only one conclusion, namely,

that it is my ignorance which makes me dissent from its

truthfulness. I am quite confident that there is no

professional prejudice in my conclusions. It has been

my belief for some years past that the practice of medi-

cine was so very empiric in its nature that it is a

courtesy to call it a Science. I have understood that the

profession, in general, admits that there are not more
than one or two drugs the action of which on the body
can be correctly forecast.

In paragraph 3, page 381, you speak of the necessity

of the physician knowing which drugs are destructive in

their nature and effects, as well as those that are

remedial. Dr. Lindlahr's claim, in "Nature Cure," that

drugs suppress disease, but do not remedy it, appeals

to me as being true. I am inclined to go further than

he does and say that it is probable that anything, except

food, which is put into the body, is a foreign substance

not needed in the metabolism ; and, if not needed, must
do harm, &c. &c.

ANSWER: You think you are not prejudiced in

your views, and I give you credit for honesty in that
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belief, and yet, I do not recall having read anything in

a long while that has impressed me more strongly with

the spirit of prejudice than does your letter. You have

formed your judgments on the subject, which is all

right; but you are looking for whatever will sustain

your already formed judgments, instead of for TRUTH.
I do not mean that this is a conscious process with you

;

but I believe it is to some extent true, just the same.

You are even prejudiced against certain words, just

because somebody else has given them a bad name. For

instance, the word "Drugs" has come to mean "some-

thing that is either poison or that suppresses disease,

instead of eliminating and curing it.
'

'

And therein is where both you and Dr. Lindlahr are

at fault.

If you will look up the meaning of the word "Drug,"
you will find that in its commonly accepted use it means
"Any substance used as medicine;" or, "a chemical in-

gredient used in the arts.
'

'

Now look at the word "Medicine," and you will

observe that it means "A substance possessing curative

or remedial properties."

Medicines are divided into two general classes, solids

and liquids, and broadly they are classed as internal and
external medicines.

From these observations you will see that you have
been grossly prejudiced against two very innocent and
inoffensive words, namely, "Drugs" and "Medicines."

It is true that the term "Drugs," in its broadest

sense, includes both poisonous drugs and curative

medicines.
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It is true that there are some drugs that are suppres-

sive in their action upon the physical body. But it is

equally true that there are far more drugs that are not

suppressive in their action. There are very many drugs

and medicines that are eliminative and alterative in

their action.

Furthermore, according to the findings of the Great

School all disease is the result of "starvation" in some

form and degree. Think of this before you go further,

and get the concept clearly and firmly in mind. "All

disease is the result of starvation in some form and

degree."

Now, if that be true, then it must be equally true that
'

' All curative medicines are in their essential nature and
action upon the body, foods." They furnish the nutri-

ment that is needed to overcome the starvation that

causes the disease.

If you will get these two concepts clearly in mind,

you will have rid yourself of a most unjust and unfortu-

nate prejudice.

You know, if you will but stop to think, that a very

large proportion of so-called medicines, are of vegetable

origin and substance. The fact is that there are but a

comparatively few of these that can be truly said to be

suppressive in their action. They act, in the very large

majority of instances, as foods for the body, and as such

are in every sense wholesome and constructive.

Just because there are a few drugs that are suppres-

sive in their action is no justification for condemning the

very large majority which are not suppressive. Is not

this sound reason and logic? Certainly, and no intelli-

gent physician will try to get around or away from it.
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And under "The New Chemistry"—which trans-

mutes mineral drugs into vegetable remedies—there is

no excuse whatever for attacking "Drugs" as either

suppressive or poisonous. Once transmuted into vege-

table substance they become direct "Foods" for the body

of man, and in every essential constructive in their

action.

The time is not far distant when, under the dis-

coveries of chemistry, there will be an entirely "New
Materia Medica," and a new Science of Medicine, which

will contain every element of constructive energy and

action.

I frankly admit that the use which some physicians

of the Old School make of the poisonous mineral drugs

is not only suppressive, but extremely destructive. But
again I must be just and say, that there are many phy-

sicians, even of the Old School, who are just as strongly

opposed to such use of
'

' drugs '

' as you or I or Dr. Lind-

lahr. And it is not fair to class them all together and
condemn them just because a few of them are false to

their trust and their profession.

Neither should you, my friend, jump at the conclu-

sion that Nature Cure is a " Cure-all " as it is known and
practiced to-day. The fact is, all real cure is "Nature
Cure;" for it is Nature that does the work of curing

in all systems of healing. All that any system of medi-

cine can do is to aid Nature, by furnishing the patient

the proper "foods" that are suited to overcome the

"starvation" which causes disease. When we have done
that, then Nature takes up the work and makes the real

cure by making use of the materials at her command for

that purpose.
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Every cure effected, whether by an Allopath, a

Homeopath, a Neuropath, or any other sort of a

"Path"—is a "Nature Cure;" because it corresponds to

Nature's methods and processes. Therefore, it is not

fair to single out a small section and call it "Nature

Cure" any more than it would be to call everything in

therapeutics
'

' Allopathic.
'

'

If you physicians would only come to recognize the

fact that there is much good in all systems of medicine,

and all systems of cure, and then make yourselves

familiar with the good in all systems and use it to its

full limit of service, you would soon come to represent

what the Great School designates a "Great Physician."

But so long as you persist in nursing your prejudices

and shutting your eyes to the good wherever it may be

found, you will never reach the dignity nor the altitude

of truly
'

' Great Physicians.
'

'

The article to which you refer in The Great Psycho-

logical Crime was written from the viewpoint of many
years of active and definite experience in the fields of

Medicine and the study of Therapeutics. There is not a

statement contained in it that is not fully justified by the

known facts of Natural Science.

You who call yourselves "Chiropractors" have made
some valuable discoveries, and you are doing some good

;

but you touch but a very small segment of the great

Circle of human experience. You are to be commended
for the good you do, but your narrowness and prejudices

are deeply to be deplored by all lovers of Humanity. If

you would but open your eyes and see the good in all

systems, and then make intelligent use of it, there is not

the least question but that you would become, in time,
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truly Great Physicians, just as would the representatives

of other systems, if they would do the same thing.

This is a subject which cannot be treated fully nor

satisfactorily in the short space at my command in the

Question Box Department of Life and Action. I am
hoping the time will come when I shall be permitted to

give to the world some of the findings of Natural

Science on the subject of "Disease and its Cure."

QUESTION: Have you ever known of a case

where a hypnotist has attempted to exercise hypnotic

control over a person partly paralyzed, say in one arm?
I understand that in such cases they are unable to con-

trol the action of the paralyzed member.

And if that is true, does it not refute entirely the

claim of hypnotists that they control the muscles and not

the will of the individual ?

The patient himself cannot control his own paralyzed

arm, because the wires are down, as it were. But if the

hypnotist's control is that of the muscles alone, should

he not be able to control the paralyzed arm as readily

as any other part of the body?

And does not his inability to control the paralyzed

arm, while he can control the other parts of the

patient's body, prove that his control is of the Will of

his subject and not of the muscles?

ANSWER : It is true that a hypnotist is unable to

control the action of any part of the physical body fully

paralyzed.

And you have made the scientific conclusion very

clear and plain as to what this fact means. Your reason

and logic are sound.
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QUESTION: A young friend of ours has offered us

what we think is a strong evidence of individual spiritual

vision, although she was unaware of her unfoldment.

For weeks her condition was such that her strength was

greatly reduced, and she was unable to take and retain

but very little nourishment; the result was almost a

complete fast for several weeks. One day, in the pres-

ence of her husband, parents, physician and others, she

passed into a state which completely baffled those who
were with her. Her physical form became rigid, her

eyes stared into vacancy, and of course those present

were much concerned. Here is what she said after she

was restored to a normal condition: "I was perfectly

aware of all that transpired around me, of what each one

said ; but at the same time I saw my Grandma (who was
burned to death last summer), sitting on a throne, the

angels around her, and they were singing. Everything

was beautiful. I know that I saw those wonderful and
beautiful things and that I was not dreaming."

In truth, those around her at the time were sure that

she was not dreaming. We believe she had a spiritual

vision, and we want very much to know what you think.

She had never read your books, and knew nothing of

your teachings.

ANSWER: This is not an uncommon experience.

Similar incidents are occurring all the time, but few of

them are discussed much afterwards because the wit-

nesses have some preconceived notions about such things,

and usually they do not like to discuss them lest they

may be disbelieved by those who hear them.

The experience was, indeed, a "Vision," in the sense

that the lady really saw with her spiritual vision the

things she described after she became normal.
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QUESTION: Is the spiritual body of a misshapen

or deformed person the exact counterpart of the physical

body? Or is the spiritual body patterned after the

physical ; or is the reverse true ?

ANSWER: This question also is answered in the

books, but not, perhaps, as definitely as desired. The

spiritual is always the pattern, and the physical is

formed upon it. But the spiritual pattern is always

perfect. There are no deformed spiritual people, except

for a period after one has escaped from a deformed

physical body. It may not resume its perfect spiritual

form at once, but does so as soon as the mental attitude

of the individual will permit Nature to do so.

Deformity is caused by something which affects the

physical organism direct. And as the physical body is

twisted out of shape and becomes deformed, the spiritual

within it is forced to take on the deformed shape so long

as the physical deformity remains; and if that remains

until physical death the spiritual remains so also until

it is liberated from the physical. It then immediately

restores itself to its former perfect form, if the mental

attitude of the individual will allow it to do so. Some-

times the deformity becomes so fixed in the consciousness

of the individual that it takes Nature a little while to

overcome the mental deformity. Nature's impulse, how-

ever, is always toward the perfect in form, so far as the

spiritual energies go ; and as soon as the physical

obstructions, and mental attitude of the individual can
be righted, or removed, Nature impels the spiritual to

assume its perfect form, according to the "Patterns of

Things."
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The New Science and the

Old Religion

By J. D. Buck, M. D.

Man's knowledge of Nature is both superficial and

rudimentary; we know a little about many things, but

few things as they really are. We talk about matter and

force and space and gravitation, as they enter into all

our daily experiences, and yet we do not know what any

of these things really are.

To a very large extent, owing to a common experi-

ence, we speak of these things to each other, and within

certain limits, have a common understanding.

This is the common-place, beyond which the average

individual never goes, or thinks, or even dreams.

What we call Language, enables us to create images

of our thoughts and acts, our ideas and experiences, as a

"medium of exchange" in place of actual values, and

while at this point, every individual differs from every

other, it is remarkable how much we have in common
after all.

It is only when we undertake to draw hard and fast

lines, as in a creed, or a belief, that we are led to hostile

disagreement and antagonism, even when orginally the

belief is voluntarily assumed.
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When it is enforced by dogma, and guarded by super-

stition and fear, a strong reaction is bound, soon or late,

to set in and likely to swing the individual as far in

the opposite direction.

We are a long way yet from, a universal Religion.

This basic and organic similarity, with its accom-

panying diversity, is the greatest paradox known to man.

In one sense, we are all alike, and at the same time we
differ from each other as though each were alone in the

universe.

We need not only to recognize and remember this

difference, but to do all that we can to understand each

other, and the first step in this reconciliation requires

self-knowledge. We must understand ourselves before

we can understand others.

Charity, in the broadest and best sense—that is, con-

sideration for others—is not only the beginning of

wisdom, but the road to real content for ourselves.

Altogether too much has been made of the saying,

that
'

' Self-preservation is the first law of Nature ; '

' while

the slogan of the evolutionist
—"the survival of the fit-

test"—does not create the fittest to survive, except in a

materialistic or animal sense.

The appeal of so-called religion to superstition and
fear, has often encouraged this same selfishness, by no

means annulled by the proselyting spirit ; which again, is

but the selfish effort to make others accept our own con-

clusion, or suffer the consequences—such as we can

inflict.

The altogether materialistic form given to the modern
theory of Evolution has failed to promote the higher

evolution of man.
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The real trouble with all these theories and beliefs

lies in ignorance of the real nature of man, as consti-

tuted here and now.

All our uncertainty and fear regarding the change

called death, and of life thereafter, come from the same

ignorance regarding the present.

Instead of going outside or beyond our daily experi-

ences here, to solve these great problems, we need only

a better understanding of the Self as it now exists.

Nothing is clearer, more rational, nor better demon-

strated by all our experience, than the fact that man is

a twofold being.

The physical life of the body, with its surroundings

and associations in what we call sense and time, consti-

tutes one department in this twofold life of man.

Matter and energy; organ and function; nutrition,

repair, decay and death are all conditions that largely

concern and dominate man in the outer world of sense

and time.

The laws of physics and kinetics, to a certain point,

apply here as eleswhere in the world without, and until

recently our science of man has stopped here determined

to convert all problems in the life of man into terms of

mass and motion, or "pure physics."

But let us drop all this for the time, and begin over

again.

Man is also a self-conscious Individual Intelligence ; a

fact as patent as that he is a physical, living organism.

He has an inner world of consciousness all his own,

as literally as is his living body.

No matter now how these two realms in the life of
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man may be related to, or supplement each other, they

certainly exist.

What we call matter, per se; what it is in the last

analysis, we do not know. "Proteus" is a fitting nom
de plume.

So also with Consciousness; we know that it is not

an "attribute" of matter, like any other so-called attri-

bute. Matter never manifests consciousness. It abso-

lutely fails in the initiative. Matter and Consciousness

are an absolute antithesis.

This inner realm of consciousness, and the outer

realm of matter, motion, space, time, resistence, attrac-

tion, gravity—and the like, constitute the twofold life of

man to which I have referred. They are united in man,

and we know either only as they are so associated

together.

We may follow physics and kinetics till we touch the

border of consciousness, and there we stop and must
enter another realm, another world. All that we have

learned of matter and motion becomes largely useless.

So-called Psychology to-day is exploring, mapping
and charting the trails, through physics and function,

by which they arrive at the "great abyss;" and there

they lose the trail; "not one step beyond" can they

go.*

The mystery of "the beyond" in the present life is

precisely that beyond the Great Divide we call—Death.

Consciousness is an Individual Experience. We may
recognize its signs outwardly, more or less, but it is

awareness of self; the inalienable heritage of the indi-

•Consciousness is to the Individual Intelligence of man what
space is to nature: "The All-Container."
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vidual, and non-existent otherwise, so far as we have the

slightest knowledge.

Coming now to the realm of man's knowledge, con-

sciousness and experience within and without, and it all

concerns the Self and the Non-self.

The moving panorama of events within and without,

in the conscious life of man, reveals not only an orderly

sequence like the relation of thought, or desire, or

impulse to action, but also as relating outer conditions

and circumstances to all these, and of each group to the

other.

So-called Scientific Psychology to-day busies itself

with these movements, relations and sequences. It con-

cerns itself with endless details and endeavors to trace

relations and sequences. It deals solely with phenomena.

Its concept is Automatism, pure and simple. Con-

sciousness is admitted as a fact, like any other; a pure

gratuity, like seeking to measure the movement of a body

in a centric, concentric or excentric circle.

"What makes the wheels go round?" is nil: How
they go is everything.

Now take a circle of any given dimension and let the

space within represent the realm of man's consciousness.

Outwardly the circle is one of a group; and among

them are cubes, triangles, squares, etc.—that is "the

self and the non-self
; '

' the inner realm of consciousness,

and the outer environment.

The center of this circle, a mere fact, so far as we

are now concerned, is the Individual Intelligence, Ego,

Soul or entity ; the something that is conscious, the actor,

mover, feeler, etc. It is a Unit in the midst of endless

multiplicity and diversity.
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It is not one member in the group or chain to be

classed with organ, tissue, functions and changes. It

stands alone. There is nothing with which to compare it.

No fact is more patent in the life of man.

True, it is related to all else within and without in

the process and phenomena of the life of man.

It is not a "naked soul;" a point merely in space,

whose "center is everywhere, and whose circumference

is nowhere." It is a potential, the absolute center of an

ideally perfect circle. It is the center of consciousness,

and the center of life. Every ideal circle has one center

and no more.

In itself, it is absolute and non conditioned, but it

may condition itself ; look within or without, cognize the

beating of the heart within, or the cyclone without;

mourn, lament, rejoice or despair ; or dance, sing, fight or

play through its habitat, the body, the "circle of life."

It does all things that are done, by assent or design, and
when it once knows, recognizes and realizes itself It be-

comes Master, within and without in its "sphere of

Life."

This is neither metaphysics nor philosophy, but a

plain statement of facts, amply justified by all observa-

tion and experience. Because it has been ignored, be-

littled or turned aside, confusion reigns in all that we
call psychology or knowledge of Self.

Now we may come back to Physics. We cannot get

outside, or beyond Matter. Even the absolute center of a

perfect circle is still involved in matter. Divested of its

relation to matter and motion, this Individual Intelli-

gence, unconditioned and changeless, could not even
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learn to know itself. It would be merged in Infinity, and

gain no experience.

It could never learn to distinguish the Self and the

Non-self. Its first endowment is #eZ/-consciousness,

arising from its first awareness of the movements of

matter ;

'

' matter moves, '

' but I remain the same.

All that we know as Physics may be epitomized as

''Substance, Motion and Number." This, in truth, is

the "Primary Triad of Nature"—The One Substance

and its Two Properties, Motion and Number.

It has been conjectured that all matter is essentially

one in kind, and that our elements—so-called—have

arisen through differentiation from one original sub-

stance. This was the ancient Hindoo's idea of Akasa;

while Foliat was held to be the primal energy, and these

two were inseparable from space, whether latent or man-

ifesting, merged or separate, in space they were one.

"With the "first breath," when movement began in

creation, they became "two in one"

—

substance and

motion.

The principle of adaptation of means to ends, the

design and creation of forms in Nature followed on the

lines of harmonious relations, or the property of Number.

Plato called this

—

"the World of Divine Ideas."

Recent discoveries and speculations in physical science

regarding the constitution of matter, have landed us back

in the older metaphysics.

Substance is not only etherealized, but "radio-mag-

netic, " " phosphorescent, '

' and the like.

Matter, or Substance, therefore, includes the gross

and tangible and in the refined and invisible, with co-
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ordinate relations of energy and motion, according to

definite mathematical ratios.

If we speak of the Physical and the Spiritual planes

of matter and energy (meaning essentially the same

substance) movement and number, (differing only in

density, rapidity of motion and corresponding increase

in the number of vibrations) we are well within the pale

of modern science.

Man is not only immersed in this world of substance

and movement, but his body is an aggregate of its ele-

ments and potencies from the gross to the etherial.

Two "two worlds" for man, are thus manifest in

man ; the Physical and the Spiritual.

With the average individual on the earth plane, the

body holds him down ; anchors him to the earth.

The "dominant chord" is physical gravity. His

inner realm; his conscious world of Ideas, percepts,

recepts and concepts, relates him to the Spiritual plane.

Let us suppose that his appetites, passions, emotions,

desires and aspirations gradually change, and become

concentrated on the Spiritual plane, and with this

change there comes a refinement of substance and pro-

portionate increase in velocity of motion ; a greater sen-

sitiveness and quicker response to spiritual things.

Is it not clear that the dominant chord in his being

points inward and upward toward the heavens, instead

of outward and downward toward the earth?

Has not Spiritual Gravity taken the place of physical

gravity ; and are we not justified in this conclusion by all

we know of substance, movement and number on the

physical plane?
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Vaporize water and it ascends toward the clouds;

chill the vapor and it descends toward the earth.

It does not annul these laws that man's whole body-

does not vaporize and float in the air.

What Gravity really is, we do not know. We know

how it operates according to
'

' density, the square of dis-

tance,
'

' and the like, and is powerless to
'

' pull the vapor

or the ether down, '

' until it condenses.

Man can concentrate his attention, focalize his mind,

and move his body toward a given point on the material

plane.

But suppose he has, by self-control, exercise of the

will (and long practice) learned to concentrate on the

swpra-physical plane ; how far might he change the dom-

inant chord relating his body to the gravity of the

earth?

In other words, is what we call gravitation capable of

being annulled, controlled, or reversed?

Are distance and density the only conditions that

enter into its equations?

May not the Life, Will Power and Intelligence of

Man, present other equations entirely?

If the average "scientist," in a room alone with

another individual, saw that individual rise and float

around near the ceiling for several minutes, would not

the scientist question his own sanity for a long time,

instead of admitting the phenomenon to be a fact? It

would "upset all his theories of the universe." "If we
are sure of anything, it is the reliability of gravitation"

—"Bodies unsupported, fall to the gound." That this

body was "pidled in an opposite direction" by an at-

traction stronger than that of gravitation, and so able
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nomenon.

When, therefore, a man, reliable, intelligent and

truthful as any I have ever known, tells me he once wit-

nessed the very phenomenon I have described, the ques-

tion arises with me, "are there not principles in nature,

and laws of movement and number not yet discovered,

beyond anything we yet know?

If a "speck of Radium apparently can radiate indef-

initely," what becomes of our "equation of substance

and energy?" It would either have to be given up, or

we would be forced to admit that our speck of Radium
has unlimited credit on the "Ethereal Bank" surround-

ing it.

Von Helmont's Alkahest is no longer an alchemical

dream, but a reality.

Our most reliable asset in this changing realm of

theories, concepts and facts is what we call "Mag-
netism," and the principle of polarity which it invaria-

bly manifests.

"We have learned how to "fix its poles" so as to

control the direction and escape of energy, and this one

discovery has revolutionized the whole realm of

mechanics and applied science.

Few persons have any conception of what a Dynamo
is the human body ; of how much animal magnetism has

to do with life and health, or of the "Potential" and
"Controller" latent in the Will of man.

Our '

' speck of Radium '

' ought at least to stand as an
object lesson in the kindergarten of our present knowl-

edge.
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Trace, in imagination, the fertilized germ, little more

than a visible speck, till it develops into a world-mover,

like Napoleon, and gathers and dissipates energy and

resources, changing the face of civilizations, where

another similar speck developes a hod-carrier, or a

nihilist.

The resources of nature are immeasurable and seem-

ingly inexhaustible, and it is still true that
—"He may

seize who hath the power, and he may hold who can."

In the double nature, or two-fold life of man, the

physical and the spiritual, we have a complete antithesis

and an absolute equation, with gravity pulling down-

ward or upward, subject to the Will of man.

When he has Mastered his powers, and has come into

full possession of his heritage, I see no reason why he

may not float through the air as readily as stand upon
the ground.

He has but changed the potential from the physical

to the spiritual end of his life equation, by mastering his

powers, and his environment.

And so, at any moment of his life,
'

' if the books were

closed," the Individual would "go to his own place"

determined by the "direction and equivalence of

energy" toward physical or spiritual gravity.

It is as inexorable as fate, but it is not Kismet. It is

compensation; Substance, Movement and Number,
guided by Intelligence building character and achieving

perfection, or self-completion.

One may wallow for a lifetime in the "fleshpots of

Egypt," or "wash up" and matriculate any day in the

"Hall of the two Truths," in the "University of the

Universe."
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The "After Death" problem, that is just now excit-

ing so much interest and discussion, is involved in all the

foregoing.

With the death of the physical body, the spiritual

body of refined substance escapes with the center, the

Individual Intelligence—unchanged.

The tendency of gravitation is now from, in place

of toward the earth.

It may be '

' earth-bound '

' and find its level far more

obviously than before death ; for appearances, titles and

"reputation" fail to deceive Nature. It will "reap as it

has sown" and rise or fall to its own level, according to

intrinsic gravity, and "the deeds done in the body."

Those who think that the Spiritual Problem in the

life of man is "up in the air, and beyond the clouds,"

would do well to consider these problems in Nature's

Finer Forces.

It is all within the conscious realm of the Individual

Intelligence, to learn his own nature, govern his own
powers, and utilize his own opportunities.

Is it not foolish to imagine that absolute Justice,

weight, measure and compensation obtain universally in

Nature and in the body and whole environment of man,
while his spiritual nature is given over to "accident"

or caprice, with no law governing it?

It is only because of the identity of man with uni-

versal nature and the analogies within and without

man's conscious being that he can apprehend, under-

stand, or utilize anything. The whole of man's higher

evolution depends upon his getting closer to nature,

utilizing her laws, and facilitating her evident designs

and so fulfilling his own destiny.
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The Divine Intelligence behind, above, and around

all these laws and processes of Nature, is not revealed as

an Infinite Caprice, but as Love and Beneficence; Law
and Harmony.

It says, within the soul of every man—"do thy day's

work faithfully, cheerfully, and well; and thy reward

is sure; thy wages exact, to the last scruple; thy com-

pensation absolute."

"Thy possessions come and go, and fall away from

thee : What thou art in thy soul ; thy work, thy life, that

alone is thine inalienably.

It seems strange that the average so-called religious

teacher should manifest only hostility and denunciation

of these investigations and suggestions that lead man
inevitably toward the same goal of harmony and spirit-

ual aspiration.

He imagines that it belittles or ignores religion to

confirm its essential truths by any route save his own.

Religion per se, begins where all these investigations

leave off; and if the average theologian and ritualist

would find a clear and intelligent definition of the words

"Religion" and "Superstition," and try never to for-

get it, he would doubtless see the difference between

belief and knowledge, as between methods of explanation

and essential truths.

It is of far less importance that we should all agree

in our explanations (which is a rational impossibility)

than that we should all agree to work together—each in

his own way, as he must, for the common good, the gen-

eral uplift, and the universal Brotherhood of Man.
In place of this, we wrangle over creeds, formulated

by man; fight over dogmas, and seggregate humanity
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into more and more hostile camps, quarreling over paths

and roadways toward the delectable mountains of Truth,

Eighteousness and Eternal Light and Joy.

What is this eternal warfare, after all, except the

fighting out to the last dregs, intellectual pride, and the

refuse of animal egotism, while all around and above us

shines the spiritual Light of Truth and Love?

We hear the complaint every day that
'

' the churches

are empty"—and why?

Because they are side-tracked, and the multitude are

swarming along the open highway, with "Co-operation"

on their banners, "Brotherhood" as their watchword,

and a handclasp and cheer for all who need, who fall by

the way.

It is not the "New Thought" but the Old Uplift of

the Nazarine, being put into action.

Suppose Jesus had printed his Sermon on the Mount

;

had it copyrighted, and sold it for a tenfold profit ; and

when he died, left three million dollars for his rela-

tives, his "Church of Christ"—and his lawyers to fight

over; would he still be hailed as the Good Shepherd?

Facts and common sense are not yet altogether out

of date, and the Good Shepherds are multiplying as never

before in the history of man; and they do not wait for

the applause of the multitude, though we still crucify

them

—

"in His Name!" Shame! Shame! Shame—on

US!
If the elements of Superstition and Fear were en-

tirely removed from the various so-called Religions of

to-day, many of them would stand as paganism undis-

guised.
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Again: If we always distinguished clearly between

what we actually know, and what we believe, most people

imagine that religion would disappear and materialism

take its place.

How little Morals have been identified with Religion

in past history Prof. Myers has clearly demonstrated in

his splendid work

—

"History as Past Ethics."

The idea that Religion can be immoral or unmoral,

shows how greatly and how universally Superstition has

been mistaken for Religion; and yet, the average church-

man or theologian will resent any effort to distinguish

between superstition and religion.

Science has seldom stated clearly its attitude toward

Religion per se, but in opposing dogma and superstition

it has been regarded as hostile to Religion itself.

Nothing deserving the name "Science," can be op-

posed to anything deserving the name '

' Religion.
'

'

The religious element in the life of man is as basic, in-

grained and inevitable as any function of the physical

body.

The materialistic or nihilistic trend of modern science

has failed and begun to disappear far more rapidly than
has Superstition in Religions, and so are slowly identi-

fying true Science with pure and undefiled Religion.

This is the result of far-reaching discoveries in Nature 's

Finer Forces.

Huxley long ago defined the ultimate aim of Sci-

ence as
'

' The discernment of the rational order that per-

vades the universe."

This discerns Universal Intelligence and Natural
Law behind all phenomena, order and harmony. With-
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out this, confusion instigated by caprice could lead only

to destruction and devolution.

The importance and supernaturalness usually placed

upon the term "Revelation" seem to make impossible

anything deserving the name "Natural Religion."

Therefore, to question Revelation is to deny and destroy

Religion utterly; and Morals are supposed to fall be-

tween this upper and nether millstone, with wickedness

as the inevitable result. The whole difficulty here lies

between the nihilism of Science and the superstition of

so-called Religion.

The constructive age in Science is just now at its

dawn. Huxley gave the basic Theorem: Physical Sci-

ence (as embracing the whole problem) has failed ut-

terly.

To this must be added Mental Science, Ethical Sci-

ence, Psychical and Spiritual Science all as inherent in

the rational order of things.

Thus, the facts of Nature, demonstrated, classified,

formulated and recorded, constitute the realm, the

method and the results of Science.

Faust, as "the Spirit that denies" is either banished

or "redeemed."

This cannot destroy Revelation, as many so fearfully

imagine. It will open the door to still grander and more
spiritual revelations, as free from superstition and fear

as from mediumship and sorcery.

If Revelation is a fact in the spiritual life of man,
as I firmly believe it to be, Science can never disprove

it; but must demonstrate it, and discern the laws and
conditions of its occurrence.
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But the new Science, and the new Revelation would

not lead to a new Religion. They could only confirm

and illuminate the religion of the Nazarine, based upon

pure and perfect morals, and divested of every phase

of superstition, and with the love that casteth out fear.

This is the road that the most advanced science of

the day is now traveling.

True, it exists as yet only in fragments, the Con-

structive period not having yet arrived; and this con-

structive work will not be in the building of theories,

but in the grouping of demonstrated facts, and discern-

ing their rational order and logical sequence, and this

had already been carefully outlined in a book called

"The Great Work."
The evidence along these lines, will not be found in

the concordance of opinions. It must be intrinsic in

the work itself, in its reasonableness and agreement with

itself.

If the experience and demonstrations of the author

transcend those of the reader, they must clearly define

the lines upon which further experience may be gained

and demonstration made.

Knowledge, in any and every case, must result from
experience.

Thus a religious experience, and a natural or scien-

tific experience, have a common root in the conscious in-

telligence of man.

If this means anything, it seems to me to mean—Re-

ligion in the daily life of man.
The divinity in man is no longer what Carlisle called,

"an absentee God"—but an indwelling Spirit, a realiza-

tion and a continual Revelation in the soul of man. Prof.
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Fiske called this ''Natural Selection, giving place to

Divine Selection" in the higher evolution of man.

Jesus did not undertake to found a philosophy, but

to live, and to help others to live The Life, with the as-

surance that "he who leads the Life, shall know the

doctrine.
'

'

No one who has consistently and persistently led the

life that he portrayed and exemplified, has ever been

left in any doubt or uncertainty as to the destiny of the

human soul.

Faith—not superstition or belief, but a genuine faith

—casteth out all fear.

"Faith is the soul's Intuitive conviction of that

which both reason and conscience approve." It is a

light within the soul, and not a dogma imposed from

without ; and it is founded upon Law, as unvariable as

that of gravitation.

All real progress brings the new Science and the old

Religion nearer and nearer together; while Materialism

and Superstition recede and disappear.

Nothing fights so desperately and dies so hard as

Superstition, because it is based on ignorance, and safe-

guarded by fear.

True Religion means Enlightenment and a true

knowledge of Self leads inevitably to a knowledge of

God.

True Science is constructive, and never destructive,

and in the end, must clasp hands with true Religion;

the one dealing with the facts of Nature, the other with

the actual experiences of the human Soul.

The real consummation along these lines is not pro-

moted by appeal to fear with rewards and punishments
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awaiting us in the world to come, and simply locating

us in heaven or hell.

The appeal is, in the highest sense, to self-interest.

Regeneration is neither a sudden nor a miraculous

process. It is a transformation within the conscious soul

of man. Just as food is transformed and assimilated to

the living tissue in the nutrition of the body; and this

developing life of the soul brings it nearer and nearer

to God.

It is a religious experience, born of personal effort,

self-control and a building toward higher and still higher

ideals. It is constructive and spiritual in the highest

sense.

When once clearly apprehended and instituted by

personal choice and individual effort, it can seldom be

lost sight of.

It is Christ-like and leads inevitably to at-one-ment

with Him and with God.

Repentance and remorse cannot annul nor change

the past. If we realize our mistakes and really repent

of our sins and follies, it enables us to avoid them in the

future.

This is the Spirit of Christos, regenerating the life

of the soul. It is not vicarious, except by the Christ-

Ideal. The real work we must do ourselves.

If past sins may be forgiven and so annulled, why
may we not keep on sinning and expect still further for-

giveness ?

Conscious and intentional evasions or violations of

personal responsibility, under the strict law of justice

and compensation, bring inevitable results. They have
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already done their work and left their scars, and the test

of repentance lies solely in avoiding them in the future.

Forget them, but remember to sin no more. They

may have been born of ignorance, inexperience or care-

Without these experiences, this growth in grace by

self-control and personal effort, man might be innocent,

but never virtuous.

This is the line of the higher evolution of man ; com-

ing up from the depths of ignorance, he pushes his way
to the mount of transfiguration.

This is strictly the science of ethics.

Is it not equally the Christ-life? Regeneration?

Transfiguration? At-one-ment?

The theologian is likely to reply: ''Then you pro-

pose to do it all yourself;" and I would say: "This is

Christ in the soul of man: the way, the truth, and the

life ; the Regeneration, the Redeemer.

"Christ born in us, as the hope of glory;" and no

longer a fetish crucified, and nailed to a cross ; but resur-

rected in us, as a "quickening spirit."

So I hold that the new Science is slowly working up,

or back, to the old Religion in the onward spiritual evo-

lution of man.

DEFINITIONS

"Truth is the established relation which the facts of

nature sustain to each other and to the individual in-

telligence or soul of man. '

'

"Science is exact knowledge of the facts of nature

classified and systematized."

"Philosophy is the conclusions which men in their
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search for a knowledge of Truth have drawn from facts

of science."

"Religion is the application of the facts of science,

and the conclusions of Philosophy to individual life and

conduct.
'

'

"Morality is the established harmonic relation which

Man as an individual intelligence sustains to the Con-

structive Principle of Nature. '

'

"Superstition is unreasoning belief, backed by fear,

enforced by dogma and intensified by persecution."

"Belief is Conviction—true or false, rational or ir-

rational, logical or illogical, warranted or unwarranted,

and with or without foundation in fact.
'

'

"Faitli is the soul's intuitive conviction of that which

both Reason and Conscience approve.
'

'

A rational faith is based on morals, and the basis of

morals is the recognition of personal responsibility under

an enlightened conscience. Hence a true Faith is at one

with Ethical Science.

A GOOD WORD FOR ''LIFE AND ACTION," AND
FOR THE BOUND VOLUMES.

Dear Friends:
You have no idea how much we value the little Maga-

zine, how it is looked forward to and welcomed and read
from beginning to end, repeatedly.

The Five BOUND VOLUMES of Life and Action are
in a special rack in my own room and they always have
some fresh message when read over again, and we feel

nearer to you all who are in the Work.
With kindest greetings and good wishes,

Fraternally and sincerely,
L. T.
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"In My Heart"
By J. Lloyd Hammond, M. D.

Preparation is preliminary to achievement. Nature

has so instituted it that, whenever any process or work

of accomplishment is to be undertaken, there must be

preparation, and the rule is, the greater the work in im-

portance, the greater the preparation. In the realm of

Mineral Nature, a study of geological formation shows

that the present results in deposits of iron, coal, silver,

gold, and other minerals are but the achievement of long

ages of tireless activity in preparation on the part of

Nature. The planter must spend much time and effort

in cultivating and preparing the soil to receive the seed

;

for seed sown upon stony, or unprepared ground, bring-

eth forth no growth or fruition.

In the realm of the Soul of Man (the highest phase

of Nature's activity) this principle of preparation shows

itself in its most constant and exacting, as well as its

most interesting, lofty, and beautiful manifestation. The
early years of the growing man-child or woman-child

are spent in preparation for future duties and responsi-

bilities which are essentially human and embrace those

owed to self, to family, to neighbor, and to citizenship.

And results have always depended essentially on prepa-
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ration. The best man, father, friend and citizen is the

one who has had the best preparation.

This Principle of Preparation is one of the greatest

and most mysterious themes in the domain of philosophi-

cal discussion. Nature mysteriously works from the

basis of the individual, intelligent entity and has so con-

stituted it that each entity shall have a process of prepa-

ration peculiar and necessary to itself. Hence, what

may be excellent preparation for one individual, in the

assumption of duties and responsibilities of life, would

probably be poor preparation for another. Since the sum
total of humanty is formed of practically an infinite

variety of individuals, each having his own needs and

peculiarities of intelligence, it so follows that there must

be an infinite variety of experiences to those individuals

as a preparation for future activity. Hence, Nature has

so arranged (and this is the most significant and ex-

alted Truth of the theme) that each experience to each

individual is a preparation for a future experience. Cir-

cumstances and events are so closely linked and inter-

woven that each thought is a preparation for a succeed-

ing thought, each day of living a preparation for a suc-

ceeding day of life, and EACH LIFE A PREPA-
RATION FOR A SUCCEEDING LIFE. Nature has

conferred upon Man, through the powers of attention,

contemplation, reason, judgment, and will, both the

power and the duty to make each thought, each day, each

Life a good and wise preparation for that which follows.

Masonry is a School of Life. In it those men who
are fortunate enough to have been admitted to initiation

are taught something of those duties and responsibilities
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they owe to Diety, their country, their neighbors, their

families, and to themselves. Fortunate, indeed, is the

man who has felt the incentive to apply for initiation

into Masonry, and who has been deemed by the Brethren

of the Order to be " worthy and well qualified, duly and

truly prepared." And since preparation for Masonry

is one of the most exalted phases of the general theme

of the Principle of Preparation, the writer has found it

extremely interesting and instructive to inquire some-

what into the nature of the preparation of the neophyte

applicant, to determine where and how it occurs. The
quotation used as a title of this article, a ritualistic an-

swer used early in the process of the candidate's initi-

ation, suggests something of the nature of this inquiry.

In ancient times the heart was popularly supposed

to be the seat of the Soul, although there have been wise

men of all times who have known the truth. Very little

of the present broad and concise knowledge of anatomy
had been attained in those days and so, when the phe-

nomenon of physical death occurred, it was observed that

when the heart stopped beating, the intelligence of the

individual ceased its manifestation. So, with pardon-

able logic, the observers of the phenomenon immediately

associated the intelligent Soul with the heart, and came
to believe that in some way the Soul had its seat in the

heart. Consequently certain expressions crept into the

people's language, which, while superficially referring

to conditions of the heart, really referred to conditions

of the intelligent Soul. These expressions have come
down to us as shown in the following examples: "He's
right in his heart;" "His heart's in the right place;"
'

' Heart-felt
;

"
'

' Hearty
;

" " Cordial '

' (from Latin cor,
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meaning heart) ; "Cordiality," etc. These expressions

all refer to a condition or attitude of Soul rather than

to a condition of the physical heart. One should always

substitute the word soul for heart whenever these expres-

sions are met. Hence, when the candidate for Masonry

is interrogated as to his primary or fundamental prepa-

ration for Initiation, and answers, "In my heart," he

means to say, "In my Soul."

This reveals at once the reason for the peculiarly

strong appeal which Masonry makes to its true initiates.

Those things which appeal directly to the Soul of Man

are the realities. Masonry appeals directly to Man on

the psychic or moral plane and becomes that which sup-

plies a want or desire in his primarily prepared Soul.

"Masonry consists of a course of ancient hieroglyphic

moral instruction taught agreeably to ancient usages by

types, emblems, and allegorical figures." Its mission is

to enable man to improve his moral nature, to enablfc

him to "subdue his passions and improve himself in

Masonry."* There is in the Soul of every man a de-

sire for "Light." Man misinterprets this desire, which

manifests itself as a fundamental craving for experience,

and use it as an excuse for all manner of self-indulgence,

thinking by this means to satisfy this craving in his Soul.

All through the history of the world the majority of men
have ruined their health, broken their hearts, and

wrecked their lives in a ceaseless struggle for indulgence

in material things, a struggle for wealth, honor, titles,

etc. Being surrounded and engrossed with their physi-

cal environment, they fail to see that these things are

Cook's Monitor.
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but temporary in their relation to Man. Our brethren

of India call this world of physical manifestation, "Ma-

hamaya," or world of Great Illusion, and it is, indeed, a

"great illusion" when Man attempts to use it as a means

of satisfying the craving in his Soul for satisfaction.

The teaching of Masonry is a direct pull away from

the enticements of the physical plane. Before the can-

didate enters his lodge on the way of his initiation he is

informed that "whatever man may acquire on earth,

whether wealth, honor, or titles, can never serve him as

a passport to the Grand Lodge above ;

'
'* but his admis-

sion there depends on the way he has lived here in the

physical world. The basis of that way of living is MOR-
ALITY, and in the progressive moral teachings of Ma-

sonry the neophyte is taught the first lesson in construc-

tive effort in morality, that of Self-Control. Self-Con-

trol is the basis from which all moral effort starts.

The four "cardinal virtues" of a Mason are Tem-
perance, Fortitude, Prudence and Justice. "Temper-
ance is that due restraint upon our affections and pas-

sions, which renders the body tame and governable and
frees the mind from the allurements of vice"*—the very

essence of Self-Control and beginning of all Morality.

It is interetesting to note in this connection that

Plato, the great Greek Initiate and contemporary of

Pythagoras, held in his discourse, "The Republic," that

the basic virtues necessary to the founding of the ideal

Nation, were Temperance, Courage, Wisdom and Jus-

tice, which terms are but synonyms of the four cardinal

virtues of Masonry.
•Cook's Monitor.
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Most assuredly Self-Control, or that "due restraint

upon his affections and passions
'

' is the basis of the can-

didate 's usefulness in Masonry; and the lesson is taught

at many points along the way of initiation. It is forcibly

emphasized in the removal of all "metallic substances"

(the symbol of material wealth) from the person of the

candidate, so that he has to stand before the Master in

the self-reliance of his own poverty and dependent on

his own merits. That candidate who comes to Masonry

with the lesson of Self-Control well conned in his heart,

or soul is indeed well prepared for the Order.

Thus, it may be seen that Masonry is essentially

moral in its teachings and deals with Man as a psychic,

or Soul, Entity. If the physical plane of his existence

is emphasized at all, it is in the way of an admonition

toward "prudence," or wisdom, in applying and using

the lessons which physical experience may teach.

Certain very learned and Venerable Brethren, whose

training has been largely Oriental and whose wisdom,

sincerity and integrity cannot be questioned, tell us that

Masonry has also a direct reference to the Spiritual na-

ture of Man. By Spiritual nature they have no refer-

ence to anything essentially religious in the usually ac-

cepted synonymous meaning of the term. By things

spiritual they have direct reference to a material world

of existence which in all respects is analogous with the

physical world, but of such greater rapidity of vibra-

tion, and of such greater refinement of material particle,

that we inhabitants of the coarse, slowly vibrating, physi-

cal world are unable to sense it without special prepa-

ration.
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These Brethren, who are true Masonic Initiates, say-

that Man possesses two material bodies, a coarse, slowly

vibrating physical, and a greatly refined, rapidly vibrat-

ing, spiritual body which he inhabits. They are sup-

ported in their statements by many authorities, the most

significant and interesting of which the writer calls to

mind just now being that of the Christian Apostle, St.

Paul, in I Cor. XV, 44, where he says: "There is a

natural body and a spiritual body."

The two bodies are in most respects the duplicates

of each other. Like the coarse physical body, the re-

fined spiritual body has its
'

' five senses
'

' by and through

which it may come into contact with the spiritual world.

But because of his constant engrossment with physical

affairs, because his attention is almost constantly fixed

upon the world of "Great Illusion," the average indi-

vidual never developes these five spiritual senses ; so that

while his consciousness may be thoroughly awake to the

physical world, it is as though asleep to the spiritual

world. However, by a special training, the individual

who has the right intent, the intelligence, courage, and

perseverance, can develop these spiritual senses and

come into direct conscious contact with the spiritual

world, the world we are accustomed to think of as lying

just beyond physical death.

These wise Brethren tell us that Masonry was an-

ciently and originally planned to impart this particular,

spiritual training to Mankind; and that when the an-

cient candidate gave as his answer to the question as to

what induced him to become a Master Mason, "that I

might travel in foreign countries," he meant in reality

that he might acquire the ability to travel in the spir-
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itual world and to use there his fully awakened con-

sciousness. Being a Master Mason in ancient times

meant being a Master of the law of life and death.

The basis of this spiritual training is MORALITY,
and by living a life in harmony with the moral teachings

of Masonry, the ancient Brother was enabled to "lift

the shroud, to draw aside the sable curtain of the tomb,"

and while yet in the physical body, with vision clear, to

gaze upon and experience fully the joys and blessings

of the land beyond physical death, the land of the spirit.

With Soul freed from '

' the allurements of vice,
'

' the at-

traction of spiritual gravity drew him away from the

"Mahamaya," the physical material world, toward the

higher spiritual spheres of "Light." Those readers, to

whom this phase of the theme may be new, who may wish

to pursue it further, can do so by reading Pike's

"Morals and Dogma/'* and "The Great Work."\

The preparation of the Masonic Neophyte is essen-

tially moral, and consists in an honest desire for "light"

or knowledge. In working out these moral tendencies

and desires in himself he learns to "subdue his pas-

sions" to control his immoral and self-indulgent de-

sires which, in ultimate analysis, are but various forms

or phases of selfishness. This accomplished, he is in

proper attitude to receive the next basic teaching of Ma-
sonry, that of the "tenets of a Mason's profession,"

"Brotherly Love, Relief and Truth." When the be-

ginner in Masonry applies the teachings of Morality suf-

ficiently to rise above the plane of his own selfish desires,

his self-indulgences, and his own "self-righteousness,"

he most naturally turns his attention to his brother Man
Pub. by the Southern Masonic Jurisdiction.
tPub. by the Indo-American Book Co., Chicago.
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and achieves the desire to be of service, to "relieve the

distressed, to sooth the unhappy, and to restore peace

to their troubled mind. '
'* By divesting himself of

'

' the

rags of his own righteousness," by rising above the nar-

row plane of Selfishness to the plane of Altruism, he

wins the reward of a knowledge of Truth because he has

worked it out in his own soul.

Selfishness has no place in Masonry. For this reason,

dogmatically and fanatically religious persons do not

make good Masons. In fact, most of the opposition to

Masonry, most of the opprobium and insult hurled

against the Craft, has come from religious fanaticism

and dogmatism. With this class, religion is an obses-

sion, a means of achieving ambition, or a means of self-

indulgence. Their intolerance is but a blind selfishness.

They have no place in Masonry. They are not prepared

in their hearts for a realization of Truth.

Preparation for Masonry, then, is a preparation for

Soul Endeavor, for Soul Work. The "progressive

course of moral instruction is divided into different de-

grees" and as each degree is exemplified it teaches its

appropriate lesson, and the "duly and truly prepared"

Mason will seek beneath the symbolism of the ritual to

find the Truth.

"We often hear it said that "all of Masonry is con-

tained in the first three degrees, or the Blue Lodge."

In one sense, perhaps, this is true. But the fact that

Gautama, the great Indian teacher, known as Buddha,

taught a 33-fold path in the life of the Soul, is signifi-

cant. The fact also that the Venerable Brethren above

mentioned say that there are 33 avenues of activity in

•Cook's Monitor.
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Soul-endeavor is especially significant in view of the 33

degrees of the Rite.

The truly prepared Mason is he who has the "pru-

dence" or wisdom to look into his own heart, or soul,

and the "fortitude" or courage to take up the problem

of purifying it. It is a task that he must work out

alone. Help will come, but he must be in the Attitude

of Soul to recognize the help and rightly to apply it to

himself. And when he has accomplished the task the

reward will be his, for "The pure in heart (or soul),

shall see God."

When the Masonic student has achieved that Soul-

Satisfaction which comes as a result of Self-Conquest, of

Self-Purification, and a result also of a daily life of altru-

istic endeavor to spread the doctrines of Brotherly Love,

Relief, and Truth, he may some day recall to mind that

momentous occasion when he was asked a certain little

question in the Ritual. And in the "light" of the Truth

and Wisdom which he has achieved through the solving

of the individual problems of his own Soul, he will real-

ize all that he meant to say when he answered "In my
lieart.

'

'

—Oriental Consistory.

A HELPFUL SUGGESTION.

Let your hands and your conscience
Be honest and clean;

Scorn to touch or to think
Of the thing that is mean.
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Notes of a Psychic Experience

(By a Friend in London.)

During the month of February, 1900, I was taken to

a hotel in Berkeley Square, London, from the home of

a doctor in the suburbs, who, seeing that I was slowly

sinking, did not wish me to die at his address.

After several more or less interesting psychic experi-

ences, as weakness increased, I was startled to hear the

voice of my late father-in-law saying most cheerfully,

"Do not fear, my daughter, you will soon be with us."

"How soon?" I asked. "Oh, I should say about a

quarter of an hour," he replied.

This announcement caused me to make the strong-

est possible effort of will to sit up in bed. The nurses

were not present, only my faithful maid sat by me.

"Send for his Lordship at once," I told her. "I am
dying,

'

' and became unconscious once more.

After a little while consciousness seemed to return,

and looking about me I saw a battlefield just after a

battle (it was during the Boer war), and the British

had lost the engagement, apparently by some mistake

about a bridge.

I asked about it and some one answered my ques-
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tions with much technical detail that I found difficult

to grasp.

Near by, lay a wounded officer, his face to the ground,

under a burning sun, he was dying and in much pain.

I spoke to the poor boy and he answered, told me
how and where he was wounded, and that he came from

London. He called it, "Those stableyards of London

streets." Nurses must have arrived on the scene, for

he asked, "Why cannot these women help me?" But I

saw no women.

The thought then came to me, "How is it that I, in

London, can be of any help to this man so far away?"
and the answer came at once, "The hour of death is

the same in London and in South Africa
;
you are, there-

fore, in the same place, not far away."

Altogether it seemed to take three hours before the

young man left his body, and during this time I stood

by to comfort and to help if possible. When the mo-

ment of freedom came to him, instead of rising released,

I was pained to see my charge slip down, down into a

black chasm where I could not follow.

Presently, he called out in a hopeless, despairing way
for help, crying that he was left alone. I called back,

though no longer seeing him, that he was not alone, how-

ever dark the place ; for the love of God was everywhere,

encircling and protecting him.

Immediately he began to rise toward the light; the

voice came nearer and upward. Like a drowning man
rising to the surface, gasping for breath, he answered

—

'

' Thank you ! thank you ! But why was I never taught

this before?"
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As soon as I thought him safe, he would forget and

drop back into that bottomless blackness, only to rise

again in a similar manner. I do not remember how often

this happened, nor how long it took, for the one absorb-

ing thought was to keep sending encouragement lest he

should slip away too far and be lost after all.

Finally, helpers, strong and bright, came to the res-

cue. He was taken up in their arms like a frightened,

crying child and cradled in a green field where there

was no need for me to follow. I knew that all would now
be well with him.

Only then did I realize that I, too, had crossed the

"Great Divide" and had definitely reached the other

side.

At first, the environment proved so attractive that

I thought of nothing else. That marvelous atmosphere,

the loveliness of green fields, the calm, the sense of free-

dom, and the buoyancy of perfect health, all made for

contentment and I walked on, unhurried, in peace.

Shortly, however, questions once more came to my
mind. "Where was I?" "Why was I here?" Some
one at my side confirmed the fact that I was indeed in

the spiritual world.

"I cannot stay here," I exclaimed. "I must go back

to my husband and children ; they need me. '

'

Rather sadly my guide replied :

'

' Yes, you might go,

but you will live a short time and suffer many things.
'

'

This by no means satisfied me and I said so, explaining

that I could not accept the answer as final, because the

needs of my dear ones could not, in this wise, be met.

"In that case," replied the guide, "I must inquire

and you will have to wait here for an answer until I
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return." He disappeared, and I stood waiting. We
had in the meantime approached a boundary of the dis-

trict, for a wall of rock rose straight and smooth be-

fore me, so high, I could not see the top.

After an interval of time the angel returned with

the following reply :

'
' Your desire is granted. You may

return. You will live as long as the pneunwgastric

nerve holds out."

Then, after a slight pause, he remarked by way of

a farewell word : '

' When you finally return to this world

it will be to a place in a far higher sphere than this.
'

'

With these words of encouragement we parted and I

began the painful return journey.

(I have said "he" of my guide or angel, but, as a

matter of fact, I do not know if I was speaking to a

man or woman, and I only think or gathered a general

impression that "he" is correct.)

Having returned to the body, and become conscious

therein once more, there was only one further sign of

that world I had left behind.

There stood in my room four (possibly five) tall,

majestic draped beings with folded arms and, I think,

draperies like turbans on their heads. They somehow

did not impress me as ex-human beings, nor were they

anything like the traditional angels. They nearly filled

the room and were made of light. My eyes rested on

the many lovely folds of white drapery and I noticed

that not one cast a shadow; an "impossibility" to be

sure, and something no one could paint, but a fact, never-

theless. It was as though they had been waiting for my
exit from this world, and being no longer needed began

to move slowly away, across the foot of my bed, to the
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right. I watched them peacefully for about an hour as

they moved away.

Perhaps those who know psychic and occult things

would know how to designate these beings; I cannot

do so.

My recovery from that day was rapid beyond belief,

and the following month we returned to Chillingham.

Query : What did the message mean :

'

' You will live

as long as the pneumogastric nerve holds out?"

Second. What does that "nerve" represent, physi-

cally and psychically?

Third. How can I learn to know more about it?

Fourth. What can I do to make it "hold out" and

to upbuild and strengthen it, or at least to guard against

avoidable or premature destruction until my work here

is finished?

"IN WHAT WAY CAN WE HELP?"
In carrying forward a great educational work of this

kind, one might easily imagine that a veritable stream of
questions from practically all over the world, finds its way
to our office. But it might not be so easy to imagine that
the question: "In what way can I help?" would find a place
in hundreds and hundreds of letters coming to us all through
the year. This, however, is true, and we want to thank all
our Loyal Friends for these generous expressions of interest,
and their voluntary offers of help in spreading a knowledge
of the message of the Great School to all who can appre-
ciate it.

In LIFE AND ACTION we hope soon to print some of
the helpful suggestions and "ways" used by many of our
Friends in their personal work. We think they will be of in-
terest and value to all of us.
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That await your Voluntary Response.

The "vacation season" has now arrived once more,

and with it will come many, many opportunities for self-

improvement and the enlargement of all those capacities

for ethical content and happiness which mark the Soul 's

progress upward and onward toward the City of Light.

If you are going away from your usual duties and re-

sponsibilities for a time, resolve and plan at once to carry

the right message of life to all those you are about to

meet. Resolve to keep your heart open to every oppor-

tunity to help others. Go prepared and willing, as if

you were expecting to find those who need the very help

that you and you alone can give. Maintaining this atti-

tude of Soul, you will surely realize your opportunity.

You will either meet personally or hear of some one or

more whose life will be influenced and changed for the

better, and whose pathway through life will thereafter be

brighter for your having passed their way. And remem-

ber, Dear Friend, that you need these opportunities to

help others, just as surely and in as great measure as

they need the word of encouragement, council, advice

and sympathy that you may have to give. Everywhere,

you will find men and women who are trying with all

their intelligence, courage and strength to overcome cer-

tain physical, mental and moral weaknesses and habits

which they know in their own hearts to stand between

themselves and what they hope to accomplish in life.
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So, Dear Friend, when you are packing your trunk

or suit-case preparatory to your vacation-trip, take with

you a number of copies of Life and Action, and such

books as you may need in your "work." Take some of

the "Three-book circulars," some subscription blanks,

and a copy of our beautiful new catalogue. See to it that

you let no day go by without having accomplished some-

thing toward carrying the Great Message of Light and

Life to as many as may be reached by your active

interest in and sympathetic understanding of the deep

problems which mean so much to them in their evolu-

tionary unfoldment.

It would be most interesting to know just how much
real and lasting work could be accomplished by a given

number of students and friends during their vacation

periods. May our - every impulse, thought, word and deed

be united at this time in the firm resolution to be one of

the "given number" and to make every day and hour

count.

So much seems to depend upon our own attitude of

Soul. Not that we should expect to accomplish suddenly

any great measure of educational work, either for others

or for ourselves, but we can BEGIN. We can take the

initiative: we can THINK of others: we can ask our-

selves if there is any thing we can do for those who may
need our help. We can put our Inner House in order,

and be ready to serve. This will require Personal Effort

:

some thinking must be done, some questions considered.

Actual DOING must follow: a letter written, a call

made, a gift prepared, an old Friendship renewed, a book

loaned, interest and sympathy experienced and ex-

pressed. Of such are our Personal Opportunities.
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Vol. VI September-October, 1915 No. VI.

A Most Remarkable Letter

All things duly considered, I regard the following let-

ter as one of the most remarkable I have ever read. I

have asked, and received from its author, permission to

publish it in Life and Action. In order that you who

shall read it may see it in its proper perspective, a word

of explanation would seem necessary.

The author is a native of England, and was 25 years

old when the letter was written. He was at the time a

student in one of the great educational institutions of

England, and was approaching the close of his college

course.

His family is undoubtedly one of the staunch, sub-

stantial, intelligent and worthy families of England.

The author of the letter had undoubtedly been an

earnest seeker after religious truth. But a short time be-

fore the letter was written he had come in touch with

the volumes of the Harmonic Series, and had been deeply

impressed with the message they conveyed to him.
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He had applied for admittance as a Student, and for

reasons it is not necessary to explain, I had rather dis-

couraged the idea of his taking up the Work at that

time and under the then existing conditions of his own
life.

He had persisted, however, in his determination to

enter the Great School, and had conceived the notion

that if he could but come to Chicago, where he could be

near me, it would be possible for him to receive the in-

struction he so much desired and at the same time render

to me services which would more than compensate for

the time I might give to him and his instruction.

It was under those conditions that his letter to his

mother was written, and with these facts in mind his let-

ter will explain itself to the careful reader.

It is proper to explain, however, that he did not come

to Chicago. He was thoughtful and good enough to send

me a copy of the letter, that I might more definitely un-

derstand his plans, and offer such suggestions as might

occur to me as wise and proper.

I wrote him, at once, a careful letter of explanation,

that he might understand the difficulties at this end of

the line.

The result was that he modified his plans and con-

tinued his college course. Later on he was accepted as

a Student in this School and assigned to an Instructor

who has been conducting him through the Work by cor-

respondence.

He has proven himself a most intelligent and worthy

Student, and his record, thus far, is such as to command
the admiration and approval of his Instructor. TK.
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HIS LETTER
« * * * July, 1911.

"Dear Mother:

Few things in life are more difficult than the mainte-

nance of a belief in the Goodness of God. The most

pious of Christians finds he needs all his piety to keep

aglow his faith in the ultimate righteousness of the Uni-

verse. God may be "in his Heaven," but the clouds are

always too dense for our vision to penetrate there. All

may be "well with the world," but does it look like it?

Consider the world how you will, it strains faith and

it strains philosophy to see that it is good. Jehovah

saw that it was good when he created it; to God's eyes,

seeing farther than ours, it is doubtless good still ; but to

man's eyes, No! So fiendish are the facts of life, that

one often wishes one could bring down a great mailed

fist upon the whole of this earth and pulverize it into

nothingness. Look at it from the street-corner Socialist's

point of view "the masses of humanity" he will tell you

"are toiling like driven cattle for no worthier motive

than the fear of hunger. They are diseased, underfed,

ignorant, dirty, wretched.
" Go to what country you will, you will find the bulk of

the people living less comfortably than animals; you will

find that Want and Disease and Vice and Stupidity are

the reigning Gods. Soften the picture as much as you

like, you cannot deny the unspeakable evils that the

poverty of the majority entails upon poor and rich

alike."

Look at it from the physical scientist's point of view,

and what is the universe? "Nature red in tooth and

claw." "Nature" he will tell you "cares for nothing

but the survival of the fittest ; the strong must crush the
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weak, men as well as brutes ; it is the law of life. Every-

where we see it in operation. 'Thou shalt kill' is Na-

ture's universal law. The higher forms of animal life

live upon the lower; man lives upon the brutes; the

strong in this world live at the expense of the weak. '

'

Look at it from the viewpoint of our ordinary life.

Let us sweep aside social and scientific phenomena. Life

seems to be a mere catalogue of failure and distress. We
succeed in nothing. Our health fails; our love fails;

our ideal fails; our God fails. There is not a joy that

is not poisoned with sorrow. Beneath every mossy stone,

however pleasant-looking to the eye, there lurk foul,

creeping things. There is not a life, not even excepting

those of little children, which has not experienced bitter-

ness that no refined human being would willingly impose

upon another. Oh ! the strain, the loneliness, the incom-

pleteness, the inexplicableness of it all! And at the

end? Death!

I know that these pictures paint the gloomy side of

things. But it is a very real side, and probably most

people think that the brightness is fully overshadowed

by the gloom. So acutely do Christians feel this, that

most of their hymnology and homiletics are devoted to a

consideration of the joys of the next world and to an

apology for this.

Of course, there is much that is good in life, but even

the good only makes us feel the bad more keenly. I

desire Beauty and I find Ugliness; I want to see Joy

and I find Pain; I long for Comfort to be widespread,

and I see the most awful Poverty and Privation cover-

ing the face of the earth ; I would like to meet wherever

I go, cultured, strong, handsome men and women, and

I meet creatures who, so far from being a little lower
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than the angels, are little higher than the beasts. And
in my own self, I find mirrored this same strange con-

tradiction between what I would be and what I am. I

find going on in me everlastingly the bloody struggle

between what I shall be and what I have been, the God
sometimes worsting the brute, and the brute sometimes

worsting the God, but my flesh torn in every encounter.

And what I find all must in some sort find.

I say, look at it how you will, make all the allowance

you will, the pages of the Book of Life are so thickly

smeared with blood as to make it excusable for any per-

son to deny the existence, or, at any rate, the benevo-

lence of God. Now we are all conscious of this world-

wide misery, but we act very variously in relation to it.

Some few deliberately try to snatch for themselves all

the pleasure they can from life, and let what will hap-

pen to their fellow-creatures. But the bulk of human
beings are neither good nor bad. They are not conspicu-

ously selfish ; they have sympathy for sorrow when they

meet it; they will do a kind action when the need for

it arises. Yet the feeling that there is so much misery

in the world does not stir them to any heroic or sus-

tained effort to put an end to it.

There is a third class who see the misery and cannot

be easy unless they are doing their best to annihilate it.

They attempt, like Hercules, to take the burden of the

whole earth upon their shoulders. This class includes

the earnest country curate, and it includes St. Paul. It

includes all who think more of the happiness of others

than of their own gratification. And it includes me.

This is the point to which I have been leading you.

I want to explain to you as lucidly as I can, for a pur-

pose that will become apparent later on, just what I feel
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about life and my duty towards it. I was still at School

when I woke up to the fact that there was a Devil in the

world, and that God expected no less of me than that I

should devote my life to attacking him. I saw the mis-

ery and I determined to do my utmost to put an end to

it. I had a feeling1—the strongest I have ever had

—

that it was not "playing the game" to grab what I

could, careless of others, any more than in football it is

sportsmanlike to try to keep the ball to yourself, or, in

cricket to subordinate the interests of your side to your

own bowling or batting average.

Now I want you to keep this fact always in view in

reading this letter ; to trust me when I tell you sincerely

that it is the fundamental fact of my life. It is my
Vision, as vital to me as his Daimon to Socrates, the

Appearance of Jesus to Paul, or her Voices to Jeanne

D'Arc. Through all the years that have succeeded that

time at school, when I woke up to take life seriously, I

have kept true to the vow I then made in my diary. It

is laughable, if you like, but it expresses facts.

I determined: "1. To be good. 2. To be great."

My formulation of the Vision has changed times with-

out number, as my views of life have developed, but it

is the same thing under all disguises. It is a wild thrill

in the blood in the presence of what is heroic or beau-

tiful ; it is a longing to give utterance to something that

struggles for birth ; it is a feeling sometimes of complete

worthlessness, but more usually of intense self-confi-

dence; it is an ever recurring impulse to soul-stirring

achievements ; it is a riding rough-shod over small things

for the sake of splendid purposes; it is living in the

Future rather than in the Present, in the Unseen rather

than in the Visible; and with me, at any rate—the
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hardest and most heroic of all—it has been a call to

long, dull, patient, persistent effort to equip myself for

the work.

I made that precocious vow in my diary in the last

year, but one of my school-life, and you will remember

that I began then in earnest. * * * *. I apolo-

gize for recalling these school-boy memories, but I must

put these facts down in order to explain what is coming.

I left School with the same Vision before me. After

great searchings of heart as to my future career, I ended

in postponing the day of choice by deciding to go to

Oxford, and, after a number of unsuccessful ventures,

by winning an Exhibition to * * * *. In that first

term my plans for forming the S. A. C. crystallized, and

I accordingly started it, and lured several friends into

membership early in the New Year. The purpose of that

Society was "the Conquest of the World for our Lord

and Saviour, Jesus Christ." The basis of membership

was "the sole ambition in life to spread the Kingdom of

God."

During the vacation following occurred the 1906 Elec-

tion when I went down to * * * * to help

* * * * and also preached my first sermon. In

the summer of that same year we went up to Keswick,

and, as you remember—in my eagerness for some definite

gospel—I swallowed greedily the narrow orthodoxy of

Keswick teaching and readily preached it to others.

At Oxford my friend * * * * and I sent

round a letter to all the First and Second Year Men in

College, urging them to live for something better than

"Wein, Weib und Gesang." I used to stand with the

Salvation Army at the Martyrs' Memorial and collect

the coppers from the crowd in my mortar-board. At
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home, I have ventured out more than once, clothed in

sandwich-boards, to give away my own tracts.

You may call me a fool for all this, but you cannot

deny that I was in earnest. I want you to realize that

whatever I have done has been in response to my con-

science, which is an abnormally sensitive and imagina-

tive one. Of course, I have often faltered and turned

aside. Yes, and I have been conceited and cruel and

cowardly and contemptible. But with a consistency that

surprises me, as I look back over the past, I have been

" obedient to the heavenly vision." You cannot under-

stand my life unless you take that as the central fact

in it.

Keswick teaching, as you know, soon became impossi-

ble for me. I became a New Theologian and then an

Agnostic. I took up Socialism. I now began to think

far more than I had in the past, and I did less. I per-

ceived a fact that I had never perceived when I was
younger—that the world is a vast, complicated affair,

that Truth is not confined in the tenets of any existing

creed, that life has strange depths and reaches that

require for their understanding varied experience and

patient study. I began to think, and to preach thinking

as a fundamental duty in life. I became sceptical—as

I still am—whether half of what is called "doing good"
is of any value at all to God's purpose or man's satis-

faction. It became burningly clear to me that I must

stop "doing good" until I knew the Truth. Unless I

had the Truth, how could I be sure that I was doing

good?

I did not stop preaching—it is as much my nature to

teach as it is yours to like tea. But my preaching took

a different turn. I had to give up the pulpit, after an-
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noying all the more respectable members of my last few
congregations by defending Anarchists and by talking

Socialism and Votes for Women—and to take to the

platform and the tub. Since that time three years ago

now, I have done no specifically "religious work," but

have confined myself, almost exclusively, to Socialist

propaganda. I have talked to every kind of audience on

every kind of social question; I have taken an active

part in the last two General Elections. But I have not

talked about religion in public, because / did not know.

And yet, at the same time, I have never ceased to

search for Truth, never doubted that my vocation was
to be a Teacher, never cared for any pursuit that did

not contribute to my aspiration. That love of Truth

and the determination to find it have been the guiding

motives of my life, since I began to think as well as to

strive.

My search has taken two distinct paths. In the first

place, I saw clearly that there is such a thing as a

"Social Gospel," and so I determined to understand

thoroughly the facts of our social life, in order that I

might preach this social faith without illusions. For all

I knew, moreover, there might be no other gospel worth

preaching, as so many Socialists assert, and so I might

have to devote my life mainly to this kind of propa-

ganda. Accordingly I took the Diploma in Economics

during my last year at Oxford and have spent two fur-

ther years in the study of social, economic and political

problems. I have studied these things in real life as well

as in books. I have continually argued, written, thought

and spoken about social questions. With my revolu-

tionary opinions you are familiar.

Parallel with this search for Social Truth, and far
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more vital to me, has been my search, for Religious

Truth. As you know I began from the very foundations

to rebuild my religious faith. I took nothing for

granted. The existence of God was as much a matter

for speculation as the existence of Homer. Good might

be evil ; evil might be good. As far as I could, with my
limitations of time and intellect, I became severely

agnostic. I bought that ledger of mine, and in it, I set

down, one by one, all the things that were undoubtedly

true, and by accepting them only, I laboriously recon-

structed a faith that should be based on the solid earth.

Whether it ever would tower to Heaven I did not know.

I read (and do still read) the great works of all kinds of

thinkers; I took all that came my way, read slowly and

critically "each scheme o' the weal and woe"; and in

my ledger jotted down the writer's conclusions and my
criticisms upon them.

At the same time I became acquainted at first hand,

as far as such a thing is possible, with various religions.

I have been to every sort of church and service ; I have

met and talked with every kind of believer ; I have never

feared controversy and always welcomed criticism.

As I look back I can recollect ten thousand arguments

about religion, and from each of them I extracted some
grain of Truth. This search has continued for four

years now and it is not by any means finished. I do not

claim for a moment that my views are final or accurate.

But one must have a religion of some sort to act upon,

and so far as I can see now, the views which I here set

down are in their essentials indisputable. I feel that,

hereafter I shall not change my beliefs, but only enrich

and amplify them, much as the master-builder might dis-

miss the bricklayers and call in the decorators.
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Elliptically stated, and therefore somewhat liable to

misinterpretation, my views are as follows:

1. I believe in God. There is a Supreme Spiritual

Intelligence, which creates, sustains and comprehends the

whole cosmic drama. I believe that God is Love.

2. I believe that the physical change called Death is

not the end of the individual life. I look forward to

death with the keenest pleasure.

3. I believe in man's Free "Will. I believe, further,

that man possesses in himself a great reservoir of power

which will be more and more drawn upon as evolution

proceeds. The geniuses and great teachers have already

revealed something of this power of the soul that, in my
belief, is latent in us all. I believe that every man is "a
God, though in the germ." In this reserve of spiritual

power lie the miracles of Jesus, the plays of Shakespeare,

the victories of Cromwell, and the whole promise of the

future. It was to teach human beings that they were

really gods, not men, that Jesus took on flesh. Hence he

said
'

' The works that I do, shall ye do also, and greater

works than these shall ye do."

4. Because I believe in the Love and Purposefulness

of God, and in the essential spirituality of man, I believe

that on this earth, in the end, an ordered civilization

must supersede the present chaos. In the coming "Fed-

eration of the World" there will be neither Greek nor

Barbarian, neither work nor play, neither sacred nor

secular, neither rich nor poor, neither mine nor thine.

There will be the Liberty, the Fraternity, the Equality

for which the French Revolution strove too early but

not in vain. Socialism will realize itself slowly, pain-

fully, and often erringly. But it will come. And in

half a century I am sure we shall see the foundations
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of it laid. In half a century the mass of humanity will

see the goal as clearly as I do now.

And if I added to my creed a fifth article it would

be this: "No person has any right to seek his own
happiness; his duty is to enrich the life of the world."

It is because I believe this that I hold the views I do;

dislike the butchering of animals; detest every sort of

luxury ; and refuse to conform to the petty, lying, spirit-

stifling conventions that command the knees of those that

have not the strength to stand upright on their feet.

I am not at war with society through any romantic

exuberance in the encounter. I want a more generous

life for all mankind, and in my efforts to reveal it, I find

at every point some antiquated custom or some despic-

able convention encrusting itself over the divine human
nature that lies beneath. We have imbecile patriotism

and loyalty instead of public-spirit and an aspiration for

the World-State ; we have church-going and superstition

instead of Eeligion ; we have absurd marriage laws, stu-

pid restrictions, blank ignorance, frivolity and filthiness,

instead of beautiful love, elevating comradeship, and fine

children ; we have mendacious and ugly advertisement,

unblushing self-seeking and unorganized stampede for

profit, instead of organized production for need ; we have

a great conspiracy to hide the realities of life, and at

the same time to make a mean life tolerable by a thou-

sand degrading social fictions, instead of a fearless recog-

nition of man's divinity, and of every individual's right

and duty to be an Anarchist in his conduct as in his

ways of thought.

I think a man's duty is to be true to himself, to

humanity, and to God—it is the same thing—by follow-

ing the dictates of his conscience. This course of action
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will inevitably lead him into conflict with nine hundred

and ninety-nine of his fellow human-beings; he will be

labeled a Fool, a Madman, a Freak, or any other sug-

gestive title that occurs to his superior brothers and sis-

ters. Quite right ! He is mad according to the average

sanity. "Who would not rather" as Renan so finely says

"be diseased like Paschal, than healthy like the common

herd?"
For myself, I am frankly at war with society as I

know it to-day. I loathe its filthy habits. I despise the

apishness with which we are all so eager to betray that

we are first cousins to the monkeys, in the way that we
make the supreme virtue to do as others do, and never

blush so deep as when we are caught thinking or acting

for ourselves The supreme virtue is to be respectable,

to be in the fashion, to be of your class ; at all costs, to

avoid the vulgarity of acting like a human being.

This is as far as I have got at the age of 25. I hold

to-day much the same view of my relation to the universe

and to my fellowmen as I did at 15. Of course, all the

coloring is different, but the reality of my opinions is

unchanged. In particular I intend, just as forcibly today

as I did ten years ago, to be true to my Vision of becom-

ing a Teacher! and, if it is possible, a great Teacher.

You can 't go about telling this to people. When anyone

asks me what I am going to do, as acquaintances fre-

quently do, I usually make up a career on the spur of

the moment, or blush modestly and turn the conversa-

tion. The career of a Prophet is not one that you can

find in "What Shall I be?" or "100 Openings for

Boys." You can tell other people to be prophets—the

minister does that everlastingly. But if he were to

start acting upon it himself, he would be at once ejected
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from his church as low, immoral, conceited and fanat-

ical.

I gave a paper a few months back to the * * *

Society at * * * in which I urged in the

plainest possible terms that those young men should

become prophets and work miracles. Everybody smiled

and said
'

'How nice
! '

' You yourself read it ; said it was

the best thing I had done ; but you would feel differently

—oh, how differently!—if I began to turn words into

deeds.

Now, whatever you thought about the practicability of

the advice I gave in that paper, I meant every word of it

literally. I am just as determined now as ever I was to

be a Teacher. I don't know how much power I have in

me ; I do not know what I am worth ; but I am going to

do the utmost with what talents I have.

Keeping this fact still in view—the key to my whole

life, you will remember—where do I stand to-day ?

To begin with, my ideas are crude; my philosophy

imperfect; my knowledge limited; my gospel still un-

formed. You will agree that this is so. I know it full

well. I get my beliefs by a sort of inspiration, and then

follows the long, tedious labor of proving them correct

by my intellect, so that I may be able to explain to others

what I feel intuitively to be true myself.

And this labor is the slower because my intellect is

not first-rate. I think I began life with the feeblest

brain of any of your children, which is saying a good

deal in a family which includes * * *, * * *,*## **# ### * # # *** Qri j
, , , , , auu

* * *. I have always had to drag my intellect along

after me, so to speak, in order to make sure of my gospel

from the logician's as well as from the poet's point of
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view. I know many great truths already ; I feel with the

most absolute certainty that they are true ; but I am not

going to begin preaching until I shall have proven every

fact I can prove ; until I can answer with confidence any

question that a heckler may throw at me.

Of course, I can never be a great philosopher ; I have

not the intellect. But I need not be so absurdly ill-

equipped as I am to-day. Up to now I have never studied

philosophy or science systematically ; I have had to sand-

wich them in as best I could between my historical and

economic study. Now I intend to give some years to the

thorough study of psychology, metaphysics, physical sci-

ence, etc., until I have something worth calling a rea-

soned religion. I intend to begin once again from the

ground and build up anew my Temple of Truth.

In the second place, I myself am so imperfect, that it

would be ludicrous for me to begin to preach in earnest.

No message is successful which is not in its essence the

man himself who gives it. I am not fit as yet to impose

myself in this way upon others. I can never weed out

all the evil tendencies that are in my nature, but I can

at least become more spiritual, and by that I mean, not

merely more unselfish, but more able to control the spir-

itual powers of the universe,,

Careful study of psychology has convinced me that

there is no limit to be placed to the powers of a man's

soul. There is no reason why any man should not do

the works that Jesus did, ''and greater works than

these."

In fact, there are plenty of people alive to-day who are

"working miracles." In a sense it is a miracle for

* * * to guess a card that some one else is think-

ing about. Thought-transference is, however, a mir-
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acle that even those slugs styled "physical scientists'*

accept as genuine to-day. Most eminent medical men
have already declared their belief in so-called miracles

of faith-healing. No well-informed scientist of the pres-

ent time is prepared to deny categorically that any of

the New Testament miracles could have happened. In

fact, the general attitude of orthodox science is coming

to be that the miracles of the New Testament not only

probably happened, but may be repeated. It is certainly

the opinion of half-a-dozen of the leading men of science.

I have studied, as far as I could, a great deal of the

literature dealing with this question of man's spiritual

nature, and I am convinced—in fact, it is more certain

to me than the Existence of God—that it is possible for

a man to
'

' work miracles. '

' How far one can go in de-

veloping one's psychic powers will depend on the indi-

vidual character and capacity; but there is no one who
cannot go some distance in the direction of acquiring

supernormal powers. I intend to acquire such powers.

How far I can travel along the path I do not know. Not

far perhaps. I will go as far as I can.

Now, in order that I may study the Truth more sys-

tematically, improve my character, and acquire super-

normal powers, I must have a Teacher. I have been

jogging on at economics for some years, in the first place,

because I saw it was necessary to study that side of

Truth, and latterly because I was waiting until I could

know my own mind more clearly and find a Teacher.

According to the mystical dictum, "In the Hall of

Learning, when the pupil is ready, the Master appears."

I am at last ready for deeper studies and I have found

my Master.

It is, as perhaps you may surmise, our friend
'

' TK,

'

r
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the author of "The Great Work," etc. I have noted

down in my diary the result of your reading the first

of his books,
'

' The Harmonics of Evolution " :
" Mother

has been more taken with it than with any other book I

remember her reading. She said it was 'splendid' to me
yesterday morning. And now she's trying to persuade

Jake and Ted to read it
! " In my diary, also, I find this

reference to your perusal of the second: " 'The Great

Psychological Crime' Mother declares to be more in-

teresting even than 'The Harmonics of Evolution' and

more fascinating than any novel she has read." You
agreed that the third volume, "The Great Work" was
"wonderful." I made a note of these facts, and I refer

to them now, in order to recall to you your admiration

for TK, in so far as you know him through his books.

It seems to me that no one could read "The Great

Work" without feeling that it was written by a man of

giant intellect and magnificent character. At any rate

that feeling has grown on me each time I have slowly

perused the pages of that book, and I know that others

to whom I have lent it have been similarly impressed.

The book was lent me nearly two years ago by my
friend * * * whom you have seen and admired.

He is the most highly cultured and Christlike man it has

ever been my fortune to know intimately. Even
* * * who usually rejects my friends as repulsive on

a priori grounds, declared that * * * represented

"the extreme of culture."

I wrote to him soon after reading "The Great Work"
for the first time, saying I was willing to give up every-

thing in order to study on TK 's lines ; but he was busy

in * * * and so I waited for a year until he re-

turned. Since then I have met him once or twice every
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fortnight and, with his guidance, formulated my plan

of putting myself under TK's instruction. (I need

scarcely say that * * * was privy to my project.

For the help * * * has always given me I can

never express sufficient gratitude. ) * * * of course,

knows TK, and thinks so highly of him that you would

consider it fantastic if I repeated his eulogies. To place

before you the human aspect of the man I mean to make
my Teacher, I may say that ********,
Anyone who has read "The Great Work" will have

gained a glimpse of him on the occult side.

At any rate, whatever anyone else's opinion of TK
may be, I am convinced that he is the Teacher I want.

Unfortunately he is terribly overworked. When I wrote

to him in January last, he told that it was for these rea-

sons impossible for him to take me as a pupil. I there-

fore intend to go out to Chicago, where he lives, and

make it possible for him to give me my instruction by
working for him some hours of every day. I intend

going out this autumn, and shall therefore not finish my
thesis for the * * *. This is a pity, because I

might have got it; but I could not have got the work

finished for at least another year, and that would mean
another year and a half before I started for America.

Seeing that in any case I am going to put myself un-

der TK's instruction, sooner or later; seeing that life

on this earth is limited to three-score years and ten, of

which I have already spent more than a third ; and see-

ing finally, that the instruction under TK may take a

considerable time to complete, it seems silly and wrong

to postpone my departure any longer. I am, moreover,

less loth to go, because I do not think I can add anything

of value to the research I have already done upon the
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question of * * *
; and also because, judging by

recent events, the triumph of the principles of the Mi-

nority Report is now only a matter of time. Victory in

the first great battle in the achieving of the Socialist

State in England—the provision for every member of

the community of a Minimum Standard of Life—is now
assured; indeed, the different political parties are jos-

tling one another in their eagerness to translate into law

the social gospel according to Webb.

I am choosing this method of telling you of my inten-

tion, by means of a long letter, because I want to make
my motives and ideas as clear as possible. If I were to

tell you conversationally what I mean to do, I should

not succeed in blurting out more than fragments of the

truth. So I have chosen to make a careful statement,

which can serve as a Court of Appeal in the controversies

which are sure to arise over my departure. It will serve

also, in some measure, to correct the rumors which the

gossips with whom we are infested are sure to spread,

that I am going off with a girl or going to become a

snake-charmer, etc. As long as you understand clearly

what I am doing, I do not care about the rest of the

world. The opinions of others on my conduct are a mat-

ter of indifference to me. I am responsible for what I

do, and no one else. I also know better what I want to

do than all the rest of the world put together.

I say I want you to understand for two excellent rea-

sons. In the first place, you are my Mother, and have

always been as good a Mother to me as I could have

found if I had been given a free choice in the matter. I

know that it will cause you heart-burnings that I should

go away, like many other of the strange things that I

have done; and at any rate, I should like you to feel
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that I have not done it out of wantonness. Do you

think that I have never felt any emotion when, in pur-

suing some whim of mine to which I knew I must be

loyal, I have given you and others pain ? I am not sym-

pathetic enough, I know, but I am not callous by nature.

I have, in fact, found all through my life that my worst

enemies were my friends. I never minded slighting the

opinions of those I did not esteem, but I found it hard

to be independent when I was causing vexation to those

I loved and who loved me. I am sorry that I have given

you so much trouble. I can't help it. It is of no use

trying to argue me out of my nature any more than to

argue me out of the shape of my skull. After all, I'm

not much different from the rest of my brothers and sis-

ters. My chemical composition merely has a greater

preponderance of the explosive element. We are all in-

sane; that is to say we are all independent and self-

reliant, because we have sufficient intelligence and

strength to act for ourselves and reject the current mor-

ality in which weak-minded people find their substitute

for original virtue. Taking things all round, ours is

probably the finest family in England, and that must be

sufficient compensation for the disturbance of the do-

mestic peace which our aggressive natures make inevit-

able.

In a sense, of course, I can stay in England, earn an

honest living, marry some second-rate girl (if any girl

would be fool enough to take it on), and be an honored

and respected member of society, drinking, smoking, eat-

ing meat, reading and believing my daily paper, and

wearing smart, shiny collars and hats, like the rest. But

I tell you, Mother, I can't do it. I am one of those
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stones that are determined not to gather moss, and there-

fore I must roll.

Already people are hinting that I am becoming " re-

spectable,
'

' that I am getting sane, that I am mellowing.

I am insulted—none the less keenly because I feel there

is truth in the assertion. Please God, I will be a rebel

and an outcast till I die, "my hand against every

man's"; my religion against "public opinion"; "my
life for the world's future." Socrates, Gautama, Jesus,

St. Francis, Jeanne D'Arc, George Fox, John Wesley,

Annie Besant, are my heroes; and I would rather stum-

ble, however unworthily, or slowly, along the path made
radiant by those great souls than win all the luxury and

fame and contentment that the world could shower upon

me. In a truer and deeper sense, I must go to Chicago,

and I cannot stay in England. It is the thing that I

know I am to do. A Greater Power than myself sum-

mons me, and I go " Advienne que pourra!"

I make this plain to you because you are my Mother.

I make it plain to you, in the second place, because I

want you to give me £65 a year to live on. I do not

think I can live on less than £65 a year. This sum is

roughly the equivalent of what any ordinary, middle-

class Englishman spends on such luxuries as drink, to-

bacco, tea, coffee, meat and newspapers (to say nothing

of wives, babies and gardens).

I know that it is degrading and disreputable for me to

live on some one else, but I have studied Economics too

painstakingly to be deluded myself by the moral re-

proach implied in such a criticism. "We are all living on

others—most of us in disgraceful ways.

The plea is, I gather, that a man's income should

come to him in return for a service he renders, that it
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should be a payment for work done in the interest of

the community. I accept that theory. I agree that there

is no other justification for taking an income. But if

this is so, what shall we say of the landlord, beloved of

my Conservative Brothers? Of the business man, living

as most of them do, on the sale of useless muck ? Of the

butcher, the chemist, the publican, the tobacconist, the

confectioner, the newsvendor and a hundred other re-

tailers supplying the public with unneeded or harmful

products? Of the soldier and the sailor engaged in em-

phasizing the nation 's hostility to the teaching of Christ ?

Of the doctor, paid for the national ill-health? The

lawyer, paid for the national injustice? The journalist,

paid for the national imbecility? The parson, paid for

the national superstition ? The entertainer, paid for the

national frivolity ? The M. P., paid for the national mis-

government ?

I tell you the incomes of people will not bear looking

into. They are unclean, from that of the King down
to that of the prostitute. And even where a man is do-

ing useful work for his fellow-creatures, he is—as I

know by persistent inquiry—forced at almost every turn

into shabbiness and meanness in order to keep or better

his position for his own sake and for that of his wife

and children. And even if a man is engaged in some

honest work, like making bread, and doing it honestly

as, I suppose, some bakers do, he is taking his income

from people who are earning their money, as he well

knows, in a hundred underhand and dirty ways.

All money that comes into our pockets is tainted. A
man of high ideals can earn money only by stifling his

longing to preach them. God help the scrupulous man
in this economic battle, for society will not. Of course,
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I know that none of this tirade appeals to you. That is

because you have different ideas from mine upon the

meaning of honesty. I think of honesty as having some-

thing intelligent and imaginative and aggressive about

it; I cannot understand the unobtrusive, unromantic

type.

The fact is that, because earning money usually in-

volves the doing of work, and because the possession of

money means life, happiness and honor, and the lack

of it the most awful suffering and degradation of char-

acter, therefore public opinion has come to believe that

any man who possesses or earns money is blameless, and

that the receipt of a regular income is virtue itself.

As a matter of fact, the money is merely accidental.

The only fundamentally virtuous thing is to render

service and high service to one's fellow-creatures, and

a man is a great deal the nobler if he refuses to do dirty,

work, for however fabulous a bribe, or if he refuses to

work for money at all, provided he can in that way
more ably serve his fellows.

I think there is something low and vulgar in working

for money. Dignity in it there is none. So what am I

to do? I know that I can do much to make the world

happier. I see that I have to make myself more capable

in order to do so. Am I to waste my time and my life

in the dirty, sordid scramble for coins? Faced with the

alternatives of sacrificing my work and, as I sincerely

believe, sacrificing much added joy to humanity, or

"living on some one else's money," I choose the latter

alternative without a qualm.

If I lived in India I should be venerated for my
choice. But English people do not understand religion.

You may do anything in this Christian country except
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follow Christ. In doing as I am, I am not depriving a

single member of our family of so much as a shake of

pepper. Out of what the others spend on pleasures

that I shall probably never enjoy, they could provide me
my annual allowance ten times over. I shall be grateful

if you will give me this money, and I believe that one

day you will be proud to have done it. But even if you

cannot see your way to give it me, I shall of course

go to Chicago. I shall live as best I can on my capital

and supplement it by passing round the hat among my
friends.

Getting money is a most necessary thing in order that

society may be provided with sustenance and shelter.

Getting married is a most necessary thing in order that

society may be provided with a future generation. But

the man who pretends, as most persons do, that produc-

tion and reproduction constitute the round of life and

the summum bonum of endeavor, is to my mind either a

fool or a hypocrite.

Production will enable the individual to exist; repro-

duction ensures the persistance of the race; and if it

were merely necessary that man should exist and multi-

ply, I would say '

'By all means, get money and get mar-

ried, and do nothing else."

But Nature's purpose is not so paltry. Her law is

Evolution. She demands finer and ever finer forms of

life. She demands, too, that man shall slowly forget his

brute ancestors and link himself with the gods. Nature

works from the animal towards God, from the material

to the spiritual, and therefore She wants her children

not merely to feed and breed, but to develop their brains

and characters.

Yes, and we are understanding at last, that our long,
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long past, miraculous as it is, is of trifling importance

compared with our endless and glorious Future. It is

the God in us we must think of, not the brute. And in

this view, feeding and breeding, vitally necessary as they

are, fade into insignificance compared with the work of

spiritual development. And it is because Religion is

the most important occupation of life, that the Mystic

is more important than the Mother or the Money-maker,

and that the Prophets, headed by Jesus Christ, have

swayed the destinies of the world.

I cannot be a great Prophet, but I intend to be as

great as I can. So far as it is possible, I will rid myself

of fear of all things except the anger of God ; I will learn

to think clearly; I will conquer, if it is possible, my
animal tendencies ; little by little, I will discipline myself

to humility, sincerity, gentleness and sympathy ; and, if

it may be, I will acquire something of the Holy Spirit

that Jesus promised to his followers in his own time and
in all ages to come.

I do not know how much I can do. My only concern

is to do what I can, regardless of censure and ridicule.

In any case I can add some joy to lives that would other-

wise be bereft, and I am not going to rob those lives for

any Quixotic scruples as to the duty of earning a living.

Some will say I am lazy. You know that this is not

true. It is a charge preferred by those who think that

Heaven is a place where we shall all be eternally well-

fed and eternally unemployed—like the conception some

people have of Socialism.

Those who are more educated know that in toil, and
still more in toil for others, lies the only joy of life. I

work because I cannot help it. I have worked for no

single one of the commonplace motives that impel men
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to it—hunger, greed, love, ambition. I have not even

worked because others were looking on. I have self-

control enough to work of my own volition. And I was

sensible of no sudden elevation of dignity, when, instead

of laboring unrewarded in my study at research requir-

ing all my concentrated faculties, I began to loaf around

for four or five hours every day, doing unskilled, but

highly-paid labor at * * *.

In an invertebrate person, I dare say the exertion for

money produces some strengthening of character, or at

least, prevents such deterioration as we observe in ani-

mals that are given food instead of being compelled to

search for it. But I claim that I can spend myself

without a money stimulus and I look forward to Social-

ism because it will relieve us of the disgusting neces-

sity of asking "How much will you give me?"—before

we consent to do a stroke of work for our fellow-crea-

tures.

As to the charge that I am mad—Well, I'm used to

being told that. A man that sets out, as I have done, to

live the ideas of the twenty-first century, cannot hope to

make his life conformable to the current standards. And
that I should be blundering and inconsistent is inevitable

also, for I am exploring the Unknown, and my only lamp

is the uncertain light of my own soul. I confess to a

life of mistakes. These scapegraces have been my sin-

cerest friends, and I will not redden to recognize them

in public.

Oh! how easy it is to be sleek and successful and

achieve the tasks of commonplace life, like a tame mouse

doing its little tricks in a cage! To be prudent and

cautious and always so very careful to look up and down
the road before you cross over it ! Pitch your ideals low
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enough and you cannot but succeed ! Browning has put

the matter so well that I must quote him again

:

"This low man with some little thing to do, sees it

and does it

:

'

' This high man with a great thing to pursue, dies ere

he knows it."

In a way this whole letter is a labored attempt to

prove that I am not insane. I do not like writing such

an Apologia Pro Vita Mea. I am ashamed to make so

much fuss. On the whole I prefer to do things and let

people say what they like. In fact, having a keen sense

of humor, I take some elfish joy occasionally in inspir-

ing in our mediocre acquaintances a feeling that I really

am "not all there." Some people sincerely believe me
insane. But as my Mother, I imagine you would prefer

any explanation of my conduct to that one. So, as far

as this particular step goes, I will add a few words in

an attempt to prove that I am acting rationally.

I can quite comprehend that there's something rather

comic, if not pathetic, in my setting out to conquer the

world in this fashion. "Athanasius contra mundum" is

one thing; * * * vs. contra mundum*' another. I

dare say I seem like a St. George in knickerbockers set-

ting out to fight a dragon with a toy-gun. Well, it is

obvious that I cannot attempt here to give all my rea-

sons for believing in the powers latent in our organiza-

tion. I have only come to hold my present beliefs after

careful and critical research. And if any person comes

to me and says
'

' Prove you are right,
'

' I must ask him
not merely to study painstakingly, but to live much
alone, to lead an ascetic life, and to follow his spiritual
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impulses unhesitatingly. Any one who cares to do this

will, I cannot but feel, come to believe much as I do.

Without such a preliminary training, it is quite impos-

sible for me to convince a person in a letter or an argu-

ment. Just as impossible, in fact, as it would be for

* * * to initiate me into the mysteries of making

bridges, * * * into the secrets of making money by
an afternoon's explanation. But, as I have already said,

the scientists themselves are much less positive in their

negations than they used to be. They no longer say

"We know that such things cannot be," but "We do not

know if such things can be," or even "Such things may
be ;" and in a few enlightened cases "Such things are

!"

"Croire tout d'couvert est un erreur profonde,

C'est prendre Vhorizon pour les homes du monde."

I know that when I was orthodox, Science was my
enemy. I thought of it as the great antagonist of Re-

ligion. The miracles upon which I hold a supra-mun-

dane religion must rest, were, it appeared, scoffed at by

the findings of Science. Then I turned to study Science,

and to my amazement, I have found that it promises

greater miracles than Religion.

Science is no enemy but a friend to the truth-seeking

man. There is not a worthy claim which pure Religion

makes that the advanced science of to-day does not sub-

stantiate. It is for others to discover other of the mira-

cles that Science promises. Those that interest me are

connected with man's psychic nature, because they fit in

with my mission, and because they seem to me to offer

such great triumphs for mankind.

I believe that in this study lies an answer to the great

riddle of a Future Life. And is there any discovery

that could more change the world of to-day than that of
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the absolute certainty of immortality? I can imagine

nothing that would bring more joy into the world; noth-

ing that would more contribute to make men unselfish

and self-controlled. It is my belief that a man may learn

to develop himself in such a way as to establish con-

scious communication with the unseen world.

In every sphere to-day we sorely need men with super-

human powers. With the growing complexity of the

world, the need for such men becomes every day more

intense. We want great leaders, great thinkers, great

teachers ; we want Supermen. I believe the Superman is

to be fashioned from the psychic stuff that is in our-

selves.

He who builds up the New Civilization, by thought or

activity, should surely begin by developing to the ut-

most his own powers. He can do this, I believe, only in

some such way as TK indicates.

Dwell for a moment on the intolerable and universal

waste that is inflicted on mankind by all varieties and

degrees of sickness. To this problem, again, psychical

research has an answer. Indeed, the answer has again

in our own time, been given to the world in the incom-

prehensible gibberish of Christian Science. I believe

that there is no bodily or mental defect which may not

yield to the psychic powers in man. But that is another

truth to be learned and another art to be acquired.

I am not going all through the catalogue. You have

read "The Great Work" as well as many other books

on occult matters, and you know the possibilities. I

understand that, with less assurance than mine, you be-

lieve in the truth of many of the facts to which I refer.

I point them out now in order to make it clear that I am
not going to Chicago for nothing. If these things are
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true they are worth learning. If they are true, they

mean much for humanity. In fact, I say again that I

can imagine no study which promises more for the fu-

ture of mankind.

I am not blind in my faith. I do not, for example,

believe, like * * * that your telephone number can

come in answer to prayer. But I do assuredly hold that

Concentration and Courage will generally get you what

you want in the world. I believe I shall get what I

want. I feel so because there seems to be no escaping

my destiny. The Poet has not died young in my breast.

My Vision is clearer to-day than it was when it first

came to me. There is the same yearning to give birth

to my Child, my Message. Everything in my life seems

to have contributed to my purpose. And I believe, by
inspiration if you will, that I am not talking nonsense

when I speak of acquiring super-normal powers:

'

' The rest may reason and welcome,

'T is we musicians know."

I am wrong in details doubtless, but I am right in the

main. Even if I am absolutely wrong in my conclu-

sions, I shall be of more use to the world if I have proved

this and learned what is not Truth by hard experience.

It is better to do what you feel to be right under all cir-

cumstances, and to be courageous in your search for

enlightenment. If reading books could find the Truth,

Oxford Dons might have a glimpse of it. But God will

not show Himself to cowards, or, in the poetry of Jesus,

"The Kingdom of Heaven suffereth violence, and the

violent take it by force."

I say if I am absolutely wrong—a paradox—I am still

absolutely right.
'

' Is it not better,
'

' says Sabatier, in his
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eulogy of St. Francis, "to die for an unknown, or even

a false ideal than to live for the vain realities of an

utterly unpoetic existence ? '

'

How much I shall do is doubtful. Certainly those who

anticipate that I am going to do any sensational things

will be disappointed. I am not going to learn to turn

somersaults or to do conjuring tricks. What my work

in the future will be I cannot tell. "Not mine own am
I but the world's." It is quite likely that I shall work

all my life in obscurity—I cannot tell. All I know is

that I am taking now the next step ; and that to me it is

as natural as getting out of bed in the morning. There

is something unpleasant in leaving the ease of your

snug, cosy, warm bed to face the irksome duties of the

day. There is something that chills my heart, too, as I

think of leaving all the warm relationships of my life

here in England, but if I stayed at home for that reason

I should despise myself as cordially as I do the sluggard

who wastes his mornings in bed.

My historical studies have convinced me that the

Twentieth Century will see great things. Read even so

sober a volume as "The Latest Age" in the Cambridge

Modern History, and you cannot but feel that "things

are going to happen here." In fact, so daring are the

prophecies that but for the inferiority of its literary

style, the volume might have come from my own pen

!

Great transforming ideas are being assimilated by all

mankind. I look to see the inevitable results during the

coming hundred years. There must be immense, incred-

ible progress. Science, mechanical, social, biological,

psychic—all give the same assurance. And I am confi-

dent that a great religious movement is beginning. Just

at present we are in the thick of the transformation. The
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Revolution from Chaos to Order is in process. Civiliza-

tion is in the building, but to us it is a Tower of Babel

at the present stage. Yet it is my faith that it is not

after all a Tower of Babel, but a Temple of God and

a Temple of Man; an edifice more beautiful than the

starry skies; as great as humanity; and stretching up
from its broad base upon this earth until its spires pierce

the firmament of Heaven, to be bathed in the Glory of

God.

And in the building of this Temple, God needs every

kind of worker, mothers as well as mystics; hewers of

wood and drawers of water as well as poets and phil-

osophers ; mechanics as well as musicians. It is for each

man and woman to choose in this Universal Purpose

a part that will call forth their highest and utmost

activity; and to serve faithfully to the end.

My share in the Divine Economy is to persuade my
fellow-creatures that it is in very truth a Temple which

they are building, and to help them, if it may be, ta
'

' endure as seeing that which is invisible.
'

'

AS WE WILL.
"In the loom of life we weave each day,

On the warp of circumstance,
The colors grave and the colors gay,

However the threads may chance.
But the web is our own to make or mar,

And the patterns ours to choose;
We may make it strong and firm and fair

And blend as we will the hues.

"The glint of gold from our happy days
May shine through the sombre shades,

And love's warm gleams like the morning's rays
And beauty that never fades.

When the Master Workman judges at last,

May He find our weaving good;
The texture firm and the colors fast,

And His purpose understood."—Author unknown to us.
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The Work ofa Student

At the beginning of the year 1915, a course of study

was formulated for the benefit of the Students consti-

tuting the Central Group, in the City of Chicago.

It consisted of a carefully selected series of topics

for analysis, elucidation and illustration, and these topics

were assigned to the various Students in their order.

Each Student was required to prepare a paper on the

subject of that particular topic assigned to him or her,

and read this paper at the weekly meeting of Students,

in its regular turn.

The topic,
'

' The Attitude of Soul, '

' fell to the lot of

our beloved Friend and Brother Hermann Hille.

It was so intelligently, ably, clearly and forcefully

presented that it made a deep impression upon all who
were present and heard it.

Many of the Students have asked if they might have

the privilege of making a copy of the entire article for

their own personal benefit.

It occurred to me that this wish might be gratified in

such manner as to benefit many others than just those

who belong to the Central Group, here in Chicago.
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To that end, with Dr. Hille's permission, I am here-

with publishing the article in full, and I earnestly hope

it will prove to be of great benefit to all who take the

time and trouble to read and study it carefully.

The article is as follows:

"THE ATTITUDE OF SOUL."

"Nature evolves a man," that is, Nature carries the

process of evolution forward to the estate of man. This

is evidently the highest point in the process of evolution,

which Nature alone can reach. Henceforward it be-

comes necessary that this highest product of Nature,

man, co-operate with Nature in order to evolve to ever

higher levels. For this purpose Nature has invested

him with the faculties, capacities and powers which

make intelligent co-operation possible, namely, the Soul

Attributes, which are: Self-Consciousness, Reason, In-

dependent Choice and an Independent, Self-Conscious

and Rational Will or Volition. These are the

distinctively human faculties, capacities and pow-

ers which distinguish man from the animal and

make of him a personally responsible and morally ac-

countable being. In other words, Nature has fixed

upon man the obligation to co-operate with her,

and for doing so, promises a reward, which the TK has

so concisely and clearly expressed in this short little

sentence: "Man co-operating with Nature, evolves a

Master.
'

'

This is the Constructive Road, "the Road to the

South."

Having been given the power of independent choice,

man has the power to refuse to co-operate with Nature,

or even to oppose Nature's forces. In either of these
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events he must suffer the inevitable, fixed and immutable

consequences, viz. : Devolution, Unhappiness, Misery,

Disintegration and seeming "Spiritual Death" or what

appears to be total individual Extinction.

And this is the Destructive Road, "the Road to the

North."

To enable him to choose intelligently between the only

two possible Roads, Nature has implanted in every hu-

man Soul the desire for Happiness; and to guide him
in the right direction, she has provided him with an un-

failing compass in the form of Codscience, the still, small

voice of the Soul.

It would seem strange that any human being, so lib-

erally equipped by bountiful Nature, should deliberately

choose the Destructive Road, the very Road which leads

him farther and farther away from the Goal he so

strongly desires. And, yet, apparently, the large ma-

jority of mankind are doing this very thing. They are

heedlessly following the merry throng upon the Road
which leads to the Land of Darkness, Slavery and Spir-

itual Death.

How can this be ?

How is this possible?

There must be an answer to these questions and an

explanation of this glaring paradox.

And there is, indeed, an answer and an explanation,

and we all can answer and explain upon the authority of

personal experience:

The Road to the North is so enticing and inviting; it

is so broad and smooth and gently declining. It re-

quires no perceptible effort to glide down the gentle slope

with ever increasing momentum. All one really has to

do is to refrain from doing anything; "dolce far niente"
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[sweet do-nothing] the Italian calls it. We need but

abandon ourselves to the delicious pleasures of the senses,

and gravity will do the rest, and pull us down the para-

bolic incline with steadily increasing speed until we cross

the "Line of Despair" and sink into the yawning chasm

of individual extinction, beyond the reach of the Soul-

Element, unless the darkening scenes and deepening

shadows recall us to our senses before it is too late.

On the other side, the Road to the South is so unat-

tractive and uninviting; it is so narrow and rough and

steep and thorny. It calls for unremitting effort to make
headway, to overcome the pull of gravity and the push

of the wind. It is beset with dangers in the shape of

lions which threaten to tear us to pieces, and one by one

we must fight and slay them if we would advance. In

fact, there would seem to be nothing about it that could

possibly induce a rational human being to choose the un-

attractive Road to the South, but for the innate desire

for Satisfaction and Happiness, guided by Conscience,

and supplemented by

:

1. The knowledge that Constructive Personal Effort is

the price of spiritual growth, development and ultimate

happiness, and that neither are found upon a road of

indolence and self-indulgence.

2. An abiding Faith in the justice, consistency and

goodness of Nature.

3. The assurance of, and our Faith in, those Great

Souls who have traveled this road before us, have over-

come the obstacles and reached the Goal, the Land of

Liberty and Light.

The Students of the Great School have made their

choice. They have set their faces to the South. They

are determined to follow the lead of our beloved TK
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and the blessed RA and of those other Great Souls

whom we have learned to call "The Great Friends."

With us the question no longer is: ''Which Road shall

I travel?" It is only: "How can I most surely and

quickly reach the goal of Mastership?" Or, expressed

in different words: "What are the necessary qualifica-

tions, which will enable me to reach the Goal in safety

and without undue delay?"

The answer to this seemingly simple, but tremendously

important question may be condensed into two little

words, namely: MORALITY and SERVICE.
To the Student of Natural Science these terms have

a clear and definite meaning; their full significance and

import, however, is discovered only through the scien-

tific formulary of the Great School, which is known as

the Ethical Section of the Work.

These simple little words, Morality and Service, cover

a multitude of fundamental requirements, qualities, char-

acteristics, attainments, prerequisites, duties, purposes,

motives, attitudes and practices, and the Work laid out

for us for the ensuing year, is supposed to cover all of

these and, if done faithfully and conscientiously, will

not only give us a correct and clear understanding or

intellectual grasp of the fundamental principles under-

lying Morality and Service, but will also enable us to

correctly apply the Knowledge thus gained, in our Daily

Life and Conduct and in our dealings with our fellow

men.

Independent Spiritual Unfoldment is dependent:

1. Upon the Attitude of Soul.

2. Upon the Personal Effort of an Individual in har-

monious action with the Attitude of Soul.

It is a well-known fact, that the attitude of Soul, or
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the Spirit in which we do a thing, largely determines

the result. For example, the Optimist, as everybody

knows, has a better chance to succeed than the Pessimist.

Likewise, the Patient who has Faith in the powers of his

physician or his medicine, and is filled with the hope of a

speedy recovery, has a far better chance of regaining his

health than the Patient who does not believe in physi-

cians, medicines, the goodness of Nature nor the efficacy

of Prayer.

If we comply with Nature's Laws reluctantly, or

grudgingly or with an ever-present protest, we can

hardly expect to make rapid progress, no matter how
many hours we may labor every day, or however hard we
may try otherwise. In such an Attitude of Soul, the

smallest tasks become a burden and the Sun of Inspira-

tion never shines. "With them, as with the Galley-Slave,

time drags, and often death itself would be welcome re-

lief.

How different is Life to him whose Soul perceives the

goodness, justice and consistency of Nature. With grati-

tude for his many blessings in his heart, and a song of

joy within his Soul, he puts his best into every act and

knows that difficulties, tests and trials are but stepping

stones to greater heights and opportunities for better

Service. Thus every duty is transformed into a privilege

and every task into a pleasure, and the servile, grum-

bling slave becomes an intelligent, willing, cheerful, en-

thusiastic, hopeful, efficient and self-respecting co-worker

with his gentle, loving mother—Nature.

Just stop a moment, and think : This almost miracu-

lous transformation is brought about by nothing more

and nothing less than a simple change in the Attitude
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of Soul, a change which can be effected almost within

the twinkling of an eye.

We all, undoubtedly, have experienced such a change

and know what it means and, I believe, we are all

anxious to cultivate the constructive Attitude of Soul,

and once fully established, maintain it, and thus earn

Nature's reward in the form of greater powers and

greater opportunities for Service.

The establishment and maintenance of the Perfect

Attitude of Soul is possible only after we have acquired

a clear understanding and comprehension of each and

every principle on our list and, in the very nature of

things, could not possibly be accomplished at the very

beginning of our work, except by those who have had

the Ethical Section. However, it must be clear to those

who have carefully followed me to this point, that a

definite Attitude of Soul is necessary for the accomplish-

ment of any purpose, and that it is essential that we
approach each week's topic, and each day's tasks, in the

Constructive Attitude, or, in the right Spirit, if we would

make this year's work a success.

In the course of this paper we have already become

familiar with the essential elements of this Constructive

Attitude, and all that remains to be done, for the sake of

clearness and distinctness, is to summarize and to adapt

these elements to our present requirements.

The following elements would seem to constitute the

essential components of that Attitude of Soul which

every one of us must establish and maintain if our work

shall be a complete success.

1. The earnest, intense and unselfish desire for the

improvement of Self and the Service of our Fellow Man.
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This desire would seem to be dependent upon, and the

direct result of:

(a) Faith in the Consistency, Justice and Benevo-

lence of Nature.

(b) A rational conception as to the natural and

immutable results that follow co-operation with Nature

on the one side, and opposition on the other.

(c) Faith in the source of our information, namely,

the published findings and teachings, as well as the duly

accredited representatives, of the Great School.

(d) Faith or Confidence in the sincerity, honesty and
loyalty of every member of our Group.

2. Faith in the efficacy of this year's Work. In

other words, the firm conviction that the Work laid out

for us this year will produce the desired constructive

results
;
provided, we carry it through conscientiously.

3. A clear recognition of our Personal Responsibility).

(a) To ourselves.

(b) To every member of our Group.

(c) To the TK as the accredited Representative of

the Great School in this country.

(d) To the Great School, as the source of our infor-

mation.

(e) To the Cause of Humanity,

(f) And last but by no means least, to the Great

Friends, the Invisible Helpers, who are so deeply inter-

ested in our Work and our success, and who are ever

ready, willing, eager and anxious to help us, whenever

we make it possible.

4. The unrelaxing determination to put forth our best

efforts until the Work is accomplished.

5. Attention to every detail, at the meetings, as well

as during the week's analysis and practice, always re-
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membering the fact that the Soul grows in the direction

of the line of Attention.

6. Open-mindedness. That freedom from prejudice,

preconceived notions, or ideas, or habits of thought, which

keeps all the doors and windows of our Soul open and

enables us to receive to the limits of our capacity, and

without obstruction.

7. The Prayerful Attitude, which would seem to be

composed of:

(a) The clear understanding that there will be plenty

of difficulties and obstacles in our path; that many of

those difficulties and obstacles owe their existence solely

and entirely to our own limitations or shortcomings, and

therefore do not exist, in the same form, in relation to

anyone but ourselves ; that these difficulties and obstacles

cease to exist, as such, the moment we succeed in master-

ing those shortcomings which gave them birth.

(b) The recognition of the simple fact, that no man
can go beyond his present limitations, and that because

of this fact neither Nature nor the Great Friends, nor

the G. S., nor the TK, nor ourselves, nor any other

intelligent, rational beings, can and do expect of us more

than we can perform.

(c) The unshakable Faith that Nature will send her

Messengers, the Visible or Invisible Helpers, to supple-

ment our own powers and resources whenever we have

done our best and made such help possible.

"Do the thing and you shall have the power."

This Prayerful Attitude, composed of Understanding

and Faith, makes possible

:

8. The Courage to face and fight the difficulties in

our path, or the "Lions on the Way," unflinchingly and
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free from worry, apprehension, discouragement or any

other phase of Fear.

9. The Perseverance, necessary to the accomplish-

ment of each week's tasks, and of the whole year's

work, always remembering that all constructive growth

is a slow process, and that without perseverance we can

accomplish no lasting results.

10. That true Humility, which results from a clear

recognition of our dearth of knowledge and from a cor-

rect estimate of our own true status in the scale of evo-

lution and spiritual development, and which enables us

to accept the Truth from whatever source it may come.

11. Charity. That unselfish, generous, magnanimous,

noble attitude of Soul, which enables its possessor to

view the shortcomings, faults, errors, mistakes, and even

sins, of others, of the past as well as the present, under-

standingly, helpfully, forgivingly, forbearingly, and

without even the shadow of an unworthy motive or emo-

tion, such as resentment, anger, envy, jealousy or re-

venge.

If we would help our fellowmen we must glow with

the warmth of sympathy and compassion, tempered by

gentleness, tact and understanding, to melt the icy bar-

rier which the "inhumanity of man" is so apt to erect

around every refined and sensitive individual.

To be effective, this charitable Attitude of Soul must

not only be understood and approved intellectually, but

it must also pervade our whole being and radiate through

our thoughts and manners.

12. The Moral Courage,

(a) frankly and unreservedly to acknowledge our

own shortcomings,

(b) to help others to recognize theirs.
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13. That glowing quality of Enthusiasm, which con-

fers upon its fortunate possessor all of those elements,

qualities, properties and characteristics which make for

irresistible success. Among these are: Energy, Elas-

ticity, Buoyancy, Lightness of Heart, Zeal, Hope, In-

spiration, Exalted Devotion, Cheerfulness, and Confi-

dence of Success.

That active, well-balanced quality of Enthusiasm

which "gives expression to what might well be named
'The Color Scheme* of the Philosophy of Individual

Life. For it gives expression to that which lends

warmth, beauty, and illumination to the otherwise hard

life of 'Duty,' and transforms the iron chain of 'Obliga-

tion' into the sparkling, bejeweled, golden thread of

'Privilege.'

"

Every single one of the foregoing thirteen elements

would seem to constitute an important, if not a vital, in-

gredient in the Attitude of Soul which we should culti-

vate, establish and maintain in order to insure the larg-

est possible measure of success in our work of this year,

1915.

And right here it would seem appropriate and helpful

to repeat the profoundly significant words of our be-

loved Elder Brother, the TK, which were such a wonder-

ful source of inspiration to those of us who were present

at his home when we worked out, and decided upon, a

plan of work for our Group during the year 1915.

After drawing our attention to the fact that the plan

of work just adopted by us, if carried out conscientious-

ly, would enable every one of us to establish the Con-

structive Attitude of Soul, he added (and these are his

own words as they burned themselves indelibly into my
memory)

:
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"If you can but maintain the Constructive Attitude of

Soul for one year, you will make the Demonstration,

every one of you, as surely as the sun will rise again. In

fact, no one could maintain the Constructive Attitude of

Soul for one year and not make the Demonstration."

Beloved Friends and Fellow-Students, let us always

keep before us as a guiding star upon our path these

wonderfully inspiring words of one who knows and who
has traveled the narrow road before us.

In conclusion permit me to express the well-founded

conviction that the tremendous task confronting us dur-

ing the ensuing year will become comparatively easy of

accomplishment, if we can firmly establish and maintain

the Constructive Attitude of Soul which I have earnestly

endeavored here to analyze and elucidate.

If you all have received half the benefit from listening

to this paper that came to me from preparing it, then

surely everyone will be well repaid for the time and

effort spent on this vitally important topic, "The Atti-

tude of Soul" Hermann Hille, Ph. D.

NOTICE.

To all Friends of the Work of '
' The League of Visible Helpers, '

'

Everywhere:

Kindly keep in mind that the League will soon be in need

of a great deal of clothing, shoes, etc., to be used in our work
among the poor, unfortunate and friendless who turn to us for

aid. Clothing of all kinds, for children and women especially,

will be needed for distribution this winter. Contributions to

this worthy cause should be addressed to

The League of Visible Helpers,

Care of the INDO-AMEKICAN BOOK CO., 5705 South Blvd.,

Chicago, 111.
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Things Religio-Political

By Thos. M. Stewart, M. D.

In the New York American, issue of Sunday, January

24, 1915, we have read with interest an article headlined

:

'

' To Fight the "Wave of Religious Intolerance Against

Catholics," by P. N. Callahan, Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Religious Prejudice, Knights of Columbus.

The article is about 2,600 words, or nearly four full

columns, and it is not necessary to reply to it in length,

but it seems proper to call attention to some points about

which non-Catholics have ideas well grounded in fact, as

contrasted with some of Mr. Callahan's unsupported

statements.

To begin with, the avowed purpose of the article is
'

' to fight the wave of religious intolerance against Catho-

lics," and to combat "the evil of dragging religion into

politics." Mr. Callahan would have his readers glean

from the article that Catholicism is not to blame for the

Catholic religion being in politics, and that the intoler-

ance is entirely on the side of those not opposed to

Catholics, but opposed to the political policy of the Hier-

archy.

Right at this point it is necessary to say that, no well

informed person blames the Catholic people for the
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state of affairs pointed out by Mr. Callahan. The blame

is placed exactly where it belongs, namely upon the Ro-

man Hierarchy in control of the Catholic Church, its

religion and its people.

Mr. Callahan says: "A man's religion should be a

matter between himself and his conscience." If he can

get the Hierarchy to subscribe publicly to that unquali-

fied statement there would be some hope of reaching

terms of mutual understanding. Can he ? Will he ?

To prove that "intolerance" is the stock in trade of

the Hierarchy we quote from "The Great Encyclical

Letters of Pope Leo XIII," 3d Edition, page 110

:

"Since, then, no one is allowed to be remiss in the

service due to God, and since the chief duty of all men
is to cling to religion in both its teachings and practice

—

not such a religion as they may have a preference for,

but the religion which God enjoins, and which certain

and most clear marks show to be the only one true re-

ligion—it is a public crime to act as though there were

no God."

To the non-Catholic this is decidedly intolerant and

entirely opposed to the establishing of "a broader char-

ity among all creeds,
'

' and it is squarely contrary to Mr.

Callahan's statement that: "A man's religion should be

a matter between himself and his conscience."

Here we have a conflict in authority. His Holiness

Pope Leo XIII, speaking ex-cathedra and under the rule

passed by the College of Cardinals in 1871, is infallible.

Mr. Callahan, as chairman of the Knights of Columbus

Committee on Religious Prejudice, should know that he

is in the wrong, and ought not to have permitted the

publication of the matter credited to him in the New
York American.
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Now, as to politics, Mr. Callahan says in paragraph

eight of this article

:

"I am absolutely certain that the charge that the

Catholic Church is in any sense a political machine is

utterly without foundation. '

'

But the Popes who have been at the head of the

Catholic Church and whose ex-cathedra utterances are

infallible and binding on all, just as if uttered by the

present head of the Catholic Church, make assertions

quite to the contrary; for instance, on page 130 of "The
Great Encyclical Letters of Pope Leo XIII," (3d Edi-

tion), his Holiness says:

"Furthermore, it is in general fitting and salutary

that Catholics should extend their efforts beyond this

restricted sphere, and give their attention to National

politics," and the majority of people in this country

think that such advice to the Catholic Church in these

United States is of a "political nature" and the Roman
Hierarchy, through Pope Leo XIII and others before

and since his time, are alone responsible for that to

which Mr. Callahan protests, viz., "the evil of dragging

religion into politics;" and just as long as the Roman
Catholic Hierarchy continues in force those statements

that conflict with the foundation principles of a govern-

ment of the people, by the people and for the people, just

so long will there be cause for opposition toward the

Roman Catholic Hierarchy.

Mr. Callahan says: "But the thing that induced the

Knights of Columbus as a body of Catholic laymen to

take up the matter of religious prejudice, and to seek

in every fair and honorable way to stem the tide of

bigotry, is the campaign of newspapers of 'The Menace'

type."
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Here we agree with Mr. Callahan, and we see no ex-

cuse for any one wildly to assault and blaspheme Catho-

lic people and the things sacred to them. Again we say

that we have no quarrel with the Catholic people and

no hatred of their religion. We are not, however, in

agreement with those statements of the Hierarchy, which

seem to us to contradict our principles of government

and which tend to make the church superior to the

people.

Neither do we see any excuse for the campaign of

Catholic newspapers of "The Sunday Watchman" type,

with its "To hell with the U. S. Government;" a phrase

used in one of the sermons of the Rev. Father Phelan

of St. Louis, and published in his weekly paper of June

30, 1912. It is papers of the type of "The Sunday

Watchman" that have opened the eyes of hosts of citi-

zens to the necessity of protecting the spirit of Amer-

ican Freedom and Liberty. This necessity and the ac-

tivities incident thereto are characterized by Mr. Calla-

han as being "hostile to the spirit of American free-

dom and liberty.
'

'

Mr. Callahan denies the stories of a Catholic army;

tabooing all such ideas as "absurd." Here, again, the

chairman of the Knights of Columbus on Religious Pre-

judice, is in conflict with one who is his superior in

authority. His Grace, Archbishop Quigley, is quoted on

the very first page of the Chicago Record-Herald, Sep-

tember 11, 1911, in affirmation of the existence of a

"Catholic Army," as follows:

"We have well ordered and efficient organizations, all

at the beck and nod of the hierarchy; and ready to do

what the church authorities tell them to do. With these

bodies of loyal Catholics ready to step into the breach
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at any time and present an unbroken front to the enemy,

we may feel secure.
'

'

This refutes Mr. Callahan's denial as to the "Catho-

lic Army/' and furthermore his own photograph is re-

produced in the New York American of Sunday, Jan-

uary 24, 1915, over the military title of Col. P. H. Calla-

han; besides which it plainly indicates a Catholic atti-

tude of mind '

' hostile to the spirit of American freedom

and liberty."

Some officials of higher rank than Col. Callahan are

responsible for the unqualified statements which have

once again served to awaken the people here in the

United States, and to have put them on guard as to

what is the avowed purpose of those in authority over

the Catholic people. "We now quote from The Tablet

(Brooklyn, N. Y.), June 15, 1912, as corroborative evi-

dence of the existence of a "Catholic Army" composed

of Col. Callahan's own Brethren:

"It must have been hard on General Miles when he

stood on the stand for the unveiling of the Columbus

statue in Washington to see the Knights of Columbus

pass by in parade.

"The swords of the fourth degree men must have

convinced him that the order is but waiting an oppor-

tunity to cut a path for the Pope into the White House."

This is a militant talk, and wholly uncalled for ; espe-

cially does it show a questionable loyalty to the govern-

ment of the United States, and is a sample of the kind

of statements often appearing in the Catholic press, and

places the blame for opposition to Catholics upon the

leaders of Catholics, aye, even to the highest in author-

ity, the Roman Pontiffs themselves.
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From ''The Great Encyclical Letters of Pope Leo
XIII," 3d Edition, we quote from page 323, from the

letter of his Holiness on " Catholicity in the United

States:"

"For the Church amongst you, unopposed by the

Constitution and Government of your Nation, fettered

by no hostile legislation, protected against violence by
the common law and the impartiality of the tribunals, is

free to live and act without hindrance.

"Yet, though all this is true, it would be very er-

roneous to draw the conclusion that in America is to be

sought the type of the most desirable status of the

Church, or that it would be universally lawful or ex-

pedient for the Church to be, as in America, dissevered

and divorced, but she would bring forth more abundant

fruits if, in addition to liberty, she enjoyed the favor

of the laws and the patronage of the public authority.
'

'

While regretting the necessity, and with all due re~

spect to the memory of one of the greatest Roman Pon-

tiffs, we must point out that acknowledgment is made
of the facts that the Catholic Church in the United

States is

—

"Not opposed by the Constitution and the govern-

ment,
'

' Not fettered by hostile legislation,

"Not unprotected against violence by the common
law,

"Not without freedom to live and act without hin-

drance."

These are acknowledgments of liberty, of favor, and

of benefits and in the fundamental and organic law of

this country in which Church and State are separate.

Notwithstanding these benefits and confessed advan-
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tages, his Holiness urges the union of Church and State

in order that the Catholic Church should ''bring forth

more abundant fruits if, in addition to liberty, she en-

joyed the favor of the laws and the patronage of public

authority.
'

'

"We have referred to but a few of the statements of

Col. Callahan, which prove him in the wrong, judged

by the official utterances of those higher in the Church

authority than himself. Therefore, he is open to the

same charges he would fasten upon non-Catholics, and

his article will do his own cause exactly that amount of

harm which his wrong, because incomplete, statements

invite.

There is a law of evolution, immutable and infallible

;

along its pathway humanity has been slowly progressing,

and as a natural and inevitable result, unfolding a

greater degree of keenness of thought with a larger ca-

pacity for independent action. It is in the operation of

this law of the Great Father of us all that we must

seek for the causes of the present day unrest, prelimi-

nary to the great awakening as to the meaning and pur-

pose of Life.

While Col. Callahan and the Knights of Columbus

are on one side, and we non-Catholics upon the other,

we recognize the service he has done the Cause in formu-

lating, even though in an incomplete manner, his ideas

of the causes disturbing the peace and serenity which we
hope to secure some day for the benefit of all, without

distinction as to race, creed, sex, caste or •olor.
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An Interesting Letter

Editor Life and Action,

Dear Friend:

After reading that splendid book, The Great Psycho-

logical Crime, which brought so forcefully many of the

things in my own personal experience along those lines,

I thought that perhaps your readers might be interested,

and even possibly benefitted, by what I am going to say.

If you think so you have my permission to pub-

lish this in your magazine, provided you will withhold

my name—for reasons which I think will be understood

by most of your readers without explanation. I will

be as brief as possible:

In former years I had an ideal which I could not

reconcile with the Roman Catholic delusion, nor find it

exemplified among Protestants. Perhaps 1 was too criti-

cal ; but I was honest in my quest for the realization of

my ideal.

In other words, '

' They had taken away my Lord, and

I knew not where they had lain Him. '

'

Finally, at the solicitation of friends, I investigated

Modern Spiritualism, and was told that I would develop

mediumship if I would sit alone for that purpose. So,
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I made me a planehette, and began sitting regularly for

development. In the course of a very few days I re-

ceived some characters, a few desultory words, and final-

ly complete sentences which began to form themselves

into messages from former friends of earth, but then in

the spiritual life.

I was so elated over all this that I felt like throwing

up my hands and saying :

'

' Eureka !" I truly thought

that
'

' I had found it
; '

' but I was destined soon to have

my faith rudely shaken, in that I discovered the fact

that these former dear friends of Earth, in whom 1

placed the most implicit confidence, had degenerated into

just common, ordinary, low-down liars, and were cap-

able of falsifying to me concerning the things of the

most vital and sacred nature to me. And yet I generous-

ly excused them on the ground that perhaps my control

and my magnetic wires had gotten crossed in some way,

and thus caused the error.

And so I continued to sit for development as an auto-

matic slate-writer, thinking that if I could but develop

that phase of mediumship there could be no possible

chance for errors; but after sitting for some time with-

out receiving anything, I found that I was getting l;o be

extremely nervous and irritable, and I gave up the idea

of developing myself; but at the same time I began to

read up on their so-called philosophy of life, and to my
surprise I found that there were nearly as many differ-

ent opinions and views among Spiritualists as among

Protestants.

Another singular thing I learned was that "No Con-

trol can ever transcend the intelligence and mental

powers of his medium. '

' They might develop the latent

powers, but could do no more. In that case the inquiry
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naturally occurred to me—"Why not develop my own
powers ? '

' Beyond the simple fact that it taught us that

there is no death, of what benefit was it to the in-

dividual ?

The spiritual intelligences, my Controls, knew nothing

whatever about Jesus, other than their mere belief that

He was a Medium; and some of them professed to act

as a Medium for Him, and transmitted alleged communi-

cations from Him that were so at variance with His life

and teachings when He walked and talked with men,

that it would turn a North American Indian away in

disgust.

Finally I began to think that I would have to look

further, and I dropped back into the old rut once more.

I had supposed that I had quit mediumship, or what

little I knew of it ; but not so, for on a certain occasion

I had to make an address of welcome in the interests of

a fraternal organization. I had but just arisen and faced

my audience when some spiritual intelligence—whose

identity I do not know even yet—took absolute trance

control of me (by right of conquest) and very generously

proceeded to make the address of welcome of which the

audience still believe me to be the author, and for which

I still receive the credit because I could not tell them

that a disembodied intelligence, some spirit in fact, had

taken possession of my Will and Voluntary Powers and

actually delivered the address without my knowledge or

power to prevent it.

How many do you suppose would have believed me?
I believe it is entirely safe to say that a very large ma-

jority of my audience would have concluded at once that

I was then and there a fit subject for some lunatic asy-

lum, if I had but told them the simple truth. Let me say
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now, however, that some of the things I must have said

at that time were really in my own mind (before I was
controlled) ; but I am positively certain that I could not

have said them half so impressively as did my Control

for me. But you can see that it fixed in me a false equa-

tion from which I could not extricate myself without in-

curring the displeasure of my friends. I wish to say,

however, that so far as I am able to ascertain, the in-

fluence of that Soul was morally good.

Now for the sequel : What was said at that time was
not so very complimentary to the Roman Catholic

Church. A few days later a powerful spiritual influence

attacked me and I had to exert every ounce of my energy

to resist that awful, blighting influence which it was

able to project upon my consciousness and which I could

not throw off for days afterward. But I would not sur-

render ; and yet, I knew not its real meaning nor its ter-

rible significance. Nevertheless, if I had possessed the

ordinary common sense of the average mule and had

reasoned from cause to effect, or from effect back to the

cause, the conflict would have been short and decisive.

As it was, however, I misunderstood its object, and it

played a waiting game so subtly that it was able to make

a fool of me for years. All the time it was simply await-

ing its opportunity to destroy me; and once, when I

broke down under a long and severe nervous strain, it

came near putting me out of the running entirely.

Thanks to the Great Father, and no doubt the Great

Friends, I was able to fight my way back to manhood;

and the first thing I did thereafter was to fight that

miserable, damnable influence to a finish, and I WON.
I know now that it can never again harm me in any way
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whatsoever. And I am grateful beyond the power of

words to express.

I want to say that, from many things that occurred

during that memorable fight, it was undoubtedly a Ro-

man Catholic Intelligence, and must have been danger-

ously near the ''Line of Despair," if I am in any meas-

ure capable of judging its condition from the effects of

its influence upon myself.

Just as long as I remained inactive it would apparent-

ly leave me alone ; but just so sure as I began studying

along lines calculated to give me definite information as

to the Catholic Church and its methods and purposes,

just so sure I found that ''Thing" in my way and it

blocking my progress. But ignorantly and alone (ap-

parently) I fought my way back to real manhood once

more; and I want to say now that hereafter the only

"Control" I shall ever submit to is "Self-Control."

I have only just "cracked my shell" as yet, but the

peep I have of the Great Beyond far and away trans-

cends anything I ever learned while in the depths of

Mediumship. I cast my pearls before swine, and deeply

and painfully have I been rent, as my reward of merit.

My advice to all Mediums, based upon the definite knowl-

edge gained through absolute personal experience, is to

"right-about-face" and do everything in their power to

regain what they have sacrificed through self-surrender.

The "Moses" of the Spiritualists

—

Moses Hull—ad-

mitted that the consensus of Bible authority is against

the methods of Modern Spiritualism; or, as it was

termed in those days, persons having '

' familiar spirits.
'

'

In truth, about the only seeming endorsement of the

subjective process in those days was from the Apostle

Paul, in Corinthians, where he portrays the "Spiritual
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Gifts"—and it is yet a question whether he meant the

subjective or the Independent Method. In my humble

judgment, he meant the Constructive and Independent

process ; for he says to try the spirits and see if they are

of God. Now I would like to ask wherein a Medium has

any choice. He simply has to take whatever comes his

way and he can't help himself—at least, I could not, and

if you have developed the subjective process, neither can

you. Don 't, however, imagine that you are too far gone

;

but get busy, and what I have done YOU CAN DO.
Read "The Great Psychological Crime," and you will

realize that in Natural Science you have a powerful ally,

and that you cannot truthfully deny one single state-

ment contained in that book. Thereafter you will not

have to fight ignorantly, as I did.

I know enough of Mediumship to say that as far as I

went it was a downward course. I deliberately and of

my own free will and accord went into its mystic realms,

and I paid the price of my folly—to the uttermost ; and

so will you, for
'

' God is no respecter of persons.
'

' The

most exalted monarch that ever lived and the most ob-

scure peasant can meet on that level and both receive

their lawful due. I know that I got just what I de-

served.

The barrier of Nature which was erected for my pro-

tection was torn down by my consent; but I firmly be-

lieve it has again been erected—this time by myself

—

and when evil influences make any attempt to obtrude

themselves into my affairs I can say "Scat!" And in-

stantly they depart.

I cannot resist the temptation to take one parting shot

at my ancient enemy. I am convinced that the one

thing that excited his wrath most deeply was an at-
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tempt in the address (to which I have referred) where

it was shown that the fraternal spirit has been manifest

in the ages prior to the Christian Era, and that the in-

telligence of the age could be measured by the expres-

sion of the fraternal spirit, and that during the period

known to history as "The Dark Ages" that spirit was all

but suppressed ; also this poetic expression was made use

of:
'

' Truth crushed to earth will rise again

;

The eternal years of God are hers;

But error wounded, writhes in pain

And dies amongst its worshippers. '

'

Now, this nameless "Thing," in his element of ignor-

ance, subtlety and deception, was a "champion worthy

of my steel;" but in the light of Reason and by the

power of "Will I brushed him, her, or it, aside as I would

a viper, and defied him, her, or it and all his, her's, or

its miserable cohorts.

I suppose I ought to look upon such an experience

with a sense of pity for the one in error; but I think I

may justly excuse myself, in this case, on the ground

that patience surely had long since ceased to be a virtue.

I have read some of the articles in Life and Action on

the subject of "Critics," and I want to add my little

mite. I think that so long as the critic says "Come, let

us reason together," he is clearly within his legitimate

rights and limitations ; but when he gets outside the pale

of reason and fails to answer his opponent's arguments,

then resorts to abuse or villifies another—as seems to be

the case among some of the TK's critics—he is carrying

the joke too far. I think the proper definition of such a

process is "Character Assassination." Such critics never
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wrote a book, composed a poem, nor invented a beneficent

device for the good of humanity.

On the other hand, they think they see a chance to

inspire the ignorant masses to applaud their efforts,

and they revel in homage paid them; and their reward

is the temporary gratification of their Vanity.

In justice to the Great School it is no more than fair

to state that I am not a Student therein, nor in any man-

ner whatsoever connected with it. I have, however,

read the books and literature of the School ; and I want

to say in conclusion that I have been profoundly im-

pressed, and I entertain for both the Authors and the

School a deep and abiding admiration ; and the crumbs

of comfort that have fallen to me from their plethoric

table, inspire my heartfelt gratitude.

With sincere thanks, and the very best wishes to all

the Great Friends and Students, I am,

Cordially and fraternally,
# # # #

BY THE EDITOR
Such letters as the foregoing bring to me a sense of

comfort and gratification. They indicate that the efforts

of this little magazine are not all fruitless. It brings to

one in my own position a sense of deep gratitude to be

thus assured of the fact that his efforts are understood

and appreciated by even a few of those for whom they

have been intended.

Here is one who has had "The Personal Experience

"

which enables him to KNOW what he is talking about,

and his unqualified corroboration of the scientific data

contained in The Great Psychological Crime is of unique

value. I am glad to be able to give it to the public

through Life and Action,
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I have no doubt that there will be a good many of the

readers of his letter who have had some, if not all, of the

experiences therein narrated; for such experiences are

not so very uncommon among those who have engaged in

any considerable study of the occult, or the mystical,

along the lines of spiritualistic or mediumistic phenom-

ena.

And it will doubtless be a source of comfort and en-

couragement to them to know that others have met and
conquered the influence of outside intelligences. It is

largely for this reason that I am publishing the letter.

I want those who are suffering from the efforts of out-

side controls to know that it is within their own power

to overcome all such influences—provided you will sim-

ply banish all sense of FEAR, and face the situation

calmly and with courage and determination to assert

your own individuality and your own self-control. It is

not difficult if you will be persistent and keep up your

effort ; but you must not stop nor assume that you can-

not do it. You CAN succeed IF YOU WILL. Remember
that always, and then let nothing discourage you nor

stop your efforts for Self-Control. It will come to you

in time, slowly at first perhaps, but surely if you keep

steadily moving forward and never ceasing your efforts

for Self-Control. That is the Keynote of it all.
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COMMUNICATIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Dear Friends

:

* * * Ky.
Since receiving your beautiful catalogue and sample

copy of LIFE AND ACTION, which you recently sent
me, I have carefully read them, and I can say in all

sincerity and truth that I want to become a reader, a
student and Friend of "The Great Work in America."
I bid you Godspeed in spreading a knowledge of the

Message of Light for which the world is so much in

need, and I hope that the extension work of The Great
School will soon be known in every land. L. S. B.

Editor-in-Chief: * * * , Texas.
Dear Sir and Brother: I enjoyed the great privilege

and pleasure of reading your special KNIGHT TEMP-
LAR SOUVENIR NUMBER of "Life and Action," and
passing this copy around among my Masonic Brothers,

I was struck with the favorable impression it made upon
them. I hope I may be able to purchase from you at

least 50 copies. I am deeply interested in having every
Mason within the reach of "my cable tow" read this

remarkably clear presentation of the fundamental dif-

ferences between Masonry and Roman Catholicism.

Fraternally yours, * * *

The KNIGHT TEMPLAR SOUVENIR NUMBER re-

ferred to in this letter may be had at this office for 5e

each. Masonic interest in this publication has already

resulted in the printing and distribution of over a hun-
dred thousand (100,000) copies. It is a booklet of 92

pages.

BOUND VOLUME No. 6. LIFE AND ACTION.
This book is now being printed and will be ready for

delivery in a few days. It will be bound in Genuine
English Beauty Cloth, same as previous Bound Vol-

umes, and contain about 60 more pages than No. 5.

Price $1.00 prepaid.
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THESE SIX BOOKS
Anticipate and Answer HUNDREDS of QUESTIONS

BOUtfD
relative to the Work of The

UNIFORMLY Great School and to Individual

Life and Its Possibilities.

Next to the Three Volumes of the
HARMONIC SERIES, in interest,

importance and value to the litera-

ture of the Great School come the

EACH YXAR.^

BOUND VOLUMES

LIFE andACTION

These books, as far as
they have been issued,
form a complete and
unique library in them-
selves. They give you

a very clear, comprehensive and most interesting
view of the nature, scope and progress of the en-
tire educational work thus far accomplished by
the Great School. Like the HARMONIC SERIES,
they are books you will read, re-read, study, en-
joy and absorb into your life as long as you live.

Not only do they contain a wealth of definite information and exact knowledge,

but they constitute a never failing source of Encouragement, Sympathy and

Good Cheer to all Travelers upon the Bright Pathway of Personal Effort. In

a way, through the BOUND VOLUMES, even more than through the three Text

Books, you come to feel yourself acquainted and in sympathy with the spirit

and purpose cf the Great Work.

BOUND VOLUME No. 6 IS NOW READY
This book, together with the other five volumes, sells for $1.00 per copy, or

the Six Yolumes and your subscription to "Life and Action" for TWO YEARS
(12 numbers) for $6.75 prepaid. The books are kept in stock and would

be sent the same day your order reaches our office.

INDO-AMERICAN BOOK CO. 5705 South Blvd. CHICAGO, ILL



Books That Change the Courses of Human Lives.

. . . .Subscriber to "Life and Action," (12 issues) . .$1.00
Harmonics of Evolution, cloth 2.00
Harmonics of Evolution, flexible morocco 3.50
The Great Psychological Crime, cloth 2.00

The Great Psychological Crime, flexible moroc. 3.50
The Great Work, cloth 2.00

The Great Work, flexible morocco 3.50

. . . .THE THREE IN ONE, full morocco 12.00

. . . .Questions on Natural 'Science, half leather. . . . 2.00
Key to "Questions," leather .". 1.00

....Vol. 1—$1.00 ....Vol. 6—$1.00

. . . .Vol. 2— 1.00 Bound Volumes . . . .Vol. 7— 1.00

....Vol. 3—1.00 of ....Vol. 8—1.00

. . . .Vol, 4— 1.00 Life and Action . . . .Vol. 9— 1.00

. . . .Vol. 5— 1.00 . . . .Vol. 10— 1.00

Who Answers Prayer, cloth 50
. . . .The Lost Word Found, cloth 50

The Dream Child, gift edition, cloth 1.00

.... The Gay Gnani of Gingalee, cloth 1.00

Harmonic 'Birthday Book, leather 2.00

The Reality of Matter, cloth 1.00

The Crucifixion by an Eye Witness, cloth 1.00

The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ, cloth 1.00

Bridging the Great Divide, cloth 1.00

. . . .Modern World Movements, cloth 1.00

The Spirit of the Work, cloth 1.00

Vol. 1. The Question Box, cloth 1.00

Vol. 2. The Question Box, cloth 1.00

The Genius of Freemasonry, cloth 1.00

Constructive Psychology, cloth 1.00

Mystic Masonry, cloth 1.00

A Study of Man, cloth 1.50

Symbolic Teachings of Masonry, cloth 1.25

Facing the Twentieth Century, cloth 2.00

The Bible in India, cloth 2.00

The Soul and Sex in Education, cloth 1.25

Zanoni and Zicci, special edition, cloth, gilt top 1.00

The .Strange Story, special edition, " " " 1.00

Secret History of the Oxford Movement, cloth 1.00

. . . .The Great Pyramid of Jeezeh, cloth 2.50

The New Avatar, cloth 2.00

Nature Cure (438 pages), cloth 2.15

Nature Cure Cook Book (469 pages), cloth 2.15

Indo-American Book Co., 5705 South Blvd., Chicago, 111.


